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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a reading of four Gold Coast tourist sites, organised around a 
theory of human game playing advanced by Roger Caillois. Caillois has defined 
four categories of games, each a recognisable set of structures motivated by a 
different set of drives: agon (competition), alea (chance), mimicry (simulation) 
and vertigo or ilinx ( physical excitation). I have used each of his categories to 
frame a reading of a particular site or event: the Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix, 
Jupiters Casino, Movie World and Dreamworld respectively. 
I have focused particularly on the explicit Utopian pretensions of these 
pleasure sites, and on the relations between such sites and "ordinary" life. I have 
drawn on Foucault's conception of the heterotopia, as a means of encompassing 
both the discursive richness of these sites and their self-conscious construction as 
"special" places. In particular, I have investigated the intersection of each site's 
own sustaining and legitimating narratives with prevalent local and national 
discourses about the Gold Coast. Such discourses frequently take the form of local, 
regional or national fantasies. 
I have situated my readings within contemporary debates in cultural studies. 
In particular, I have drawn on feminist investigations of spatiality, postmodern 
questionings of the notion of "authentic" spaces, and poststructuralist approaches 
to tourism. A constant tension within this work has been that between the so-
called structuralist and culturalist approaches, that is, between reading ideologies in 
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texts and accounting for experiences of pleasure, or in Jameson's terms, the tension 
between the ideological and Utopian elements of popular culture. Within this 
thesis, the concept of such a pull has proven to be highly problematic and yet 
durable. 
My project is thus a study of one very particular set of cultural relations, an 
investigation of the methodologies involved in "reading cities," and an attempt to 
bring together a number of theoretical perspectives. 
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INTRODUCTION 
SITE/SEERS: "READING" THE GOLD COAST 
In a paper presented at a 1967 conference of the Institute of Architectural 
History at the University of Naples, Roland Barthes announced his "double 
amour" ~ for the city and for signs ("Semiologie" 11). In going on to concede 
that this double love was probably really a single one, Barthes was stressing not 
merely the mutual implication of the material and the symbolic but also the 
city's constitution as a dynamic ensemble of signs. Barthes' paper was a key 
moment in the conceptualisation of an urban semiotics, and it is important 
that he conceives of his project as motivated and impelled by love. That is, 
although Barthes considers urban semiotics a science, for him it is inextricably 
caught up in the realms of human values and desires. 
What follows is a semiotic study of the Gold Coast. Since one key premise 
of semiotics is the distinction between the signified and the referent, it is clear 
that a semiotic study of the Gold Coast would differ from either empirical 
description or functionalist analysis, though it could include both of these. Its 
object of study would be the signified "the Gold Coast," a signified whose reach 
is broader than the precise geographic referent. In other words, it would be a 
portrait of the symbolic landscape as well as the physical one, recognising that 
the former includes the latter. As a national showpiece for the tourist gaze, to 
borrow John Urry's phrase, the Gold Coast is a fitting place for studying the 
ways in which semiotic signs constitute a city. 
But this city is not merely made up of signs; just as importantly, it 
functions as a sign. For the Gold Coast is as important a cultural sign as it is an 
economic miracle. Yet for a city whose rise (literally) has been so rapid (the first 
multi-storey hotel was completed in 1960 [McRobbie, Real Surfers Paradise 131]; 
now skyscrapers shred the skyline), the range of critical studies has remained 
surprisingly narrow. Most studies^ of the Gold Coast I have seen fall into 
clearly definable empirical fields ~ economic assessments, or historical, 
touristic or nostalgic surveys. Few accounts, if any, have dealt with one of the 
most distinctive features of the region ~ its remarkable place in Australian 
discourse ~ other than in either a banally condemnatory or celebratory way. 
This is quite surprising, for the Gold Coast, like Disneyland, has surpassed 
its geographical existence to take on a metaphoric, almost symbolic one. As the 
site of intersection of many Australian and international dreams (and 
nightmares), it has a rich and varied "perceptual capacity," or ability to carry 
certain signifieds (Urry 44-45, drawing on J. Walter). Proudly proclaiming its 
own particularity, it has taken on an almost hyper-real status, functioning as 
much as an item in discourse as an urban entity. Thus coastal residents 
frequently fight development proposals by invoking the Gold Coast, while art 
union lotteries and quiz shows offer luxury Gold Coast homes or holidays as 
prizes. As a cultural sign it is highly overdetermined, often eliciting colourful 
and conflicting reactions. 
One series of codings celebrates the region as an economic and tourist 
phenomenon. The Gold Coast is reputed to be the fastest growing region of any 
1 As far as I am aware no full-length study of this type has been carried out. 
developed nation in the world, having maintained a 6% annual growth rate 
for over thirty years (Rider Hunt 13). As Australia's premier tourist 
destination, it is a major contributor to the Australian economy. It has the 
greatest proportion of development in the tourist sector of Queensland, 
accounting for 36.2% of the total value of construction projects ("Tourism 
Trends" Appendix B). Albert Shire, which takes in much of the greater Gold 
Coast area, has an average annual population growth rate of 10.2%, the highest 
of any local government area in Queensland (CM 17 Aug. 1991: 8). The original 
plan to site the Multi-Function Polls near Coomera crystallised one prevalent 
Australian view of the Gold Coast ~ as the hub and epitome of modernity, 
leisure, competition and development. For Alexander McRobbie, for example, 
the story of Surfers Paradise 
is the story of free enterprise ~ certainly not untrammeled free 
enterprise ~ but often bold and innovative risk-taking which involved 
true entrepreneurial flair. (Real Surfers Paradise 19) 
But the Gold Coast is also demonised discursively, particularly as a 
signifier of modernisation and materialism. In his "Plan Voisin," Le Corbusier 
claimed that the best thing to do with large sections of Paris (everything 
between the Seine and Montmartre, for example) was to raze it to the ground 
and start again (von Moos 128).^ Some Australians say the same of the Gold 
Coast. People I spoke to quite commonly hoped that a tidal wave will wash it 
2 "Surgery must be applied at the city's centre. Physic must be used elsewhere. 
We must use the knife to cope with that evolution which . . . has turned the 
ancient Lutetia into the Paris of today" ("Physic or Surgery," Ch. 14 of The City 
of To-Morrow and its Planning 258). 
into the sea ~ some were even sure that this will happen, informing me quite 
matter of factly that God is going to wreak vengeance on the place. And yet 
"the Coast," as it is popularly called in that corner of south-east Queensland, 
remains Australia's most popular holiday destination, a location that signifies 
within a polarised semiotic cosmos ~ framed within a metaphorics of paradise 
and hell ~ "the best place in the world to live," as many locals repeatedly and 
unironically insist, or an underworld of greed, violence, drug abuse and child 
pornography (fig. 1). 
The Gold Coast is, in sum, an extraordinarily rich and ambiguous cultural 
sign, constituted by and circulated within discourses of many kinds, imagined 
and invoked in a wealth of popular narratives concerning money, success, 
modernisation, play, work, abundance and Utopian promise. As a region 
whose physical and psychological landscapes revolve around the relations 
between material wealth, social power, the natural world and the act of 
looking, it raises interesting questions for feminists. Situated at the 
intersection of many discursive crosscurrents, invested with wildly different 
values (paradise on earth or a twentieth century Sodom and Gomorrah), the 
Gold Coast exerts a powerful ambiguity that lies at the heart of its fascination: 
The Gold Coast is brash, brassy and beautiful. It has the painted face of a 
tart and an unspoilt heart. (Aust 1 Nov. 1975 Weekend 4: 24) 
Fig. 1. Sign on Pacific Highway, north of Coomera. 
On the positive side, for many, it is Australia's most rapidly growing 
leisure city, and an unparalleled transformation of scrubby sand-dunes 
into highly desirable real estate. . . . On the negative side, others tend to 
view the Gold Coast as an overbloated [sic] and never-necessary city, a 
parasitic carbuncle on the shoreline thriving off the surplus income of a 
materialistic society. It is a place where nature has been denied, a 
tasteless and congested spoil heap of concrete just right for the 
nurturance of crime. It is an urban and linear temple to the dollar-
worshipping ethic. (Hollinshead 449-50) 
I. URBAN SEMIOTICS: THE CITY AS TEXT 
a) The Linguistic Metaphor 
How, then, should a semiotic study of the Gold Coast be carried out ~ and 
what might be its limitations? Donald Preziosi, an architectural semiotician, 
laments the "almost dazzlingly varied universe of analytic methodologies and 
theoretical frameworks" that are currently being applied to urban 
environments (176). Certainly, in the late 60s, Barthes' approach was 
individualistic, almost laissez-faire: 
. . . if one wants to undertake a semiology of the city, the best approach, 
in my opinion, as moreover for any semantic undertaking, will be a 
certain simplicity on the part of the reader. . . (13) 
In 1978, Eco noted that semiotics was increasingly developing "a set of unified 
methodological tools" ("Semiotics" 76), though these were flexible, owing to 
their widely various disciplinary origins. By the early 1990s, semiotics has 
evolved to the state where Grossberg can consider it a methodology in itself, 
one of the many that inform the new "discipline" of cultural studies, itself now 
the new field with "no distinct methodology" (2). 
Use of the linguistic analogy is deeply rooted within semiotics, since the 
linguistic sign is the fundamental concept of semiotics, and the analogy with 
language its founding metaphor. Saussurian semiology is based on the 
privileging of language as the most important of all sign systems, the necessary 
precondition for all other sign systems, and the best model for the study of all 
other sign systems (Singer 215). Barthes was one of the most categorical 
proponents of the linguistic model of semiotics: "The city is a discourse and 
this discourse is really a special language of its own"(12),3 he claims. He 
frequently makes use of such terms as the "readability" (11), "fundamental 
rhythm" and "semantic content" of the "urban text" (12). This founding 
linguistic metaphor has led to more precisely literary borrowings, 
"appropriations" that Richard Johnson considers "deep, formative and 
recurrent" in the history of cultural studies (2). 
But many theorists, particularly architects, have argued vehemently 
against the seemingly wholesale imposition of a set of literary critical aims, 
presuppositions and practices onto a material and spatial "text." Martin 
Krampen, for example, reserves his most sustained criticism for those whose 
urban architectonics rely on what Eco termed the "aesthetic fallacy" (qtd. in 
Krampen: 180),^ ^ that is, the application of a literary analogy to the study of a 
^ I have translated the term "langage" in this way to retain the sense it has in 
French of a jargon or special type of language (e.g. animal language, child-
language, technical jargon). 
^ From "Per una analisi semantica dei segni architettonici" in Le Forme del 
Contenuto. Milano: Bompiani, 1971. 157-79. 
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city. Indeed, he considers his book a "front" against the facile use of "the ill-
founded linguistic analogy" (preface and 36). 
Certainly, one can comprehend the annoyance of some architects at the 
sudden proliferation of theorists from many disciplines calling for the need to 
correct the "relatively neglected, 'under-theorised' dimension of space" 
(Hebdige, "Subjects in Space" vi). Their reservations do indeed serve as a 
useful caveat against the ignorant or hasty adoption of approaches that ignore 
specialist knowledge or an entire theoretical heritage. But many of these 
objections themselves spring from inadequate understandings of modern 
theories of textuality. 
Most commonly, the "transference" from literary criticism is seen to 
dismiss the architectural product's material reality. Architect Robin Evans 
claims that the textual analogy obscures the "instrumental role [of architecture] 
in the formation of everyday events" (28). For Evans, the problem with a 
textual approach is that 
like novels, like portraiture, architecture is made into a vehicle for 
observation and reflection. Overloaded with meaning and symbolism 
its direct intervention in human affairs is spuriously reduced to a 
question of practicality. (27-28) 
But this criticism relies on a realist epistemology that produces a reductive and 
untenable opposition between an autonomous, reflective, aesthetic domain 
and a material reality of practical and political import. 
A more far-reaching and developed critique of the textualist tendencies 
of semiotics comes from Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre opens The Production of 
Space with a critique of the liberal and loose use of the term "space" to cover a 
vast range of realms of knowledge ~ "geographical, economic, demographic, 
sociological, ecological, political, commercial, national, continental, global" (8). 
He claims that a "yawning gap" (5) separates mental/philosophical space from 
"that social space wherein language becomes practice" (5), and that too many 
theorists "spring without the slightest hesitation from mental to social" (6), 
with the result that the ideological positions implicit in their (privileged) 
speaking position are unproblematically assumed, imperceptibly replicated and 
naturalised as "truth." 
He criticises Barthes' semiotics for this tendency (5), and semiotics more 
generally for its linguistic/literary origins: 
Semiology raises difficult questions precisely because it is an incomplete 
body of knowledge which is expanding without any sense of its own 
limitations; its very dynamism creates a need for such limits to be set, as 
difficult as that might be. When codes worked up from literary texts are 
applied to spaces ~ to urban spaces, say ~ we remain, as may easily be 
shown, on the purely descriptive level. Any attempt to use such codes 
as a means of deciphering social space must surely reduce that space 
itself to the status of a message, and the inhabiting of it to the status of a 
reading. (7) 
This reservation ~ voiced in 1974 ~ seems to have been borne out by some 
subsequent tendencies in semiotics ~ at least as taken up as part of the 
emerging tradition of cultural studies in Australia. Meaghan Morris, for 
example, has more recently criticised a tendency towards "fascinated 
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descrilption]," a sort of "wide-eyed bewitchment" before the spectacle of the 
everyday ("Shopping Centres" 196). Ironically enough, though, this has tended 
to arise from an awkwardness with the very kinds of privileged reading 
positions that Lefebvre criticises and from an attempt to deal with the notion of 
space as "a practised place" (de Certeau 117) ~ an insight that developed from 
Lefebvre's own work. 
While Lefebvre's criticisms of semiotics are clearly well founded, it 
seems to me that the key contribution of semiotics ~ the recognition that 
material objects and spaces function also as signs ~ is nonetheless an 
enormously productive insight. How to deal within a theoretical model and 
set of practices with both the signifying and material dimensions of urban space 
~ and how to understand and articulate the relations between these 
dimensions ~ remains a key problem. 
This problem is particularly acute, I think, when it comes to sites that 
carry an especially charged semiotic load ~ for historical, political, geographical 
or touristic reasons, for example. Chris Philo and Garry Kearns' study of the 
"selling" of cities makes it clear that intertwined with the essentially economic 
logic of promoting a city for touristic purposes is "a more social logic at work" 
(3): 
. . . the self-promotion of places may be operating as a subtle form of 
socialisation designed to convince local people, many of whom will be 
disadvantaged and potentially disaffected, that they are important cogs 
in a successful community and that all sorts of "good things" are really 
being done on their behalf. (3) 
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I sidestep here the model of ideology at work in this claim, simply to note that 
tourist sites are especially and very self-consciously in the business of assessing, 
matching and reworking material and signifying spaces. On the Gold Coast, for 
example, signifying space (i.e., the city's place in national mythologies) "sells" 
the dty, produces wealth, and therefore affects the material space. This is 
clearly the case with the boom and bust cycles of the high-rise. But even this 
notion of the interrelation between the two spheres is still a model in which 
they remain separate ~ though interconnected ~ realms. How to reconceive of 
mental and social space in more complex ways is a problem that will no doubt 
continue to engage theorists for some time to come. 
This need will become more pressing as institutional and disciplinary 
factors ~ notably the rise in popularity of cultural studies approaches for a 
generation of young scholars ~ throw an increasing number of theorists from 
diverse disciplinary backgrounds into the study of the products and practices of 
public and private space. This, coupled with the increasing urgency of 
environmental debates, which are often caricatured as polarised between 
radical "greenies" ~ concerned with the sanctity of certain kinds of physical 
space ~ and developers ~ concerned with the interpenetration of these spaces 
with social spaces ~ economic, demographic and political. Debate is frequently 
carried out on the Gold Coast in these terms, and of course, with increasing 
urgency on a global scale. 
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For Lefebvre, then, a polarisation exists between "the space of the 
philosophers and the space of people who deal with material things" (4). And 
yet, I doubt whether his dream of a "unitary theory" (11) ~ one that will unite 
the three realms of physical, mental and social space ~ is achievable, or even 
theoretically possible. When Michel de Certeau, influenced by Lefebvre, 
abandons the metaphor of the aerial view of the city (the analyst looking down 
from a high-rise building) in favour of the metaphor of the nameless man in 
the street (93), he is still left with the problem of the solitary perspective. 
Though the analyst's solitary perspective will be social in that it will be 
informed by understandings from a variety of disciplines, it must inevitably 
remain just one theoretical lens. No one theory can encompass the 
heterogeneity of a lived urban space; readings will therefore rather be a series of 
palimpsests ~ each one partial, incomplete, and informed by its own biases. 
This leaves Lefebvre's criticism of the literary analogy ~ that it reduces 
the status of inhabiting a city to a reading ~ intact. Other theorists, however, 
have made less sophisticated critiques of the notion of reading, often on the 
grounds that it ignores the role of the users, in this case the urban subjects. 
Donald Preziosi, for example, considers the notion of the city-text to be a 
double-edged sword that on the one hand has lent credence to the search for 
urban/architectural meaning in the perception of users, but on the other hand, 
has "replicat[ed] in a new guise an older linguistic metaphor that serves to 
legitimize urban usage as largely passive consumption" (181). This is simply 
not the case, since many styles of literary criticism, especially reception 
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aesthetics, do not see reading as "largely passive consumption." Although 
some forms of both literary and cultural criticism have indeed tended towards 
textual determination at different times, the Saussurian influence in the 
linguistic metaphor opens up possibilities for very different styles of semiotic 
projects. 
In sum, it would be true to say that a semiotics arising from a literary 
training and metaphorics is likely to work with sophisticated models of 
textuality and reading, but may still be likely to run the risk of underplaying 
material factors ~ architectural, town planning, or geographical, for example. 
In this study, I have certainly chosen to emphasise the Gold Coast's place in 
national discourses at the cost of a more material analysis. I consider the 
implications of this more fully in the Conclusion. Here, I can only gesture 
towards some of the different approaches that a more materially oriented 
semiotics of the Gold Coast might have produced. An urban studies-based 
semiotics, for example, would no doubt have investigated the conjunction of 
different styles of demographic and urban patterns, such as the linear 
development of the strip from Coolangatta to Southport, and the vertical 
development of the coastal high-rise. It might study the relation between 
commercial and domestic development, and the changing patterns thereof. It 
might analyse the values embedded in geographical markers (north/south; 
ground level/high-rise), and the cultural codings of directionality (verticality, 
linearity etc.). 
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A geographical semiotics would certainly be interested in the way the 
natural features of the Gold Coast ~ so crucial to its economic and semiotic 
success ~ are structured in local imaginaries around a series of oppositions: 
southern beaches versus northern and central beaches; canal estates versus the 
"wild" beaches; hinterland versus the coast. It might also investigate the 
interplay of geographical and political boundaries ~ the NSW/Queensland 
border, the Border Ranges, the Gold Coast Highway, the Pacific Ocean, the 
national park.^ 
An architectural semiotics would emphasises the variety and history of 
some of the prevalent local architectural forms ~ shopping centres, theme 
parks, canal estates, casino. The Gold Coast would be a rich site for both 
synchronic and diachronic architectural studies ~ especially those periods of 
rapid development, where the demographic and therefore architectural 
patterns changed rapidly. 
All these types of studies, I would see as mutually complementary and 
equally valid in their own terms. Although I have incorporated elements from 
all these disciplinary approaches, to incorporate them all into some kind of 
mega-reading (though in tune with a certain kind of grandiose. Gold Coast 
ambition) would be not only impracticable methodologically (and beyond my 
^ Although this is not the aim of the current study, elsewhere I have made a 
study of the promotion and marketing of the Gold Coast's historicised and 
gendered natural fetaures ("Natural Histories: Nature, History and Gender on 
the Gold Coast." Unpublished paper). 
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scope), but would also evince a theoretically untenable pretension to 
totalisation. All I can do here is to admit the kinds of limitations that arise 
from the metaphors on which the kind of semiotics I have practised is based. 
Another common criticism of the linguistic basis of semiotic approaches 
and of the literary analogy in particular is that it ignores the role of the users, in 
this case the urban subjects. Preziosi, for example, considers the notion of the 
city-text to be a double-edged sword that on the one hand has lent credence to 
the search for urban/architectural meaning in the perception of users, but on 
the other hand, has "replicat[ed] in a new guise an older linguistic metaphor 
that serves to legitimize urban usage as largely passive consumption" (181). 
This is simply not the case, since many styles of literary criticism, especially 
reception aesthetics, do not see reading as "largely passive consumption." 
Although some forms of both literary and cultural criticism have indeed 
tended towards textual determination at different times, the Saussurian 
influence in the linguistic metaphor opens up possibilities for very different 
styles of semiotic projects. 
b) Textual Questions 
If one accepts the validity or the potential fruitfulness of the textual 
metaphor, then similar sorts of methodological and theoretical questions arise 
as do with literary texts ~ questions about both textuality and readership. 
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i) Spatial and Semiotic Delimitation 
The urban text's precise geographical delimitations can usually be decided 
upon quite easily, but occasionally are themselves sources of interest. The 
popular conception of the Gold Coast as an "artificial" city, for example, stems 
not just from its role as a tourist destination, but also from its uneasy civic 
identity. A rapidly merging agglomeration of coastal suburbs, the Gold Coast is 
better known as a geographical region and a signifying space than as a civic 
entity, and public figures frequently bemoan its lack of recognition as a city (see 
below, p. 265). 
An urban text's boundaries are expanded infinitely, however, if one 
considers its semiotic delimitations. If intertextual relations are taken to be part 
of an urban sign, then the urban text knows no "spatial" limits. In this study, 
for example, I have considered many different kinds of elements to be part of 
the Gold Coast "text": architectural and spatial features, experiences, 
advertisements, anecdotes, statistics, media representations and less tangible 
cultural signs such as prevalent national and regional mythologies. Obviously, 
this definition must create a highly fluid text and consequently an idiosyncratic 
reading, but it is a far richer definition, since it allows for the Gold Coast's 
cultural and discursive functions as well as its precise geographical, material 
and economic existence. 
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ii) Temporal Delimitation 
Temporal questions ~ which draft or version is to be considered 
"authentic" ~ are particularly relevant to the urban text, since it is never static. 
The question "When is a city?" has no simple answer; the text of every city is 
always in "draft form." This is especially evident in a city like the Gold Coast, 
where cranes cut permanently across the skyscape, and where construction and 
demolition noises are now a constant, like the crash of the surf (fig. 2). The 
question of temporal and spatial closure in our very conceptualisation of urban 
texts is precisely the thing at stake in the environmental debates on 
"sustainable development." 
Such "textual" questions, then, impinge on and frame the opposition 
between synchronic and diachronic approaches. Recent theorists of time and 
space seem to have regarded each other with mutual suspicion. Despite the 
convergence of concerns between recent schools of history and some cultural 
studies ethnographic work, Graeme Turner detects "a residual wariness" of 
English historians to theory, especially towards structuralist/semiotic 
approaches to textual analysis (British Cultural Studies 182). Semiotics has 
tended to produce synchronic rather than diachronic readings, perhaps 
influenced by Saussure's conviction that "linguistics, having accorded too 
large a place to history, will turn back to the static viewpoint of traditional 
grammar but in a new spirit and with other procedures" (82-83). Have 
historical approaches, then, dominated social theory? Many postmodernist 
theorists believe this to be the case and have called for a shift in emphasis from 
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Fig. 2. Rivage Royale [sic], Southport. 
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the temporal to the spatial. Edward Soja, for example, points to a "peculiar 
theoretical peripheralization of space that has accompanied even the most 
neutral forms of historicism" (15). Recruiting Foucault to the cause,^ he 
believes that "an essentially historical epistemology continues to pervade the 
critical consciousness of modern social theory" (10). 
This debate is related to other oppositions that have predominated in 
cultural theory ~ particularly the culturalism/structuralism debate (see Tony 
Bennett's introduction to Popular Culture and Social Relations) ~ since it 
reworks many of the important questions to do with agency 
and the formation of subjectivities within culture. Since space is the realm in 
which individual users of a culture "make their mark," the claimed under-
theorisation of space suggests an alignment with certain kinds of political 
emphases, notably a concern with the forms and processes of cultural 
production and with a textually determined view of cultural products. 
I have not found the terms of this opposition particularly fruitful in my 
analyses of Gold Coast "texts." Indeed, any sense of a Gold Coast "ethos" 
(whatever that might mean) is likely to depend on an understanding of the 
changing representations of the region over time (see appended bibliography). 
^ Soja is quite correct in pointing out the important ramifications of Foucault's 
work for conceptions of spatiality, but he seems a little eager to redefine the 
prominent historian as a "postmodern geographer. . . malgre lui" whose 
"precursory spatial turn" is buried in "brilliant whirls of historical insight" and 
hidden away not in his published works but in lectures and interviews (16). 
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Evolution ("development") is built into the region's semiotic identity, since 
changes to the area are the subject of the often violent contestations that 
characterise Austrahan reactions to the region as a geographical entity and 
cultural sign. "What they've done" to the area is at the core of the Gold Coast's 
contemporary "meanings" ~ how and what the Gold Coast means (and to 
whom) are dependent on how and what it meant in the past. While current 
mythologies to some extent subsume past ones, they do this unevenly, by 
incorporating, reacting against or developing them. 
Three of the four cultural sites I have chosen for analysis are artificial 
"worlds," and an interesting tension exists between their deliberate and 
strategic timelessness and the popular debate about the region's rapid change; 
these worlds paradoxically depend upon this debate for their identity and 
effectiveness. In fact, then, time and space cannot properly be considered 
bipolar terms. As de Certeau observes: 
the revolutions of history, economic mutations, demographic mixtures 
lie in layers within [space], and remain there, hidden in customs, rites, 
and spatial practices. (Qtd. in Frow, "Michel de Certeau": 56) 
c) Questions of Readership 
The metaphor that I have considered foundational to urban semiotics ~ 
that of the city-text ~ leaves room for a range of potential reading practices. For 
if "the city is a poem," as Barthes put it ("Semiologie" 13), then users of the city 
~ be they citizens or academic semioticians ~ are readers of the poem. Barthes' 
view of the reader is decidely non-prescriptive. For Barthes, since "reading" 
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means both reading aloud and interpreting, any user is a semiotician, and the 
term "reader" awkwardly or perhaps advantageously encompasses different 
practices and structural positions: the "ordinary" citizen, using the city, living 
it and decoding it, is a semiotician, while the urban semiotician tries to straddle 
two positions, reading from within and "without." 
Barthes' metaphor, then, makes no distinction between the "ordinary" 
user of the city and the "specialist" reader, and his solution to the problem of 
an urban reading is a quantitative one. He argues that in order to reconstitute 
the langue or code of a city we should not accumulate more and more 
functional studies of cities, but rather draw on the readings of an entire gamut 
of readers, "from the permanent resident to the outsider" (13). The aim of 
these readings, he argues, is to move towards a more "scientific" formation of a 
code of units, syntactical structures etc.; in short ~ though he never uses the 
term ~ a grammar of the city. 
Although Barthes' essay evinces a rather scientistic brand of structuralism 
(he considers that such a multiplicity of readers and readings would produce 
scientific knowledge of the city), his argument is nonetheless underpinned by a 
kind of Romanticism: the whole exceeds the sum of its parts, yet we know the 
whole through its parts. Barthes' collection of readings would be like a 
collection of photos, that is different "prise[s] de position" (Matore, "L'Espace" 
216). It would strive (presumably in vain) to pin down an elusive reality ~ a 
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sort of Ortgeist or, in the urban context, a Stadtgeist. This project is 
reminiscent of Lenin's view of the quest for whole or real truth: 
Human reason then in its nature is capable of yielding and does yield 
the absolute truth which is composed of the sum-total of relative truths. 
Each step in the development of science adds new fragments of truth, 
and from this the absolute truth is constituted. (Qtd. in Barcan: 61)^ 
Such an endeavour, then, (to seek the whole through its parts) is dependent on 
a belief in deep structures and is linked to the enduring fictions of 
"authenticity" and "the common reader" or user. 
Cultural studies analysts have naturally been awkward about the validity 
and ramifications of a distinction between the everyday consumer of a cultural 
product and the specialist reader. Popular texts, once "off-limits" for academic 
study because of their supposed intellectual vapidity, now pose a different 
problem. They have turned the mirror back on academic analysts and forced 
them to consider their own, possibly elitist, role as explicator of the "ordinary" 
life of others. Much cultural studies theory has consequently focused on 
problematising (and metaphorising) the role of the cultural studies analyst. 
d) Academic Readers 
The question of the legitimacy or otherwise of popular culture as a realm 
of academic study thus impinges on and frames considerations of the role of 
the cultural studies analyst. Debate has centred on the construction of different 
"figures" for this analyst, and has often been polarised between the Scylla and 
7 From Materialism and Empirico-Criticism. 
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Charybdis of cultural elitism and naive populism, whose interplay continues to 
repeat a classic Romantic dilemma. 
Leading this first tradition ~ the urban analyst as descendant of the poet-
prophet figure ~ is the crusading Baudrillard ~ never one to shy away from the 
proclamation of his own preternatural sensibilities. In America, we are treated 
to a quite stunningly pretentious claim to authenticity that draws on the trope 
of the Romantic seer: 
Where the other [analysts] spend their time in libraries, I spend mine in 
the deserts and on the roads. Where they draw their material from the 
history of ideas, I draw mine from what is happening now, from the life 
of the streets, the beauty of nature. . . . My hunting grounds are the 
deserts, the mountains, Los Angeles, the freeways, the Safeways, the 
ghost towns, or the downtowns, not lectures at the university. (63) 
The isolated visionary eschews "abstruse researches" and "the unwholesome 
quicksilver mines of metaphysical depths" (Coleridge, Biographia Literaria I) in 
favour of Keatsian experience "proved upon our pulses."^ 
Baudrillard's view of the analyst as seer is so uncompromising that one 
might be tempted to consider it purely idiosyncratic; however, it is merely the 
distastefully honest expression of a more veiled pretension ~ the legacy of 
Romanticism ~ to be found in many analysts' work. Margaret King, for 
example, in her introduction to a special issue of The Journal of Popular 
Culture on theme parks (Summer 1981), positions the contributors as leaders of 
^ Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, The Portable Coleridge 441 and Keats, letter to 
J. H. Reynolds, 3 May 1818, Selected Poetry 333. 
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a new vanguard of scholars capable of rending the veil of habit and seeing into 
the heart of things: 
The serious implications of amusement parks are not immediately 
obvious. It does seem that this is the ideal sort of topic ~ obvious yet 
unseen, omnipresent yet unexamined ~ that is the special call of the 
popular culture scholar, and those students of American culture in its 
widest sense, to question and observe, answer and analyze. No single 
field can by itself be expected to encompass or to explain such a complex 
production. . . Understanding the parks, then, might be considered the 
ultimate challenge of the generalist's skill. . . . The clues offered must be 
read with care; the ground rules of the parks are ideal, visionary, 
fantastic; their contents will not readily yield insights under 
straightforward, preconceived, or literal methods. (57-58) 
This passage positively resonates with a desire to see American popular culture 
as fantastic, mysterious, rich and complex, a desire that seems to enact both 
egalitarian and elitist impulses. It is a desire to legitimise the everyday ~ an 
academic demystification of the cultural artefacts and processes of everyday life. 
Perhaps more telling, though, is the process of remystification ~ the evocation 
of the everyday as a panoply of vibrant mysteries. 
Thus the Utopian view of popular culture as "ideal, visionary, fantastic," 
although it rejects the overwhelming negativity towards popular culture of the 
Frankfurt School, nonetheless echoes its assumption of the heightened 
visionary and exegetical powers of certain analysts. It resembles a kind of 
cultural New Criticism, in that its primary aim is interpretation, in which the 
critic retains his/her role as the "teacher or explicator of meanings" (Wimsatt 
and Beardsley 34). The pretension to authenticity involves, at least implicitly, a 
concomitant devaluation of other analysts. This frequently takes the form of 
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sneers at the "superficial" experiences of others, in contrast to the author's own 
"lived" experiences. Such a stance surfaces just once, but nonetheless tellingly, 
in Reyner Banham's study of Los Angeles, for example. He sneers at the 
"pedestrian htterateur[s]" and "visiting academic[s]" who do not understand 
Los Angeles in the same way as the artists, photographers, musicians, and of 
course architects, like himself (243), 
This sneer at superficial experiences recalls one of the most familiar tropes 
in travel discourse: the "traveller"/"tourist" distinction that has given rise to a 
body of theorisations of the touristic experience. Erik Cohen has identified 
three principal traditions in the theoretical literature about tourism, departing 
respectively from the approaches of Boorstin, MacCannell and Turner 
("Traditions"). Boorstin's pioneering work in one chapter of The Image: A 
Guide to Pseudo-Events in America is a perceptive and witty satire of mass 
tourism, but it is now widely criticised because of its superior tone, because it 
did not distinguish between different kinds of tourists, and because of its 
unquestioned assumption that tourists actually prefer illusion to reality, itself a 
concept that Boorstin does not problematise. The second tradition identified by 
Cohen is that begun by MacCannell, whose book The Tourist attempted to 
theorise the sorts of observations made by Boorstin, but which came ultimately 
to the opposite conclusion: the tourist quest is not a search for illusion, but a 
desperate search for the "authenticity" felt to be missing from modern Western 
culture. Cohen accuses MacCannell of the same totalising impulse that is 
found in Boorstin: 
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Having discovered . . . "authenticity" as a basic value of modern culture, 
. . . MacCannell. . . goes on tacitly to ascribe such a quest to each and 
every modern tourist. ("Traditions" 34) 
The third tradition identified by Cohen springs from the work of Victor 
Turner, who develops the fairly common metaphor of tourists as pilgrims into 
a theory that sees tourism as a search for a "Center Out There." Theorists 
following this line of argument (such as Alma Gottlieb) have stressed elements 
of tourism involving the inversion of facets of everyday life, the so-called 
liminal and ludic aspects of holidaying. (The pleasures of touristic "inversion" 
is a theme that recurs in this current study.) 
The similarity between the tropes invoked in discussions of the touristic 
search for meaning and the enterprise of social theory has led some writers to 
consider the links between tourism and social analysis. Again, MacCannell's 
work has provided the basis for much of this line of argument. Jonathan 
Culler, for example, in a move whose egalitarian reach echoes that of Barthes, 
considers tourists to be "the unsung armies of semiotics" ("Semiotics of 
Tourism" 127), an army highly skilled in operating with the touristic code, 
itself "the most powerful and widespread modern consensus and a major 
stabilizing force in Western society" (139). Tourists, Culler claims, are the most 
insistent of semioticians, refusing to be contented with merely functionalist 
readings: 
. . . deaf to the natives' explanations that thruways are just the most 
efficient way to get from one place to another, or that pubs are just 
convenient places to meet your friends and have a drink, or that 
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gondolas are the natural way to get around in a city full of canals, 
tourists persist in regarding these objects and practices as cultural signs. 
(127-28) 
Such a view of tourism has much to recommend it, foregrounding as it does 
the interaction between previously-formed (though dynamic) cultural 
mythologies and the active process of negotiating and renegotiating them. 
But just as the tourist has been designated as one kind of social theorist, so 
some styles of social theory have been denigrated as mere tourism. The trend 
towards ethnography in British Cultural Studies research of the late 1970s and 
the 1980s has rightly been criticised for its search for "authenticity" in rather 
contrived situations (see, for example. Turner British Cultural Studies ch. 4). 
The family living rooms in which Dorothy Hobson watched families watching 
Crossroads (Turner 137-43) could with much justification be likened to 
MacCannell's "stage sets," where "behind-the-scenes authenticity" is put on 
display for the edification and entertainment of onlookers. The ethnographer 
visits, inevitably with certain expectations ready to be verified or challenged, 
explicates to her or himself, recounts findings to others, and finally gives 
"evidence" as the exegetical summation of the experience. Richard Johnson 
has stressed the power relations re-established in this practice: 
The practice [of ethnography], like the word, already extends social 
distance and constructs relations of knowledge-as-power. . . . To go 
further than this and render such accounts public, activates those 
relations of power. . . (45) 
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The practice is open to criticism not only for its implication in power 
relations but also for practitioners' tendency to understand a cultural Other 
from a limited reading position: 
There are perils. . . in the use of a (limited) individual or collective self-
knowledge where the limits of its representativeness are uncharted and 
its other sides ~ usually the sides of powerlessness ~ are simply 
unknown. (44-45) 
Anne Zahalka's photographic series "The Tourist as Theorist (theory takes 
a holiday)" draws on the tourist/theorist trope to suggest that the 
methodologies and approaches of critical theory work to reproduce themselves. 
The series begins with the tourist at home regarding a picture-book image of 
the Eiffel Tower, and ends with her once more at home, regarding a photo of 
herself in front of this same image, having slotted herself into the ready-made 
touristic reality. Zahalka's tourist assiduously consults guide books, maps and 
images before, during and after the trip, verifying the fidelity of the sites to 
their photographic representations. One of Zahalka's points, made clear by the 
patent artificiality of the backdrops, is that the attempt to find and verify 
"authenticity" is doomed to failure, since the tourist/theorist is inevitably 
caught up in networks of cultural expectations. Morris has argued that 
the tourist as autodidact is perpetually involved in producing and 
reproducing a metaphysics of presence. He hopes to "ambush" the 
sight, but he is always already ambushed by the marker-sight relation. 
("Henry Parkes" 10) 
The logical precedence of the simulacrum to the reality is of course one of 
the key thematics of postmodernism. Martin Barker has recently decried the 
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postmodern gaze as "a tourist gaze," believing that current cultural studies (in 
Britain at least) is "re-running ethnomethodology." But despite its evident 
limitations, not least of which is the analyst's problematic speaking position, 
ethnography is an important strain of cultural studies, since it takes the users of 
cultural products seriously and, as Turner argues (British Cultural Studies 149), 
it pushes the disdpUne towards a study of the practices and discourses of 
everyday life. Despite Johnson's criticisms of ethnography, his analysis of 
cultural studies projects can be used to rehabilitate somewhat the ethnographic 
approach. Urging the development of forms of cultural studies that link text-
based study with the two other main approaches ("the production and 
readership perspectives" [50]), he claims that it is possible to read texts (and we 
can take this to include lived cultural texts) as forms of representation, 
"provided it is realised that we are always analysing a representation of a 
representation" (50). This notion has been explored by ethnographers such as 
Radway and Morley. 
But "everyday life" is a protean creature, and the interdisciplinary and 
often eclectic nature of much cultural studies work has led to similar, and often 
valid, criticism of the analyst as roaming about from one area of expertise to 
another: 
In a sense, all of the scholars who choose this area [cultural studies] are 
laypeople, in that they are outside their area of expertise, hunting 
without a licence as it were. Because no one can legitimately criticize 
Wilbur Wright for taking off without his pilot's licence, the field of 
Cultural Studies is welcoming to many pioneers. (Breen 43) 
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This criticism is an important and long-standing one. In the paper cited above, 
Barthes signalled the impossible range of disciplines necessary to an urban 
semiology: 
But I have to add that anyone who wants to outline an urban semiotics 
should be at the same time a semiotician (specialist in signs), a 
geographer, a historian, a town planner, an architect and probably a 
psychoanalyst. Since it is well and truly obvious that this is not the case 
with me ~ actually I'm not any of these things except a semiotician, and 
hardly even that ~ the thoughts that I will present are those of an 
amateur, in the etymological sense of the word: amateur of signs, one 
who loves signs, amateur of the city, one who loves the city. (11) 
This modest disavowal works ambiguously ~ celebrating the "ordinary" city 
dweller and yet still constructing the new science of urban semiotics within a 
monumental academic and intellectual framework. Despite the inherent 
ambiguity of the modesty topos, we can take seriously Barthes' 
acknowledgement of the difficulty of analysing lived texts and practices in all 
their complexity. 
If Barthes thought it necessary to apologise for his lack of expertise, I need 
hardly add here an acknowledgement of my own limitations. For any 
interdisciplinary approach risks superficiality, inappropriate analogising and 
ignorance of complex disciplinary debates. In this study I have traversed many 
disciplinary boundaries. Although I have read as widely as possible in 
architectural, business and touristic journals and researched newspaper 
representations extensively,^ inevitably I have mastered neither the specific 
" See appended bibliography. 
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knowledges, nor the methodological tools or scholarly traditions of each of 
these disciplines. I remain, in that other sense of Barthes' term, an amateur. 
And yet, there is much to be valued in a rather eclectic semiotics, since any 
interdisciplinary approach opens up a range of exciting possibilities, while 
simultaneously pushing expertise to its limits. I would hope that my study, 
while opening up spaces for intersection with specific other knowledges, also 
achieves a completeness that is neither closure, nor "organic" unity, but a web-
like structure of links and gaps. 
The unsatisfying conclusion to be drawn, then, is that the interdisciplinary 
nature of semiotics and cultural studies is analytically and politically 
advantageous, while simultaneously problematic, which brings me back to 
Breen's criticism of the emerging discipline. His criticism is valid in similar 
ways to Barthes' disavowal of his own qualifications, but his terms pose their 
own problems. His use of "laypeople" logically posits the corresponding 
category of "experts" ~ in the case of cultural studies, as yet unformed. Thus 
despite his criticism of the eclectic nature of cultural studies, he ultimately 
(re)invokes the notion of the specialist reader. The vision of Cultural Studies 
as a New Academic World, ripe for plunder by (presumably male) academic 
hunters and pioneers worryingly inscribes popular culture as virgin territory ~ 
a terrain whose histories have hitherto been unwritten and whose voices 
unheard. 
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Those who have been working for many years in media, communication, 
film, literary criticism and myriad other forms of social criticism, both within 
and without the academy, might regard the "rush" to formalise cultural studies 
as an academic discipline with some ambivalence. This is not to sweep aside 
the question, significant indeed, of the growing institutional power of cultural 
studies and its increasing status as a new academic orthodoxy. The first two 
conferences of the re-formed Australian Cultural Studies Association in 1990 
and 1991, for example, highlighted conflicting perceptions amongst Australian 
scholars as to what might be a desirable political role and institutional position 
for cultural studies as a discipline. 
But the question remains, who does the cultural studies analyst claim to 
be, and does she claim to be speaking for anyone other than herself? The 
cultural elitism embedded in the concept of the theorist-prophet renders it 
highly problematic; equally implausible is the counter-figure of the academic as 
mere "user" of any popular cultural product. Apart from the fictionality of the 
Average Man figure (pithily denounced by Morris as "that most 
presumptuously imperialist of figures, which symbolically incorporates the 
entire population in its own aggressive display of self-deprecation" [Pirate's 
Fiancee 115]), it is ludicrous to deny either the existence or the power of the 
specialised analytical and critical tools and knowledges available to the 
theoretician. Otherwise, what are we all doing? Cultural critic as simple (and 
simply) Fan, will not do as a metaphor, despite the efforts of Dick Hebdige or 
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Constance Penley to theorise their theoretical involvement with the popular in 
this way (qtd. in During: 487).io 
The concept of cultural critics as fans exorcising, indulging or legitimising 
their own pasts has been the subject of many lively and ongoing debates. In 
Britain, Angela McRobbie's famous criticism of the early ethnographical work 
of Willis and Hebdige, for example, pointed out how these writers' sometimes 
naive identification with the subcultures they analysed blinded them to some 
of the oppressive and frequently patriarchal features of these social groupings. 
More recently, Morris has detected strains of "academic nostalgia" ("A Small 
Serve" 476) in certain Australian cultural studies work that, she claims, too 
automatically transposes British class relations and disciplinary histories onto 
the Australian context. 
Awkwardness in theorising the analyst's role has produced a variety of 
other metaphors, several of which have used the tourist-theorist comparison 
as their point of departure. The most comprehensive and subtle critique and 
recasting of these problems comes from Morris' close comparative scrutiny of 
van den Abbeele's "Sightseers: the tourist as theorist"^ ^  and MacCannell's The 
Tourist. Morris teases out the theoretical and political implications of these 
^0 Cf. Mary Ellen Brown: "I have attempted to theorize the pleasures of soaps' 
audiences by becoming a fan myself within the context of a group of fans. I 
selected Days of Our Lives because I knew I could locate other fans to talk to" 
(5). 
11 Diacritics 10 (1980): 2-14. 
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two theorists' use of the tourist-theorist-seer figure. She argues that for 
MacCannell the tourist is an ambivalent figure, implicitly discontent with 
modernity and yet an instrument of modernisation, whose quest helps to 
sustain the collective belief in a truth-yielding external reality ("Henry Parkes" 
13). Van den Abbeele, on the other hand, attempts to "rehabilitate" the figure 
of the tourist/theorist by constructing another figure, "redeeming" (31) 
him/her as the Nomad who deconstructs the home-travel, rest-motion 
dichotomies (Morris 15). 
Scholars who identify themselves around the rubric "cultural studies" 
may well have been formed in many different disciplines or work within a 
range of institutional structures, both within and outside the academy. It is not 
surprising, then, that the figure of the institutional and intellectual nomad has 
been used as a metaphor for cultural studies analysts: 
In crossing the boundaries of disciplines. Cultural Studies uses the tools 
and techniques of the social scientist as well as the eye of the humanist. 
This is a practice which does not seem to build credibility with either 
social scientists or humanists, even though they make take their 
respective stances for opposite reasons. (Breen 43) 
The nomad is a complex figure, having traditionally served as a double figure 
for both banishment and divine protection. The archetypal nomad in Western 
mythologies is Cain, condemned to wander the earth for a crime against God, 
humanity and the land, but protected, too, by the God-given mark of Cain. 
Thus the intellectual nomad, in her or his very groundlessness, is liberated 
from intellectual and philosophical determinacy and is a figure of both loss and 
liberation. The contradictions inherent in this figure replay, then, the terms of 
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one of the major debates in postmodernism, in which detachment from 
historical and epistemological determinacy figures alternatively as cause for 
celebration and despair, and frequently both. 
Most of the other metaphors for the discipline of cultural studies or the 
cultural analyst are variants of this theme of the outcast wanderer. As Morris 
has pointed out ("Henry Parkes"), Iain Chambers has employed several 
variants of this motif of the outcast wanderer. For Chambers, the intellectual 
figure has become a humble detective, roaming through the modern 
Metropolis deciphering the clues of everyday life: 
The intellectual can no longer be considered as a dispenser of the Law 
and Authority, the Romantic poet-priest-prophet, but is rather a humble 
detective, living, like all of us, under authority and the law, inside the 
contemporary metropolis that is the modern world. ("Maps" 20) 
Much of Chambers' work is self-consciously a Nomad's work; his Border 
Dialogues is written "from two shores and between two cultures" (13), and his 
Popular Culture: the Metropolitan Experience begins on the move, with a 
section "Views from a train." 
Dick Hebdige's Hiding in the Light is also constructed as a journey. His 
introduction tells us that by the end of the writing process he had realised "that 
a journey [had] been undertaken" (7): 
This book is a record of that itinerary. If it holds together as a book, then 
it does so, perhaps, in the same snatched kind of way as the 
discontinuous jottings in a traveller's diary come together as you read 
them. If it has any consistency at all, then it is the uneven consistency 
of writing on the run. (8) 
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Thus the Romantic concept of organic unity has been replaced by that of an 
"uneven consistency" ~ created by the reader rather than the writer. In an era 
of postmodern indeterminacy, coherence is "snatched" rather than inherent or 
consciously contrived. In sum, meaning has, as Chambers puts it, gone mobile 
(Popular Culture 211). 
Ironically, though, such figures leave these writers very much within the 
Romantic problematic they explicitly seek to abandon. The image of the 
"traveller's diary" still privileges the personal, the authentic and the intuitive; 
"jottings" made "on the run" are experiences "proved upon our pulses," as 
Keats put it ~ sensations and impulses that have not been processed and 
organised by the linear processes of the rational mind. Hence the Romantic 
privileging of the sensory and the flight from abstruse intellectual 
contemplation, as when Chambers eschews the "vanity" of "the contemplative 
stare" in favour of 
an informal knowledge of the everyday, based on the sensory, the 
immediate, the pleasurable and the concrete. (Popular Culture 13) 
The anti-elitist impulse may be earnest and worthy, but it is ultimately not 
entirely honest. To write academic analyses of lived culture prefacing them 
with a metaphorical disavowal of their analytical nature amounts to 
intellectual self-delusion, however worthy the impulse from which it springs. 
Similarly, Martin Barker's metaphor for cultural studies (that of a disrespectful 
street urchin, pillaging material from everywhere) is a nostalgic reworking of 
these Romantic tropes. 
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Terry Eagleton has also tried to formulate a metaphor that is not elitist but 
that still accounts for the specialist tools and knowledges of the intellectual. He 
constructs a figure that encompasses both academic separation and 
engagement: 
. . . the socialist critic [is] stranded between sage and man of letters, 
combining the critical dissociation of the former with the practical, 
engaged, wide-ranging activity of the latter. (Qtd. in Collins, 
"Postmodernism": 18) 
To do so, though, he returns to the Romantics, comparing Raymond Williams 
(as exemplary modern critic) with Wordsworth, and generalising this 
comparison (qtd. in Collins: 19). So despite Eagleton's awareness that the 
socialist critic is "stranded," he ultimately still theorises the relation as one of 
distance: 
No critique which does not generate . . . an implacable distance between 
itself and the social order, which does not launch its utterances from 
some other different place, is likely to escape incorporation; but that 
powerfully enabling distance is also Romanticism's tragedy, as the 
imagination joyfully transcends the actual only to consume itself in its 
own guilt-stricken self-isolation. (The Function of Criticism, qtd. in 
ColHns: 19) 
I don't know where this "different place" outside the social order can be found, 
but I agree with the thrust of Eagleton's argument, and especially with his 
choice of the word "stranded" ~ at least an admission that we cannot search for 
any one "correct" theoretical stance. Whether the proliferation of metaphorical 
figures is an indicator of a healthy self-reflexivity within the discipline, or a less 
useful awkwardness or embarrassment about the relation between "high" 
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culture, popular culture and the process of exegesis, this critical uncertainty is 
infinitely preferable to the politically domineering^^ certainty of a Baudrillard. 
These questions are best posed functionally. Rather than searching for a 
"best fit" metaphorical figure for the discipline and its theorists or a "best fit" 
analogy of city with text, we should, I believe, examine what praxes, readings 
and knowledges can be produced when a particular figure is adopted, and 
which voices this might privilege, silence or suppress. 
In this study, my choice of theories of game playing as a structuring 
framework (see below, p. 59) allows the focus to shift between "authorial 
intention" and practices of consumption (and a problematisation of this 
opposition), since the various categories of games combine both external 
structures ("rules") and use practices ("playing"). No doubt it has its own 
limitations, but I hope that the gaps it opens up make way for other and 
different readings. Many theoretical currents and critical practices (feminism, 
Marxism, psychoanalysis, poststructuralism) see these gaps not merely as 
limitations but as precisely those places at which greatest knowledge is opened 
up. As Paul de Man put it, "the faulty vision [is] shown to be productive": 
Critics' moments of greatest blindness with regard to their own critical 
assumptions are also the moments at which they achieve their greatest 
insight. (109) 
12 Witness, for example, the open and arrogant misogyny of Cool Memories. 
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n. FOCUS: TEXT OR READER? 
To return, then, to the first definition of "reader" ~ that of a person who 
"reads aloud" the urban text by living it out. Just as literary critical debate has 
focused on the two poles of textual exegesis and reception aesthetics, so cultural 
critics and semioticians have contested a similar opposition with material or 
lived texts. The Saussurian langue/parole opposition can usefully be drawn 
on as a means of signalling these two extremes of approaches: the focus on texts 
and the focus on lived practices. 
a) Langue: A Structuralist Project 
Barthes' project as announced in "Semiologie et Urbanisme" was in fact a 
quasi-Utopian de-metaphorisation of the concept of the urban text: "The real 
scientific leap will be accomplished when we can speak of the language of the 
city without metaphor" (12).^^ He does not, however, consider deeply the 
processes by which this could come about, limiting himself to the brief 
intimation that: 
It is likely that such a procedure would consist of breaking the urban text 
into units, then organising these units into formal categories and 
thirdly, finding the combinatory and transformative rules of these units 
and models. (12) 
But there has been no shortage of structuralist theorists working to uncover the 
generative grammar of urban architecture. Choay considered the city "an open 
1^ The rather naively scientistic tone of some French structuralism is 
mitigated somewhat by the broader concept denoted by the word "science" in 
French. 
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polysemic system" (Krampen 32), and Fauque developed an urban semiology 
based on binary oppositions that he thought structure people's perceptions of 
the city, devising such terms as "urbemes" to break urban structures into 
constitutive units (Krampen 33). 
Again, Krampen cautions against the failure in logic inherent in the too-
easy transition from linguistic codes to other code systems: 
There seems to be a strong tendency to think that since all languages are 
made up of words and all words are signs, all things made up of signs 
are languages. (34) 
Certainly, there is in Saussure's formulations a certain circularity. He rather 
inconsistently argues both for the primacy of language in understanding other 
systems and for the prior status of semiology. Nonetheless, he makes no facile 
equation between language and other semiological systems and indeed, is at 
pains to signal the differences between them, which especially reside in the 
arbitrariness of language (76). Ultimately, Saussure seems not to be interested 
in first causes: 
. . . the question of the origin of speech is not so important as it is 
generally assumed to be. The question is not even worth asking. . . (71-
72) 
Or again: 
Because the sign is arbitrary, it follows no law other than that of 
tradition, and because it is based on tradition, it is arbitrary. (74) 
I would agree with Krampen's doubts as to the validity and usefulness of 
minutely organised analogies between the architectural sign and linguistic 
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units such as the word, moneme, or morpheme (an analogy he attributes to 
Italian writers of the 50s and 60s such as Gamberini and Koenig), but the more 
general application of the Saussurian concept of "signifying systems" is both 
valid and fruitful. Likewise, the debate as to whether the linguistic parallel is 
an analogy or a homology^'* seems to me to miss the point somewhat. Surely 
the question is not an ontological one (whether or in what ways the city "is" 
structured like a language), but an epistemological one (what happens if we 
choose to read it as a text?). Such a change in perspective works in much the 
same way as Culler's concept of "literary competence," whereby literary works 
have meaning not inherently but by virtue of a set of expectations and 
conventions that readers bring to them; that is, "literariness" is a decision to 
read a text in a certain way ~ aided, of course, by the proliferation of certain 
kinds of formal features (Structuralist Poetics). One of the aims of this study is, 
then, to see whether valid, fruitful or interesting insights can be gained from 
reading the Gold Coast as a "text." 
b) Parole: The Emphasis on "the Proliferation of Human Needs" 
But Barthes is not merely engaged in a structuralist project to uncover the 
langue of a city. He is also concerned with parole, here considered as the use to 
which a city is put by its inhabitants and visitors: 
The city speaks to its inhabitants, we speak our city, or the city where we 
find ourselves, simply by living there, by moving about in it, by 
watching it. (12) 
1'* Rossi-Landi, Linguistics and Economics (1975), qtd. in Krampen: 308. 
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This adaptation of Saussure's opposition usefully allows room for both the 
constraints imposed by the city's physical form and the freedom of the 
individuals' trajectories and practices of consumption within it. According to 
Krampen, structuralist Marxism objected to the opening up of these so-called 
anthropological concerns in semiology, even though such theorists as Lukacs 
and Lefebvre were led to their emphasis on consumption through the early 
writings of Marx, in particular via his elaboration of Hegel's concept of "the 
proliferation of human needs" (11-12). Until recently, these human needs and 
uses had all too often been left unaccounted for, being as they are, 
unpredictable, seemingly patternless, and difficult to theorise. Krampen 
considers "the sign user's purpose" "an extrasemiological problem, since 
semiology deals only with the functioning of signs" (9). This definition does 
not necessarily prevent emphasis on practices of consumption, and Krampen's 
study includes a lengthy section on psychosemiology. However, his division 
between the "extra" and "intra" semiological seems to foreground material 
objects and the circulation of semiotic signs and relegate human concerns to 
another sphere. This seems strange, given Krampen's criticism of both overly 
materialist and idealist semiotics. Krampen's empirical research in 
psychosemiotics presented subjects with pictures of buildings and "measured" 
their responses, rather than beginning with observations of people and their 
daily use patterns of the urban environment. Ultimately, then, Krampen's 
work focuses more on designed architectural products, as he indeed 
acknowledges (69). Other urban spaces, such as streets and squares, he ignores 
as "negative space" (69). 
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The work of Michel de Certeau, inspired by that of Lefebvre, attempts to 
shift the emphasis away from cultural texts and producers to cultural users. By 
now, of course, de Certeau's influence has been widely felt, and the stress on 
practices of consumption rather than production or texts themselves is quite 
widespread, indeed almost mandatory in current semiotics. This line of 
argument is particularly prevalent in media studies, where the influence of 
behaviourism and effects theorists has been very strong, especially with respect 
to television. The past decade has witnessed a shift in focus in media and 
communication studies ~ away from producers and texts towards audiences as 
the privileged site for the construction of meanings, bringing a concomitant 
shift away from the notion of audience as monolithic and homogeneous and 
towards the recognition of a plurality of meanings. 
This is, of course, a welcome counterbalance to the unremittingly negative 
cultural elitism of the Frankfurt School with its tendency towards textual 
determinism, but it is not unproblematic. Just as Adorno and Horkheimer's 
concept of the Culture Industry posited a monolithic, passive and undiscerning 
populace, so cultural theorists focusing on consumption may also, in their 
turn, essentialise the users of popular culture. 
De Certeau's rhetoric, if not his theoretical framework, is prone to a 
certain idealism. He dedicates his Practice of Everyday Life to "the ordinary 
man," a "common hero, an ubiquitous character, walking in countless 
thousands on the streets" [n.p.]. The coming to prominence of this "multitude 
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of quantified heroes" is the result of "the advent of the number, [which] comes 
along with democracy, the large city, administrations, cybernetics" (ibid). De 
Certeau's analysis of everyday life centres on consumption ~ the less visible 
counterpoint to production. He analyses the way people use products (jobs, 
spaces, cities etc.), a focus that is clearer in the original French title Arts de faire. 
Like Barthes, de Certeau bases his study on the linguistic model: 
. . . a multitude of quantified heroes . . . lose names and faces as they 
become the ciphered river of the streets, a mobile language of 
computations and rationalities that belong to no one. (ibid) 
These "unrecognized producers" are thus Romantically conceived of as "poets 
of their own acts, silent discoverers of their own paths in the jungle of 
functionalised rationality" (xviii). The implication of this conception of the 
city, its inhabitants and their practices is political: 
The tactics of consumption, the ingenious ways in which the weak 
make use of the strong, thus lend a political dimension to everyday 
practice, (xvii) 
Although the figure of the "everyday hero" is a Romantic one, de Certeau does 
not attribute to "him" the power to threaten existing structures. Rather, like 
Foucault, de Certeau sees power relations as a diffuse network rather than a 
dichotomous structure, and he focuses on the (potential) empowerment arising 
from a recognition of the individual's negotiation of her or his own place 
within power relations. 
Thus, de Certeau's formulations posit a social structure in which the 
tactics of consumption allow users not so much to resist or alter dominant 
power relations, but to improve their lot by manoeuvring within them. As 
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Frow points out, this model of transgression not only leaves intact but also 
reaffirms existing power structures: 
The peculiar ambiguity of the problematic of transgression lies in its 
total dependence upon the law that is to be transgressed. I can only 
transgress against the state or against God if I believe in them and in 
their authority; indeed, my very act of transgression confirms them in 
their authority, and confirms my need of them. This is exactly to 
"escape without leaving." ("Michel de Certeau" 57) 
De Certeau's claim that the activities of non-producers are "unsigned, 
unreadable, unsymbolized" (xvii) gives rise to another important question. If 
these acts are "unreadable," how could one construct a model of cultural 
analysis based on practices of consumption? The problem is more than just the 
difficulty of taking into account individual use practices, since for de Certeau, 
tactics of resistance (or evasion) are structurally and systemically invisible and 
the various operations on which he focuses "all lack textual realization" (Frow 
58). As Frow points out, the analyst's "neutrality" is more often a "politically 
fraught" projection of her or his own, usually middle-class, speaking position 
(59-60): 
The danger is this: that in the absence of realized texts which can be 
subjected to determinate analysis . . . the analyst will inevitably 
reconstruct such an object. This will usually be done either through a 
direct substitution of the analyst's own experience (whether or not it is 
acknowledged as such) for that of the user, or through indirect modes of 
textual objectification, such as the administration of questionnaires. (59-
60) 
According to Frow, it is characteristically in the space of this substitution that 
the category of the popular is constructed (59-60). 
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Thus, the politics of resistance or subversion relies on the sort of model 
posited in Hall's "Encoding/Decoding" essay: that is, a text is imbued with an 
ideological content or intent ~ a "preferred meaning" ~ which may or may not 
be accepted at the site of consumption. For this reason, a study focusing on 
consumption is likely still to imply some sort of intentionality, however 
conceived, within the material text, and thus leaves existing paradigms and 
power relations substantially intact. This consequence has, not unnaturally, 
made the postmodern politics of agency the subject of vehement debate in 
cultural studies work. 
c) "Resolving" the Consumption/Production Opposition: 
Postmodern Politics 
The related but not coterminous dichotomies of langue and parole, 
structures and use, production and consumption have generated important 
cultural debates, despite the ultimately irresolvable nature of all such 
oppositions. Hall's structure of preferred meanings and negotiated or 
oppositional readings has been extended by more recent, "postmodern" 
theorisations of the political implications of signification. Once again, Barthes 
anticipated much of this debate, for, despite his structuralist interest in the 
codes and grammars of the city, he concludes his paper with a gesture towards 
the postmodern concept of the free play of the signifier: 
For the city is a poem,. . . but it isn't a classical poem, a poem well 
centred on a subject. It's a poem that unfurls and displays the signifier, 
and it is this display that ultimately an urban semiology ought to try to 
capture and celebrate. (13) 
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The double sense of "subject" is crucial here. The city-poem is not centred on a 
theme or topic (a "meaning"), but nor is it centred on a human subject, that is a 
conscious, self-determining being in control of his or her own actions. It is a 
poem in which meaning is infinitely deferred, never closed. 
As early as 1973, Gerald Graff had identified two strains of postmodern 
thought: what he calls an "austere postmodernism" and an "ecstatic 
postmodernism" (394). Both rely on the concept of the free play of the signifier 
and the concomitant fluidity of meaning. The first strain mourns the resultant 
loss of faith in absolutes and the decline of the liberal humanist tradition; the 
second celebrates liberation from the bondage of determinate meaning. Graff 
sees the negativity of this first, "apocalyptic" strain as implicitly affirming 
humanistic values, since it mourns their loss. He is sceptical, though (and I 
think rightly so), about the liberationist politics associated with the second, 
"visionary" strain. Graff considers (early) postmodern culture and theory to be 
stranded "between a feckless anti-rationalism on the one hand and a decadent 
and useless traditional humanism on the other" (416). 
Contemporary postmodern theorisations are now in general substantially 
more ambivalent, but nonetheless these two opposing tendencies have 
structured current cultural and social debate to a large extent. Cultural studies 
approaches often still find themselves caught in the impasse between textualist 
studies of ideologies and studies of consumption and agency, or at least lodged 
within the terms of this debate. 
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The "liberationist" tendency of postmodern theory has led one stream of 
cultural criticism away from studies of textual ideologies towards theorisations 
of the pleasures to be found in mass cultural texts. Susan Sontag's early call for 
an erotics of art rather than a hermeneutics ("Against Interpretation" 14), and 
the Barthesian concept oi jouissance, for example, might be considered early 
forerunners of the current interest in the human body as site of resistance. 
Turner considers that "the body has been separated off and made the location 
for the last stand, as it were, against cultural determination" (British Cultural 
Studies 220). This issue will be taken up in Chapter 4, but for now I will merely 
signal that theories of "corporeal escape" usually still rely on the Cartesian split 
long abandoned in theory but still difficult to shake off in Western cultures. 
Current developments in psychosomatics strongly suggest that emotions (and 
thus ideologies) help configure not just minds but also bodies, their illnesses 
and even their shape. In the light of this, I consider the view of the body as free 
space to be Utopian and unhelpful. 
This stream of cultural criticism has developed from laudable aims ~ to 
counterbalance the overwhelming negativity of theorists of the Culture 
Industry, to credit the users of popular culture with both discernment and 
power and to focus awareness on people rather than texts ~ but, as Turner 
claims, "it could be argued that the pendulum's swing away from containment 
to resistance has reached the end of its arc, leading to a retreat from the category 
and effectivity of ideology altogether" (British Cultural Studies 224). I shall 
return to this problem in the Conclusion. 
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m. POPULAR CULTURE AND UTOPIA 
Fredric Jameson goes some way towards defusing this dilemma when he 
argues for the "dialectical interdependency" of "high" art with mass culture 
("Reification" 138) and dismisses value as a "false problem" that "fatally 
programs every binary opposition into its good and bad, positive and negative, 
essential and inessential terms" (135). Jameson argues that mass cultural texts 
are both ideological and Utopian: 
we cannot fully do justice to the ideological function of works like these 
unless we are willing to concede the presence within them of a more 
positive function as well: of what I will call, following the Frankfurt 
School, their Utopian or transcendent potential ~ that dimension of 
even the most degraded type of mass culture which remains implicitly, 
and no matter how faintly, negative and critical of the social order from 
which, as a product and a commodity, it springs. (144) 
Jameson sees the Utopian impulse as a positive and collective desire to 
transcend the existing social order. 
Thus, for Jameson, the pleasures of mass culture are not vacuous or 
insidious lures, so much as faint echoes of "genuine" and positive political 
aspirations, a concept which depends on the idealistic and nostalgic distinction 
between folk/popular culture (the "organic" expression of a particular 
community) and the commodity production of contemporary mass culture 
(134): 
[Works of mass culture] cannot be ideological without at one and the 
same time being implicitly or explicitly Utopian as well: they cannot 
manipulate unless they offer some genuine shred of content as a fantasy 
bribe to the public about to be so manipulated. . . . Such works cannot 
manage anxieties about the social order unless they have first revived 
them and given them some rudimentary expression. . . Anxiety and 
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hope are two faces of the same collective consciousness, so that the 
works of mass culture, even if their function lies in the legitimation of 
the existing order ~ or some worse one ~ cannot do their job without 
deflecting in the latter's service the deepest and most fundamental 
hopes and fantasies of the collectivity. . . (144) 
Jameson develops this thesis in the conclusion to The Political 
Unconscious. Despite its framing within a realist epistemology of genuine and 
false needs, it is a useful formulation, since it gets away from the profitless 
polarisation between seeing the potential ideological content of mass cultural 
texts and acknowledging the very real pleasures to be derived from them. 
Neither does it theorise these pleasures by bracketing them off from ideology or 
politics. Jameson refuses to consider the political and the ideological as "mere 
secondary or 'public' adjuncts to the content of a real 'private' life, which alone 
is authentic and genuine" (Political Unconscious 289). Indeed, he sees the 
political perspective in cultural criticism "not as an optional auxiliary to other 
interpretive methods current today . . . but rather as the absolute horizon of all 
reading and all interpretation" (17). 
The moral rigour of such a view is to be admired; however, Jameson's 
analysis relies on certain optimistic assumptions about human nature, as well 
as on a framework that equates the users of popular culture with "the people" 
and presupposes their alterity. Rather than seeing the Utopian impulse as the 
"natural" expression of the latent revolutionary potential of "the people," I 
would draw on the expanded concept of ideology revived by poststructuralists 
(that is, not a "distortion of reality" [Lichtheim 3] but any framework of belief or 
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"social formula" [Bullock and Stallybrass 298]),^^ to see mass cultural texts as 
the complex site of intersection of many and various impulses ~ be they 
escapist, Utopian, subversive, critical, selfish or revolutionary. Like so-called 
"high" culture, mass culture draws in no simple way on either "false 
consciousness" or revolutionary yearnings. 
But for Jameson, mass cultural texts embody at least the echo of a 
"natural" and positive Utopian impulse, by which he means a stance implicitly 
critical of the existing social order. This is an appealing, rather nostalgic 
conception of the popular, and one which is implicated in the now current 
academic "tendency to locate resistance, agency, and micro-poUtical struggle 
just about everywhere in mass cultural reception" (Kipnis 374-75). Academics, 
in their turn, have been accused of constructing their own methodological 
Utopias, since academic selection, decontextualisation, nostalgia and 
observation alter the object of the scrutineering gaze, in much the same way as, 
according to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, the scientist alters the 
conditions s/he investigates. As Morris points out: 
1^ Richard Johnson argues that the term loses its usefulness if expanded in this 
way and wishes to retain its classical Marxist negative connotations (note 50: 
60). I disagree, because this concept works with an unproblematised moral 
code ("correct" versus "false" consciousness) that is based on a realist 
epistemology, because it presupposes a certain moral, ethical or political 
elitism and because it posits an absolute and timeless realm of negative belief 
patterns and social structures. Expanding the concept paradoxically obliges one 
to be specific about a type of ideology, its historical moment and its effects. 
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I have political doubts about the academic and popular form of cultural 
criticism that first detaches a site or an activity ("the pub") from 
everyday life, next declares it to be a "critique" of aspects of the rest, and 
then goes on to show that this critique can in turn be criticized ~ before 
concluding that life is complicated. ("Response" 33) 
Indeed, but what of places run for commercial profit that explicitly construct 
themselves as Utopias? It is four such commercial Utopias that I have selected 
for study. 
IV. RATIONALE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS STUDY 
I have chosen to read four Gold Coast sites ~ the Indy Grand Prix, Jupiters 
Casino, Movie World and Dreamworld ~ in terms of a framework that 
investigates their Utopian pretensions. Three of these sites are fixed, 
commercially run "artificial worlds," which strive to construct a sense of their 
separateness from "ordinary" life. The other ~ the Indy Car Grand Prix ~ is an 
event, but one that reconstructs the spatial arrangements of Surfers Paradise to 
a remarkable extent, taking place in a city-within-the-city constructed and 
demolished annually. Throughout this study, I emphasise the Utopian illusion 
these sites strive to create, and I interrogate their complex relation to 
"everyday" life, in the light of their explicit attempt to situate themselves 
"outside" of it. 
This sense of separateness is crucial to these sites' identity and success. 
Each of these fantasy landscapes relies on oppositions between work and play, 
ordinary life and escape, here and away. Margaret King considers theme parks 
"an especially American art form, a new American muse" (57), a celebration of 
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non-elitist and Uved fantasy. Her analysis of theme parks stresses the escapist-
utopian dimension of much entertainment (popular or otherwise), but denies 
its interpenetration with other realms of life: 
How does the world of leisure ~ in the shape of the amusement and 
theme park as a series of culture constructs ~ reflect the real world of 
collective experience and awareness? (56) 
A more complex view of the relation between these explicit Utopias and the 
"outside" world is needed. 
Alma Gottlieb goes some way towards providing an adaptable model in 
her analysis of Americans' vacations. Her thesis is that many vacations centre 
around the inversion of the activities and conditions of "normal" life "back 
home," often by a mock inversion of class and financial status (holidays 
drawing on "Queen for a day" or "peasant for a day" narratives). She concludes 
that this inversion, far from unsettling the workaday norms, actually functions 
to reaffirm them: 
all social situations must contain the possibility of their own obviation . 
. ., in order to make the arbitrariness of their configurations more 
bearable. (169) 
Thus, much of these sites' "meaning" derives from their relation with 
other sites, a fact that Foucault considers to be a feature of modernity:!^ "Our 
epoch is one in which space takes for us the form of relations among sites" ("Of 
Other Spaces" 23). He claims that modernity is characterised by the 
juxtaposition of very different kinds of spaces. The title of this study comes. 
1" A modernity that he rather too easily universalises: "our epoch." 
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then, from Foucault, who coins the concept of the "counter-site," which he 
defines as 
a kind of effectively enacted Utopia in which the real sites, all the real 
sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously 
represented, contested, and inverted. ("Of Other Spaces" 24) 
These Utopian sites that nonetheless actually exist spatially, he names 
"heterotopias" (24). He defines a heterotopia as a space existing in reality that 
defines itself by its difference from other, "normal" spaces ("Other Spaces"). A 
heterotopia may function in a number of different relations to "normal" spaces 
in its otherness ~ it may be a heterotopia of deviation, or of compensation; it 
may create a space of perfection; it may be a "crisis" heterotopia (a sacred or 
forbidden place). Finally, it may expose "real" life as more illusory than itself. 
According to Foucault, all cultures construct heterotopias. Isolated yet 
penetrable, they can usually be entered only by means of some ritual or device 
that marks off their separateness from other spaces. They are similarly attached 
to some temporal marker, often being linked to what Foucault calls a particular 
"slice" of time. Heterotopias may be a site where several otherwise 
incompatible places are juxtaposed. In sum, heterotopias are meaningful only 
in relation to other spaces. 
This formulation is not unproblematic, seeming as it does to work with 
an uncomplicated notion of "normal" space. Without essentialising the 
distinction, though, one can still usefully note that some spaces explicitly 
advertise and seek to promulgate a sense of their own specialness. This 
distinction of course breaks down quite quickly: just how, for example, could 
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one characterise any difference in the way the Gold Coast as a region constructs 
and advertises its own aura tic quality, from the way in which obviously more 
"artificial" spaces like Movie World or Dreamworld do? Can one acknowledge 
such a commonly felt distinction without resorting to organicist metaphors or 
problematic notions of the "natural" evolution of some spaces over others? 
In his book Place and Placelessness, Relph makes the distinction between 
authentic and inauthentic places (63-78). Surprisingly, he does not make the 
common reductive equation of "authentically created places" with primitive 
village environments and "inauthentically created places" with modern cities 
(65). Such differences he instead explains by a distinction between an 
"unselfconscious sense of place" (one involving little self-reflexivity) and a 
"selfconscious sense of place" (one coming from "a full awareness of places for 
what they are as products of man's intentions and the meaningful settings for 
human activities" [64]). Although such distinctions are obviously untenable in 
poststructuralist terms, since ultimately they essentialise both places and 
intentions, they nonetheless point and respond to a common psychological 
experience of "real places" and "false places." 
Perhaps some help lies in Foucault's stress on the physical and temporal 
markers used to delimit spaces commonly experienced as "artificial." The 
theme parks analysed in this study, require a special day to be set aside ("time 
off" from workaday temporality), a special journey to be made (since they lie 
between Surfers Paradise and Brisbane), and money to be outlaid before one can 
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enter the space. The wealth of souvenirs and merchandise they offer visitors 
serves to promulgate a sense of their specialness ~ as a place outside of daily 
experience and worthy of remembrance. Similarly, their architectural and 
temporal boundaries are sharply delineated. The architecture at the entrance of 
Movie World, for example, serves as a path of induction into another world; 
after payment, we advance along a passageway towards an imposing archway 
surmounted by the Warner Bros, crest (fig. 3). 
But the Gold Coast as a whole is commonly decried as "artificial" and it 
too (like most sites) can be analysed in terms of the temporal and spatial 
markers that define and delimit it. One can of course note that the boundaries 
are more fluid and that the Gold Coast serves a multiplicity of functions. But 
in Foucault's sense, there would be little ontological difference between the 
Gold Coast as holiday site, living and work space and Movie World as touristic 
and work site. Movie World would merely be an intensified and concentrated 
heterotopic site. The heterotopic qualities of the sites chosen for analysis and of 
the Gold Coast more generally will be a recurrent theme of this work. 
Despite these problems, I am content to acknowledge the usefulness of 
thinking in this way about sites that explicitly promulgate and advertise their 
Utopian qualities. It seems to me that such sites crystallise the "problem" of 
understanding the complex imbrication of dominant and oppositional 
tendencies within popular culture. Foucault notes: 
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Fig. 3. Entrance to Movie World. 
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We might imagine a sort of systematic description ~ I do not say a 
science because the term is too galvanized now ~ that would, in a given 
society, take as its object the study, analysis, description, and "reading" 
(as some like to say nowadays) of these different spaces, of these other 
places. (24) 
I see this present study as falling within such a project. 
Foucault imagines, then, a project in which "study," "analysis," 
"description" and "reading" all play a part. I have drawn on the work of 
French theorist Roger Caillois to structure such theoretical activities, in 
particular his Man, Play, and Games (1961), which is an attempt to categorise 
human game playing. Caillois' categories seem to me a useful way of taking 
account of both the ideological and Utopian elements of popular culture and 
the related debates on structure and agency. Caillois considers all play to be 
highly structured and to fulfil some kind of Utopian yearnings: 
[Play is] an attempt to substitute perfect situations for the normal 
confusion of contemporary life. . . In one way or another, one escapes 
the real world and creates another. (19) 
This seems also to intersect usefully with Foucault's concept of the heterotopia. 
Caillois asserts that human play can be divided into four categories (or 
combinations thereof): agon (competition), alea (chance), mimicry 
(simulation) and ilinx ("vertigo" or exalted physical sensations). Games 
within any of these categories can also be organised along another continuum, 
from paidia (uncontrolled fantasy) to ludus (games involving arbitrary 
conventions and skill) (12). Since play (rule-bound escape) is much of what we 
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take the Gold Coast to be "about," I have used Caillois' categories as a device to 
structure and link four semiotic readings: agon (the Indy Grand Prix); alea 
(Jupiters Casino); mimicry (Movie World); and ilinx (Dreamworld). These 
categories seem an appropriate framework within which to discuss the Gold 
Coast, since it is arguably both the economic and symbolic leisure centre of 
Australia. That the Gold Coast's material and semiotic constructs revolve 
around tourism and game playing is evident even from the very first 
approaches to Surfers Paradise; Southport affirms its status as play-city by 
welcoming its visitors with permanent street signs saying "Have a fun time" 
(fig. 4). 
Caillois claims that game playing can be distinguished by several formal 
features. It is, he claims, free ~ that is, not obligatory; separate ~ that is, 
circumscribed within spatial and temporal limits determined in advance; 
uncertain (the results are not known and there is some latitude for 
innovations); unproductive (it may involve the exchange of goods but not 
produce them); governed by rules; and make-believe, that is "accompanied by a 
special awareness of a second reality or of a free unreality, as against real life" 
(9-10). I have taken up several of these (particularly the questions of "special" 
temporalities and spatialities and the sense of an alternative reality) in the 
chapters that follow. 
My adoption of Caillois' schema works to constrain the thematics of the 
readings I produce. It does not, however, necessarily determine or presuppose 
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Fig. 4. Southport street sign. 
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a position within the structuralist/culturalist continuum, since the concept of 
play encompasses both rules and practices. The "proper" position along this 
continuum for an academic has continued to be the most troubling and 
provoking issue raised for me during the course of this study. 
This issue has profound thematic, practical and political implications. 
Different understandings of (and metaphors for) the status of both the urban 
object and the analyst presuppose and produce different kinds of reading 
practices. The city as text, or the city as a set of practices among material 
structures; the analyst as seer, tourist or urban consumer ~ all these rely on and 
produce different kinds of exegeses. 
The so-called culturalist stress on human agency raises its own 
methodological problems, such as the slippage from analysing the "reader in 
the text" to assuming the "reader in society" (Johnson 41), and the similar 
slippage between notions of creative consumption and political resistance 
(Morris, "Shopping Centres" 213-14). Pragmatic problems arise too, as we have 
seen, such as how to account for a multiplicity of use practices. At first, the 
logical reading practice to arise from de Certeau's formulations, for example, 
might seem a fragmented and logistically difficult attempt to take the users into 
account. But what would that mean in practice? Should one try to write in 
different voices, or somehow to incorporate multiple points of view? Perhaps 
one could record anecdotes, conduct interviews, or seek a variety of textual 
sources from all spheres of cultural production, including both "high" and 
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"popular" sources. But Prow's warning makes it clear that such a project is 
really an attempt to (re)constitute a series of texts in order to arrive at some 
putative "truth" they might contain. This does not mean that the readings and 
insights produced by ethnographic work or studies of consumption are invalid. 
It does mean, though, that any pretensions to authenticity are questionable. 
In this study, I have allowed a dubious and problematic "common sense" 
to prevail and have attempted to strike some sort of a balance between a textual 
focus (physical and social structures and the way they influence or imply 
patterns of behaviour) and accounting for practices of consumption. I have 
allowed myself to pursue the chimera of authenticity by supplementing my 
own visits and experiences with other texts: stories and anecdotes, 
representations in newspapers, advertising material, dinner party 
conversations and nostalgic reveries. Undoubtedly, however, my primary 
emphasis has remained structuralist, though the focus shifts a little between 
different chapters. I take up the implications of this focus in the Conclusion. 
What I have inevitably (re)produced is my own theoretical framework, 
augmented by that of others, and then re-tailored into an exegesis whose 
coherence is, of course, illusory. Thus have I reinstated a familiar and value-
laden dichotomy: first "authentic" personal experience; then the fitting of this 
experience into a larger world of discourse. Indeed, the doctoral form itself as 
currently practised presupposes such a conceptual framework, demanding as it 
does the dual virtues of originality and scholarship. The thesis form is framed 
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by these demands: ritual attestation of originality at the start;^'' equally ritual 
attestation of intellectual debt ~ bibliography ~ at the end. 
What I have come up with, then, is neither "the-Gold-Coast-as-seen-by-
an-outsider," nor "the-Gold-Coast-as-it-really-is."^^ I have not wanted to 
dismiss, even while dismissing the pretension to "authenticity," the fund of 
shared tacit assumptions and experiences that are much of what constitutes a 
city. I agree with the thrust of David Malouf's claim (if not its privileging of 
origins and its geographical determinism) that one's place of upbringing 
"constitutes your fortune, your fate, and is your only entry into the world" (3), 
and I cannot claim this kind of historical, bodily knowledge of the Gold Coast. 
Although I do not attribute to this fund of shared assumptions, knowledges 
and experiences any absolute status, it is clear that local myths, histories and 
assumptions have an important discursive status, even though much of this 
might be tacit. Unlike Barthes, then, I do not see all urban readings as equally 
fruitful. All are valid ~ insofar as they represent the overlapping of a person's 
lived, textual and intertextual experiences ~ but these will of necessity differ 
from reader to reader in their breadth, focus, depth and range. One reading 
may not be more or less "authentic" than any other; perhaps distinctions lie 
only in the type of lens used for each "prise de position." Such photographic or 
l'^ The irony whereby this ritual formulation is in fact the one part of a thesis 
commonly "plagiarised" by most writers has not escaped the attention of many 
people about to submit their thesis. Susie O'Brien first brought this to my 
attention. 
1° Cf. a title like McRobbie's The REAL Surfers Paradise (original emphasis). 
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visual metaphors seem to impose themselves. Proust, for example, reworked 
the classic metaphor of life as drama to acknowledge the myriad of different 
reading positions: 
. . . I almost believed that every member of the audience looked at a 
private performance as though through a stereoscope, seeing something 
that was similar to, while separate from, the hundreds of other 
performances being enjoyed by everybody else. (56) 
But semiotic studies not only raise the question of whose knowledge or 
experience are being (re)produced, they also problematise the way this 
knowledge and experience can be represented. How can one reduce 
geographical, material and experiential forms to linear form? Historical, 
geographical, or economic accounts can be accused of totalisation. Other 
approaches may stress the experiential component, but since any method 
represents an act of selection and interpretation, what should the axes of 
selection comprise? A diachronic emphasis would suggest one approach: "A 
Day in the Life of the Gold Coast"; a synchronic emphasis another: "The Gold 
Coast from the Air." (Both such approaches are commonly used in 
photographic studies of cities.) 
Other writers, struggling to pin down an experiential reality in linear form 
have relied on metaphors, much as analysts have sought to justify their 
reading position in this way. Some of these, following from modernist and 
postmodernist problematisations of linearity and the realist illusion, have 
sought to push written form to its limits and abandon sequence. Thus, 
Banham's study of Los Angeles invites the reader to echo the trajectories 
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encouraged by that city's spatial structures and to roam through his book at 
their own freedom: 
But while we drive along the freeways that are its crowning glory or 
prime headache, and con the rear-view mirror for historical 
illumination, what shall be our route? Simply to go from the oldest 
monument to the newest could well prove a short, boring and 
uninstructive journey, because the point about this giant city, which has 
grown almost simultaneously all over, is that all its parts are equal and 
equally accessible from all other parts at once. Everyday commuting 
tends less and less to move by the classic systole and diastole in and out 
of downtown, more and more to move by an almost random Brownian 
motion over the whole area. The chapters that follow are intended to 
invite the reader to do the same; only the history of modern 
architecture is treated in anything like chronological order, and can be 
read in historical sequence. The rest is to be visited at the reader's 
choice or fancy, with that freedom of movement that is the prime 
symbolic attribute of the Angel City. (36) 
I regret to say that I read the book in chronological order ~ not, I hope, out of 
resistance to innovation or liberation. Habit, I suppose ~ the legacy of the 
powerful realist tradition ~ and also the insistent sense that it wouldn't make 
any difference anyway. The invitation was innovative, but the form seemed 
very familiar. The fact remains that it is impossible to trap the simultaneity 
and multifariousness of everyday life in linear forms, though some forms 
(split-screen cinema and aleatoric music and literature for example) work hard 
to create the illusion. 
Another possibility is to thematise readings and group them accordingly. 
One way would be to organise readings according to practices, such as shopping, 
gambling, viewing, relaxing etc. An emphasis on practice seems to suggest an 
alignment with the politics of agency, resistance or subversion, but this 
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structure may slip as easily as a textualist approach into a tendency to recount 
one's own experiences or to presume to speak for others. 
I chose, instead, to emphasise textual features and not to claim that I was 
accounting for the experience of others. I acknowledge that this framework 
could be considered defeatist; but I am nonetheless suspicious of "add agency 
and stir"-style semiotics. I must simply assert this is not an ethnographic study, 
although I have taken pains to talk with many people (tourists, locals and 
others) about their Gold Coast experiences. 
Both my approach and framework, then, have worked like any other to 
produce certain kinds of readings. The game-playing schema, though 
appropriate and fruitful, is simply that ~ a support structure to allow one type 
of Gold Coast narrative to be constructed and to give it some coherence. Other 
equally valid frameworks could have been chosen and would have produced 
different narratives. To acknowledge this fact is not to devalue the insights 
produced here; merely to deny any pretensions to having unlocked "the" secret 
of the Gold Coast. Nonetheless, having supported my own readings wherever 
possible by empirical studies from the "hard" disciplines of economics, 
geography, architecture or politics, I must inevitably question both the 
ontological status and the political implications of the knowledge I have 
produced. 
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The first of these is more easily dealt with. Semiotic studies are "true" in 
the same sense that cultural mythologies are true; that is, within their own 
terms. This is a common "solution" amongst poststructuralist analysts. 
Lyotard, for example, bases his analysis of the postmodern condition on a 
"working hypothesis" that "makes no claims of being original, or even true" (6-
7): 
What is required of a working hypothesis is a fine capacity for 
discrimination. . . . Our hypothesis, therefore, should not be accorded 
predictive value in relation to reality, but strategic value in relation to 
the question raised. (7) 
This is "an essentially narrative view of 'truth'" (Jameson, Foreward to The 
Postmodern Condition xi). Barthes too makes the passing comment that 
objectivity is an imaginary ("Semiologie" 11). 
But if the ontological status of such (or indeed all) knowledge is uncertain, 
does that empty semiotic studies of political content? Though this is certainly 
possible, the whole postmodern problematisation of the dichotomies between 
truth and fiction, or objective and subjective knowledge, cuts two ways. The 
very nebulosity of the truth status of semiotic readings has allowed studies of 
signification to take on more than merely analogical or "literary" significance. 
There is no necessary and immediate correlation between questioning the 
objective "reality" of a knowledge or investigatory framework and denying its 
political or pragmatic potentialities. Signification is not the science of the 
unreal, and is not unrelated to material conditions. Indeed, Eco's attempt to 
define the epistemological status of semiotics concludes with the judgement 
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that semiotics may be an interdisciplinary method, but it displays the chief 
constitutive feature of a science, that is, it changes the field it examines: 
signification, or to communicate about communication cannot but 
influence the universe of speaking, signifying, and communicating. 
The semiotic approach is ruled by a sort of indeterminacy principle: 
insofar as signifying and communicating are social functions that 
determine both social organization and social evolution, to "speak" 
about "speaking", to signify ("Semiotics" 83) 
Of cultural studies generally, Raymond Williams claims that since the word 
"culture" pertains to both the symbolic and material domains, then the study of 
culture should not privilege one over the other, but investigate their 
interrelatedness (91-92). And as we saw earlier, Barthes' "double amour" was 
predicated on the inextricable imbrication of the material and affective 
domains. Richard Johnson, too, has summed up this defence of the practice of 
cultural studies by calling it both an intellectual and a political tradition (qtd. in 
Grossberg: 5). 
In an interesting twist in the final paragraph of his foreward to The 
Postmodern Condition, Jameson reveals his residual discomfort with Lyotard's 
analysis of "the pleasures of paralogisms and of 'anarchist science'" (xx). Quite 
rightly, he signals the naivete of Lyotard's call for a new age of free public access 
to information, where "language games would then be games of perfect 
information at any given moment," and "non-zero-sum games at that" (67). In 
a final, undeveloped sentence that relates ambiguously both to Jameson's own 
preceding foreward and to Lyotard's following text, Jameson once more stresses 
the impossibility of relying on "however benign a technocratic elite" and calls 
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for "genuinely political (and not symbolic or protopolitical) action" (xx). Just 
what this distinction might be, however, is precisely and enormously the thing 
at stake in postmodern political theorisations and practices. 
In other words, and I think rightly, Jameson accepts Lyotard's 
philosophical theorisation of power relations as a system that is constantly 
open to destabilisation through displacements in the loci of power, while 
nonetheless acknowledging that these relations, though shifting, are always 
asymmetrical and uneven, with some "players" more heavily armed than 
others. Strategies of subversion, change or resistance must take this into 
account. 
Given this caution, I cannot but agree with Stuart Hall when he writes of 
"the necessary modesty of theory, the necessary modesty of cultural studies as 
an intellectual project" (285). Anyone studying the semiotics of such urgent 
and large scale imperatives as AIDS or the environmental crisis cannot but 
acknowledge the asymmetry between the urgency of these crises and the power 
of theory, not because actions speak louder than words or because practice is 
more important than theory (for signification is an action; theory is a practice) 
but because intervention in the domain of theory is part of the long term 
struggle of those who choose to acknowledge and work with what the Fabians 
called "the inevitability of gradualness." It is the struggle of mutual 
(re)education and of intervention in the symbolic order, a struggle that both 
depends on and impinges on more direct, "pragmatic" action. 
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Lyotard's term, then, ~ language games ~ does not (necessarily) imply 
either apoliticism or naively liberationist politics. In this context, games seem a 
doubly appropriate structural framework for this study of the Gold Coast. 
Through this framework, I hope to investigate questions of power and 
ideology, of regional and national identity, bodies, pleasure and escape, and the 
Utopian aspects of popular culture. 
I hope therefore that this is not merely a descriptive study but that it 
implies and asks (if not answers) questions of some import. 
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CHAPTER 1: AGON 
THE GOLD COAST INDY CAR GRAND PRIX 
"This is a race for all you feminists out there." 
Ken Sutcliffe, Wide World of Sports 
"We few, we happy few, we band of brothers" 
Henry V IV iii 60 
At the close of the inaugural Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix, two shapely 
girls presented gold chalices to the winning men, who, corks popping, sprayed 
champagne over the excited crowd. This was not only the epiphanic 
culmination of a perennial quest for victory, it was also the ritual climax of the 
desire embodied and enacted in this "world's sexiest car race," as The 
Australasian Post called it (18 Apr. 1992). The famous words that opened this 
event ~ "Gentlemen, start your engines" ~ focus, not as one might expect, on 
victory, but rather on anticipation ~ the desire that fuels this extraordinary 
physical and psychological feat. Nor do they focus on individual triumph, but 
rather on the fraternity that binds drivers together. 
In Caillois' categorisations of human game playing, agon or competition 
is one of the four fundamental impulses, and many human games can be seen 
as a ritualised expression of rivalry or combat. He stresses that agon requires 
the artificial creation of equality of chances ~ indeed, that this equality is 
"obviously essential to the rivalry" (14). Agon is thus a particularly rule-
bound category of games ~ elaborately coded, and not merely brutal combat. 
In this chapter, I will investigate some of the various ideological 
frameworks in and through which the Indy Grand Prix is coded ~ in particular, 
its relationship with the ideals and gendered rhetorics of competition, winning, 
and big business, its implication in ideologies of progress and the valorisation 
of technology, and its reliance on nostalgic national fictions. I will treat "the" 
Indy as a complex sign, drawing on a range of intertextual relations, including 
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my own observations as a trackside spectator, publicity material, the television 
broadcast, anecdotes from other visitors, as well as more distant intertexts, such 
as the novel Indy by Bob Judd. In this analysis, I will examine five interlinked 
realms of agonistics ~ economic, Oedipal, technological, military and gender ~ 
and the ways in which each of these engages with regional and national 
fictions. 
I. ECONOMIC AGONISTICS AND IDEOLOGIES OF PLENTY AND PROGRESS 
"Big sport becomes big business, big business becomes 
big politics" 
(Bill Stokkan, CART chief executive 
(CM 17. Mar. 1992:11) 
The Indy Grand Prix is animated by an elaborate tension between desire 
and attainment. A year of preparation and a week of intense build-up find 
their culmination in the few seconds that separate triumph for one from 
disappointment for most. The week-long event is structured by this telos, 
creating a tension between the plethora of activities that constitute the overall 
event and the highly focused final moments of the major race. This opposition 
was reflected in the finale to the 1991 telecast: despite the flashy montage of 
images signifying the heterogeneous nature of the event, the last frozen image 
was a shot of the winner triumphant. The entire event thus moves between a 
process of active competition and a new status realised in a moment. 
In terms of game theory, the Indy is a zero-sum game, that is, "one of pure 
opposition . . . a strictly competitive game" (Shubik 10). In such competitions, 
the amount that one player wins is always identical to the amount that the 
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other player loses (ibid). This, then, is the purest form of agon. Comments by 
drivers make it clear that the emphasis is on winning: 
You only derive satisfaction from winning, nothing else. (Mario 
Andretti, A Current Affair, 14 Mar. 1991) 
Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing. (Al Unser Jr., qtd. in 
Kirby, "Question and Unser": 22) 
"There's a saying in racing," I said, "that there's only one thing you 
have to do to win." 
"Which is?" 
"Whatever it takes." (Judd 44) 
Victory at Indy is a triumph of technology, psychology, strategy and 
economics, and is rewarded by material, emotional and symbolic capital, as well 
as by further corporate and technological support. Each of these victories is 
underpinned by and inextricably implicated in the processes of economic and 
corporate agonistics. Winners are richly rewarded, since drivers earn 
"superstar salar[ies]" (Scott). A driver's earnings constitute for the media part 
of his "vital statistics," and so material capital is intrinsic to a driver/team's 
standing in the racing community. To enter the sport one must "incur a debt 
of stupefying proportion" (Continental Airlines ad.. Souvenir Race Guide 4), 
since the cars themselves represent enormous sums of money ~ $100,000 for an 
engine; $250,000 per car (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). 
The Indy is very clearly a major economic event: the television coverage 
was estimated to be worth millions of dollars in promotional benefits to the 
local tourism industry (GCB 14 Mar. 1992), and the merchandising arm 
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surrounding the event was described as "mammoth" (CM 7 Feb. 1992: 3). In 
1992, corporate dynamics were inscribed into the core of the event with its 
renaming as the Daikyo Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix and with the 
formation of the Gold Coast Motor Events Company, an amalgam of state and 
private interests. According to their 1991 executive report,^ the combined nett 
economic impact of the event (accrued through construction, operational and 
planning activities, and visitor expenditure) exceeded $35 million in under a 
year (mid 1990 to March 1991). This they equated to 260-270 person-years of 
employment. In addition, the company considered the awareness, good will 
and long-term tourism benefits to be inestimable. The media was less kind, 
speculating ruthlessly on the immediate financial losses to the Queensland 
taxpayers, estimated at $19.2 million for the first year (SMH 20 July 1991: 49). 
The event's status as a major economic as well as sporting event was signalled 
in the choice of Queensland Treasurer Keith de Lacy to open the inaugural race. 
This status will eventually determine its fate; after financial losses in its first 
three years, the event may well be abandoned. 
The Indy is thus not only a "pure" ritual ~ an agonistics between 
individuals, enacted in a public arena ~ it is also inevitably subject to the 
interplay of large economic forces. On-track rivalry is underpinned by 
corporate rivalry: "Drivers without sponsors walk," flatly states a character in 
Indy (179). Thus a curious relation of interdependence is set up between driver 
1 "Economic Impact of Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix, March 15, 16, 17 1991," 
kindly provided to me by the Gold Coast Motor Events Co. 
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and sponsor: the corporation's status is enhanced by the performance of the 
individual driver; while the driver's very presence on the track and his long-
term financial viability depend on the corporation: 
The sport is very very expensive and to make it work, you have to have 
that sponsorship co-operation, the sponsorship dollar, so the drivers are 
conscious of this and they do everything they can to get more exposure 
and the right kind of image for their sponsors. (Sneva, WWS, 17 Mar. 
1991) 
Corporate relations are inscribed into the race's spatial structures through 
such names and symbols as Coke Corner and the Powers Bridge. But this 
corporate-geographical inscription works dually: the Indy race track is mapped 
out by corporate features and the world outside is marked by the race itself, in 
the formation of a new category of apartment: "Indy apartments" ~ that is, 
those with a prize view over the track (GCB, 14 Mar. 1992: Real Estate: 1). (In a 
city where apartments often have a symbolic value that exceeds their use-
value,2 this is an important phenomenon.) Thus "external" economic 
relations are inscribed "inside" on the race circuit, and the race circuit itself 
ascribes a new set of spatial relations to the city "outside." 
Ex-driver Tom Sneva commented on the changing spatial arrangements 
in the sport: 
2 During the property booms of the 1980s, units were frequently sold and resold 
many times before they were even completed, and could change hands many 
times before they were ever unlocked or furnished. Alexander McRobbie 
comments: "The end use, or ultimate function of the units as dwelling places 
was almost forgotten. They became like public company share scrip ~ titles to 
be bought and sold" (Real Surfers Paradise 137). 
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Economics has taken over the sport. . . and if you can't get the people to 
come to you, you gotta take your show to the people and that's what we 
do by going to the streets in many of these cities. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Recreation and commerce are interlinked spatially as well as economically in 
Surfers Paradise, with the beach functioning as an extension of the city's 
pedestrian network (see Whittingham). It seems fitting, therefore, that the 
spatial arrangement of the Surfers Paradise circuit also interweaves the private 
and the commercial, taking the cars on a winding course between the high-rise 
buildings, icons of the Gold Coast corporate world. 
Any distinction between the private and the public, the city and the sports 
arena, is further confused by the range of structures brought within the 
compass of the race precinct. At some points the cars speed just metres away 
from shopfronts, hotel foyers and even families barbecuing on their racetrack 
front lawns. So the cars weave not only amongst the high-rise ~ symbols of the 
ideologies that enable this sport and are supported by it ~ but also past small 
commercial interests and residual pockets of the older holiday structures or the 
last few private residences. But it was the competitive, corporate spirit ~ in the 
guise of the iconic Gold Coast high-rise ~ that attracted again and again the 
attention of the commentators and camera crew. 
Despite the driver's status as signifier of a corporation, he also 
paradoxically signifies as the epitome of fierce individualism. For racing is 
ultimately a sport that leaves each driver alone, encased in his "high-speed 
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hermitage" (Murray, "Portrait of the Autist" line 2), despite the importance 
both of corporate support and the vital interaction between driver and 
technicians (particularly in the process of "dialling in," or fine-tuning the car 
for new track conditions). The Indy is partly a cult of the individual, where 
drivers attain star status, and are represented by the media as personalities 
whose "vital statistics" and idiosyncracies are well known to race devotees. 
Judd evokes the solipsism and individualism of the sport when he describes 
the race as "an 800-horsepower vibro-massage for the ego" (75-76). 
Caillois considers competitive play "a vindication of personal 
responsibility" (18), since it relies on "merit" to determine "superiority." He 
considers agon and alea (chance) to be "the two opposing forms of justice" 
(110) and a balance between them to be the essence of democracy. Little 
wonder, then, that the Indianapolis 500 has become the American race par 
excellence. Success depends on physical fitness, psychological stamina, sharp 
wits, money, technology and luck, a mixture celebrated in those American 
cultural narratives that valorise competition and winning and that delicately 
offset hard work with luck. The drivers are aware of the importance for their 
reputations of keeping the skill-chance seesaw carefully balanced: 
Tim Wharton: After securing his first Indy title, little Al is now looking 
to win his second. He wants to prove to his critics that last year's win 
wasn't a fluke. 
Al Unser Jr.: People do believe sometimes that a win in your first 
championship or whatever that it could have been just your lucky year 
or something like that, and by doing it again we'll prove that you're [sic] 
a great team and so on . . . (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
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Now the 37 year old Dutchman has to prove that Indy wasn't the story 
about someone's lucky day, but a reward for all those consistent years, 
all those good drives in not always good cars. (Geoff Hutchinson, 
WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The balance is weighted differently at different moments; drivers aim to prove 
that success in the long term results from skill and industry rather than luck. 
They acknowledge the role of chance in individual races, but the narratives of 
Indy race success are sustained by the notion that hard work, training and merit 
will eventually be rewarded. These come to acquire a moral resonance, with 
personal qualities such as commitment seen to be deserving of success. Thus 
the commentators claim of the Australian organiser of the Superkart race: 
This man deserves to win this race, here today, because he's the man 
who pulled all this together. He's the man who got all these karts here 
this weekend; he's the one who's taken time off from his business to 
make this race the success it obviously is going to be, from here on in . . . 
(Bruce Williams, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
So the driver functions as a heavily loaded sign: participating in a web of 
cultural assumptions about worth and desert, he is at once a fetishised and 
glorified individual, a part of a complex of equipment, and a corporate symbol. 
This complex of signifieds is reflected in racing rhetoric: all drivers speak 
constantly of "we," even when referring to the very solitary act of driving: 
"We'll get a little bit quicker," and "we'll get to know the track better" (Al 
Unser Jr, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991). Race-track commentators likewise describe the 
progress of the race variously in terms of drivers ("A.J. Foyt, the Texan 
legend"), sponsors ("the Valvoline car") and technology (the "glorious little 
[Chevy] engine"). 
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The locus of power in the mutual bond between driver and sponsor shifts: 
the car carries the name of both driver and corporation; the corporation puts 
the driver on the track, but "out there" the driver is alone. In the 1992 race, the 
first five laps of the celebrity race were for "corporate types": fourteen of 
Australia's top executives "swap[ped] business suits for race suits" before 
handing over to other celebrities (CM 2 Mar. 1992: 14). This literal enactment of 
the metaphor of the corporate race served to highlight the interpenetration, 
both rhetorically and financially, of commerce and sport.^ 
Bob Stewart has suggested that sport now shares many qualities with the 
labour process under industrial capitalism, notably the emphases on 
achievement, quantification, specialisation and rationalisation, and the 
increasing technologisation and bureaucratisation of sport. Although his 
analysis is flawed by a monolithic conception of work and a rigid adherence to a 
work/play dichotomy, it nonetheless points to an ideological content that is 
important in many modern western^ forms of sport. Corporate involvement 
in Indy Car racing both sustains and depends on a big business ideology. 
Corporate links are fundamental to the sport, and the fortunes of drivers, 
technicians and sponsors are interlinked. 
^ Variants of the metaphor were to be found throughout, as when National 
Party member and race driver Allan Grice entered the electoral "race" just 
before he entered the 1992 Indy. "It's poll position for race ace Grice," reported 
the local newspaper (GCB 12 Feb. 1992: 2). 
^ The importance of the ideological and nationalistic content of sport in the 
former Eastern bloc countries is acknowledged, but is too large a question to be 
taken up here. 
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This is evident on a rhetorical level. Jim McKay has noted the increasing 
interpenetration of the rhetorics of sport and business. Large corporations 
frequently make use of analogies with "the race," training and winning. This 
kind of corporate rhetoric can thus reconcile the tension between sport's 
traditional idolisation of individual heroes and Indy racing's quite peculiar 
dependence on corporate capital. (For, despite the increasing importance of 
corporate sponsorship in sports of all kinds, I maintain that Indy racing is 
qualitatively different by dint of the large scale finance required both by drivers 
and organisers.) Certainly, the rhetoric of the corporate world permeates 
representations of this sport. Since the race-track panel-beating was performed 
by Queensland TAPE apprentices, the State Training Minister took the 
opportunity of invoking the analogy of "champion workers": 
Winning car races and cricket matches is good for the morale of the 
country, but if we want to continue to be able to afford our lifestyle, 
Australia has to win the race for customers for our goods and services in 
the global marketplace. (CM 16 Mar. 1992: 22) 
As John Andretti held the winner's trophy aloft after his 1991 victory, the 
commentators informed us of his second ambition after race-driving: to be a 
stockbroker. The parallel with big business forms the crux of Judd's novel Indy, 
which counterpoints a story of race-track competition with one of corporate 
aggression. 
The comparison is likewise borne out in the structure of the race itself. 
Notably, the Indy race works with the linear temporality fundamental to 
capitalism, with its concomitant concepts of training, improvement and reward 
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~ feeding into and fed by ideologies of progress and production. This can be 
seen in all aspects of the event. Clearly, the race itself demands ever-increasing 
performance. Improvements are measured in the minutest of increments; in 
1991, only 12.7 seconds' margin over a two and a half hour race separated the 
winners. 
Of all sports, racing depends most intensely on concepts of increase and 
competition ~ better and faster. Judd images this as a fierce desire that is the 
apotheosis of both consumption and production: "all thirty-three of us have 
our foot jammed to the floor and all of us have a single desire: more. More 
power, more speed, more room" (273). This consumption-production fuelled 
by aggressive desire is at the heart of agon: 
I remember when I first won my first Grand Prix, I thought, "Oh, 
fantastic, I've won a Grand Prix. I don't care what happens after this." 
Then after that of course, you want the championship. (Alan Jones, 
WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
It informs not just the race as sporting competition, but also the Indy Race 
as cultural-economic structure: 
Bruce Williams: Two laps remaining in this battle for the Gold Coast 
Superkart race. $20,000 in prize money up for grabs; $7,000 for the 
winner. Next year they're hoping to make it $30,000. 
John Smailes: Next year I think they'll have a lot more people racing. 
(WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The race has been contracted over a five year period, and is itself subject to the 
ideology of growth and development: 
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As each year's event is held we will continue to improve and enhance 
these facilities to make [the media's] job easier. (Bob Mirmikin, Media 
Guide 2) 
Last March, America's biggest sporting event took the Gold Coast by 
storm. Now, with even more racing, more sensational entertainment 
and an additional 24 hours of excitement, the 1992 Daikyo Indy 
absolutely guarantees to be the best four days and nights of the year. . . . 
Our totally new grandstands [are] a full two metres higher than last year 
so you won't miss a second of the action. (Advertisement, CM Oct. 26 
1991: Weekend 16) 
A deeply-rooted organic metaphor of birth and growth underlies many of our 
notions of "progress." 1991 witnessed "the birth of new Super Race" (Media 
Guide 2) and subsequent years have seen it "grow up." Thus Mario Andretti 
considered the first Gold Coast Grand Prix race as "just another part of the 
evolution involved with the sport": "If you are involved in motor racing and 
you leave it for a couple of years, few things are the same when you return" 
(GCB 15 Mar. 1991:72). 
Development implies abundance, and the race glorifies and celebrates 
extravagance and plenty: 
Revellers at the Gold Coast Indy this week will be asking each other 
plenty of hard questions. The most pressing will be: Where will we play 
now? And what top act will we catch next? (SM 15 Mar. 1992: 40) 
This aspect of the event was emphasised in the television publicity for the 
second year, with the line "it's a four day party" accompanying as many images 
of dancing, eating and revelling as of car racing. The 1991 telecast, too, 
participated in this valorisation both of growth and plenty: before every 
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commercial break we were reassured that "there's plenty more." The struggle 
for "more" depends on and reinforces the valorisation of "most": 
The Gold Coast becomes the Bold Coast this weekend, as the fastest men 
on four wheels shatter all the speed limits. . . . So, hang on tight as we 
blast around the fastest street circuit in world motor sport. . . . This is the 
1991 Indy Car Grand Prix and we're promising you the ride of your life. 
(WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
Big times, big cars, big speeds. Billy, we'll be back shortly. (Darrell 
Eastlake, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
Bigger certainly is better, and the American commentator "Big Billy" Connell 
epitomises this ideology of accumulation in his frequent use of the word 
"better" to mean "more" ~ even when "more" means "worse." Speaking of 
the unbearable heat in the cars, he says, "It gets up . . . better than 140 degrees" 
(WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). But then, he himself apparently revels in being the 
physical embodiment of this spirit: 
Eastlake: [laughing] There he is ~ Big Billy Connell and let me tell you, 
the word "huge" really applies to Billy, there's no doubt about that. 
(WWS. 15 Mar. 1991) 
Even the setting is made to support this ideology: "It's Australia's most famous 
beach. It's Australia's most loved beach, I guess" (Eastlake, WWS, 16 Mar. 
1991). 
Thus this Indy narrative intersects with one of the key Gold Coast 
discourses. The region is frequently celebrated or denigrated this way, as the 
"capital" of everything, not only in Australia, but frequently the world, the 
Coast having been nominated the capital of special events, film and television. 
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skin cancer, pornography, theme parks, shark attacks, conventions, and even 
bungee jumping and pool drownings.^ 
Not surprisingly, then, the male commentators notice the abundant 
supply of another local resource ~ women. Particularly impressed by this 
natural plenty is the big North Carolinan race caller Connell: 
Uh oh. Lookee there... [in a tone of amazement] You have some 
beautiful Aussie women, Darrell. 
Eastlake: And there's plenty of 'em. 
Connell: There really are. I've already seen six, eight, ten, twelve. 
There's the thirteenth one, Darrell. . . . They're on balconies, they're on 
the ocean ~ they're all round this race course! (WWS, 16 Mar. 1991) 
(Since the Gold Coast is clearly also the chauvinism capital of Australia, I shall 
return to the question of gender later: "There's plenty more.") 
It would seem, then, that an aggressive and highly focused linearity 
typifies the type of competition aroused and celebrated by the Indy, and that this 
bears some resemblance to an economic (and especially corporate) competitive 
spirit. This is indeed the case if we consider economic competition as "the 
notion of men vigorously competing with another, each striving to deliver a 
performance that outdistances his rivals" (Kirzner 89). The comparison is 
enriched, however, if we consider more specialised economic concepts of 
competition. 
5 See, respectively, GCB 21 Mar. 1992: 16; GCB 24 June 1991: 17; GCB 5 Nov. 
1990: 1; GCB 26 Jan. 1991: 3; Sunday Mail Magazine 2 June 1991:14; GCB 3 Feb. 
1992: 4; SMH 4 Sep. 1972: 23; WWS 16 Mar. 1991; CM 24 Aug. 1991: 10. 
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Standard economic price theory is based on an opposition between 
competition and monopoly, with "perfect competition" envisaged not as an 
active process of betterment but as a static situation. Perfect competition is a 
state of stability based on equality: 
Perfect competition denotes for the price theorist the situation in which 
every market participant does exactly what everyone else is doing, in 
which it is utterly pointless to try to achieve something in any way 
better than what is already being done by others, and in which, in fact, it 
is not necessary to keep one's eyes open to what the others are doing at 
all. (Kirzner 89-90) 
Thus the price economist employs the term competition to mean almost 
precisely the opposite of the lay understanding (Kirzner 89). 
A number of economists have attempted to retheorise competition in 
order to overcome the static nature of the price theory model and to take into 
account the active processes of economic competition. One of the earliest and 
most famous, Joseph Schumpeter, conceived of competition as a process of 
"creative destruction" (ch. 7). He stressed the evolutionary nature of 
capitalism, being less interested in how capitalism administers existing 
structures than in how it creates and destroys them (84). According to 
Schumpeter, 
The fundamental impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in 
motion comes from the new consumers' goods, the new methods of 
production or transportation, the new markets, the new forms of 
industrial organization that capitalist enterprise creates. (83) 
Thus, competition cannot be understood simply in terms of rigid theories of 
price competition; it is new commodities, technologies, organisational 
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structures and sources of supply that constitute effective competition (84). For 
Schumpeter, it is the entrepreneur who discovers and exploits new 
technological possibilities and reorganises industry (132), and who is ultimately 
responsible for the fate of the bourgeoisie: 
Economically and sociologically, directly and indirectly, the bourgeoisie . 
. . depends on the entrepreneur and, as a class, lives and will die with 
him. . . (134) 
Schumpeter argues that since innovation and constant change are increasingly 
brought about by depersonalised teams of specialists, with bureaucracies 
tending to replace individualised technological entrepreneurship, "capitalist 
enterprise, by its very achievements, tends to automatize progress [and] tends to 
make itself superfluous ~ to break to pieces under the pressure of its own 
success" (134). What Schumpeter calls the "perfectly bureaucratized giant 
industrial unit" (134) not only ousts small business people but ultimately also 
technological entrepreneurs, reducing the bourgeoisie to a class with little 
function. This is Marxism with a twist: Schumpeter wryly considers the "true 
pacemakers of socialism" to be not the agitators and intellectuals but the 
Vanderbilts, Carnegies and Rockefellers (134). 
According to Israel Kirzner, Schumpeter envisaged the entrepreneur as 
the one who breaks away from routine, destroys existing structures and disturbs 
the equilibrium (127). Kirzner revises this to see equilibrium as an illusion, a 
seeming-absence of tensions and potentialities, of which the entrepreneur takes 
advantage: 
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For Schumpeter the entrepreneur is the disruptive, disequilibrating 
force that dislodges the market from the somnolence of equilibrium; for 
us the entrepreneur is the equilibrating force whose activity responds to 
the existing tensions and provides those corrections for which the 
unexploited opportunities have been crying out. (127) 
Despite the implicit teleology in Kirzner's terms ("corrections"), his model is 
an interesting modification of the Romantic conception of the entrepreneur as 
innovator who changes the economic nature of things. Schumpeter's model 
rests on categories of "leaders" and "followers," innovators and imitators, with 
only the former being classed as entrepreneurs; Kirzner's model posits a much 
wider range of economic activities as entrepreneurial. 
The kind of competition engendered by the Indy race seems to me to be an 
interesting interweaving of the two models. On the one hand, many of the 
race's rhetorical and organisational structures encourage the glorification of 
individual drivers in a way reminiscent of Schumpeter's model of the 
entrepreneur: a competitor who, through his own innovation, and by use of 
the newest technologies, shatters the equilibrium and enforces a new status quo 
that will itself be contested in later races. On the other hand, as we will see 
below, even though each particular Indy race, both here and overseas, is zero-
sum, and produces only one, absolute "market leader," the overall Indy 
structure works slightly differently. For the Indy racers are not only divided by 
competition; they are also bonded by it. The sport ~ dangerous, incredibly 
expensive, and "handed down" from father to son ~ creates its own elite, 
bonded together into a fraternity of equals by their very difference from "us," 
the spectators. 
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In that sense, although there is no place for collusion in any particular 
race, because, as in all zero-sum games, "no jointly played strategy can improve 
the position of both" (Shubik 11), there exists, nonetheless a symbolic collusion: 
that is, the sharing of cultural capital accrued by being part of a sporting elite. In 
this sense, then, Kirzner's model of an entire group of businesspeople who 
mutually sustain innovation and progress ~ even though some of them are 
mere "followers" ~ is applicable. The zero-sum agonistics of any individual 
race is indeed a "limiting case" in which "everyone faces fixed conditions" 
(Shubik viii-ix), but the wider cultural structure of which the drivers are a part 
exemplifies symbolically the principle that "economic activity is not always 
antagonistic but also requires co-operation" and that "when there is an 
advantage in combining, coalitions will form, and the difficulties residing with 
small numbers will again come to the fore" (Shubik viii). 
Thus, the Indy drivers can be likened to an oligopoly; fighting for 
supremacy amongst themselves, they are nonetheless united in their difference 
from other groups. We will see below just which social groups constitute their 
enabling Others. 
To summarise, then: Indy racing appears to be an example of "pure" 
competition: the aim is to win, and this can only be achieved by defeating 
others. The economic relations that bind the disparate participants in the event 
together, and the underlying analogy with the corporate race that is frequently 
invoked explicitly would seem to participate in and support this view of fierce. 
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"pure" competition. But despite the tough rhetoric of the corporate world, 
models of economic competition rarely rely on such a purely antagonistic 
schema. Market dominance is rarely achieved without collusion of some sort. 
And likewise, although the Indy race itself is clearly a zero-sum game, the 
rhetoric that supports it and the brotherhood that enact it are also a far more 
complex blend of antagonism and bonding. 
But the Indy can be read not only as the agonistic interplay between 
different public bodies (race teams, corporate sponsors, government, regulatory 
sporting bodies, media), but also as the enactment in the public sphere of a far 
more private psychological impulse. The key to this second orientation is the 
family ~ an idealised structure that serves to mediate between the private and 
the public. 
II. FATHER/SON RIVALRY 
"The younger rises when the old doth fall" 
King Lear III (iii) 26 
The family is a key concern in Indy Car racing. Most obvious of all are the 
famous racing "dynasties" such as the Andrettis, the Unsers and the 
Bedenhausern brothers, likened by many to racing Mafias. Since race car 
driving is not a sport normally encountered in educational institutions, it is 
usually passed down from father to son, forming family racing networks 
(Sneva, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). The royal family of international racing ~ born, 
appropriately enough, in Nazareth, USA ~ is the Andrettis: a dan that 
currently comprises father Mario and his two sons and nephew, but previously 
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also included Mario's twin brother and the demi-god A.J. Foyt, now godfather 
to one of the sons. "Following in your father's tyre tracks" is a truism of 
motorsports ~ the American dream lived out. As Eastlake says to Michael 
Andretti: 
It's just an amazing situation, you know. I mean, you always want to do 
something with your Dad, and your Dad always wants to do something 
vdth the boys, and in your case it just worked out. (WWS. 17 Mar. 1991) 
Amazing this dream may be, but the race serves also as a forum for the 
exploration of some of the contradictions inherent in the American dream. 
Michael Andretti the family man is a trope used recurringly by the media, who 
relish the contrast between a tough man of steel and a gentle man who loves 
family and animals. Thus the race and its discourse provide a context in which 
seeming-contradictions can be reconciled. This reconciliation can be made to 
work on a broader basis than the purely psychological, subtly justifying the 
reserves of aggression lying beneath the composed exterior of the all-American 
hero-driver-pioneer. 
Many of these contradictions rest on tensions within American economic 
and social models, most notably those of democracy and capitalism. Alma 
Gottlieb has represented these tensions in terms of a contradiction between 
"ideological equality" and "economic inequality" (183). This tension certainly 
fascinates the media; in Indy Car racing they returned again and again to the 
question of loyalties split between self and family. The racing dynasties 
foreground uncomfortable questions about the relations between self, family 
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and "outside" world, and the media frequently interrogate drivers about the 
ways in which they resolve these divisions and contradictions. Michael 
Andretti, for example, was asked whether he shared racing tips with his father: 
Well, not really. I think only between me and Dad is the only place we 
do, because we're on the same team. But Jeff and John are a bit on their 
own so, you know, that's the way it is. You know, we have a big effort 
here and it's not fair for us to let anything out, and vice versa, so you 
know, like I said, just me and Dad. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The question is both political and psychological. Indeed, racing against 
one's father may have a deeper psychological resonance ~ a re-enactment of the 
Oedipal fantasy: 
Racing against Dad is really kinda special. He's a race car driver that if I 
am having problems with my car, that I can go up and ask questions and 
he'll tell me the truth . . . Really, on the race track he's another car I 
have to pass in order to win the race and off the racetrack he's my 
father. (Unser Jr., WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Mario Andretti's comments from the structural position of "father" seem to 
support this reading: 
On one hand, there's a certain inspiration in racing against [my sons]. 
My competitive spirit wants to challenge them because they represent 
tomorrow. They're the young lions. They're something to measure up 
against. . . (Wyndham 17) 
When Al Unser Jr. was beaten by his father by one point, "it was both 
frustrating and fantastic . . ." (Wharton, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). In fact, this 
competitive love is, according to the commentator, "every boy's fantasy" 
(WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). 
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Freud's investigation of the parallels between the Oedipal model and 
totemism in tribal societies furnishes an interesting basis for speculation here.^ 
Freud draws on Darwin's description of "primal hordes" ~ primeval social 
groupings of the "higher" apes/early humans, in which one adult male has 
supremacy and lives with several females.^ In these groupings, the younger 
males are forced to find sexual partners elsewhere, thus explaining for Freud 
the condition of exogamy and the development of the incest taboo (Totem and 
Taboo 125-26). 
Freud brings together a psychoanalytic reading of totemism with Darwin's 
theories of the earliest human societies (141). According to his admittedly 
"fantastic" hypothesis, the clan of brothers kill and devour the father, 
culminating in an act of ritual identification ~ the totem meal: 
The violent primal father had doubtless been the feared and envied 
model of each one of the company of brothers: and in the act of 
devouring him they accomplished their identification with him, and 
each one of them acquired a portion of his strength. (142) 
^ I am grateful to John Frow for signalling this possibility. 
' I use Freud here, and indeed elsewhere, cautiously, since his models can 
obviously be criticised as historically contingent, psychologically determinist, 
universalist and androcentric. His positing of women as mysterious and 
eternally alien Other (see, for example, "Femininity" 113 and "The Taboo of 
Virginity" 198-99) has been widely (and rightly) critiqued. I follow many 
feminists here in accepting Freud's formulations as interesting metaphors 
rather than universal deep structures, and as descriptive of a patriarchy rather 
than universally, necessarily and neutrally true. Cf. Celermajer: 
Psychoanalysis "is often criticized as a sexist or phallocentric system but, if read 
as a description of patriarchal culture rather than as a prescription of the 
'natural' or 'correct' development of the subject, its insights can be strategically 
used without having to accept its specific content" (58-59). 
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Thus the patriarchal horde becomes the fraternal clan. The mixed feelings of 
triumph and remorse are reconciled, according to the hypothesis, in the 
phenomenon of "deferred obedience" (143), whereby the totem animal 
becomes a father substitute, engaged in a contradictory belief system: the killing 
of the animal is generally forbidden (in a transferred revocation of the sons' 
deed), yet its killing becomes a festive occasion, both celebrated and mourned 
(141-43). The sons renounce the fruits of their guilty deed by resigning their 
claim to the father's females (143). For Freud, these "two fundamental taboos 
of totemism" correspond to the "two repressed wishes of the Oedipus complex" 
(143). 
In the Indy context, the race could be seen as a ritual performance (like the 
totem meal) in which the ambiguities of guilt and triumph are sublimated in a 
public display of ritualised battle. The reigning principle is competition, in 
which hierarchical roles become blurred. Fathers become rivals, and the 
primal competition is enacted on a public and neutral arena, these qualities 
temporarily transforming the competition into a race between equals and 
individuals: "We don't give each other an inch and it's every man for himself 
out there" (Michael Andretti, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). Indy rhetoric frequently 
evokes the race as a battle between aggressive youngsters and respected 
sportsmen, as when "the young guns" are threatened by the "motor racing 
elder statesmen" "breathing down the[ir] neck[s]" (SM 22 Mar. 1992: 55). Thus 
Michael Andretti can call his father "the boss," and "my hero" (WWS, 17 Mar. 
1991), but they still "battl[e] it out against each other": "They may be family, and 
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team-mates, but they're still rivals" (Eastlake, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). The 
inevitable progression from primacy to decline is enshrined in the concept of 
the "rookie." Here, too, watchful paternal authority keeps an eye on the new 
boys, with regulatory stewards told to focus especially on rookies. Drivers must 
adhere to strict rules and regulations throughout the race, and "Bad boys will be 
dealt with" (Headline, Sun, 15 Mar. 1991: 72). 
Freud's narrative is a doubly appropriate myth to consider in regard to 
the Indy, since it not merely "explains," but also participates in, this 
paternal/fraternal culture. Drawing on Freud's own terminology, Carole 
Pateman considers it a social contract story, and one that forms part of the 
larger conflict between patriarchalism and contract theory. Patriarchalism used 
the patriarchal family as a model for social rule; it was a political model in 
which the father/king was held to rule supreme and sons were considered 
naturally subject to their fathers (Disorder of Women 36). Contract theory 
contested this, arguing for a distinction between the family and the polity; sons 
were civil equals to their fathers, and "paternal and political rule were distinct" 
(36). 
As Pateman points out, the victory of the contract theorists over the 
patriarchalists is not the triumph of universal freedom. Yet this is the way it is 
usually painted in political theory, where the dispute is mythologised as the 
birth of civil society, just as Freud's myth claims to be about the birth of 
"civilisation" (Pateman, Disorder of Women 41). The dispute cannot be a 
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universal triumph, since each political model, and the contest between them, is 
situated within a set of patriarchal assumptions, notably taking for granted the 
subjection of women. Man's sexual right over woman must logically precede 
the right of fatherhood (38), and this right remains inviolate in both 
patriarchalism and social contract theory. Patriarchalism subsumed sexual rule 
under paternal rule; social contract theorists proclaimed male sexual right as 
natural (Disorder of Women 39). 
Thus, Freud's "universal" tale is a narrative of the triumph of fraternity 
over paternity, not liberty over despotism. As Pateman says, in the Freudian 
narrative, civilised society begins with "the deed" ~ that is, parricide; it remains 
silent about the rape that logically must precede the murder (Pateman, Sexual 
Contract 105). We will see below that a useful definition of patriarchy is a state 
in which exist contestatory relations between males, who remain nonetheless 
united in their subjection of women, and that this model can be applied to the 
Indy. 
To return, then, to this "universal" Oedipal scenario. The sanctified space 
of this public ritual ("out there") is interesting. Although the race takes place 
through the "normal" city, it is a city transcribed and reconstructed. Kilometres 
of fencing separate the race precinct from the rest of the Gold Coast, making it 
into a world of its own. The race cars can be glimpsed by "outsiders" and the 
distinctive sound of the Indy Cars can be heard from neighbouring suburbs, but 
barricades and hessian coverings serve to tantalise and exclude those who have 
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not paid their dues. The circularity of the course adds to the sense of artificial 
detachment from the linear or irregular trajectories of everyday movement, 
and serves to focus simply on competition without the distraction of 
progression. This is clear in Judd's novel; when Evers asks what he needs to 
know about driving at Indianapolis, he is told: 
"Shit, you don't need to know nothin'. All you got to do is put your 
foot down and turn left." Technically, Orrin was right. Compared to 
Formula One, where you drove on a road course with up and down 
hills and lefts and rights around corners, accelerating, braking and 
turning. . . all you had to do in the World's Oldest Motor-race was put 
your foot down and turn left, (original ellipse, 31) 
Thus the space for the primal battle ("the World's Oldest Motor-race") is 
made as neutral as possible. Caillois points out that since competitive games 
represent a struggle for supremacy, starting conditions are made as equal as 
possible, and as many elements of chance as possible are eliminated (14-17). 
Indeed, Indy publicity often emphasises the tight restrictions on modifications 
to the cars. The resultant competitiveness and frequent lead changes are 
advertised as advantages of Indy Car racing for the spectators, especially in 
opposition to Formula One. 
Throughout the media's insistent questioning on this tension between 
duty to self and duty to family, competition is always shown to triumph over 
family loyalties. So, as befits the capitalist sport par excellence, competition is 
enshrined as a natural law, transcending even familial bonds. The higher bond 
of loyalty to the team ~ that is, the corporate family ~ prevails. In the case of 
the Andretti clan, the private and public, affective and financial realms become 
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intermixed, as the family is also a "family corporation," with investments in 
car washes, car wash equipment and real estate (Wyndham 22). Thus, the 
opposition between the worlds of aggressive competition and affective bonding 
is problematised by these battling families. 
Male racing families are such an integral part of motor racing that the 
trope of father/son competition has been widely taken up. A Shell oil 
commercial,^ for example, depicts a father and young son entering the cabin of 
a video racing simulator ~ the father out of his element and uncertain of 
himself, the son (the new generation with its new technology) instructing and 
encouraging his father in the art of video race car driving. The advertisement 
thus initially replays the racing Oedipal scenario, as the young blood and the 
new technology (associated by metonymy) gently guide the superseded father-
figure. The corporate context, however, gives the scenario a new twist. Little 
by little, the video simulation gives way to a real race track and the game's 
cabin becomes the cockpit of a real race car. At this point, the son cedes 
willingly and steps out of the car, the father's ascendancy re-established. "What 
do I do now?" Father asks Son. "Go for it. Dad! Go!" urges the son, as the Shell 
slogan "Go with the leader" appears on the screen. Racing thus serves as a 
metaphor in a corporate-technological Oedipal fantasy in which Shell reasserts 
the authority of the Father/ Phallus/ multinational corporation. The father is 
aligned with a kind of reality principle, since the son has supremacy in the 
world of simulacra, while the father reigns in the world of "reality." The 
^ Shown on NSW television, June 1992. 
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ultimate Father figure, though, is of course Shell itself, since viewers are aware 
that both the video reality and the race track reality are representations 
authorised and manipulated by the parental company. 
The Oedipal scenario can be more widely employed as a metaphor 
through which to interpret many of the competitions that make up the Indy. 
For this new race was not born without considerable conflict between the 
political, institutional and national bodies that constitute and regulate it as part 
of a major international racing championship series. The rivalry between 
Australia and America, PISA and CART and Indy racing and Formula One can 
all be seen in this framework. 
As participants in the birth of a new Super Race, we are initiated and 
guided into the acquisition of a new culture, with all the rules, rituals, 
superstitions, rhetoric and personae that constitute it. Foucault has suggested 
that all ideologies rely upon training procedures and the naturalisation of 
thousands of minute processes ~ bodily, psychological, or social. Such 
technologies are incorporated and rendered invisible through training 
procedures, both formal and informal, recognised and unrecognised. Thus 
guidance and instruction are implicated in the passing on of human cultures 
and knowledges ~ a necessary process, of course, but one which is always 
ideological. At Indy, this process of guidance is not only ideological, but also 
overtly political, since Indy Car racing is an American sport, the 1991 race being 
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the Australian debut. One might imagine that the political content of this 
culture would remain subtle, but at times it is astoundingly overt: 
And his car, like the entire starting field at all Indy Car races, was 
painted with PPG's tough urethane finishes, demonstrating once again 
why PPG's coating technology is found on two of every three 
automobiles built in the free world. (PPG ad., insert to Souvenir Race 
Guide, n.p.) 
More usually, though, the ideological-political content works through a 
more subtle regime of information and guidance, much of it in the brochures 
and print media leading up to the race. The television coverage continually 
cast Australian spectators in the role of novices in need of enlightenment: 
I'm looking forward to seeing how the Aussies react to Indy Car racing. 
(Sneva, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
Now just explain to our viewers about this yellow situation one more 
time because we're all brand new to this. (Eastlake, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Even Australian commentators adopted an Americo-centric view: "Interesting 
to look at the 'foreigners,' if you like ~ the non-Americans in the field," said 
one Australian race track commentator (INDY FM, 20 Mar. 1992). But the 
Australian child sometimes fought back: 
The Americans have gotten quite worried about the Australians because 
they've caught up, as you say in our terminology, Darrell, with what the 
Americans are doing in Nascar racing. (Connell, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
However, at this stage in the event's history, the American father-figure 
remains dominant, exercising its cultural power, derived at least partly from 
economic power: 
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These figures are all in American dollars ~ proper dollars, not the 
Pacific pesos we have here. (Australian commentator, INDY FM, 20 
Mar. 1992) 
Thus it is not surprising to see that the old national fiction of Australia's 
cultural inferiority resurfaced on the occasion of the unfortunate Tony Barber's 
"gaff."9 One letter to the editor invoked this fiction with wearied indignance: 
Why is it that every time we in Australia have an opportunity to 
present ourselves to world representatives we blow it? We entice Zsa 
Zsa to come to the bottom of the earth, then scrape the barrel to find a 
"host" who in seconds made a fool of Miss Gabor, 800 well-meaning 
guests and most of all, himself. . . . This and many other reasons during 
this depression force me to say I'm ashamed to be an Australian. When 
and if we ever get it right, it will be far too late. (Pamela Hastings, Letter, 
GCB 22 Mar. 1991:8) 
Thus the event both extends and metaphorises American cultural influence in 
Australia. The Oedipal nature of cultural and economic relations between 
America and Australia is a theme that I take up later, with regard to Movie 
World (see ch. 3). 
The Oedipal theme was also replayed at a political level at the inaugural 
event in the conflict between the two regulatory bodies EISA and CART.^^ 
EISA, the international regulatory body, refused to sanction the new Gold Coast 
Indy race, fearing that any international expansion of CART racing would 
damage the popularity of the Formula One world championship (Sun 15 Mar. 
^ As compere of the inaugural Indy Ball, Barber made a comment about Zsa 
Zsa Gabor being a "septuagenerian." Once Gabor fond out what this meant, 
she stormed out of the room. 
1^ Federation Internationale du Sport Automobile and Championship Auto 
Racing Teams. 
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1991: 72). At first, no major corporate sponsor would support the event (see 
Charlton). The people of the Gold Coast were also divided on the issue, and 
with council elections to be held one week after the inaugural event, many 
local politicians were standing on an anti-Indy platform (Charlton). But as 
drivers switched from Formula One to Indy Car racing, EISA, described by The 
Sun as "world controlling," began to be "running scared," according to driver 
Emerson Fittipaldi (ibid). They reacted punitively to keep the upstart new sport 
in control, threatening life bans for participating drivers, thereby adding a 
professional risk to the physical dangers involved. Thus, strangely, the two 
bodies competed for the right to stage their competitions. 
Such battles underpin again and again the Indy's status as complex social 
event. Even the setting of the Gold Coast was seen to be helping the upstart 
young sport to gain its rightful maturity: the chairman of CART said "the 
IndyCar series had shaken off its rural background through events like the 
Gold Coast meeting" (Thomas and McMahon). Comments like this signal too 
the Gold Coast's own insecurities about its identity as a "mature" city (see 
below, p. 264). 
This variant of the Oedipal scenario thus overlaps with prevalent 
national fictions; when the race did eventually go ahead, many of its supporters 
legitimised the event and historicised opposition to it by overt recourse to the 
national fiction of "the Aussie battler." De Lacy's opening speech described the 
strong opposition, but invoked the pluckiness of the home state with his 
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statement that "Queenslanders wouldn't let others tell us what was good for 
us." The close of his speech evoked the spirit of agon, both sporting and 
political: 
May the best driver win; may the best team win. But the record, the 
glory of the first Indy race outside North America can never be beaten. 
Let the festivities begin. 
The real winner became, as in the cliche, the sport itself, along with 
Queensland and the Australian character ~ innovative, daring and ready to 
take a risk. Since such qualities are frequently invoked in the rhetoric of public 
and private enterprise, the event as political-economic structure is linked with 
the discourses surrounding commercialism, with the tropes of battle and 
victory applying equally to the race track and the political boardroom. Thus, at 
the first Indy, commerce and sport were mutually interlinked not only 
economically and politically, but also discursively, as the Indy, "one of 
America's success stories" (Media Guide 5), inserted itself into prevalent 
regional and national fictions and replayed primal scenes of father/son rivalry. 
III. TECHNOLOGICAL COMPETITION AND CONSUMERISM 
"There's a race driver in all of us" 
(Ex-driver Tom Sneva, Wide World of Sports, 
15 Mar. 1991) 
In much racing rhetoric, father/son rivalry functions also as a metaphor 
for the progression of technology. The Oedipal battle can be a technological 
one, as suggested by a frequent rhetorical blurring between men and machines. 
In this schema, technology, like human generations, moves inevitably 
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onwards, but not without struggle; the technological pride of one generation 
inevitably cedes to that of the next, but not without some corporate battles. The 
human and technological struggles are inseparable in the capitalist sport par 
excellence: the aim is to "beat some of the newer equipment" (Michael 
Andretti, CM 11 Mar. 1992: 51). 
Thus the Indy functions also as a showcase for new technologies. In 
modern western capitalism, there is an intimate relation between technology 
and ideologies of progress, production and increase. In Indy Car racing, the 
technological element is particularly important, and agon is not only a struggle 
for physical and psychological dominance, but also a vindication of technology 
and the ideal of progress and, more specifically, a triumph of an individual 
corporation. Winning is inevitably bound up with money, technology and 
sponsorship: 
He's going to have a tough weekend. The car is quite old and it's a team 
that doesn't have quite the budget that some of the other teams . . . 
have, and that coupled with the fact that the equipment's a couple of 
years old, is going to make it very difficult for Ted Prappas to show 
really how good a race driver he is. (Sneva, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
The question is, is [Rahal] going to have the equipment to extend that 
car for four or five more laps? (Sneva, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The man with the "better equipment" thus performs best, and the distinction 
between man and machine begins to blur. The driver becomes almost invisible 
~ a shadowy figure encased in a body suit, balaclava and helmet. Cars are 
labelled with their drivers' name, and come to function as an extension of the 
body: 
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I'd had my Formula One seat shipped over. Moulded around the 
imprint of my body, it fitted like a second skin. So it should. (Judd 76) 
When a reporter described Michael Andretti as returning "with high hopes and 
a new engine" (CM 11 Mar. 1992: 51), the rhetorical device of zeugma served to 
emphasise the blurred distinction between technological and human 
equipment. Indeed, the terms "man" and "car" are frequently used 
interchangeably: 
Eddie Cheever, still the fastest man on the track so far. (Eastlake, WWS, 
15 Mar. 1991). 
He very well could be the fastest car on this Gold Coast. (Connell, 
WWS, 16 Mar. 1991) 
The inverse ~ the anthropomorphism of technology — is heard less commonly, 
but likewise functions to blur the distinctions between the human and the 
technological: "Eddie takes along some smart passengers ~ probably upwards of 
$78,000 of electronic magic" ("Digital Circuitry" 35). The drivers ~ "the fastest 
men on four wheels" (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) ~ are the emblems of a capitalistic 
spirit of progress: tough, aggressive and competitive, and always future-
oriented. The entire event foregrounds technology ~ not only by showcasing 
"the leading examples of automotive technology" (Media Guide 6), but also by 
the prominence of such things as the cars' computer equipment, the trackside 
radio station (INDY FM), the Walkmans on sale, and the television broadcast 
with its car and "lipstick"!^ cameras and its aerial helicopter shots. The 
11 Trackside cameras with fish-eye lenses ("Indy Fact File," Sunday Mail 
Magazine. 10 Mar. 1991: 5). 
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Courier-Mail competition of March 1991, with its prize of a "child-sized" replica 
of an Indy Car, can also be viewed in this light, as serving to legitimise certain 
current technologies and to initiate future consumers into forthcoming ones. 
This valorisation of technology can be read as an implicit encouragement 
of consumerism, particularly since the products on display ~ cars ~ are iconic of 
modern western capitalism. In America, where Indy Car racing is a regular 
weekly television highlight, the race functions also as a two-hour long car 
advertisement, the producer of thoroughly modern aphorisms: "It is a fact of 
life that the make that wins on Sunday, sells on Monday!" (Media Guide 42). 
The Australian telecast was predictably reinforced by advertisements for cars 
and car products in such a way as to bind spectators to the event. 
But the effect is not just to encourage "ordinary" consumers to buy. It also 
functions as a hyperbolic representation of a car cult and culture, constantly 
teasing its followers with experiences both familiar and out of reach. Much of 
the Indy rhetoric focuses on parallels, both ironic and serious, with our 
experience as suburban car owners and passengers. Thus, the start is "the 
highest-powered traffic jam on earth," and the cars are "as long as the average 
Australian family sedan," with "the same size engine as a Mitsubishi Magna" 
(Scott). Drivers, too, are poised in a delicate balance between normalcy and 
heroism: commentators delighted in telling us that Danny Sullivan is a former 
New York taxi driver; Jones delightedly claimed of celebrity driver Dwayne 
Thuys, "He drives like I do, only I think he's more radical again" (WWS, 17 
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Mar. 1991). Drivers and commentators speak unironically of the final race day 
as "payday," with the pay cheque that comes at the end of this week a 
hyperbolic version of the weekly wage of most of the spectators. In 1990, for 
example, Arie Luyendyk earned $1,090,940 from a "huge Indianapolis payday" 
(Media Guide 22). The publicity thus maintains a constant tension between the 
auratic Otherness of the race world and its resemblance to our own experiences; 
an Indy Car, "low enough to be the world's fastest lawnmower" (Scott), 
nonetheless attains a top speed that is "enough for a jumbo jet to take off."i2 
This tension is often manipulated with wry irony: "It looks like a cramped, hot, 
dangerous place to spend a Sunday afternoon. I'm sure Mr Fittipaldi earns 
every cent of his $2 million" (SM 10 Mar. 1991: 5). Likewise, the puncture that 
cost Allan Grice the lead in the 1991 NASCAR race becomes "a $30 000 
puncture" (Jones, WWS 17 Mar. 1991). This interplay between the rhetorics of 
the everyday and the heroic not only tempers the American worship of the 
drivers for Australian viewers with more laconic tastes or pretensions, but also 
serves to maintain a delicate balance between the pleasure of the familiar and 
the excitement of the unknown. 
As Indy Cars are the apotheosis of the suburban car, and the drivers, 
ordinary citizens idealised and deified, so the temporality associated with Indy 
Car racing is a heightened and intensified version of the linear temporality 
associated with a capitalist ideology and economic system, oriented towards the 
future and towards production. In traditional economic analyses, time means 
12 Souvenir Poster, Sunday Mail Magazine, 10 Mar. 1991: 12, 29. 
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money; in Indy Car racing, this economic dictum is compressed and rendered 
hyperbolic, since a split-second accident can easily mean the instant loss of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of equipment. Drivers aim to 
compress race time further and further (time-as-duration), with the result that 
lived time, time-as-experience, expands surrealistically: 
. . . at 170 miles an hour you cruise for nearly twenty-five feet in the 
dark while you blink an eye. (Judd 11) 
Speed simplifies the whole world in a driver's mind: there's just him, 
that concrete-lined tunnel and a car. ("Tunnel Vision", Souvenir Race 
Guide 44) 
Race drivers operate on the fine line between control and loss of control, with a 
daring and mastery most of us will never achieve in our everyday life: "Stirling 
[Moss] says if you're in control, you're not going fast enough" (Judd 181). Their 
fortunes and lives depend on reflexes measured in thousandths of a second. 
Events passing by too quickly, risks, dangers, losses, victories and 
disappointments, and loss of control ~ the "it's-all-coming-apart feeling" (Judd 
100) ~ these are indeed familiar to most people, yet rarely compressed into two 
hours and measured in thousandths of seconds and thousands of dollars. As 
with drama, where it is possible to compress the events of a lifetime into a 
couple of hours, so does the Indy spectacle provide us with an intensified 
metaphor for the race of life. This "universal" metaphor is inflected 
specifically in the contemporary Australian/American context, dependent as it 
is on linear temporality, goal orientation and a society capable of conceiving of 
and measuring the minutest and the grandest of differences. Nor is this 
metaphor gendered neutrally (see below, p. 143 ). 
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Much of the event's marvel springs from its ostentatious waste of those 
things that most contemporary western families treasure and devote years to 
paying for. Viewers experience a frisson of horror and fascination as corpse 
after auto-corpse is lifted off the track. If the ideology of accumulation demands 
of its devotees a constant moderation and balancing and a mind fixed on the 
future, then this sport provides a cathartic spectacle of waste, a revelling in the 
now. Indy epiphenomena provided fascinating examples of the discursive 
clash between respect and flagrant disregard for property. A man was fined 
$500 for writing his name on a concrete Indy race barrier ~ the very site where a 
couple of days later hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of equipment was 
about to be put at risk for public entertainment. Furthermore, the judge's 
rhetoric was punitive and paternalistic in the extreme: 
"Were you hoping to . . . go drinking with mates, watch the race on 
television and say, 'Hey, around the next corner you will see my 
name.'?" asked Mr Owens. "You were going to tell your mates you did 
this, weren't you? What were you thinking about at the time?" 
"Spelling my name right," replied Reade. . . . "I am sure we would have 
found you a toothbrush and some Ajax," [the magistrate] said. "You 
would look great out there doing that, wouldn't you?" (GCB 7 Mar. 
1991: 6) 
In the same week, a man was fined $200 after he admitted taking a loaded .45 
calibre semi-automatic pistol into a Surfers Paradise nightclub (GCB 7 Mar. 
1991: 8). 
According to Georges Bataille, most theories of social and economic 
relations focus on the activities of production and storing up rather than on 
expenditure, losses or waste. The latter are generally considered to be 
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concessions or exceptions ~ allowable slack within the system ~ with few 
people considering that any human society might have an interest in allowing, 
indeed encouraging, losses, even orgiastic waste (30-31). In the light of the 
Oedipal struggles described above, it is interesting that Bataille dramatises this 
problematic as a father/son conflict; the prodigal son hides his shameful 
profligacy from the stern father. Thus, argues Bataille: 
Sad to say, humanity's consciousness has remained that of a minor: it 
acknowledges the right to acquire, to store up or to consume rationally, 
but it excludes on principle any unproductive expenditure. (31) 
Bataille develops a concept of "depense" ("outlay," "expenditure," "surplus") in 
order to envisage a schema that is not modelled on "a structure of servile 
relations between father and son"(32). He makes the distinction between two 
different kinds of consumption: minimal consumption (enough to maintain 
life and productivity) and so-called unproductive consumption, citing luxuries, 
funeral processions and rituals, wars, religions, extravagant buildings, games, 
spectacles, the arts, and non-genital sexual activity as examples of the latter (33). 
For Bataille, then, such spectacles as the Indy participate in this "principle of 
loss/waste" (33) [principe de la perte] that opposes itself to the everyday 
principle of balance; they are an end in themselves, a flagrant denial of utility. 
Waste is part of the dynamic of any economy, symbolically representable as the 
struggle of reckless Youth against stern, rational Authority. 
I l l 
Bataille also draws on Mauss's anthropological study of gift giving, in 
particular of the phenomenon of potlatch.^^ Potlatch is a custom found in 
different forms in a range of tribal cultures (including North West America, 
Melanesia and Papua) and consists of a ceremonial gift giving that establishes 
an obligation to return the generosity. Mauss considers it to be a form of 
agonistic prestation (4). Both Mauss and Bataille depict the use of gift-giving to 
intimidate a rival, either by establishing an obligation that will be taxing for the 
rival to fulfil, or by "eclips[ing] a rival chief" (Mauss, The Gift 4) with a flagrant 
display of one's own wealth and power. The underlying motives, according to 
Mauss, are "competition, rivalry, show, and a desire for greatness and wealth" 
(26). 
Certainly, the Cold War style advertisement for Indy Car paint referred to 
above hints at vestiges of the political motive, and many cultural and 
technological achievements have served such purposes over the years 
(sporting successes in Eastern bloc countries, cultural policy under Zdanov, the 
American space shuttle programme etc.). The Indy is, after all, a distinctively 
American sport, and the race serves as an international display of wealth. The 
spectacular public waste of the newest and most expensive technology indeed 
serves to "epater le bourgeois" or, for that matter, "I'etranger." 
This recklessness, then, released perhaps as catharsis, perhaps as agonistic 
spectacle, works within a consumerist ideology. The drivers, as supreme 
1*^  I am grateful to John Frow for this suggestion. 
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manipulators of capitalism's supreme technology, are modern western heroes. 
In American footage, they are referred to in these terms ~ "the all-American 
hero" (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) ~ and this status is reinforced by commentators 
here: 
I spent a day with Mario Andretti the other day. I mean, a boyhood hero 
for me, a living legend, this man, and what a delight to spend some 
time with. (Eastlake, WWS. 17 Mar. 1991) 
Eastlake goes on throughout the telecast to refer to Andretti without a trace of 
irony as "the living legend." "He's the American dream come true, this 
fellow," he says, as he lists Andretti's earnings. But for Eastlake, anyone who 
participates in the event qualifies for hero status, including the TAPE college 
volunteers who repair the damaged cars overnight: "They really are heroes of 
this sport, the way they keep these cars on the road" (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991). 
The sense of dramatic compression described above, as well as the race's 
role as political-cultural flagstaff, means that the race functions as 
representation. For Bataille, literature and drama constitute a kind of "depense 
symbolique" (36) in that they are often a depiction of loss (especially in the form 
of death or destruction). Clearly, the Indy dramatises risk; costly material 
goods, physical safety and status in the hierarchy are all exposed to the principle 
of loss. The drivers function as the representatives of a crowd normatised as 
"masculine," living out and expunging various normally-censored urges: the 
lust for power, aggression, speed, dominance: 
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A single-seater racing car is a wild, and magic, high. . . . A single-seater 
racing car is the closest you can get to pure power and all you have to do 
is put your foot down. Don't let anybody fool you, it is addictive. (Judd 
75-76) 
Interestingly, these sanctioned transgressors are often paid to reinforce the 
very laws they transgress, in much the same way as "wild" pop stars ~ 
themselves allowed a certain measure of extravagance within existing social 
structures ~ are often invited to promote ideals of good citizenship.i^ 
Paradoxically, these "certified transgressor" figures are endowed with a certain 
authenticity: only they can truly see the value of any particular social or legal 
constraint, since they know precisely what is at stake every time they transgress 
it. Thus, at the time of the 1992 race, John Andretti was presented with a 
certificate of appreciation from the Queensland government for assisting with a 
road safety campaign, and the Transport Minister claimed that Andretti "had 
helped to encourage sensible road behaviour" (CM 17 Mar. 1992: 11). In the 
Courier-Mail report, this sentence was immediately followed by its ironic 
counterpoint: 
Andretti, who would reach speeds in excess of 300km/h during dry Gold 
Coast IndyCar grand prix . . . saw first hand yesterday the hazards of 
motoring in Queensland. 
His testimonial-style description of an accident he saw on the local highway 
concludes, "It just highlights the need to become more wary in bad conditions 
l'^  As, for example, the television advertisement that shows "two versions" of 
the singer Angry Anderson ~ one shouting an abusive condemnation of 
irresponsible drinking, and the other calmly and rationally cautioning against 
it (shown on NSW television August, 1992). 
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especially when visibilty is severely reduced." The fact that this cautionary tale 
appears exactly underneath an article generating excitement about the 
likelihood of wet weather Indy racing this year and citing the promoters' 
announcement that "only a cyclone hitting the Gold Coast would stop the race 
going ahead" is one of the delightful ironies of the heterogeneous discursive 
context and is a clear example of Prow's point about the "peculiar ambiguity" of 
the problematic of transgression (see above, p. 46). 
The drivers' status as certified transgressors and players in a symbolic 
representation is evident in the theatrical metaphor that surfaces from time to 
time. Actor Richard Anderson, for example, participated in the 1992 celebrity 
race, "drawling] on the talents of his TV alter ego, to give him an edge" (CM 1 
Feb. 1992: 3). The Courier-Mail reported his entry under the name of his 
character, "an adventurer who relies on his ingenuity and knowledge of 
science to escape from dangerous situations and win over his opponents 
without resorting to violence." The "real" drivers likewise adopt dramatic 
personae; in the 1991 telecast, a shot of driver Rick Mears staring meanly 
through his visor was accompanied by the voice-over: 
It's kinda like with actors. You know, when they get on the screen, they 
get to play a part that's not them. And I think that kind of runs over 
into the racing. In racing I kinda get to do something that's not me ~ 
the killer instinct, or the selfishness, that's not me in real life. But in 
race car I kinda get to do that a little bit. And get away with it. (WWS, 
17 Mar. 1991) 
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This even applies to the commentators, especially the well-seasoned American 
ones. Connell's evident delight in the nostalgia, for example, is theatrical ~ a 
piece of showmanship that relies on snippets of cliche whirlwinded together: 
I tell you what ~ I'm so excited now, as we get ready for green, I'm ready 
for gramma to pick up some corn bread. Let's get some chicken and 
some blackeyed beans, gather round the couch and the stove, eat some 
grits and some hominy and let's go Nascar racing with the good 'ole 
boys, Darrell. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The race is the licensed breaking free of everyday restrictions: restraint, 
moderation and the safety urge are cast aside in a special forum nonetheless 
kept tolerable psychologically by the enforcement of rules. The inversion of 
daily laws is even more visible in street circuits, which provide spectators 
(especially locals) with the unusual sensation of watching cars drive at 350 
kilometres per hour along streets where they normally do their shopping. 
Local driver Ray Vincent revelled in this aspect of the race: "The weekend's 
race will give me a chance to drive through Surfers Paradise at 220km ~ 
legally" (Murray, "Vincent"). This licensed inversion was emphasised by the 
T-shirts for sale at the 1991 race depicting a road sign with the words "Gold 
Coast speed limit: 350 k.p.h." The telecast overtly plays with this notion of 
vicarious thrills by making surrogate drivers of us: 
Folks, you might as well buckle your seat belts. If you're sitting in your 
living room, get on your tiptoes, 'cos when we fire these throttles, it'll 
truly be thunder in paradise . . . (Connell, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Paul Virilio has suggested that the development firstly of motor cars and 
then of speed limits has led to a structural frustration in automatised societies; 
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the gift of power has been constrained by legislation. According to Virilio, this 
automatically creates an au-deld, a realm of experience imaginable and 
desirable, but just out of reach (Vitesse et politique 35). It is this au-deld, 
forbidden and therefore both attractive and frightening, that is opened out and 
explored in motor racing ~ the dangerous fantasy of hmitless power. 
IV. MILITARY AGONISTICS 
"As used in the Gulf War" 
(Sign on military equipment, AIDEX military expo, 
Canberra, Dec. 1991)^ 5 
The race event is not just a cathartic purging of aggressive urges, for it also 
feeds back into complex signifying systems of competitive aggression via an 
eager and overt delight in militaristic metaphors. The military parallel is 
encouraged by the evident risk of physical danger to which the drivers, and 
potentially even the spectators, are subject. In the days preceding the inaugural 
race, the media actively orchestrated an air of urgency and trepidation. The 
blood bank called for donors, quoting frightening accident statistics,^^ while the 
television news described the military tent manned by the Army Reserve as 
housing full surgical facilities, including an orthopedic surgeon, eight fire 
captains from America and a sister specialising in trauma.^^ The 
1'5 I am grateful to Cath Barcan for this ghastly snippet. 
1" A radio announcement reported that a recent motorcycle accident had 
required 198 donors, and wondered how many more an Indy accident would 
necessitate (Radio MMM, Brisbane, 12 Mar. 1991). 
I' ' Channel 9 News, Brisbane, 14 Mar. 1991. 
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commentators revel in this danger; every accident is described in voices 
delirious with horrified delight, leaving them physically and emotionally 
overwrought: 
Eastlake: Well, I don't know about you, but that's about as much 
excitement as I can stand for a while. 
Connell: Now remember, Darrell, I do four or five hundred miles of 
these things every week. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
But this fervent relish of danger takes on even more specific overtones with 
the frequent recourse to military metaphors: the drivers are "top guns" (WWS, 
15 Mar. 1991), "wild men" (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) or "tough old war horse[s]" 
(WWS 17 Mar. 1991), competing in a "ten lap show-down on the Gold Coast, 
the shoot-out for Nascar" (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991). The war analogy was made 
explicitly in the opening promotion on race day: 
They're not quite as fast as a speeding bullet, but they come close. And 
when they shoot down the concrete gun barrel that is Surfers Paradise, 
there are bound to be casualties. Welcome to a war on wheels: race day 
at the Gold Coast, as Indy Car thunder rolls Down Under for the very 
first time. (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
The American commentators were particularly fond of this metaphor: 
They're 35001b steel chariots, and piloting these chariots today are the 
war lords and gladiators of Australia and America. Yes, there's USA 
representatives here today, but the Australians have got the power. 
(Connell, WWS. 17 Mar. 1991) 
It is a world where drivers sit in "cockpits" and "pilot" their cars; where 
engines "expire" or "grenade," where cars are "winged bullet[s]" that "battle it 
out," and where the word "aggressive" is used as a compliment. This 
militarism, obviously a feature of the rhetoric of the racing world, is picked up 
in Judd's novel, where the cars are likened to guns (230) and jet fighters (279). 
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Militarism, racing and the veneration of technology come together in 
references to other, very American, quasi-military achievements. Thus 
astronauts. Cape Kennedy and the space shuttle figure prominently in 
comparisons.^^ Seemingly any incident can give rise to such flights of fancy: 
It's like launching the space shuttle at Cape Kennedy. That 35001b 
stockcar became a rocketship, and a rocketship it was when it went right 
on into that concrete wall and then ricocheted back to the inside. 
(Connell, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The relation between these representations and a potential encouragement of 
militaristic politics is nebulous and complex, but the military comparison is not 
merely imaginative. In Australia, the inaugural race came coincidentally at the 
time of the Gulf War. As is characteristic at such spectacular events, the 
opening ceremony included a military aviation display. At the 1992 event, 
army medical personnel were on hand and the marshalls were also army 
personnel, dressed in khaki. In America, the Indianapolis 500 is held on 
Memorial Day (which commemorates America's war dead) and opens with a 
prayer for the casualties of war. Race publicity occasionally treats technology in 
overtly political ways, but more commonly as a neutral, non-ideological field, 
useable almost interchangeably in different spheres of life. An interest in 
machinery is thus seen to transcend its specific applications, as when Johnny 
Rutherford's press release states simply, "Would like to have been a fighter 
pilot if not motor racing" (Media Guide 36). 
^^  Interestingly, a full-size replica of the Challenger space shuttle was on 
display within the race precinct at Surfers Paradise at the time of the inaugural 
race, though it was not part of the official programme (figs. 5-6). 
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Fig. 5. Replica of Space Shuttle, Surfers Paradise, Mar. 1991. 
J..^tt 
fR-f^f'^'%|! 
Fig. 6. Replica of Space Shuttle, Surfers Paradise, Mar. 1991. 
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Erich Fromm claims that the decisive change in human perceptions of 
military aggression and technology occurred with the advent of bomber planes 
in World War Two, since pilots were hardly aware of the destruction they were 
effecting: 
They were not concerned with killing and were hardly aware of an 
enemy. They were concerned with the proper handling of their 
complicated machine along the lines laid down in meticulously 
organized plans. . . . In modern aerial warfare destruction has been 
transformed into an act of modern technical production, in which both 
the worker and the engineer are completely alienated from the product 
of their work. (346) 
Clearly, war is both big business and one of the prime stimulants of 
technological development. Indeed, Schumpeter claimed that perfect 
competition (i.e., for economists, that state in which equal economic powers 
remain evenly balanced) is inconsistent with technological innovation 
(Kirzner 125). Thus, in classic economic analyses, inequality and rivalry are 
essential to the development of new technologies. Many of the economists I 
have cited so far (Schumpeter, Shubik and Brenner, for example) make explicit 
comparison between economic and military competition. At Indy, many of the 
technologies are advertised as inspired by war. The Australian Media Guide 
informs us that the cars' fuel cells are made to military ballistic specifications 
(7). The media reported that the designer of Unser Jr.'s Indy Car was a former 
British Aerospace engineer (Sydney Sun 22 Mar. 1992: 90) and that the exhaust 
system in well-known Queensland hairdresser Stefan's boat in the Indy power 
boat race was "similar to what American tanks used in the Gulf War" (CM 20 
Mar. 1992: 2). 
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Virilio considers the gradual initiation of the great mass of the public into 
the skills and technologies of automatised movement as the development of a 
potential army. He notes the development of "sporting" clubs under the Nazis, 
including the Nazi automobile association (the National Socialistisches 
Kraftfahr Korps), which soon had half a million members. He considers the 
Volkswagen as a "veritable plebiscite" (Vitesse et politique 33), since Hitler 
convinced 170 000 citizens to put in a bid for one before a single one was 
available. Virilio quotes V. Bush, author of Modern Arms and Free Men, who 
claimed in 1940 that in a highly automatised society, when warfare means 
piloting jeeps, trucks, tanks and planes,!^ the distinction between soldiers and 
citizens becomes less marked, since most citizens are capable manipulators of 
closely related technologies. A study of the history of paramilitary groups in 
modern Western societies, particularly cadet groups, might help to substantiate 
such a claim. One might then be led to consider the tension manipulated at 
Indy between the ordinariness and the heroic Otherness of the drivers in the 
light of these two kinds of potential armies. The shrinking parameters of time 
and space (whereby crucial military decisions must be made in increasingly 
rapid time)20 is also exactly the same incremental decrease in reaction time 
brought about at Indy by increasingly rapid technologies. 
1^ A situation fast changing, (see Virilio War and Cinema: the Logistics of 
Perception). 
20 The introduction of Russian rocket technology into the Cuban missile crisis 
in 1962 threatened to drop the warning time for the two superpowers from 15 
minutes to 30 seconds but was met by a categorical refusal from Kennedy 
(Vitesse et politique 136). Nonetheless, Virilio considers that advances in 
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Statesmen and politicians have long acknowledged the role of war in 
stimulating production and technological inventiveness, and war is often 
justified in terms relying on Social Darwinism. The German general Friedrich 
von Bernhardi expressed this more blatanfly than many: 
aspirations for peace. . . threaten to poison the soul of the German 
people. . . [W]ar is not merely a necessary element in the life of nations, 
but an indispensable factor of culture, in which a true civilized nation 
finds the highest expression of strength and vitality. (6) 
For von Bernhardi, war functions as the primary principle of "development": 
[War will] promote the progress of mankind; for it is clear that those 
intellectual and moral factors which insure superiority in war are also 
those which render possible a general progressive development. (12) 
He concludes that: 
The inevitableness, the idealism, and the blessing of war, as an 
indispensable and stimulating law of development, must be repeatedly 
emphasized. (31, my emphasis) 
This view of war relies on a conception of "civilisation" as a linear, 
cumulative progression, and von Bernhardi's celebration of war as "creative 
and purifying power" (8) relies on many of the same concepts and orientations 
as underscore the rhetoric of consumer capitalism: that is, a future-oriented 
linear temporality,^^ the notion of financial, technological and spiritual 
inheritance, and the belief in the necessity of sacrifice. Von Bernhardi invokes 
technology are bringing the warning time for nuclear war closer and closer to 
dropping under "the crucial minute" (137). 
21 Note, though, that even within consumer capitalism such a temporality is 
also in tension with the encouragement to consume, which relies on a 
revelling in the now. 
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each of these when he laments that the international call for peace is rendering 
the population anaemic: 
With the increase of wealth they live for the moment, they are 
incapable of sacrificing the enjoyment of the hour to the service of great 
conceptions, and close their eyes complacently to the duties of our 
future. . . . Mighty deeds raised Germany from political disruption and 
feebleness to the forefront of European nations. But we do not seem 
willing to take up this inheritance, and to advance along the path of 
development in politics and culture. (1) 
For von Bernhardi, the links between war and commerce are clear: war disturbs 
commerce in the short term, but promotes long-term development; therefore, 
the logical solution is to subject wars to the economic principle of cost/benefit: 
It is an incontestable fact that war temporarily disturbs industrial life 
[and] interrupts quiet economic development. . . It is therefore a most 
desirable consummation if wars for trivial reasons should be rendered 
impossible. . . . But it is quite another matter if the object is to abolish 
war entirely, and to deny its necessary place in historical development. 
(10) 
The interlinked ideologies of progress and "improvement" are still 
obviously in play in the global military economy. Virilio, for example, 
observes with fascinated horror that 
In order to create a climate of terror, military men in both camps will 
certainly have to come up with something better than the forty million 
killed in the Second World War. (War and Cinema 7) 
He cites President Carter's farewell address to the nation: 
In an all-out nuclear war, more destructive power than in all of World 
War Two would be unleashed every second during the long afternoon 
it would take for all the missiles and bombs to fall. A World War Two 
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every second — more people killed in the first few hours than in all the 
wars of history put together. (Speech of 14 Jan. 1981, qtd. in Virilio: 7)^ 2 
Thus "the doctrine and delirium of production" finds its logical end, replacing, 
according to Virilio, "the doctrine of battlefield use" (7). 
For Bataille, war is the ultimate example of "a bloody and completely 
limitless social expenditure" (38), where costs and losses far exceed "use" value. 
It is only from within this "logic" that escalating armamentation makes 
"sense." The world has enough weaponry to explode itself many times over; 
once isn't "enough" since, according to Virilio, the force of war is a 
psychological/spiritual one built on fear (5): 
while the stockpiling of weapons that will doubtless never be used is 
considered by the uninitiated to be an act of madness, in military eyes 
not only is it not an aberration, its magic is precisely to be without any 
justification, to have no other reason for existence than to be brandished 
and quantified in public. (7) 
The monstrous disproportion serves to defamiliarise and baffle "ordinary" 
people and to bolster the "need" for a specialist military (7). 
By valorising technology, supporting militaristic metaphors, and creating 
an elite of masculinist heroes, the Indy participates (at least on the level of 
representation) in this spectacle of aggression and competition in a realm 
known to us but beyond our reach. Just what the relations between this 
competitive spectacle, the militaristic rhetoric through which it is understood. 
22 From Historic Documents of 1981 (Washington D.C., 1982) 34. 
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and any "real-world" politics are, is difficult to determine. Clearly, the link 
cannot be conceived of as causal in any simple way (militaristic rhetoric cannot 
be said simply to "encourage" militaristic politics). But nor can this series of 
highly charged representations merely be bracketed off as having nothing to do 
with a political realm (this was made more pointed by the timing of the 
inaugural race, which came only a fortnight after the end of the Gulf War). 
This sporting event is coded as (amongst other things) a war, but war itself 
can clearly be considered a semiotic event. Philip Smith has argued the case for 
explaining war as a cultural event to complement more traditional readings of 
war in geopolitical, materialist or psychological terms. He notes the lack of a 
non-materialist and non-rationalist paradigm more plausible than 
psychoanalytic explanations of war as the externalisation of repressed drives, 
which tend to be reductive and not to account for the bureaucratised and 
systematised nature of much modern combat (105-06). Smith argues that "at 
the cultural level wars can be seen as ritual events organized around a cultural 
code specifying sacred and profane elements" (108), and that for a war to 
become a ritual 
[fjirstly, a cultural code embodying the sacred:profane distinction must 
be made the center of discourse. Secondly, "war" events must be 
accounted for as acceptable products of the code. (108) 
Such an argument recognises the centrality of discourse in the production of 
major social events, without positing the relation between representation and 
event as either causal or reflective. 
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Nor are these relations of signification inert; they interact in complex ways 
with other semiotic, material and economic realities. Thus although one could 
argue that the Indy participates in a network of narratives that helps to render 
war more familiar and to naturalise competition, ironically, a war itself also 
hindered the success of the event. According to State Treasurer Keith de Lacy, 
the Gulf War affected the number of visitors to the Indy and also led to 
increased costs (Ministerial Statement 1). 
Be that as it may, the imaginative relation between racing and war is very 
potent: 
These Kamikaze pilots are about to become war lords aboard their 
chariots and battle at speeds on the straightaways. . . . It's going to be ~ 
all hell is about to break loose. Thunder in Paradise. (Connell, WWS, 
15 Mar. 1991) 
At the Indy, this militarism is supported by a nostalgic invocation of 
America's pioneer past. Slow speaking, gun-toting freedom fighters are 
revivified on the race track. One of the American drivers is named Wyatt Earp 
IV, and the American commentator leapt upon this fact gleefully: 
He is a deadset distant ancestor of Wyatt Earp, and let me tell ya, this 
guy'll be totin' his six gun all the way round this course today. 
(Connell, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Future-oriented ideologies often anchor themselves in nostalgia and 
legitimise their operations by recourse to theories of origin. Nostalgia is the 
structurally necessary counterpart to the forward-looking and often teleological 
view of history encouraged by capitalism. "Once we were like this" is the 
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logical counterpart to "one day we'll be like this,"23 and the past serves to 
justify a changing present. As Marx explained in The German Ideology: 
[The historical process] can be speculatively distorted so that later history 
is made the goal of earlier history . . . Thereby history receives its own 
special aims and becomes "a person ranking with other persons" . . . 
while what is designated with the words "destiny", "goal", "germ", or 
"idea" of earlier history is nothing more than an abstraction formed 
from later history . . . (57-58) 
As Eve Sedgwick puts it, "Marx suggests that the function of ideology is to 
conceal contradictions in the status quo by, for instance, recasting them into a 
diachronic narrative of origins" (14). The organisers of the Indy were very 
aware of actively constructing a history: "I think you do it twice and it becomes 
a tradition," said the CART chief executive at the second race (CM 17 Mar. 1992: 
11). For its part, the telecast drew on older narratives to give it the sanctity of 
tradition. When Connell, for example, exclaims "Hot dog! This is better than 
eatin' gramma's corn bread, I tell you what" (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991), he is 
drawing not merely on an amorphous nostalgia, but more specifically on the 
ideology of the family ~ a field strong in white American tradition, and the 
fiercely-fought site of ideological and political contestation. 
Militarism is thus always interconnected in highly complex ways with 
other material and ideological realms. And if writers like Virilio and 
23 This view of technological progress is clearly evident in a series of television 
commercials for Fisher Paykel kitchen appliances which shows their own 
advertisements from the 50s and 60s, followed by the slogan "If this is the 
standard today, imagine what they're cooking up for us tomorrow!" (Feb. 
1992). 
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Baudrillard are right, representation has always been at the heart of war, and 
with the newest technologies of war, increasingly so: 
There is no war, then, without representation, no sophisticated 
weaponry without psychological mystification. Weapons are tools not 
just of destruction but also of perception. . . (Virilio, War and Cinema 6) 
From a very different perspective, Mary Daly comes to similar 
conclusions: 
In order to understand the misogynistic roots of androcratic aggression, 
we must comprehend that the perpetual War is waged primarily on a 
psychic and spiritual plane. This is not to minimize physical 
invasion/occupation/destruction, but to grasp the total horror. The 
most noxious forms of aggression are not reducible to the biological 
level alone, but involve also the fabrication of "symbolic universes in 
thought, language, and behaviour." These universes are all present in 
each concrete violent act of aggression. (357, original emphasis. The 
citation is from Fromm) 
According to such a schema, the media representations of drivers as gentle 
men of culture, family-loving men, carers for animals, and devoted husbands 
do not mitigate the militarism; they reinforce it and embed it in deeply-rooted 
social and psychological structures. Daly claims that the object under attack in 
all wars waged within a patriarchal structure is Woman: "the Female Self is 
The Enemy under fire from the guns of patriarchy" (355). For Daly, "the War 
State requires women for the re-creation of its warriors" (356) and thus military 
agonistics are, finally, gender wars. 
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V. GENDER STRUGGLES 
Daly's analysis, though, is both reductive and overwrought; to my mind, 
the gender struggles at work at Indy can more usefully be considered in the 
light of a definition of patriarchy suggested by Heidi Hartmaim: 
relations between men, which have a material base, and which, though 
hierarchical, establish or create interdependence and solidarity among 
men that enable them to dominate women. (Qtd. in Sedgwick: 3) 
Thus for Hartmann, a patriarchal structure involves three related complexes of 
identification and power: the subjection of women, and both hierarchical 
competition and bonding between males. 
The first of these is plainly at work at Indy. The television coverage is 
more narrowly chauvinistic than the event itself, since trackside visitors have 
greater liberty to construct their own meanings independent of a dominant 
(and domineering) interpretive screen. In the telecast, the voice of generalised 
experience is constructed as male hetereosexual, as is, predictably, the camera 
gaze, which occasionally rests gratuitously on female spectators around the 
track. The race is encoded within familiar constructions of gender identity: 
Sutcliffe: Alan, lovely to be a part of history, isn't it? 
Tones: It sure is. Ken. It's great. You couldn't ask for a better venue to 
hold any sort of an international sporting event ~ palm trees, beach, 
blonds, good weather. What more do you want? 
Sutcliffe: And good racing. 
Tones: Oh yeah, that's right, good racing. 
Sutcliffe: That's what we're here for, Jonesy. (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
The "masculine" race is embellished with "feminine" events such as the Miss 
Indy quest and the Joico Ladies' Day Luncheon. Publicity material often played 
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a double game: while emphasising the machinery ("Roar by the shore" and 
"Thunder down under"), it also tried to encode the Indy as a tourist and 
cultural event. In order to free it from potential "misreading" as a "revhead" 
event, it often tried to break down class and gender expectations. Functions 
Uke the Indy Ball, the fashion spectacular, and the Ladies' Luncheon (all held at 
prestigious venues) were an explicit attempt to encode the Indy as a kind of 
automobile Ascot. On the other hand, this new image of sophistication had to 
compete with the more familiar counter-network of gender representations 
that constitutes much of the Gold Coast's allure (or notoriety) as cultural sign. 
Thus the race's official programme was decorated with the traditional Gold 
Coast iconography of scantily-clad women (figs. 7-9). This is hardly surprising, 
but the most striking thing is the way it is both officially sanctioned and taken 
for granted. The Courier-Mail, for example, passed without comment from a 
report that a Melbourne men's club wants a sanctioned bordello to be set up for 
next year's Indy to the more important question of how well this club's cars 
had performed in the race (23 Mar. 1992: 7). 
The agonic and ostentatious elements of the race ~ males struggling 
against males in ritual combat ~ might encourage a reading of the event as a 
kind of high-tech courtship ritual, with admiring females clustered around the 
track observing masculine prowess on display, not, though, in the essentialist 
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You'll have to hurry 
foraseatthisgooa 
GOLD COAST 
• • n — 
i® 
Ticketi for next yeari Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix will 
sell fart. So make sure you get the position you want, by 
reserving your seat now. Just fill out and po^ the form 
overleaf, and you could win 2 VIP passes to the Indy Club. 
GRANDPRIX MARCH 20, 21, & 22 1992 
Fig- 7. Gold Coast Indy Grand Prix Souvenir Race Guide N.p., [1991] 79. 
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Fig. 9. Daikyo Indy Car Grand Prix Official Souvenir Race Guide N.p., [1992] 63. 
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vein of Darwin's attitude to courtship patterns of male combat.24 And indeed, 
women are definitely passive watchers rather than active performers in this 
spectacle.^5 The wives of the Andretti clan "join in the endless dinner table 
.racing talk, accompany each other to the racetracks, and roll their eyes at the 
danger their men take on" (Wyndham 19). In the telecast, the "Indy wives" are 
frequently picked up by the camera, participating emotionally, but otherwise 
helpless. Their one practical function is to help their husbands with the 
timing, although "they've virtually been made redundant" with the advent of 
electronic timing (Jones, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). They do, however, still perform 
an affective function, as Darrell Eastlake explains to us: 
I know, Alan, that the wives and girlfriends . . . really do hold quite a 
profile at Indy Car racing. You know, you see a lot of them on the pit 
walls and they show their emotions. 
Jones: Yeah, I think that's nice. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
The place accorded female spectators is thus quite clear. 
The valorisation of speed and technology, in conjunction with 
phallocentric representations of women, is reminiscent of Italian Futurism. 
The clearest expression of the Futurists' glorification of speed, war, aggression, 
novelty and youth came in Marinetti's founding manifesto of 1909: 
24 In The Descent of Man, Darwin argued that sexual selection accounted for 
the aesthetic sense and human cultural developments such as speech and 
music (Richards 69). According to Evelleen Richards, Darwin's whole thesis 
on sexual selection "devolves on analogous courtship patterns of male combat 
and aesthetic preference in animals and humans" (70). 
25 The one exception to this, driver Terri Sawyer, will be discussed shortly. 
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1. We intend to sing the love of danger, the habit of energy and 
fearlessness. . . . 
4. We affirm that the world's magnificence has been enriched by a new 
beauty: the beauty of speed. A racing car whose hood is adorned with 
great pipes, like serpents of explosive breath ~ a roaring car that seems 
to ride on grapeshot is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace. 
5. We want to hymn the man at the wheel, who hurls the lance of his 
spirit across the Earth, along the circle of its orbit. . . . 
7. Except in struggle, there is no more beauty. No work without an 
aggressive character can be a masterpiece. . . 
8. . . . Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in the absolute, 
because we have created eternal, omnipresent speed. 
9. We will glorify war ~ the world's only hygiene ~ militarism, 
patriotism, the destructive gesture of freedom-bringers, beautiful ideas 
worth dying for, and scorn for women. (Marinetti, in Apollonio 21-22) 
The Futurists exalted the inextricably interlinked complexes of industrialism, 
technology, war, speed and power. Woman was the Other against which such 
glorious forces could define themselves, and her subjection was a necessary 
corollary. Lust was exalted as a powerful spiritual energy. The following 
extracts from the 1913 manifesto of female Futurist Valentine de Saint-Point 
interweave the rhetorics of war and creation and make it clear that in this 
philosophical schema, male fulfilment can be accomplished only through the 
subjection of female alterity: 
Lust is the expression of a being projected beyond itself. . . . A strong 
man must realize his full carnal and spiritual potentiality. The 
satisfaction of their lust is the conquerors' due. After a battle in which 
men have died, IT IS NORMAL FOR THE VICTORS, PROVEN IN 
WAR, TO TURN TO RAPE IN THE CONQUERED LAND, SO THAT 
LIFE MAY BE RE-CREATED. ("Futurist Manifesto of Lust 1913," 
Apollonio 71, original emphasis) 
This particular (and particularly nasty) reworking of the old theme of males 
experiencing infinity and their own divinity through sexual union with 
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females is also interesting in that it makes the connection with business 
ideology: 
LUST EXCITES ENERGY AND RELEASES STRENGTH. Pitilessly it 
drove primitive man to victory, for the pride of bearing back to a 
woman the spoils. Today it drives the great men of business who direct 
the banks, the press and international trade to increase their wealth. . . 
These men, tired but strong, find time for lust, the principal motive 
force of their action. . . (71, original emphasis) 
It likewise evokes and supports the Oedipal competition that we have seen at 
work in so many of these realms of agonistics and that functions to enshrine 
competition as a natural law: 
The oldest of us is thirty: so we have at least a decade for finishing our 
work. When we are forty, other younger and stronger men will 
probably throw us in the wastebasket like useless manuscripts ~ we 
want it to happen! (Marinetti, "Founding and Manifesto of Futurism 
1909," Apollonio 23) 
In his discussion of necrophilia, Fromm analyses its relation to anal 
retention and sadism, considering necrophilia to be the malignant form of the 
anal character (349), characterised by an obsessive interest in the processes of 
elimination and with faeces ~ for Fromm, "the symbolic expression of the 
interest in all that is decayed or putrid, all that is not alive" (348). He considers 
the tenets of Futurism ~ "worship of speed and the machine; poetiy as a means 
of attack; glorification of war; destruction of culture; hate against women; 
locomotives and airplanes as living forces" (345) ~ to be the essential elements 
of necrophilia. Now, although this brings us back into the populist and 
reductive psychologism criticised by Smith, on a rhetorical level it is of some 
interest. The rhetoric of Marinetti's manifestos does indeed revel in such 
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metaphorics ~ especially in the Futurists' nomination of war as "the world's 
only hygiene." Marinetti recounts a surreal tale of the birth of Futurism, a 
deathly "coupling" with a car after a midnight tryst with three automobiles. 
Prostrating themselves amorously on the "torrid breasts" of three snorting 
beast-cars, the young lions of Futurism are caressed by the velvety paw of 
Death, which shoots through their bowels like a guillotine blade. Marinetti 
tumbles amorously, locked with his car in a sexual embrace, into the primal 
womb that is both life and death and from which the men emerge reborn, their 
"faces smeared with good factory muck ~ plastered with metallic waste, with 
senseless sweat, with celestial soot" (21): 
O maternal ditch, almost full of muddy water! Fair factory drain! I 
gulped down your nourishing sludge; and I remembered the blessed 
black breast of my Sudanese nurse. . . . When I came up ~ torn, filthy, 
and stinking ~ from under the capsized car, I felt the white-hot iron of 
joy deliciously pass through my heart! (21) 
Despite the difficulty of determining what political "effects" such rhetoric 
might encourage, I have lingered over it since it powerfully demonstrates the 
overlapping of different regimes of subjection, the glorification of technology, 
and the interpenetration of Eros and Thanatos. Woman is glorified as 
Maternal Principle and despised as romantic object. 
This glorification of the maternal function could be considered a fetishistic 
obsession with procreation that some psychologists have argued serves a 
compensatory function in the male psyche. An interesting analogy in Indy 
furnishes some possibilities for speculation about the insistent masculinism in 
the rhetoric surrounding this event: 
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Midwives say that the only reason a mother gets pregnant again is that 
she forgets how much it hurts to give birth. You could say the same 
about Indy. (171) 
This is merely a passing comparison, but one which nonetheless niggles. 
Interestingly too, the whole dazzling internationally co-ordinated apparatus of 
the 1992 Indy itself was on standby to "take a pregnant pause" (CM 28 Feb. 1992: 
7), as three Surfers Paradise women due to give birth over the Indy weekend 
were promised that the race would be stopped if they went into labour, an 
ambulance and pohce escort on standby. Pregnancy and birth, too, could be 
seen as a goal-oriented endurance event, an analogy supported by the recent 
comment by a Sydney obstetrician that birth is seen as a "time of testing" for the 
woman, and that pregnant women focus mentally far less on the nine month 
pregnancy than on its culminating moment (Midday 18 Feb. 1992). It would be 
possible to speculate, at least flippantly, on the role of male rituals and 
bondings in this light. The many kinds of brotherhoods (priesthood, surfing 
fraternity, boardroom, parliament)^^ could be seen as cultural substitutes for 
that biological-cultural bonding between women that in the past was the only 
realm of female "supremacy" and "privilege." Such a speculation, if not 
particularly fruitful in its own right, might make an interesting "female" 
counterpart to the fundamental Freudian concept of penis envy. 
26 Lionel Tiger considers that "males are predisposed to seek at least some 
unisexual group activity; this activity may take a wide variety of forms and 
may range from the College of Cardinals to gambling cliques to Oxford colleges 
to groups talking shops at parties" (85). The complex interaction between social 
and biological factors that might explain such a phenomenon is of course 
enormously under contention. 
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Karen Horney has advanced such a "womb envy" theory. She does not 
deny the existence and importance of penis envy, but seeks to counter the 
unilateralism of the Freudian view. According to Mary Daly, some "liberal" 
males (60) have eagerly adopted this theory, using it to explain an age-old male 
lament that the man's "immortality is out of his own control" (Philip Slater, 
qtd. in Daly: 59).27 That is, giving birth provides a woman with the tangible 
experience of seeing herself continue in a new organism: 
Thus if one translates "soul" in these [mythological] stories as "that part 
of me which will live on after I die," the woman initially holds her 
"soul" within herself. It is only the man whose "soul" always resides 
outside of himself. (Slater, qtd. in Daly: 59) 
Daly herself rejects such a view, considering the glorification of women's 
procreative organs as "expressions of male fixation and fetishism" (60). She 
explains male envy as not necessarily a desire to be creative, "but rather to draw 
~ like fetuses ~ upon another's (the mother's) energy as a source" (60). 
According to Alison Caddick, "Daly identifies the male body as deficient and 
the male psyche insecure as a result" (81). More subtly than Daly, Mary O'Brien 
analyses the long discursive tradition^s of male insecurity about paternity, and 
examines its effects on patriarchal power structures. 
27 From The Glory of Hera: Greek Mythology and the Greek Family (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1968). 
28 Cf., for example. Homer: "My mother says indeed I am his. I for my part/Do 
not know. Nobody really knows his own father" The Odyssey Bk. 1, line 215-
216. The tiope is found in both "high art" sources (Menander, Shakespeare, 
Joyce) and popular lore. 
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I cannot agree with Daly's essentialist and universalist analysis (and 
politics), nor her implicit assertion of women's "superiority" over men (qtd. in 
Caddick: 81). But male insecurity rechannelled into aggressive or possessive 
desire seems to be a compelling (part)-reading of the phenomena of machismo 
and competition. Indeed, Horney claims that "from the biological point of 
view woman has in motherhood, or in the capacity for motherhood, a quite 
indisputable and by no means negligible physiological superiority" (60). She 
claims that the young boy's intense envy of motherhood has hardly received 
any theoretical attention, and claims that her clinical practice left her with 
a most surprising impression of the intensity of this envy of pregnancy, 
childbirth and motherhood, as well as of the breasts and of the act of 
suckling. (60-61) 
Unlike Daly, Horney's model does not merely reverse the dichotomies of 
sexual agonistics; when she instates "lack" into conceptions of the male psyche 
it is to help expunge a view of the female psyche alone as predicated on lack. 
Importantly, Horney describes an imbalance between the sexes in the process of 
sublimating their respective lack. She claims that masculine envy of women is 
more easily sublimated successfully than female penis envy, "and that it 
certainly serves as one, if not as the essential, driving force in the setting up of 
cultural values" (61). She suggests that 
the tremendous strength in men of the impulse to creative work in 
every field [may be] precisely due to their feeling of playing a relatively 
small part in the creation of living beings, which constantly impels 
them to an overcompensation in achievement[.] (61) 
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Thus, as early as 1926, Horney detected "a powerful unconscious masculine 
impulse" to depreciate women (61-62). 
There is a certain attractiveness about considering cultural phenomena 
and the social ascription of gender attributes as having a compensatory basis, 
but it is a question that is likely to remain largely speculative. Meaghan Morris 
addresses this whole question of the construction of men as actants somewhat 
differently. Eschewing the essentialism that detracts from the acuity of Daly's 
observations, Morris analyses the underlying oppositions at work in the classic 
western metaphorics of journeying. She detects in much travel literature and 
tourism theory a structure of dichotomies ~ home/away, travelling/remaining 
~ that feeds into the classic metaphor of life as journey. For Morris these 
oppositions asymmetrically assign "activity," "effort" and "labour" to the 
voyage, with domestic space (home, the domus) fixed as an unproductive 
blank, "a womb prior to labour" ("Henry Parkes" 11-12). In this "masculinist 
tradition," then, home is paradoxically both stifling and the source of truth 
(12).29 In the Indy context, the time before and after the race is the stability of 
domus, out of which the adventurous male must burst and back to the safety 
and normalcy of which he returns gratefully. While the Indy wives watch 
from the sidelines, the adventurers exult in speed and danger, simultaneously 
mastering and aided by elaborate technologies, to return exhausted to the 
29 Cf. the feminist critique of narrative per se as embedded in the structures of 
patriarchy, since it involves an actant coded as male overcoming an obstacle 
coded as feminine and returning to a space also coded feminine (see, for 
example, de Lauretis, and below p. 332). 
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security of domus and family. Thus, the winner of the inaugural event 
hugged his wife as he emerged from two hours in the hot car, while Darrell 
Eastlake glossed for the TV viewers: "Fantastic. That's what sport's about" 
(WWS 17 Mar. 1991). 
Despite the limitations of Daly's framework ~ constrained within the 
"binary deadlock''^^ she observes so acutely in others but not in her own work 
~ she recognises the second component of patriarchal power that necessarily 
accompanies its subjection of women ~ that is, the bonding that animates male 
groupings irrespective of their own internal hierarchies. For Daly, even male 
enemies are more closely bonded to each other than to women: 
Clearly, the primary and essential object of aggression is not the 
"opposing" military force. The members of the opposing teams share 
the same values and play the same war games. The secret bond that 
binds the warriors together, energizing them, is the violation of 
women. . . (357) 
In the Indy, this is the more interesting aspect of gender representations. 
Going to Indy is "racing with the good 'ole boys" (Connell, WWS, 17 Mar. 
1991), for these families, teams and dynasties, and the pioneer heroes with 
which they are compared, are bound together by gender. In the television 
coverage too, most screen attention is focused on males. Drivers, technicians, 
commentators, camera crews and corporate bosses form together a great "Indy 
Car fraternity" (Tim Wharton, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991). 
30 Paul Fussell's term, qtd. in Daly: 357. 
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The relation expected and encouraged between spectators and participants 
is that of idolisation, with the commentators speaking unironically of "heroes" 
and "legends." Over the three day telecast, the drivers are variously praised for 
their sportsmanship, culture, friendliness, aggression, gentlemanly behaviour 
and ability to speak more languages than the commentators, as well as for their 
more obvious feats of psychological and physical endurance. As the 
commentators indulge in wearying mutual interrogation and congratulation, 
one feels that manhood is vicariously acquired from the commentators' box or 
the spectators' stand.^i 
This sense of manhood is bolstered by a masculinist rhetoric of mutually 
supportive and affirming "boys' talk." This "male" language consists of such 
features as frequent use of hyperbole ("sensationally spectacular" [Eastlake, 
WWS, 15 Mar. 1991]), signifiers of belonging, and appellations of familiarity. 
Thus the commentators refer to each other and the drivers in the same 
egalitarian manner, with seemingly no name to be left languishing without the 
suffix "y": "Maxy," "Gricey," "Kenny," "Jonesy." This egalitarian camaraderie is 
reinforced by the structure of the interchanges, which alternate between the 
different commentators, with frequent phrases of affirmation, confirmation 
and mutual support: 
Barry Sheene: Back to you. Dazzle. 
Eastiake: Good on ya, Bazza. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
31 Indeed, without wishing to repeat this idolisation, I would point out that 
the interviews were far more flattering to the drivers than to the 
commentators. 
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This is evident not just in structural patterns and rhetorical devices such as 
phrases of affirmation ("I can tell you"), but also in more overt references 
designed to assert credibility and access to truth. Thus Alan Jones revels in a 
double authenticity in his dual capacity as race car driver and Gold Coast 
resident: 
Sheene: Yeah, Dazza. AJ's got it absolutely the nail on the head. I just 
spoke to Michael's crew and they said he's having terrible brake 
problems. . . So that's what the problem was, AJ ~ you were right. 
Eastlake: Alan Jones, former World Champion for Australia in Formula 
One, reading that pretty well. Living on the Gold Coast these days and 
pretty excited about seeing some race cars go round streets he's pretty 
familiar with. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
Like the drivers themselves, the commentators form a sort of competitive 
fraternity. Occasionally, the male camaraderie breaks into a sort of mild 
ribaldry, as when the commentators' discussion of golf elicits the inevitable 
jocularity about "balls." In fact, masculinist metaphors proliferate in racing 
rhetoric. "Foot to the floor, balls to the walls," thinks one driver in Indy (214), 
while another considers "balls the size of basketballs" as the pre-requisite for 
qualification (81). The racing metaphor for the "fine line between control and 
non-control of your automobile" (Sneva, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) is "the ragged 
edge," the "knife edge of control" (Judd 122), or "the razor edge" (Judd 31). 
Even spectators must "get a good firm grip on the arms of that chair, and try 
not to bounce off the living room walls," as Nine's Wide World of Sports takes 
them on "a wild ride" (15 Mar. 1991). If knives, razors and firm grips intrude 
into the rhetoric perhaps unconsciously, the masculine nature of other imagery 
is sometimes overtly recognised in discussions that force gender questions to 
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the fore. Thus driver Terri Sawyer, although a woman, is doing "a darn good 
job at that": 
Tones: This is a very tough sport. I mean, those cars get really hot inside 
and, dare I say it, you have to manhandle them around as best you can, 
and she's there holding her own, there's no doubt about it. 
Sutcliffe: And there is a strength factor there too. I mean, we're not just 
talking about the heat, we're talking about very much a physical sport. . . 
They're not exactly a small dainty car to drive. You've got to 
manhandle them around. (WWS, 17 Mar. 1991) 
"This self-confessed tomboy" (Sutcliffe, WWS, 17 Mar. 1991), admitted 
honorarily to the brotherhood, can "hold her own." 
The race, then, is animated by desire and bonds males together in a 
sporting brotherhood. Despite the familiar male-female relations embodied in 
the race and its coverage, the relations between males are also imbued with 
desire. Each race is, amongst other things, a battle for a place in the racing 
pecking-order. Although each race is fiercely fought, it takes place within codes 
and bonds of "sportmanship." One incident from the 1989 Indianapolis 500 is 
repeatedly invoked by the media as epitomising this spirit. Al Unser Jr., set to 
win his first ever Indianapolis 500, was knocked out of the race in the final 
moments when Emerson Fittipaldi clipped his car and sent it smashing into 
the wall. As Fittipaldi passed on his way to victory, Unser gave him the 
thumbs up sign, in a move that Judd calls "the finest gesture of sportsmanship 
that I had ever seen" (7). Those who start their engines are, after all, 
"gentlemen," and the winner is truly the first among equals. 
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The phenomenon of male bonding has been the subject of much enquiry, 
particularly in the field of sociobiology, where researchers have attempted to 
ascertain, often by analogy with primate groupings, to what extent it is a 
biological or cultural phenomenon. Lionel Tiger, arguing from an ethological 
and sociobiological perspective, makes the distinction between male 
aggregation (that is, single-sex groupings formed of all males of appropriate age 
i.e., "ascribed status") and male bonding (that is, selection within male groups 
i.e., "achieved status") (20). For Tiger, bonding involves "specific individuals 
recognizing other individuals as directly and distinctly relevant to themselves" 
(21). Tiger's hypothesis is that there is a biologically based "bonding 
predisposition" (xv) in male groups that may have been a hominid inheritance 
from the primates (35). He recognises the complexity of concepts such as 
"cultural" and "biological," and rejects any simply dichotomous understanding 
of behavioural processes (7), but his ethological framework leaves him in the 
final instance an uneasy biological determinist. This is most evident in his 
analysis of the relation between sex and authority: 
The hypothesis contains the proposition that the defenders and 
policemen must be male. Females will not suffice, except to perform 
subsidiary and supporting functions. This is because females cannot act 
as "releasers" for the behaviours appropriate to managing interferences 
to social order. This is the suggested reason for female non-success in 
politics, for female subordination in matters of war. . . (85) 
It is clear that many people would find such a conclusion unwelcome, and its 
socio-political implications repellant. Fortunately,^^ Tiger's ethological 
32 I note here, following Foucault, that knowledge is never neutral. We all 
have a stake in what we will or won't take to be true. Tiger himself addresses 
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arguments about triggering mechanisms are less convincing than his more 
general proposition that there is a socio-biological basis to male bonding. For 
his evidence that there is some predisposition to male bonding is convincing, 
especially against the counter position that human sexual dimorphism is 
exclusively cultural in origin and perpetuation (86-87). 
Tiger's work on male bonding bears out three aspects of Hartmann's 
definition of patriarchy ~ the subjection of women, male hierarchical 
structures and a promotion of the interests of men: 
the exclusion of females from certain categories of all-male groups 
reflects not only a formalized hostility to females but a positive valence, 
or "attraction," between males, (xii) 
Of course, it can be argued that dimorphism results primarily from 
males' unwillingness to yield their privilege and superiority. My 
suggestion here is that one must add to males' insistence on their sexual 
advantage their meaningful and persistent pattern of all-male grouping. 
In other words, what the pattern of heterosexual relations fails to effect 
will be achieved by forces generated by a pattern of all-male association. 
(86-87) 
this question, briefly, but without questioning the factors that may have fed 
into the scientific "truth" he has produced: "the scientific argument I have 
been making and the data I have presented appear to lead to very different 
conclusions about the ease of extending female political influence than ~ as a 
citizen — I am predisposed to seek. In other words, my political bias is towards 
an expansion of women's participation in and effect on politics. But my 
sociological work suggests the difficulty of achieving this. . . " (80). Tiger, 
reluctantly prostrating himself before scientific Truth and his professional 
rather than personal identity, nonetheless displays that prime intellectual 
virtue of uncertainty: "Nor is it any guarantee that my conclusions are correct, 
because my personal political beliefs and my scientific conclusions do not 
coincide" (80). 
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Probably the most thorough and compelling study of the power relations 
involved in the field of primatology is Donna Haraway's Primate Visions. 
Haraway notes that primatology is a particularly charged realm of scientific 
knowledge, since "simians occupy the border zones" (1) between the heavily 
weighted categories of "human" and "animal." Monkeys and apes have 
therefore been the continual object of "culturally specific interrogations of what 
it means to be 'almost human'" (2). More particularly, though, Haraway's 
study of the "bio-politics" (284) of primatology constructs a history of the 
(scientific) "reworkings of what counts as female" (285). Like any other field of 
knowledge, primatology (and sociobiology more generally) exists within, and is 
constituted by, the available regimes of cultural truths. Haraway's study of the 
gendering of "scientific" understandings of primate (socio)biology and of the 
texts and institutions of primatology opens up a space from which to highlight 
the narrativity (not the "untruth") of a study such as Tiger's (and indeed, of her 
own). More generally, it invites the construction of a feminist science: 
Reconstructing primatology's technical and popular stories is a serious 
form of feminist practice. (287) 
For my more limited purposes here, though, a re-reading of the economic 
concepts of competition and rivalry informed by an analogy with male bonding 
produces interesting comparisions. Schumpeter's view of competition, 
whereby the status quo is periodically shattered and a new one established, 
works well here, as each Indy season is a reshuffling of the pecking order 
amongst a relatively stable corpus of successful competitors. Moreover, Shubik 
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notes that strict opposition, where collusion would help no one, is almost non-
existent in concrete econonic situations. More commonly, corporate economics 
is a nonzero-sum game, that is "a group of firms or individuals can obtain 
more by co-operation or collusion than they can get by independent action" 
(11). This accounts for the prevalence of oligopolic corporate structures. 
The Indy is clearly not competition of this kind, since collusion on the 
race track would not be mutually beneficial. But even though any individual 
race event is clearly a zero-sum game (like many military situations, as Shubik 
points out [10]), the overarching structures of racing certainly evince a kind of 
bonding that works to the benefit of all. "The Indy fraternity," by forming an 
elite corpus of capable and admired colleagues in danger and glory, is clearly an 
example of such a complex of bonding, patriarchal in Hartmann's sense, since 
it is structured as a competitive brotherhood, hierarchical, yet united in its 
dominance as a group. 
Eve Sedgwick has analysed the phenomenon of male bonding not from a 
socio-biological but from a literary-cultural perspective. She takes up the term 
"homosocial" to encompass a whole continuum of male bondings ranging 
from "men-loving-men" to "men-promoting-the-interests-of-men" (3), a 
continuum she considers to be "radically disrupted" in our society (1-2). In a 
patriarchal society, she argues, this continuum works differently from the 
equivalent continuum of female desire: 
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the diacritical opposition between the "homosocial" and the 
"homosexual" seems to be much less thorough and dichotomous for 
women, in our society, than for men. (2) 
Sedgwick uses the example of Ancient Greece to argue that while 
heterosexuality is a structural necessity within male-dominated kinship 
systems, homophobia is not (3-4). By extension, then, the current asymmetry 
in Western cultures between 
on the one hand, the relatively continuous relation of female 
homosocial and homosexual bonds, and, on the other hand, the 
radically discontinuous relation of male homosocial and homosexual 
bonds (5) 
can be taken to be culturally constrained rather than innate. 
The discourse surrounding male bonding at Indy does not recognise any 
homoerotic or homosexual component. But the rhetoric of racing, where men 
are men and cars are tumescent guns and rockets "unleashing" on the road, is 
charged with impulses from this whole continuum between homosocial 
bonding and suppressed homoerotic desire. Bill Connell's fascination, for 
example, with masculinist and militarist metaphors borders on the lubricious, 
with syntax, indeed sense, succumbing in a breathless climax: 
Ooooh, I like to see 'em rim ride and put that black tyre groove ~ rub 
that rubber ~ right up alongside the door post of Ian Thomas or Terry 
Byers or Robin Best in that Junior Johnson car. It's going to be ~ all hell 
is about to break loose. Thunder in Paradise. (WWS, 15 Mar. 1991) 
The male bondings ("My mate from North Carolina. Oh Billy, you're 
something" [Eastlake, WWS, 15 Mar. 1991]) could be welcome admissions of 
male affection, were they not accompanied by such an unreservedly patriarchal 
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treatment of women. This element of unacknowledged desire in many 
sporting brotherhoods is often recognised by spectators, and has been 
marvellously satirised by John Doyle and Greg Pickhaver in their personae of 
"Rampaging" Roy Slaven and H.G. Nelson. This satirical parody of 
subconscious desires that the characters would strenuously deny may be seen as 
a welcome subversion of the oppressively predatory heterosexuality of sporting 
rhetoric. Ultimately, though, the homosocial rhetoric itself is affirming of 
patriarchy, since it is a type of male bonding that works to exclude females and 
promote the interests of men. 
Conclusion 
The event, then, is fuelled by desire of different sorts ~ among them 
financial, corporate, Oedipal, heterosexual and homosocial. Desire is force 
invested in bringing about a future; it is anticipation in action. Although one 
can desire a past, one cannot acquire it, except imaginatively. One can always, 
however, desire a future: "Racing drivers and teams are eternal optimists, 
always looking at what is to come rather than what may be left behind" (Kirby 
18). Desire focuses on gain, of whatever sort. Thus the animatics of desire and 
the metaphorics of capitalism work together, and the Indy Car event is a 
complex intermeshing of things social, political and probably even biological. 
It is also the embodiment of a spirit that surfaces frequently in Gold Coast 
narratives and that can even be taken to typify popular constructions of the 
region. The championing of individualism, the valorisation of risk-taking 
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(especially as legitimated in property speculation), and the celebration of 
abundance are all crucial to the area's popular semiotic identity and are all in 
some way invoked at Indy. The Gold Coast would also seem to be a fitting site 
for this event, since the region actively promotes itself as the locus for the 
attainment of desires of different kinds ~ in particular, erotic and economic 
gains, often linked discursively. Certainly, the event's coding in gender terms, 
its implication in large-scale capital, its status as one of Queensland's major 
economic investments and its positioning as a (contained) site for the 
inversion of daily strictures all work to embed it in previously existing regional 
discourses. 
Interestingly, though, attempts to recode motor racing to tailor it to the 
Gold Coast's potent discursive status as a natural paradise and the leisure 
capital of Australia (witness the event's slogan in its second year ~ "It's a four 
day party") have not been overly successful, to judge by the event's uneasy 
future. It seems that motor racing's phallo-technological resonances ~ its 
coding as a lower-class "revhead" event (in Australia at least) ~ have 
overpowered and proved incompatible with the Gold Coast's more traditional 
discursive regimes. It would be one of feminism's odder moments, if the 
enormous technological and monetary resources of sponsoring corporations 
and the potent semiotic power of a band of skilled and daring superstars could 
not compete with the still-powerful discursive pull of bikini girl and meter 
maid. 
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CHAPTER 2: ALEA 
JUPITERS CASINO 
"Death and dice level all distinctions" 
Samuel Foote 
Introduction 
From agon, then, to alea, the second of Caillois' categories. For Caillois, 
agon and alea represent opposing but complementary urges. According to his 
schema, agon is a vindication of personal responsibility, a validation of the 
self; it is therefore associated with work and concepts of justice, merit, and 
reward, and is hierarchical in its structures. Unlike this "sterling" urge, alea, 
on the other hand, is an "improper" urge unsanctioned by the bourgeois 
workaday world. Negating work and privileging external forces rather than the 
self, it is egalitarian in its structures. It is, as Caillois puts it, "an insolent and 
sovereign insult to merit" (17). The code of justice proper to it does not belong 
to the workaday world; any connection between chance and justice is 
idiosyncratic, belonging to the realm of "moral reward" ~ the realm of the 
fantastic, of desire and wish fulfilment. 
Johan Huizinga, in one of the early important studies of play. Homo 
Ludens, considered gambling to be "a parasitic, materialistic and entirely 
negative activity: the dark side of play" (Downes 11). The realm of desire 
constructed by gambling ~ dark for some, exciting for others ~ depends, like any 
Utopia, on its structuring opposite, as the logic of words like "parasitic" and 
"negative" implies. The egalitarian escape from merit into a world of 
undeserved reward depends on a world ordered unflinchingly around 
conceptions of work, merit and desert, just as the Indy fantasy of limitless 
power depends on the constraints of everyday legal and psychological strictures. 
In this chapter, I am going to investigate the interplay of fantasy and desire 
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with the everyday world of work that they presuppose and on which they 
depend. This is a thematics peculiarly appropriate to the Gold Coast, whose 
semiotic identity depends to a large extent on such oppositions. In analysing 
the Utopian aspects of the "dirty pleasures" of alea, I will draw on Louis Marin's 
work on Utopian spaces. 
Gambling is a phenomenon that we seem to want to "explain." It is seen 
as the underside of behaviour perceived as "normal," whether that be work 
(itself a phenomenon that may often be analysed, but rarely "explained") or 
other types of play. Amongst the many possible explanations for the 
phenomenon of gambling, sociologists have identified both psychological and 
sociological reasons.^ My semiotic reading of Jupiters Casino as fantasy world 
will incorporate approaches drawn from each of these perspectives, as I 
investigate the casino as site of fantasies, both psychological and national, and 
the interpenetration of these fantasies with concepts of work. 
I see Jupiters as a Utopian space whose allure comes from the interplay of 
private and pubhc fantasies, the mystique of the otherworldly, an appeal to 
powerful cultural narratives and the manipulation of patrons' experience of 
time and place. My reading of Jupiters will consider its relation, first, to fantasy, 
and second, to work. 
1 See, for example, such titles as Downes, et al., "Gambling as a sociological 
problem" and Michael B. Walker, "Explanations for gambling," Gambling in 
Austi-aha. ed. Geoffrey Caldwell, et al. (Sydney: Groom Helm, 1985) 146-162. 
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I. ALEA AND FANTASY: JUPITERS CASINO AS MAGIC KINGDOM 
Jupiters Casino officially began operations on Valentine's Day, 1986, 
though it had its "soft opening" in November 1985. Situated on the site of a 
former caravan park on Broadbeach Island, it is a massive complex, 
incorporating a 622 room international Hilton hotel, two public and one 
private gaming rooms, a conference centre and various shops and services. 
Built at the incredible cost of $212 million dollars,^ it was the first of the large, 
American-style casinos to be built in Australia. 
One of the most notable things about this massive complex is that it 
constructs itself as a world apart. It achieves this in part by its location ~ set 
back from the high-rise of Surfers, in majestic isolation on its inland island. 
Jupiters is connected to the mainland by three lifelines that service it 
exclusively ~ one road on to the island, one road off, and the Monorail that 
links it to the Pan Pacific Hotel in the Oasis International Shopping Resort. But 
since the complex also houses shops, restaurants and the Conrad International 
Hotel, patrons of Jupiters can theoretically be enclosed in a hermetic world. 
This is quite appropriate, since a casino is likely to occupy quite a 
privileged semiotic position in an Australian imaginary, as for most 
Austialians it is a relatively uncommon architectural form in terms of daily 
2 Cf. $5 million for Wrest Point, Hobart, $30 million for Adelaide, $60 million 
for Breakwater Island, Townsville, and $285 million for Burswood Island, 
Perth ~ which, like Jupiters, also incorporates a resort complex (Rau, "Risks 
Rise"). 
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life (as compared with other recreational forms such as a shopping centre, a 
gymnasium or a cinema, for example). To an Australian imagination, a casino 
is likely to signify in terms of an international paradigm of casinos structured 
around the key opposition between Las Vegas and Monte Carlo and all that 
these terms signify. 
Jupiters draw primarily on the Monte Carlo tradition, whereby the 
semiotic charge comes more from the distinction of the signifying space than 
the architecture itself. Its understated but nonetheless monumental neo-
classical style signifies restraint and aristocratic privilege rather than the gaudy 
commercial excess of the Las Vegas strip. Distinctive but discreet, the casino 
does not advertise its presence in gaudy Las Vegas style; a simple cursive "C" is 
the building's only adornment during daylight hours. Situated just outside the 
busiest stretch of the Gold Coast's bustling strip, it sits in solitary splendour on 
its island. Squatter than the pillar-style high-rise that dominate the skyline, it 
is visible from the hinterland and the south, with its almost pyramidal shape 
making it easily identifiable from as far away as Burleigh Heads. 
Venturi and Scott Brown have characterised the architecture of the Las 
Vegas casinos as ornamental and iconographic, with a clear distinction between 
front and back; the oversized front hides an undistinguished back (Venturi et al 
35). Since the numerous casinos operate in commercial and semiotic 
competition with each other, the excessive decoration serves the function of 
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calling patrons in off the highway. Consequently, "the sign is more important 
than the architecture" (13). 
Owing to the scarcity of casinos in Australia, this is clearly not one of 
Jupiters' semiotic functions or commercial needs. Jupiters does not advertise 
its presence with billboards or notices; we come to it, it doesn't come to us, so to 
speak. In this, it draws more on the aristocratic tradition of Monte Carlo than 
on the commercial model of the Las Vegas strip. At night, though, Jupiters 
does allow itself an understated allusion to the architectural intertexts of Las 
Vegas, in the form of a neon ladder climbing up the building. (This will be 
discussed in more detail below.) 
Of course, Jupiters signifies not only in paradigmatic relation with other 
casinos, but also in syntagmatic relation with the strip development below it. 
The linear urban sprawl from Coolangatta to Southport is itself an American 
style urban development, and one which for many Australians has come to 
signify crass commercialism. Thus, there is a clear contrast between the 
restrained, though impressive, architecture of Jupiters and the eclectic, 
unorganised development below. Both signify in terms of money. Jupiters 
suggests the discreet, hidden wealth of the aristocracy; the strip suggests the 
crass and showy accumulation of and competition for money. 
There is a paradox involved in this particular semiotic opposition. The 
"primitive vernacular architecture" (Venturi et al 6) of the strip signifies excess. 
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newness, openness, chaos, randomness, in contrast to the restraint, history, 
hiddenness and order of the casino. That a casino should signify order and 
restraint is quite a neat semiotic turn since, as we will see below, the lure of 
gambling depends semiotically on a sense of the triumph of superstition over 
rationality, luck over merit. 
This superstitious lure operates very potently in Jupiters' hidden and 
fantastic spaces. Like Monte Carlo (described nostalgically by one observer as a 
place where "it is possible to imagine that we are back in the days when 
happiness still appeared attainable on earth" [Borel 188]), Jupiters works self-
consciously to construct itself as a Utopian space. This is evinced in one of its 
slogans: "Get away to it all." Its status as fantasy world derives in part from the 
tension between Jupiters as place of escape and centre of action ~ a place outside 
the world that is paradoxically its own self-sustaining centre. Both elements 
are to be found within the etymology of the Greek word "utopia": "Ou-topia" 
(no-place) and "Eu-topia" (place of happiness), a paradox that Marin 
encapsulates as "a non-place of happiness" (xix). In this light, it is interesting 
that of the eight Australian casinos, only Jupiters and Lasseters in Alice Springs 
have names that bear no relation to their geographical location, Jupiters 
situating itself instead within the "timeless," the cosmic and the fantastical. 
Not only does the name eschew geographical reference, so too does the 
site itself. Visitors to Jupiters are engulfed in a self-referential world, for the 
developers have in no way tried to capitalise on the site's prime location. The 
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canal banks are not arranged for recreational use, and few of the design features 
refer outwards to the rest of the city. This is particularly striking given the 
fierce competition for views and water frontage elsewhere on the Gold Coast. 
Pedestrian access is difficult and the entry points are hidden away; one either 
arrives right at the heart of the complex by Monorail, is dropped off at the porte 
cochere (at the back), or, more usually, enters the casino directly from the 
underground car park. Thus the canal functions as moat rather than 
waterfront, limit rather than feature, and Jupiters resembles a private world ~ 
as protected, safe and otherworldly as a castle. Marin considers such a 
"neutralisation" of the outer world to be characteristic of a Utopian space (244). 
The outside of the building, though plain, is distinctive; the entry areas 
{porte cochere and lobby) are imposing but cold. The fantasy element is 
highlighted by design features that signify opulence, privilege or wealth. The 
impressive driveway, fountain, entrance lobby and atrium are in the grandiose 
style developed by Portman, with the massive entrance hall paved and high, so 
it echoes in an awe-inspiring manner. But although the exterior is imposing, 
the inside is more lavish, promising more and more excitement the further 
one goes into the complex. Appropriately enough, the original brochure 
outlining the "design philosphy" described the proposed building as a 
crystalline "jewelbox" (qtd. in Michael Jones: 136). The magic kingdom is thus 
constructed around the sense of an eerie, magical core, with allure its key 
device of seduction. At the centre of a casino's structures of desire is, of course. 
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opulence, and in the gaming rooms ~ the casino's inner sanctum ~ Uttie lights 
massed together tumble from the ceiling like cascades of liquid gold. 
The architecture works to maintain a sense of otherworldliness by 
subverting our sense of interiority and exteriority. The two gaming rooms are 
constructed as "inside" ~ windowless, low-ceilinged, and starkly square. By 
contrast, the rest of the complex, centred around an irregular-shaped atrium of 
the style favoured by many new American hotels and office blocks, is 
constructed as the casino's "outside." The vaulted ceiling is opaque white and 
extremely high; tall rainforest palms grow between long curving pews of 
rough-hewn sandstone. The greenery, natural stone, running water, high 
white ceiling, paved floor and spaciousness all create a sense of grandeur and of 
exteriority, with many of the hotel rooms looking "outside" onto the atrium. 
The architectural lines impel one to look upwards, so we catch a tantalising 
glimpse of the gaming room above and "inside." During the day, this internal 
exterior is illuminated by the natural light that filters through the ceiling, and 
at night it is left in semi-darkness, illuminated by lamp-posts, in order to 
contrast with the artificially lit interior of the gaming rooms. There are no 
doors, different spaces being designated by features such as lighting or 
elevation. The layout encourages drifting ~ a pattern of wandering, pausing 
and back-tracking that is reminiscent of a city street. At night, the constant 
flow-through of people is particularly striking, and contrasts markedly with the 
static nature of the gaming rooms, where people sit immobile and often rather 
impassive in front of poker machines or blackjack tables, their coffee brought to 
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them at the table. The security guards posted at the gaming room dcx)rs also 
mark these rooms as "inside," in contrast to the absolute freedom with which 
one enters and moves about the rest of the complex. Gaming is encoded, then, 
as an interior and therefore secret activity. This distinction between inside (i.e., 
gambUng) and "outside" (i.e., public space) is not absolute, however, as keno 
screens throughout the complex and a round-the-clock gaming instruction 
channel on the hotel room televisions ensure that the building's primary 
purpose is never out of sight. 
Other spatial arrangements work to maintain the complex's difference 
from the busy Gold Coast world around it, notably the building's orientation. 
Situated back-to-front on its island, it forms an all-embracing V ~ open arms 
welcoming in the city ~ yet the main entrance is hidden away at the back, facing 
away from the city. It is thus both welcoming and disdainful, open and hidden. 
This unusual orientation means that entering and leaving the casino can be a 
rather dislocating experience. Marin considers one of the utopic figure's most 
notable features to be its limit (241) — that is, the "narrative mark" that 
indicates the "insuperable gap" between our world and utopia (241). In the case 
of written Utopian texts, this usually takes the form of such narrative devices as 
the explorer's loss of memory or the loss of the crucial diary pages that explain 
the Utopia's location (ibid). With a spatial text, this limit must likewise be 
constructed; at Jupiters, we cross a bridge over the moat, leave our cars behind, 
and are literally whirled around in a circle (from front to back) to re-orient 
ourselves in a new world. Thus is constructed the "empty abyss" (both 
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geographical and psychological) that according to Marin must commence the 
tour of the Perfect City (241). 
This spatial orientation works to maintain a double sense of grandeur and 
illicitness ~ patrons are "smuggled in the back door," and yet it is a huge back 
door that welcomes limousines and gold Mercedes. This grandeur is 
heightened by the faintly illicit air of a casino ~ particularly in a state where 
poker machines have only just been made legal (Feb. 1992). Despite Caldwell's 
claim that "a majority of Australian adults do not see gambling as a deviant 
activity" (16), casino gaming, because of its relative rarity and its lucrativeness, 
still carries an aura of alluring transgression. Indeed, Caldwell's very claim 
undermines its own conclusions, in the peculiar way of most disavowals. 
Robert Herman notes that a large proportion of analytical studies consider 
gambling to be "pathological, a manifestation of sickness or weakness either in 
the individual or the social order" (vii).^ Veblen, for example, considered "the 
gambling propensity" to be "another subsidiary trait of the barbarian 
temperament" (107). Casino gaming, with its resonance of aristocratic 
decadence, is particularly subject to such a cultural coding. Indeed, Downes 
claims that casino gaming "embodies, for many, the archetypal setting for 
moral decline on the part of the individual" (161). The anecdotal (and 
3 Despite Herman's own reservations about this bias, the collection of essays 
from which this comment is drawn is nonetheless published in a series 
entitled "Readers in Social Problems." 
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historical) association of casinos with organised crime^ and the relaxation of 
both the external laws and self-imposed strictures of everyday life serve to 
make it an inversion of the normal "daylight" world. A trip to Jupiters may be 
a voyage into an unknown world, or an exploration of a half-known realm of 
private fantasies, but like most voyages into unknown lands, it involves 
danger. 
a) Private Fantasies 
It seems that a fantasy element is crucial to gambling, both irregular and 
pathological.^ Gamblers Anonymous, for example, considers "inability or 
unwillingness to accept reality" as the primary factor involved in compulsive 
gambling (20), claiming that compulsive gamblers erect a "dream world" in 
which they picture themselves as wealthy, philanthropic and charming (21). 
^ A couple of examples will suffice. Bally Australia, the company who 
provided the casino with poker machines, was implicated in the Moffitt Report 
as having links with the Chicago mafia (Commissioner's Report, Royal 
Commission of Enquiry). More recently, a report prepared for the Queensland 
Police Minister alleged that Jupiters Casino had enticed Japanese crime bosses 
to Queensland to gamble. According to the report, members of the Yakuza (the 
Japanese mafia) have been identified gambling at the casino, and the Yakuza 
has been laundering vast sums of money in Queensland through property 
development (CM 8 Mar. 1991: 1). 
^ I am mostly adhering to the distinction drawn by Moran and summarised by 
Allcock (163-64) between "compulsive" and "pathological" gambling. Moran 
considers "compulsive," the term drawn from Freud's writings on Dostoevsky, 
to be less appropriate as a general term, since in strict psychiatrical terms, 
"compulsion" is made up not only of a compelling urge, but also of resistance 
to it. Since most "compulsive" gamblers do not display any sustained wish to 
stop gambling, Moran considered "pathological" to be a more appropriate term. 
However, I have generally adhered to the term employed by each of my 
sources. 
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According to the G.A. tract, "without this dream world, life for [compulsive 
gamblers] would not have been tolerable" (21). Certainly, both gamblers and 
psychologists usually agree that pathological gambling has very little to do with 
the acquisition of money. Motives as diverse as boredom, intellectual exercise, 
masochism and sexual compensation have been suggested (Wykes 14), while 
G.A. considers "emotional insecurity" to be a major factor (20). Freud called 
Dostoevsky's mania for gambling "an unmistakable fit of pathological passion" 
("Dostoevsky" 190), and Dostoevsky himself disclaimed any financial 
motivation: 
The main thing is the play itself. I swear that greed for money has 
nothing to do with it, although Heaven knows I am sorely in need of 
money. (Qtd. in Freud: 190) 
With casino gaming, "the play itself" takes place within architectural 
spaces designed to give free rein to an element of fantasy. At Jupiters, I found 
the most fascinating architectural fantasy framework to be the corporeal 
resonances of the building itself. Donald MacRae has argued that most of our 
ways of categorising and representing spatial relations are derived from very 
deeply-rooted norms derived from the human form. Our assumptions about 
things as fundamental as movement, symmetry, direction, interiority and 
exteriority or as complex as social order, normality and the passage of time are 
ultimately derived from our experience of our body. The body, as repository of 
manifold implicit assumptions, serves as a source of often deeply embedded 
social metaphors: 
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Both our categories for classifying and dealing with space 
manipulatively and organizationally, and our emotions about space and 
the values we attach to direction in space, derive directly from our body 
form. (64) 
If this is so (and his argument is compelling), then we could expect to see such 
assumptions played out in architectural form. Indeed, some forms of 
architecture have explicitly taken on such subliminal resonances and codified 
them, as, for example, the male statues (talamoni) and female bodies (caryatids) 
that assumed the functions of columns in classical Greek architecture (Eco, 
"Componential Analysis" 223). 
The casino building can certainly be read as a body, with a central spine-
like column supporting two arms outstretched towards the city (figs. 10-11). It 
is also possible to read the casino's structure as a gendered body, flaunting its 
glossy black frontal section to the city (fig. 12). The original pre-construction 
brochure described the front as follows: 
The casino will have the appearance of a crystalline "jewelbox," held 
out for all to see against the spectacular curving backdrop of the 
international hotel with its stepped storeys and landscaped sun terraces. 
(Qtd. in Michael Jones: 136) 
Freud considered a jewelbox to be a "noteworthy symbol" of the female genitals 
("Symbolism in Dreams" 156), and indeed it requires no particularly 
sophisticated psychoanalytical apparatus to read the front of Jupiters this way if 
we wanted, particularly with the Monorail entering and leaving near the 
jewelbox day and night. In the light of Jupiters' role as fantasy landscape, one 
might wonder what sorts of corporeal fantasies could be embodied in its 
structures. 
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Fig. 10. Jupiters Casino, from rear. 
Fig. 11. Julie Hunt, Stylised Diagram of Jupiters Casino. 
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Fig. 12. Cath Barcan, Jupiters Casino. 
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Firstly, what might the gendering of this fantasy body-building imply? 
Possibly, it might simply reassert the long-standing linkage between Chance 
and the feminine, the figure of Chance having usually been female in western 
mythologies,^ with fickleness and capriciousness conventionally designated as 
"feminine" traits. This conventional wisdom has died hard. Alan Wykes, 
discussing various possible attractions of gambling, among them "the desire to 
prove one's superiority to the forces of chance" (14), comments: 
In this motivation I think women may have the edge on men. 
Capricious creatures themselves, they may well be fascinated by the so-
called caprices of fortune, and may enjoy some close in-fighting with 
them. (Not for nothing is fortune supposed to be a goddess.) Of course, 
some women ignore the fact that the laws of probability take no heed of 
the sex of the gambler. They have their illogical fancies and may often 
be found backing a horse for the color of its jockey's shirt or a boxer for 
the color of his eyes. A hunch that pays off reinforces the women's 
belief in their own intuition; one that fails tends to be taken as a 
personal affront from another woman. . . (20, 22) 
Given this mythological foundation and its all too prevalent continuance into 
conventional wisdom, it would be appropriate that Fortuna's temple be an 
architectural embodiment of this "feminine" spirit. 
But given the ingrained construction of the female form as a realm of 
desire, the "femaleness" of the building could also participate in (heterosexual 
male) fantasies of sexual attainment and fulfilment. The metaphor of the 
female body as dark continent ~ mysterious, dangerous and alterior ~ meshes 
^ The Greeks knew her as Tyche; the Romans had a male and female pair of 
gods ~ Fors and Fortuna ~ but the cult of Fortuna, introduced by Servius 
Tullius, was the favoured representation (Grimal 165). 
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with the frissons of guilty, fascinated pleasure that visits to a casino might well 
arouse. 
The building's illumination certainly seems to link together fantasies of 
monetary and sexual attainment in terms of a heterosexual male imaginary. 
At night, a neon structure slowly erects itself flash by flash up the sloping roof 
of the "jewelbox" until it finally forms a ladder. This gradually ascending 
ladder clearly establishes the gaming rooms to be the complex's core ~ the heart 
of its meanings and the site of fulfilment of the desires it embodies. The ladder 
erects itself with an agonising slowness, climaxing in a brief explosion of 
flashing neon before darkness redescends and the whole process begins again. 
This rhythm of desire is the pattern of tension and release enacted in the games 
themselves. The ascending path of white light signifies an emotional and 
spiritual journey ~ towards a metaphysical heart, from one plane of existence 
to another, an initiation by degrees; indeed, a rite of passage (Cooper 94) (fig. 13). 
The neon ladder also signifies the culmination of a male sexual fantasy ~ 
a climactic architectural penetration ~ since the interior of this glossy core 
could also be read as a "feminine," uterine landscape. The dark low-ceilinged 
gaming room is carpeted not only on the floor, but also on the walls, producing 
an eerie quiet. Some of the columns and walls are of black mirror tiles, so that 
the overall effect is one of shiny blackness. This glossy black cavern is a 
timeless world, with no clocks, windows, skylights or side doors. Jupiters' 
long-standing slogan ~ "Hit the spot" ~ signifies both the satisfaction of desire 
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Fig. 13. Jupiters at Night. 
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and the imagined centrality of the Utopian "no-place." Jupiters could thus be 
read as embodying the myth of woman as ideal, unknown and mysterious ~ a 
source of illicit and sometimes guilty pleasures. 
The architectural and spatial structures may well be seen as a (re)assertion 
of the phallic. That the casino's form should embody a male fantasy is 
appropriate, since the world of the high rollers is by all reports a male one and 
its rhetoric wearyingly chauvinistic: 
[Tony Boyd of Adelaide casino] says it is best to keep the women 
occupied because they tend to inhibit the gamblers if they hang around 
the casino. "The wives unsettle them," he says. "You try and organise 
things to keep them away . . . When the wives aren't here, the boys like 
to really play up." (Cadzow 24) 
"[The adrenalin rush is] like driving a very fast car," says Brislin of 
Burswood Casino. "It's like having a mistress and having good sex with 
her." (Cadzow 27) 
In considering Jupiters' fantasy body, we might also wonder at the 
cavernous main entrance. This very "anal" orifice with its streaming fountain 
gapes behind and below the building's "spine" and gives entry to the capacious 
lobby. Any structure of fantasies must work with and within a thematics, and 
in the case of a casino, that thematics will be sure to include money. 
Freud associated sublimated adult anal erotism with an obsessive 
tendency to hoard or accumulate money. In the light of this, it might seem 
appropriate that the casino ~ centre of fantasies of the accumulation of wealth 
~ might embody this erotism in its architectural structure. According to Freud, 
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character traits such as parsimoniousness, orderliness and obstinacy are often a 
sublimation of anal erotism ("Character and Anal Erotism" 169). Thus, an 
adult's obsessive interest in money is a continuation of the baby's interest in 
faeces, which represent its first "gift" ~ the first giving up of a part of its body: 
Defaecation affords the first occasion on which the child must decide 
between a narcissistic and an object-loving attitude. ("Transformations 
of Instinct" 130) 
That is, the child either obediently "lets go" to satisfy its parent or retains its 
faeces for the purposes of auto-erotic stimulation and/or obstinacy (130). It may 
learn to accumulate faeces until violent muscular contractions provide a 
powerful auto-erotic stimulation at the moment of release, a sensation 
simultaneously painful and very pleasurable ("Infantile Sexuality" 186). 
Perhaps, then, one could read pathological gambling as a kind of displaced 
auto-erotic anal impulse ~ where patterns of acquisition and accumulation, 
tension and release re-enact and satisfy a desire for painful and pleasant 
stimulation. One could even, fancifully, imagine the stacks of chips hoarded 
together in piles as a representation of what Freud called the faecal "mass" or 
"stick" ("Transformations of Instinct" 131). This would accord with the reading 
of gambling offered by Edward Devereux,'' who develops at length a concept of 
"strain": 
^ Edward C. Devereux, Jr., "Gambling and the social structure: a sociological 
study of lotteries and horse racing in contemporary America," diss., 2 vols.. 
Harvard U, 1949. The summary of Devereux' argument and citations from it 
are drawn from Downes ch. 1. 
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[Gambling is] fraught with strain: the conflicting valences and 
ambivalences of hope versus fear, risk versus security, power versus 
helplessness, and faith versus doubt are playing complicated melodies 
within [the gambler's] consciousness. The result is an intolerable, but 
not necessarily wholly unpleasant, state of tension. (695, qtd. in 
Downes: 20) 
Thus gambling produces pleasure-as-strain, but also pleasure-as-release or 
resolution. Its rhythms of anticipation, tension and release, infinitely 
repeatable, are the rhythms of desire. As Downes summarises, "gambling is an 
ordeal which produces tensions which ought to be intolerable but are 
effectively managed by self-discipline" (20). No doubt one of the key factors 
enabling this tolerance is the perception of control. Psychologists have 
commonly found that even an illusory sense of control has measurable 
consequences in terms of the ability to withstand painful stimuli. "The mere 
knowledge that one can exert control," finds Lefcourt, "serves to mitigate the 
debilitating effects of aversive stimuli" (419). In fact, many gamblers devise and 
adhere to rituals and superstitions such as blowing on the dice and carrying 
talismans or charms, or any of a wealth of idioysyncratic behaviours designed 
to promote the psychologically beneficial illusion of control. 
More subtly, though, Devereux' word "intolerable" provides clues as to 
another structure of fantasies that may be enacted. If the tension cannot be 
tolerated, it will eventually be liberated, either as pleasure or pain, or an 
indefinable mixture of the two. And it may well be that some gamblers do 
derive masochistic pleasure from the fear and/or experience of loss. 
Dostoevsky, a pathological gambler, reputedly wrote to his wife that he actually 
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experienced orgasm one night when he lost a large sum of money at roulette 
(Wykes 17). Whether or not this is so (I have been unable to locate such a 
letter), it is certainly true that the rhetoric of his letters to Anna when in the 
grip of a gambling fever resonate with quasi-sexual fervour. In particular, they 
revolve around fantasies of self-abasement structured around polarities, with 
Anna cast in the role of angel and himself as devil: 
Well, what can I say to you now, my heavenly angel whom I so 
torment. Forgive me, Anya, I have poisoned your life! . . . . Oh, my 
angel, I love you infinitely, but I'm fated to torment all those whom I 
love . . . . Forgive me, forgive me, Anya! I kiss your feet. Forgive your 
dissolute one. Sony a, Sony a, dear angel! (23 Mar. 1868, Complete 
Letters 3: 60) 
Anya, dear, I'm worse than a beast! . . . . Scold me, beast that I am, but 
love me. (24 Sep. 1867, 2: 269-70) 
My priceless one, my eternal friend, my heavenly angel . . . remember 
that you alone are my savior and there's no one in the world who 
would love me . . . . But if you feel sorry for me at this moment, don't, I 
don't deserve that much. (16 Apr. 1871, 3: 339) 
These fantasies are cast within a moral framework ("angel," "beast," 
"crime," "punishment," "reward"). Games of chance provide a good 
framework for such psychic dramas, since they cast aside the workaday logics of 
cause and effect. The oscillation between polarities (abasement and exaltation, 
hope and despair, angels and devils, triumph and failure) works against the 
values of balance and moderation that characterise bourgeois society. 
Ideological regimes of work and responsibility teach prudence ("better to be safe 
than sorry"); gambling, even moderate, works within rhetorics of extremes 
("double or nothing"). This is one of the characteristics that leaves it open to 
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abuse or addiction. Alea encourages a concept of rewards that are moral rather 
than quantitative, recasting the strict justice of cause and effect, action and 
result into a framework of cosmic morality. (Thus the figure of the blindfolded 
Tyche, goddess of chance, resembles the figure of blind justice.) It is a seductive 
logic, connecting with what is surely a deeply-felt and widely-experienced 
desire: the desire to be treated well by fortune. 
The religious dimension to this particular structure of fantasies is evident 
in the continued appeal of the impedimenta associated with gambling. The 
trappings of gambling have their origins in religion and superstition, being 
originally associated with divination of the will of the gods ("Gambling" 141). 
They still exert a palpable mystique that is part of the pleasure of visiting 
Jupiters. This may simply be because of their stiangeness; for many of us, they 
combine the twin virtues of physical unfamiliarity and representational 
familiarity. Such devices as the roulette wheel, for example, are part of the 
trappings of fantasies of slightly decadent sophistication (James Bond films, for 
example) yet for most of us they are not part of everyday experience. Jupiters 
recognises this in its billboard advertising by choosing to ignore the human 
content and feature the paraphernalia of gambling. Their roadside billboards 
and "Hit the Spot" advertisements show a panoply of dice, poker machines, 
cards, chips, a roulette wheel and keno balls (fig. 14). 
Such a reading of a hope or despair that may be almost erotic in its power 
accounts for the ambiguity of the pleasures offered by the casino. Klaus 
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Fig. 14. Jupiters Billboard, Pacific Highway, Beenleigh. 
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Theweleit has suggested that in the regime of male fantasies associated with the 
German Freikorps troops, orifices, bodily fluids and their analogues in the 
world of nature came to take on a range of negative significations: 
"Floods," "morasses," "mire," "slime," and "pulp" ~ this whole battery 
of terms can describe bodily secretions if you start out with a negative 
attitude toward them. This points to a reversal of the affects originally 
associated with the elimination of such substances from the body: 
pleasurable sensations. The pleasurable sensations have been replaced 
by a panic defense against the possibility of their occurrence. (409) 
The child whose "pleasurable overflowing[s]" (411) have been cleaned up with 
disgust "will perceive itself as a thing filled with 'evil' streams and will have 
no sense of its own boundaries" (412). Theweleit claims that in the masculine 
bourgeois world of the Wilhelmine era, the fear of these live, flowing 
substances represented a fear of one's own body, projected as "dirty" and 
associated with women (themselves traditionally metaphorised as fluid), 
whose job it usually was to mop up unseemly discharges: 
the hybrid and the fluid fell under the heading of dirt, punishment, 
women's work, or, worse still, unmanliness. (410) 
We will see below that this metaphorics of the fluid threatening to engulf the 
phallic resonates throughout the Gold Coast (p. 265). At Jupiters, though, the 
"anal entrance" may well be seen as opening up a world of fantasy in which the 
feminine, the alluring, the illicit, the auto-erotic, the fluid, the painful and the 
pleasurable interplay. 
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Predictably, Freud considered the addiction to gambling to be a 
displacement of the "primary addiction" (Complete Letters 287):^ 
the passion for play is an equivalent of the old compulsion to 
masturbate; "playing" is the actual word used in the nursery to describe 
the activity of the hands upon the genitals. The irresistible nature of the 
temptation, the solemn resolutions, which are nevertheless invariably 
broken, never to do it again, the stupefying pleasure and the bad 
conscience which tells the subject that he is ruining himself . . . ~ all 
these elements remain unaltered in the process of substitution. 
("Dostoevsky" 193) 
An interesting possibility, but one which subordinates the importance of the 
compulsive urge to that of its specific object. Indeed, Freud's own recourse to 
this "primary" explanation could itself be seen to display a compulsive 
character. Freud's assignation of an a priori status to sexual instincts has been 
rejected by many. Anthony Storr, for example, considers sexual drives to be a 
particular manifestation of other, more fundamental, power relations. 
According to Storr, the unusually long period of maturation in humans, which 
results in a prolongation and intensification of child-parent relationships, 
suggests instead the primacy of such psychic structures as dependence, 
helplessness, dominance and submission in the formation of human psyches: 
I suggest that because of the extreme immaturity and dependence of the 
human infant at birth, all human beings know, at some deep level of 
their being, what it is to feel utterly helpless. (107) 
Thus sexual drives would be a part of structures of power and dominance and 
not the other way around. 
^ Sigmund Freud, letter to Wilhelm Fliess, 22 December 1897. 
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As I argued above (see ch. 1, note 7), this does not automatically invaUdate 
the Freudian apparatus completely. Freud's domineering interpretive screen 
can usefully be considered not as a hermeneutic mechanism for obtaining 
access to the hidden meaning of a structure of fantasies, but as a set of 
interesting metaphors that vividly describe and participate in historically 
defined collective fantasies and compulsions. In this way, we can read the 
readings as much as their objects: my reading (and those I have drawn on) of 
gambling as a displacement for sexual fantasies of some kind or other and of 
the casino as a Utopian structure giving free rein to such fantasies thus tells us 
something about gambling and casinos, but as much again about reading 
strategies at a particular historical and cultural juncture. That is to say, my 
reading can be seen as a projection and displacement of my own particular 
psychic structures, themselves formed within regimes of mythologies 
(scientific, fantastical, intellectual) that rely on certain assumptions and 
privilege certain thematics (patriarchal sexuality, the body as site of pleasure, 
popular culture and desire, etc.). 
Two consequences arise from this. First, although an analyst might detect 
various sets of metaphorics interplaying at a site, these are always 
overdetermined. Even the explicitly coded "preferred meanings" of any 
dominant paradigm can always be reworked at the site of consumption. At 
Jupiters, then, the subliminal resonances of penetrative sexual culmination, of 
anality, and fluidity, for example, will be incorporated into vastly different 
regimes of psychic fantasies. To take an obvious example, Freud's own 
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readings of anality presuppose a normative framework of sexual 
"development" that has been intensively critiqued. So although the casino's 
function and thematics must shape to some extent the kind of fantasies it 
frames, nonetheless its structures cannot determine their meaning. The 
interplay between the desires and the thematics that both shape and express 
them results in a fluidity of meaning. Clearly, one cannot assign any one 
stiucture of fantasies to any human activity whatsoever. 
The second consequence is that one cannot ascribe any absolute status to 
the structures that one does detect. This does not nullify the validity of any 
particular interpretive act so much as invalidate the absolutist pretensions of 
hermeneutics generally. It denies the superiority and exteriority of the 
analyst's reading position, as well as the absolutism and rigidity of the 
dichotomy between deep structure and surface manifestation. We may well 
wonder, then, whether this leaves us with anything to say at all about fantasy 
structures at Jupiters. I think it does ~ but it situates these readings within 
larger historical and social structures. 
More interesting than the psychoanalytical readings of the building-body, 
however, is a perspective that conceives of the fantasies as belonging to a 
structure of fantasies and mythologies that have a more specific social context 
than the all too broad consideration of sexual structures under patriarchy. In 
particular, an interesting tension is that between the public and the private, 
even within the realms of the fantastic. For the fantasy elements at Jupiters are 
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situated ambiguously between private psychological fantasies and a more 
broadly social construction of the fantastic. This too can be investigated in 
terms of the Jupiters body, which, like any human body, signifies both privately 
and socially. 
Bryan Turner has suggested that to accompany modern western societies' 
sexual division of activities ("mothering" versus "working," for example) there 
is also "a spatial division between passions (private sphere) and reasons (public 
sphere)" (38). At Jupiters, the architectural interplay between interiority and 
exteriority, grand entrances and hidden cores, locates the gaming rooms fairly 
unambiguously within the realm of the private. Turner constiucts the 
following series of oppositions: 
Private 
Gemeinschaft 
desire 
female 
informal 
affectivity 
particularity 
diffusion 
hedonism 
consumption 
Public 
Gesellschaft 
reason 
male 
formal 
neutrality 
universality 
specificity 
asceticism 
production 
(Turner 38) 
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Such a schema would situate the gaming rooms within the realms of desire, 
hedonism, consumption and the female, and outside the "male" sphere of 
reason and asceticism. 
This would seem appropriate for an activity that works against such 
bourgeois capitalist and rationalist logics as the imperative to produce, 
conserve and accumulate, or the adherence to a rigid schema of cause and 
effect. Indeed, in the subliminal associations of the casino with hedonism, 
consumption and desire, one can detect traces of a much older symbolic regime 
in which the metaphorics of elimination and overflowing, for example, is not 
associated with disgust and repression. Bakhtin's reading of the grotesque body 
in Renaissance carnival calls up a vastly different realm of significance for the 
giant body and its orifices, and we might well detect traces of this altogether 
more pleasurable metaphorics in Jupiters' architectural forms. That is, one 
could read the casino's encouragement to invert the strictures of daily life as a 
residue of the carnivalesque, and its gigantic body as bearing traces of the 
"material bodily element" of the grotesque (Bakhtin). 
According to Bakhtin, the material bodily elements in the grotesque body 
imagery associated with carnival have a positive character that served to 
"uncrow[n] and rene[w] the entire world of medieval ideology and order" (312). 
The grotesque body of carnival is characterised by "exaggeration, hyperbolism, 
[and] excessiveness" (303), its gargantuan form "outgrow[ing] its own self, 
transgressing its own body" (317). It is not an individualised body, but a 
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universal microcosm, so it rarely displays or accentuates naturalistic facial 
features. Instead, it is an open body communicating with the outer world, with 
bodily orifices (mouth, genitals, anus) exaggerated and featured. It thus 
subverts its own limits, blurring the opposition between inside and outside: 
the grotesque ignores the impenetrable surface that closes and limits the 
body as a separate and completed phenomenon. The grotesque image 
displays not only the outward but also the inner features of the body: 
blood, bowels, heart and other organs. The outward and inward 
features are often merged into one. (318) 
One could also suggest that this body's connection with the outer world implies 
a certain relationship to time, since this body is never closed or "finished." 
Indeed, according to Bakhtin, the carnivalesque body celebrates regeneration 
and proclaims the rhythms of death and rebirth: 
In the endless chain of bodily life it retains the parts in which one link 
joins the other, in which the life of one body is born from the death of 
the preceding, older one. (318) 
As Bakhtin sums up: 
Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming, change, and 
renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed. (10) 
Thus the spirit of carnival is contrary to both spatial and temporal closure. The 
body's lack of closure extended to its relationship with the natural world 
around it; in legends and folklore, the grotesque body of a giant is frequently 
associated with local geographical features: 
Most local legends connect such natural phenomena as mountains, 
rivers, rocks, and islands with the bodies of giants or with their different 
organs; these bodies are, therefore, not separated from the world or from 
nature. (328) 
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Bakhtin considers this imagery to have extended far beyond the specific 
historical context of the Renaissance of which he writes. Indeed, he considers 
that: 
This boundless ocean of grotesque bodily imagery within time and space 
extends to all languages, all literatures, and the entire system of 
gesticulation; in the midst of it the bodily canon of art, belles lettres, and 
polite conversation of modern times is a tiny island. (319) 
Leaving aside the Romantic tinge to his claims for the authenticity and 
universality of carnival, it is nonetheless evident that many modern popular 
cultural practices retain traces of carnivalesque imagery and intent. More 
specifically, the casino's architectural "body" displays many of the 
characteristics outlined by Bakhtin. The body-building is completely faceless, 
featuring instead the twin orifices of genitals and anus. A gargantuan body, it 
merges with the island on which it sits and from which it seems to grow; since 
access to the island itself is difficult, the natural landscape seems to function as 
the casino's very foundations. Its subversion of interiority and exteriority 
might recall the body of carnival, whose inward and outer features are often 
merged into one. 
This is entirely appropriate for a realm that overturns everyday restraints 
and encourages a freer play of profligacy and other "dangerous" desires. 
However, as we will see below, Jupiters signifies ambiguously within this 
carnivalesque schema, acting as a forum for temporary rebellion against many 
of the psychological, financial and social strictures of everyday life, while also 
working within and to some extent reinforcing dominant social paradigms. 
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One other characteristic of the carnivalesque is embodied at Jupiters and 
serves as a conjuncture between the personal and the public. Like the giant 
bodies of the carnivalesque, Jupiters signifies within the cosmic scheme: 
the grotesque body is cosmic and universal. It stresses elements 
common to the entire cosmos: earth, water, fire, air; it is directly related 
to the sun, to the stars. It contains the signs of the zodiac. It reflects the 
cosmic hierarchy. This body can merge with various natural 
phenomena, with mountains, rivers, seas, islands, and continents. It 
can fill the entire universe. (318) 
Jupiters, as its very name suggests, situates itself explicitly in the realm of the 
cosmic, in a signifying space where historical and public narratives intersect 
with the private belief systems through which people make sense of their lives. 
b) National Fantasies 
Although Jupiters is architecturally self-referential, as a signifying 
structure it relies on and refers to bodies of powerful cultural mythologies, 
which serve as unifying and legitimising devices. In this way, any of the 
multitude of private fantasies that could be enacted within its walls ~ escape, 
wealth, control, victory, sexual fulfilment, loss, guilt, punishment, shame ~ 
intersect with national and even cosmic fantasies. 
The entrance lobby plunges the visitor into the realm of the cosmic with 
the large twelve-panel Jupiters Mural. Its gold background, tarot cards, and 
figures of the zodiac are surmounted by a team of wild charging horses and a 
dark male figure holding a pair of eagle's wings, in "a celebration of destiny and 
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chance. "9 These images, the accompanying text, the name "Jupiters" and the 
awe-inspiring architecture immediately introduce the idea of the supernatural 
and suggest the grandiose elemental powers at work in human destinies. We 
have indeed, then, "hit the spof'^o — temple of Jupiter, elemental and father 
god, with power over all deities except, ironically, the Fates. 
The mural is both a celebration and an invitation, for it encourages us to 
indulge in a preparatory engagement with Chance. A little rite of passage, it 
invites us "in the spirit of fun, entertainment and gambling,"^^ to work out 
our lucky numbers by following a combination of zodiacal signs, tarot cards and 
dice. The text warns, though, that we must understand the tarot cards in order 
to know whether these numbers will be lucky or unlucky. (My card rather 
unnervingly depicted a skeleton and the words "La Mort.") The impressive 
mural and mock-serious text work ambiguously: drawing semi-playfully on a 
panoply of ancient trappings, codes and superstitions, they invite us to engage 
actively with the powerful mythologies surrounding gambling and to insert 
ourselves as seriously or ironically as we please into these rich histories. 
However, the ancient and the recent, the universal and the Australian are 
made to intersect in this mural; in the zodiacal circle, the twins Castor and 
Pollux who make up the sign Gemini have been replaced by two caricatured 
diggers dwarfed by two emblematic pennies. These figures, incongruously 
" Text of site marker. 
10 Jupiters' long-standing slogan. 
11 Text of site marker. 
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placed amongst the icons of entirely different mythological traditions, represent 
an intersection of "Australianness" and the "universal" that works 
interestingly at Jupiters. 
This intersection reflects Jupiters' markets. Though billed as an 
International Hotel "On the Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia" ("Gaming 
Guide"), the complex derives about 70% of its income from Australian 
custom^ 2 and thus must use national myths to double purpose, drawing on 
established communal mythologies for both celebratory and initiatory 
purposes. 
These legitimation devices work within several different constructions of 
the national and the "typically" Australian. The choice of artist Robert Ingpen 
for the mural, for example, and the inclusion of his biographical details on the 
site marker position Jupiters within the realm of an offical, authored, 
sanctioned national. (Indeed, this is part of the nature of Jupiters' relation to 
the state, since it required a special act of the Queensland parliament [the 
Jupiters Casino Agreement Act, 1983] to come into being.) Ingpen has been 
associated with a number of distinctively national projects: the Ian Clunies 
Ross Memorial in Melbourne, the Australian Cook Bicentenary postage 
stamps, and the bronze doors of the Melbourne Cricket Club (Who's Who, 
1985). The Jennings consortium's choice of him for Jupiters Casino might thus 
12 Maureen Lewis, Director of Public Relations for Jupiters Casino, letter to the 
author, 27 Mar. 1991. 
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suggest a desire to align themselves with popular and officially sanctioned 
national projects. 
Other histories attempt to link Jupiters with a rugged Australian pioneer 
past, as in the story of the casino's name. This narrative recounts a twin 
genesis: that of the Queensland gold rush and the casino. It serves an 
important function, inscribing gambling into the Australian tradition, while 
situating this "Australianness" within the grand cosmic scheme. The incident 
occurred in 1871, when an Aboriginal boy known as Jupiter, trying to recover 
some bolting horses during a wild thunderstorm, discovered a large nugget of 
gold, sparking off the Queensland gold rush. The dual associations of the 
lightning storm ~ with the Roman god and his Aboriginal namesake ~ form a 
link between the cosmic and the indigenous. Any further reference to 
Aboriginality is eschewed, however; the "Australianness" referred to elsewhere 
is most definitely white. The tale of a great perturbation of nature presiding, by 
association at least, over the birth of the casino powerfully combines the 
attractions of history, myth, superstition and nationalism in order to inflect 
specifically the more universal attractions of wealth and unexpected fortune. 
But the most sustained construction of "Australianness" at Jupiters comes 
from the values represented by the mural's diggers. They remind us that to bet 
is to be a patriot; that wowserism is scorned by the ordinary bloke; that we are, 
after all, a lucky country. 
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It is this particular constiuction of the Australian past and the Australian 
character that is called upon and developed in the upper gaming room, where 
the two-up ring is the focal point. The atmosphere here is lively and noisy, in 
marked contrast to the room downstairs. Two-up is the one game at Jupiters 
where heckling, shouting and interaction with staff are actively encouraged. 
The game is spectacle: crowds of onlookers gather around the magical ring 
hoping to witness the transformation of the fortunes of ordinary people. 
The game is also a mutual fabrication and confirmation of cultural 
mythologies. Firstly, it engages with the supposed predilection of Austialians 
towards any form of gambling. Anecdotally, Austialians are considered to be 
big gamblers, willing, according to the cliche, to bet on "anything: horses, dogs, 
cocks, camels, crocodiles, cane toads, cockroaches, guinea pigs, worms and, yes, 
even the proverbial two flies crawling up that wall" (Leser 70). Statistical 
studies seem to bear out the mythology by suggesting that Austialians do in fact 
have some special relationship with gambling.^^ Some early studies suggested 
that Australians are the heaviest gamblers in the world; others showed us a 
close second behind Britain (Rudeen, 1958, and Rubner, 1966, qtd. in Caldwell: 
13). More recently, Bryan Haig found that Australia has the highest per capita 
level of gambling expenditure of advanced western countries, with a level 
twice that of the average of all the countries in his study and 50% higher than 
that of the country with the next highest expenditure, Britain (74). In 1989, 
13 For an interesting discussion of gambling in Australia and a summary of 
research, see Geoffrey Caldwell, "The Gambling Australian," Social Change in 
Australia: Readings in Sociology. 13-28. 
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David Leser reported that on average, every man, woman and child in 
Australia wagers $1600 annually (70). Despite the difficulty in calculating 
expenditure,^"* there can be no doubt that gambling plays an important role in 
Australian society and has long done so. (Certainly, nationalist causes have 
had to work hard to generate as much popular enthusiasm for Australia Day as 
exists for the Melbourne Cup!) 
Whatever category of explanation one might find to account for this 
(sociological, historical, psychological), the analysis itself is likely to help 
(re)constitute the mythologies in which the practice(s) of gambling are 
embedded. Analyses of cultural practices are themselves part of the play of 
tellings and retellings that simultaneously reflect and constiuct, describe and 
reinscribe national "truths" in a complex web of collective myth-making. Thus 
Dunstan's theory, for example, that the colony itself was founded in a collective 
act of risk-taking (qtd. in Caldwell: 14), despite its vague quasi-symbolic appeal, 
participates in this Australian myth as much as explains it. 
Nonetheless, a naturalised consensus deems Australians to be (amongst 
other things) egalitarian, anti-intellectual, anti-authoritarian, and fatalistic in a 
happy-go-lucky sort of way. All of these qualities could be seen to be compatible 
with and indeed conducive to the practice of gambling, and all are appealed to 
in some way by Jupiters' publicity or spatial structures. 
1"^  Haig estimates that his figures, which do not take account of illegal betting, 
bingo or art unions, cover about 80% of all gambling (71). There can also be 
problems in standardising definitions of gambling between countries. 
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Two-up in particular embodies many of the values that constitute one 
celebrated construction of "Australianness." And despite the incongruence of 
such values as egalitarianism, simplicity and cheerful rivalry with the elegance 
and formality of Jupiters, they are still in evidence here, played off interestingly 
against other code systems. 
At two-up, a sort of mateship prevails, since all people, whether betting or 
watching, are participants. Whereas the spectator at the blackjack table is a 
voyeur, literally peeping over the players' shoulders, in two-up, punters and 
spectators stand shoulder to shoulder around the ring and the latter have a 
vital role to play in generating the atmosphere and spurring the betters on. 
Two-up is not a zero-sum game, where winning involves beating others. The 
odds are not changed by the number of participants, and it is not necessary that 
there be any losers. The spinner continues to toss as long as he throws heads, 
with many betters choosing to align their hopes with his, and betting on heads 
themselves. 15 j ^ e j-ole of spinner transforms ordinary men into the 
instruments of destiny. Dignified by his temporary role, the common man 
determines the game, but bears no burden of responsibility for the outcome. 
The only rival is fortune. 
The game's structures also valorise simplicity, with the use of simple 
pennies as tools for winning potentially thousands of dollars suggesting the 
15 At least as played at Jupiters. Cf. The Australian Encyclopedia, which says: 
"The spinner bets that he will 'head 'em', and naturally the others are backing 
tails" (2915). 
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kind of ingenious "making-do" that is celebrated in the pioneer mythologies. 
The desired transformation of pennies into nullions also epitomises the ever-
hopeful opportunism of the Australian working man. The appeal to a 
benevolent imiverse, to a fortime that ought to reward the common person, is 
inscribed in the bodily movements required by the game — a tossing towards 
the heavens in a surge of hope; heads turn upwards to watch pennies fall from 
heaven. Betting thus becomes a patriotic duty and a hopeful investment in the 
national myth of the triumph of the underdog. At $25 minimum per bet, it 
doesn't come cheap ~ but then myths rarely do. 
Two-up is likewise dignified and sanctified by historical associations. The 
pennies as historical objects lend reassurance that gambling is nothing "new." 
Two-up has long been practised in Australia, apparently soon after settlement 
began (The Australian Encyclopedia 1988: 2195). The cat-and-mouse game 
between police and two-up schools such as the notorious "Tommo's" in 
Sydney is the sort of cunning anti-authoritarian revelry that has fired up 
national myth-making processes. Playing two-up at Jupiters is a legally 
sanctioned way of inscribing oneself into the delightful scurrilousness 
celebrated in this piece of Australian folklore. 
Marin claims that a nostalgic schema is typical of Utopias, which "fabricate 
a future of desire with pieces of a nostalgic past" (xxiii). Since nostalgia is the 
longing for a remembered or imagined past, its referent is itself a fabrication, 
that is, a personal or social construct. As Susan Stewart has observed, the 
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nostalgic "is enamored of distance, not of the referent itself (145). The past 
may be put to a purpose — such as to stimulate pleasure or to mourn loss. The 
relative unimportance of the referent itself is exemplified in the rather eclectic 
nature of the nostalgic structures at Jupiters, notably the Olde English style food 
hall. This replica of a mediaeval/Renaissance street comes complete with 
cobbled floor, dim lighting, lamp-posts, wooden tables, and half-timbered 
Tudor buildings. Helpful historical notes are also provided: "The plague was a 
dreadful disease." The nostalgic effect is only slightiy marred by the 
computerised keno screen inset into the pub wall, or by the television screen 
that can be lowered from the roof on important occasions, such as when 
Australia is winning at the cricket. The pub is a bricolage of periodisation; the 
red post box and phone booth may be anachronistic, but they contribute to a 
composite "Englishness." The relevance of the English framework is never 
explained or justified, not even in colonial terms. It serves simply as a sigiufier 
of distance and otherworldliness. 
But two-up is sanctioned by much more specific historical associations: its 
traditional link with Anzac Day. As the game played by Australian soldiers in 
both world wars, it has acquired a special status, and the annual "legalisation" 
of two-up on Ar\zac Day is an interesting process. The "one day of the year" 
when police turn a blind eye to two-up functions as a sort of tribute and reward 
to the diggers. The life and death gamble that is war encourages its own 
superstitions and rituals by which the favour of Destiny is invoked (see Fussell 
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ch. 4)16 and thus it is not surprising to see an association between gambling and 
war, especially one that privileges the role of the common soldiers. On Anzac 
Day, ex-soldiers re-enact the camaraderie of war in the streets and symbolically 
appropriate the dty as their own - at least for a day. In a carnivalesque 
inversion, the hidden gambling parlours take to the streets in a revelry over 
which Authority chooses not to exercise its power. Jupiters, with its legalised 
two-up, thus becomes a Utopian space in which every day is "the one day of the 
year." 
In two-up, and in aleatoric structures more generally, we see the 
intersection of the universal with one of the most persistent of Australian 
myths: the fiction of egalitarianism. The different styles of "Australiarmess" 
appealed to can be seen in the contrasts between the two gaming rooms, which 
occupy parallel spaces one floor apart. The lower gaming room is more 
pretentious (targeting the middle to upper middle classes) than the higher 
room, which is aimed more at the upper working to middle classes. 
Paradoxically, this serves both to valorise symbolically the "ordinary" 
Australian (since higher structural levels usually signify higher levels of 
exclusivity), while still encouraging more people to use the expensive room 
downstairs (since the arrangement of the escalators makes access to the cheaper 
room less obvious!) The difference in the clients targeted is reflected not only 
1^ Fussell comments on the striking co-existence of superstition and myth with 
self-consdous moderruty in the trenches in the First World War: "The result of 
inexpressible terror long and inexplicably endured is . . . a plethora of very un-
modem superstitions, talismans, wonders, miracles, relics, legends, and 
rumors" (Great War 115). 
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in the price of the poker machines ($1 downstairs, 20c upstairs) but also in the 
slightly shabbier decor upstairs. Thus, despite the egalitarian emphasis, even 
the "ordinary" segment of the casino's clientele (leaving aside for the moment 
the "high rollers") are in fact differentiated with a degree of subtlety. 
Nonetheless, the egalitarian ethos is strongly emphasised. Caillois 
considers the egalitarian character of alea fundamental: all are equal before 
Chance, regardless of physical strength or beauty, education, intelligence or 
sodal standing. This feature of gambling helps to explain its attraction as a 
leisure activity, espedally in our much-vaunted "classless" Australian society. 
There is a happy coincidence of the egalitarian ethos with the economic 
necessity of attracting maximum patronage, which Jupiters uses to advantage 
in its publidty. The "Gaming Guide" pamphlet, for example, depicts a large, 
homogenous crowd of gamblers (all middle dass, all about 30 years of age, and 
all smiling) dressed casually ~ even in T-shirts (2-3). Jupiters plays explidtly on 
the Australian predilection for an egalitarian ethos: 
Even if you have never been into a casino before, you can have as much 
fun as anyone, with the same chances of winning. ("Gaining Guide" 2) 
Even the spatial structures reflect this; there is no entry fee, and no one is 
posted at the main entrance. Once we have crossed the canal-moat we are 
absolutely free to enter, roam about and leave as we will. The free spatial access 
matches the theoretical free access to success, and the fiction of egalitarianism is 
maintained. 
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Much of Jupiters' publicity centres on the unknown and the 
inexperienced, and seeks to initiate them as quickly and painlessly as possible. 
According to David Hilton, Vice-President of Casino Operations, "Jupiters' 
bread and butter comes from the small gambler who is prepared to risk between 
$40 to $50 to experience the exdtement of a casino, win or lose" (McRobbie, 
Real Surfers Paradise 503). Since much of Jupiters' custom comes from the 
transient tourist p)opulation, the patrons' "training" must be easily 
accompUshable; the games must be simple enough to be learnt in one evening. 
The simplidty of the games is referred to over and over in the "Gaming 
Guide": 
the important things to remember are that the rules of the game are 
really quite easy to understand — and that our Dealers and other Casino 
Personnel are ready to give you all the help you need at any time. (2) 
A game made famous in the great casinos of Europe, Roulette is a 
colourful, exdting and very easy game to play. (4) 
The main difference between [Blackjack] and the popular Pontoon, is 
that this game is even easier! (6) 
[Baccarat] is a game with a fabulous mystique all its own. But we are 
going to let you in on a secret. It is also one of the easiest to play ~ and 
certainly one of the most enjoyable. (8) 
[Craps] is one of the most exdting of all casino games and is basically 
very simple. . . (11) [Original emphasis] 
This equality of access is of course specious, for Jupiters, like many of 
Austraha's legal casinos, straddles two markets: "ordinary" players, induding 
the merely inquisitive and the "once-off' player, and "premium players" or 
"high rollers," capable of losing anything from $2000 to $200 000 a visit (Cadzow 
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22). Casino operators claim that Australia has a limited number of high rollers; 
it is estimated that Australia has 1500 players prepared to risk $20 000 or more 
on any one visit to a casino (Cadzow 22). Jupiters estimate that 25% of their 
daily turnover comes from premium players, though this figure varies widely 
because of the dramatic fluctuations of high-risk gaming.^^ Tj^g dichotomy 
accounts for the combining of grandiose architecture with open access and 
strategies direded at the middle dass. In fact, the casino manages to have it 
both ways: it welcomes everyone, while still presenting "ordinary" or 
inexperienced patrons with models of elegance or skills to which to aspire. 
This reflects the historical process by which casino gaming, traditionally an 
aristocratic leisure activity, has become far more vyndespread, espedally with the 
rise of the post-war middle dass (McMillen 233). Jan McMillen dedms that 
although mass tourism has opened up aspects of traditionally popular 
gambling culture, such as horse radng, to a wider public, the reverse trend 
"toward working-class emulation of bourgeois gambling patterns" has been 
stronger and has presented "a more powerful dynannic for capital 
accimiulation" (233). 
At Jupiters, the real opulence nonetheless remains hidden in a private 
and lavish upstairs world. It is customary practice for casinos to fly in big 
gamblers for all-expenses-paid weekends. According to Bud Celey, senior vice-
president of casino operations at Jupiters, those guests find "expressions of 
gratitude," such as chocolates, bottles of whiskey or crystal objeds in their hotel 
1' Lewis, letter, op. cit. 
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rooms (Cadzow 24). High rollers form a select national commuiuty and casinos 
vie for their patronage. Each casino has its method of reinforcing this sense of 
an elite community; Jupiters' interstate players mostiy come from Sydney and 
are treated to parties, concerts and get-togethers "to reinforce the bonding 
between the facility and the customers," as Celey puts it (Cadzow 24). 
Predictably, the core of this community is male. According to Boyd, the gala 
events and lavish weekends are designed to appeal to the wives, few of whom 
are serious gamers (Cadzow 24). Thus the "other side" of the two-up room and 
the public spaces is a predominantly male world of privilege that makes the 20c 
poker machines look like a sick joke. 
Jupiters caters for this clientele with its Club Conrad, a private gaming 
room modelled on those in Monte Carlo. According to Jupiters' Public 
Relations Department, this room is appointed with exclusive materials 
"imported from all over the world to ensure Club Conrad has the best of 
everything" 18 — hand-made crystal chandeliers, Italian marble. West 
Australian jarrah. Publidty for this dub focuses on images of sophistication 
and opulence, as well as symbolic entry into an imaginary international 
community of the elite: 
In 1963, while taking a break from shooting a James Bond movie, Sean 
Cormery found himself sitting at a roulette table at an Italian casino. He 
bet on 17 black. Three times it came up. And he won over $100, 000. 
That day Sean became a member of a kind of club. A unique group of 
18 Public Relations press kit, n.d. 
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people who enjoy the thrill of The Game and share an appreciation for 
the finer things in life. (Advertisement, The Australian Magazine July 
6-7,1991: 23)19 
Even within this world, a tinge of the vaunted Australian egalitarianism 
manages to prevail. Tony Boyd of Adelaide Casino claims that Australian high 
rollers like recognition and respect (being known by name to chauffeurs and 
hotel staff, for example), but like their gambling to be carried out in private. 
According to Boyd, this differs from the pradice of top American gamblers, 
who are often happy to be attracting attention on the public tables. If Jupiters' 
publidty concentrates on sophistication, others have reported with relish the 
apparent lack of pretension of some Australian high rollers. Opulence and 
"authentidty" meet in a new mythological construct: the celebration of the 
refreshing lack of pretension of the down-to-earth Aussie millionaire. Cadzow 
describes with relish "the man from Moonee Ponds, who made his fortime in 
industrial plumbing in Queensland and says they'll call him a poofter if he 
turns up at the two-up pit in his penguin suit" (22). She cites daims that most 
Australian high rollers are 
self-made men with millions of bucks and few pretensions. They wear 
dip-on bow ties and armloads of gold jewellery. They tell jokes and sing 
along to New York, New York. (22) 
1^ This elite dub is a signifying space as much as a concrete formation. This is 
evident in the disclaimers to this series of advertisements: "This 
advertisement is not intended to imply endorsement of Club Coru-ad by Sean 
Connery or the owner of the rights in the "James Bond" character," or again, 
"This advertisement is not intended to imply endorsement of Club Coru-ad by 
Nicholas Dandalos, his family, or estate" (The Australian Magazine July 27-28 
1991:4). 
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Many of these self-made men arrived in Australia as migrants with nothing 
more than a few coins and their ingenuity - a type dear to the Australian (and 
American) heart. 
The Gold Coast (as we shall see) spedalises in such tales, and there is a 
plentiful list in Gold Coast mythology of battlers who have made it big. StaiUey 
Korman, for example, arrived in Australia from Poland at the age of 23, 
speaking littie English and with £40 to his name, but came to head a big 
development company (McRobbie, Gold Coast Heritage 64). Developer Eddie 
Komhauser is a "former Pole who came to Australia as a displaced migrant in 
1939 with next to nothing in his pocket" (GCB 4 Dec. 1984: 1). Local legend and 
early promoter of Surfers Paradise, Bernie Elsey, was the son of a 
Nottinghamshire lace-maker, who moved into hospitality from plumbing 
(McRobbie, Gold Coast Heritage 78) and used to carry visitors' bags when they 
arrived on the Gold Coast (SMH 4 Sep. 1972: 20). Bruce Small "bought 100 acres 
of swamp there, back in 1959, more or less as a hobby" (SMH 29 July 1968:1) and 
went on to become a major developer and later a flamboyant mayor. These are 
the early "personalities" of Surfers Paradise, and the list goes on: the swimmer 
who started working life earning £6 per week and ended up svyimming coach 
for Prime Minister McMahon's children (SMH, Annual HoUday and Travel 
feature, 1 May 1972: 6), or Al Baldwyn, the famous sun-oil man, bom in New 
Zealand, who ran away to sea when he was 12, and became a recognised Gold 
Coast "character" (SM 16 Sep. 1979: 8). But the "prototype self-made man" 
(McRobbie, Real Surfers Paradise 48) was Jim Cavill; born into poverty in 
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England, he ran away from home at the age of nine, came to Australia, joined a 
drcus, ended up owning it, prospeded for diamonds, swam the English 
Channel,and made his name as the founding father of Surfers Paradise 
(McRobbie 48). On the Gold Coast, the entrepreneurial spirit, despite 
traditional Australian sceptidsm, seems to be almost uiu-eservedly celebrated, 
and indeed Surfers Paradise has always attracted "well-travelled and rugged 
individualist[s]" (McRobbie 48). In the self-made man, we normally see the 
mythical synthesis of opposites: wealth and success urute with egalitarianism of 
a kind in an endearing way, as in the story above of the millionaires with the 
dip-on bow-ties. This is almost always the case in Gold Coast legend. 
McRobbie paints Jim Cavill (and indeed himself)^^ in this light: 
A man of humble origins, there is evidence that Cavill was secretly a 
snob ~ he Uked catering for, and mixing with the "carriage trade". . . . 
Cavill's attitude sparked off a major community controversy. It was a 
dash of ideas about the direction the tovyn should take — should it cater 
exdusively for the wealthier holidaymakers and maintain an upmarket 
image, or should it try to appeal to the masses? This division in 
thinking was to continue right up to the 1980s when it was finally 
decided, as so many things are in a free sodety, by public demand. 
Surfers Paradise became a resort that aimed at and catered for everyone, 
from millionaires to the blue collar worker. (Real Surfers Paradise 145) 
Everybody v^ns in this myth - and the real vmmer is democracy itself. 
In these tales, success is always assodated with a mixture of hard work and 
luck (or agon and alea in Caillois' terms).2i By an "appropriately bizarre" 
20 "I am, incidentally, not a snob," he says. "I would describe myself as an 
egahtarian elitist, if that's not too much of a contradiction in terms" (192). 
21 Caillois sees such a mixture of agon and alea as typifying "dvilisation," 
though his evolutionist theories now seem dated. 
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coinddence (McRobbie, Real Surfers Paradise 48), the founding moment of 
Surfers Paradise as tourist resort consisted of a bet. Punter and racehorse owner 
Walter Tidmarsh persuaded Jim Cavill to swim in a race across the English 
Channel. He paid Cavill's fare and expenses and laid a very substantial wager 
on him, having calculated that Cavill, unknown in England, would attrad very 
long odds. Cavill won the race, Tidmarsh gave him half the winnings — and 
this was the money with which Cavill built the Surfers Paradise Hotel that 
began the tourist boom (McRobbie 48). As a region whose wealth has been 
based almost entirely on property speculation, and which has seen fortimes 
amassed and destroyed with dizzying speed under the hyperbolic fluctuations 
of boom and bust, the spirit of alea is built into the region's economic base and 
semiotic identity. Gold Coast developer Keith Williams is reported to have 
said that if you didn't have one or more losing projects on your record in 
Surfers Paradise then you hadn't given it a go (qtd. in McRobbie, Real Surfers 
Paradise: 256). It is a commonplace to observe that such finandal practices and 
institutions as investment, insurance and the stockmarket are identical in their 
structures to games of chance. This has not gone unnoticed by developers and 
marketers (figs. 15-16). 
Thus, on the Gold Coast the ideology of success seems to rely on a deep 
intertwining of attitudes that strictiy speaking could be seen as incompatible. 
Despite the faith in hard work as the path to success, the almost superstitious 
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concept of the "moral reward" still carries deep psychological resonance.22 
Clearly, then, the relationship between work, luck and desert is very complex 
in this ethos. 
This is again evident in the painful psychological machinations of 
Dostoevsky, for whom the compulsion to gamble, which he himself repeatedly 
denoimced as a "cursed mirage" (3: 66) and a "vile fantasy" (3: 341), was 
inextricably bound up wdth work, in his case, his v^rriting. He repeatedly 
considers his "vile loss[es]" (3: 67) as part of a grand cosmic schema designed to 
ensure his commitment to his work. For Dostoevsky, work became solace, 
substitute and "solution" to the fantasy of gambling. Although this carmot be 
simply generalised, and pathological gambling considered merely an 
exaggerated form of some putative "normal" or "moderate" gambling, 
nonetheless, this insight into the inextricable interrelation of chance, fantasy 
and work is valuable, and leads me to the second part of this investigation. 
22 Cf. the comment noted above, p. 80 that the Australian organiser of the 
Sup)erkart race at the Indy deserved to wdn because of all the effort he had put 
in. 
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n. ALEA AND WORK 
Alea, then, seems to encourage structures of fantasies that revolve around 
inversion and (temporary) escape. In Jupiters' otherworldly realm, day is 
transformed into night, the p>oor may become rich, the unskilled may be 
rewarded. The digger has his day, the necessity of being thrifty can be released 
in prodigality, and safety can be exchanged for risk. It would seem, then, that 
merit and chance, agon and alea, are incontrovertible opposites. 
Many sodologists of gambling have considered gambling in this way ~ as 
an inversion of the world of work. Herbert A. Bloch, for example, regards 
gambling as an escape from the routine and boredom assodated with modem 
industrial life ("The Sociology of Gambling," qtd. in Caldwell: 18). Similarly, 
Caldwell suggests that gambling serves as a way of negating the hierarchies of 
sodal dass and the workplace: "gambling negates work, patience, experience, 
qualifications, training, application, professionalization, and is a supreme 
insult to merit" (17). This may well be so, but the relation between gambling 
and industrialised life is undoubtedly more complex than a simple denial. 
For Caillois, alea and agon are one of the two predominant pairings of 
the four categories of play — not only as opposites, but also as complementary 
pairs. He stresses that both agon and alea obey the same law: "the creation for 
the players of conditions of pure equality denied them in real life" (19). This 
occurs through the equalisation of rules and starting conditions in order to give 
free rein either to skills (in the case of agon) or to chance (in the case of alea). 
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Agdn and alea can also complement each other, alea compensating for what 
Downes calls the "cruelties of merit" (13). Clearly, then, the "dirty" pleasures, 
risk and fantasy assodated with alea are also caught up in complex webs 
relating to the world of work. 
This can be seen in Jupiters' relation to the carnivalesque imaginary, in 
which it signifies ambiguously. For although a realm of desire and fantasy, it is 
also a legally sanctioned public space, created through an a d of state legislation, 
paying revenue to the state, and subject to strict governmental controls. It 
operates within the confines of ideologies of individual entrepreneurship and 
corporate competition, and as such may be seen to work within "the prevailing 
truth and . . . the established order" (Bakhtin 10), however much these may be 
subverted vdthin its walls. 
That casinos are constructed to make money and to contribute to state 
taxes is an obvious fact, but one that may be overshadowed when one focuses 
on the liberating and fantastical elements at work at Jupiters. McMillen 
considers the thrust towards casino gambling in Queensland to be "inexorably 
linked with the development of tourism as a supplementary industry to 
mineral extraction" (232), considered seriously only when Queensland was in 
an economic slump in the late 1970s. The economic raison d'etre may 
sometimes be hidden beneath political rhetoric but is fairly clear, as Chenoweth 
wryly comments: 
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Hawke told the state premiers [in 1990] that the system of tied grants to 
the states was under notice, and that they would need to exanune new 
revenue-raising measures themselves. Within weeks the (Queensland, 
New South Wales and Victorian governments had conduded that the 
moral climate in Australia had changed, and dedded that they were 
reviewing their plans for casinos. ("Casinos Boom" 15) 
According to McMillen, "casino development [in Queensland] is being 
permitted for its antidpated capacity to generate revenue and promote regional 
economic growth, rather than simply to legalise casino gambling per se" (236). 
Jupiters has by far the largest revenue of any of Australia's casinos, with the 
casino alone bringing in $80.9 million per year (Rau, "Risks"). In 1990-91 it 
turned over $178 million and contributed $34 million in state taxes 
(Queensland Pocket Year Book 101). Further, McMillen argues that the 
introduction of casino gambling in Queensland was unusual in that it was not 
aimed merely at increasing state revenue, but was "fundamentally an asped of 
a broad. State-initiated economic stiategy with the objective of rectifying 
uneven economic development" (237). 
Jupiters' body-structure may be seen to refled its ambiguous role as 
liberator of desires and servant of some dominant economic and sodal 
paradigms. Underlying the openness of space and access (the "diffusion" of 
Turner's schema) is a more hidden network of spatial relations of which the 
general public is only dimly aware. The evident presence of security people 
means that patrons are conscious of surveillance; they must observe certain 
codes of dress and behaviour, and any observer too avidly leaning over a table 
is politely if curtiy told to move back. But they may be unaware of the more 
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hidden network of surveillance techniques built into the very fabric of the 
building ~ indeed a legal precondition to it. Paragraphs 26 and 27 of the 
Jupiters Casino Agreement Ad make clear the very real possibilities of danger 
that are acknowledged in the construction of a casino. The Act demands that 
the Minister see plans including: 
casino floor layouts showing placement of gaming tables and closed 
circuit television cameras; the design of the refleded ceiling shoving 
the location of catwalks, dosed drcuit television cameras, viewing 
panels;. . . plans of cashier's [sic] cages, count rooms and all security 
access thereto (14) 
and so on through alarm systems, emergency links to police headquarters, 
auxiliary power provisions, master-key systems, fire safety procedures, 
emergency shelter arrangements, crowd contiol procedures, armoured vehicle 
transfer arrangements and vehicle control arrangements. Suspicion and fear of 
violence are thus the nasty if necessary underside to the glamour, and the 
hidden surveillance rooms function as a kind of Panopticon whereby both staff 
and patrons are observed by an invisible network of eyes. Jupiters may be a 
"jewelbox," but it is a jewelbox v^th a dark interior. 
Thus although Jupiters may be read as a grotesque carnivalesque bcxly 
celebrating liberation and the overturning of everyday restraints, it is also 
clearly a very controlled, and to some extent controlling, environment. The 
subterranean passages that in the Bakhtinian schema signify the possibility of 
movement "beyond the body's limited space or into the body's depths" (318) 
are here also implicated in the regimes of control by which the threatening 
underside of casino gaming is kept in check. 
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It is this particular quality of the grotesque body - its "interchange" and 
"interorientation" (Bakhtin 317) with the outside world ~ that is eschewed at 
Jupiters. Whereas the Ceimivalesque body is conneded v^th the earth around 
it, through its "excrescences (sprouts, buds) and orifices" (318), Jupiters is, as we 
have seen, a hermetic environment that works to deny the outside world. 
Although a stone structure sitting in emd surrounded by fluid, its orifices do 
not seem to discharge into the surrounding environment. This is the 
fundamental feature of what Bakhtin calls "the new bodily canon" (320), which 
presents an entirely finished, completed, stridly limited body, which is 
shovym from the outside as something individual. That which 
protrudes, bulges, sprouts, or branches off (when a body transgresses its 
limits and a new one begins) is eliminated, hidden, or moderated. All 
orifices of the body are closed. The basis of the image is the individual, 
strictly limited mass, the impenetrable fagade. The opaque surface and 
the body's "valleys" acquire an essential meaning as the border of a 
dosed individuality that does not merge wdth other bodies and with the 
world. All attributes of the unfinished world are carefully removed, as 
well as cdl the signs of its inner life. (320) 
Jupiters, despite its hyperbolic architectural orifices, is nonetheless the "single, 
linuted body" (321) of the new canon. Self-suffident architecturally in both 
performative and semiotic terms, it speaks not only of the universal, the 
egalitarian, the cosmic and the pleasurable, but also of the self-sufficient 
individual. Its relation with the outside world is therefore ambiguous and 
multifaceted, for the outside world that it depends on as its structuring opposite 
(and which it repudiates architecturally) is the humdrum world of everyday 
working life. Paradoxically, though, as a place of work itself (a large employer 
and a highly profitable business enterprise), it feeds into and is supported by a 
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bourgeois capitalist individualism rather than the unindividuated 
egalitarianism of carnival that it celebrates. 
It is therefore no surprise that gambling may be seen not only as an escape 
from work, but also as a kind of work or a preparation for it. For there is a 
sense in which such qualities as patience, experience, application and the 
tolerance of repetition are exactiy what gambling does require; in fact, it 
becomes for some a "profession." Just as many gamblers have recourse to 
superstitions to invoke the favour of destiny, so others devise complex 
mathematical "systems," hoping to outwit the vagaries of chance with the 
power of the rational mind. Alan Wykes claims that some of these have 
proven to be reasonably reliable, but notes rather gleefully that one of the 
things that can go vyrong with these systems "is the excitement of play itself, 
which can make a gambler throw his mathematics to the winds and plunge" 
(126). A belief in the inevitable triumph of rationality underpins mathematical 
systems, and many pathological gamblers believe that success lies in 
maintaining the semg-froid that belongs properly to the world outside: 
About twenty times now, on approaching the gambling table, I've made 
an experiment: if you play coolly, calmly, and with calculation, there's 
no chance of losing! I swear to you, there's not even a chance! On that 
side there's blind chance, but I have calculation, cons[equently], I have a 
chance before them. (Dostoevsky, letter to Anna Dostoevsky, 10 May 
1867, 2: 239. Original emphasis and emendation) 
Here is my ultimate observation, Anya: if one is prudent, that is, if one 
is as though made of marble, cold, and inhumanly cautious, then 
definitely, without any doubt, one can win as much as one wishes. . . . 
There is a Jew here: he has been playing for several days now, with 
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horrible, inhuman composure and calculation . . . and the bank is 
zdready beginning to fear him. . . (2: 232, original emphasis) 
Calculation, rationality, and the outside world (Dostoevsky speaks of needing 
to leave the casino for several hours to continue the efficacy of his system) are 
paradoxicaUy assodated with the inhumcin: to succumb to passion is seen by 
these writers as natural. In this schema, transforming gambling into work 
requires the repression of elements of one's himianity. The assodation 
between gambling and a powerful human life force is caught in one of Jupiters' 
advertisements; a dose-up image depicts a crowd of gamblers — taut and 
sweating vdth excitement — clustered around a table, with the punchy slogan 
"Live some life" superimf)osed (fig. 17). The association of the passion of 
gambling with some primal drive is significant when we remember the 
gendering of the Jupiters-body as feminine. For Bryan Turner considers the 
affective gendering male-reason, female-passion to be fundamental to 
patiiarchal capitalism. He sees the encoding of the female body as site of 
dangerous desires that must be repressed as a mechanism by which property 
and power were protected. Thus, for Turner, "the division between female 
passion and male reason is . . . the cultural source of patriarchy" (37). 
The ambiguity of Jupiters' relation to work is powerfully evident in the 
uses it makes of technology to encourage and legitimate gambling. A 
constellation of different devices clash colourfully at Jupiters in a juxtaposition 
of the andent impedimenta of gambling with computer technology. Jupiters 
makes use of technology in a celebratory way. If the paraphernalia are the 
symbolic remnants of gambling's link with religion and superstition, and an 
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Fig. 17. Advertisement. Queensland. Special supplement with The Age and 
The Sydney Morning Herald. (Mar. 1992). 2-3 
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important part of its continuing ability to generate and give life to fantasies, 
then the increasing computerisation of machines seems to signal and celebrate 
a shift of emphasis from the industrial/machine age to the computer age. The 
most obvious technology at work at Jupiters is the video ganung machines, 
which are all computerised rather than mechanical, thus eliminating the 
familiar flashing lights, dunk of the handle, whir of the spinning rolls, and the 
bodily movements traditionally associated vydth "playing the pokies." The new 
style of poker machine works in silence and requires a less flamboyant bodily 
movement ~ thus altering both the atmosphere of the room and the players' 
relation to the machines. The illusion of control supplied by the large handle 
has been taken away, as has the p)otential for an idiosyncratic, illusorily skilful 
playing of the machines ~ pulling the handle in different ways in an attempt to 
influence the outcome (see Caldwell 24). The new poker machine is a much 
more sober affair ~ and an elementary training in computer technology. This 
is even more the case with the keno machines, which require gamblers to mark 
their choice directiy onto the screen with a computerised wand (a term which 
in itself is highly suggestive of the "magic" of technology). The Sic Bo table also 
lights up in "an incredibly exdting combination of andent Chinese gambling 
and modem, electronic efficiency!" ("Ganung Guide" 14). Even the traditional 
two-up game has incorporated technology in the form of overhead panels that 
display the result of each toss. The most impressive of the technological 
displays is the keno board. In this game, the gambler's role is mirumal: filling 
out the card and paying money. Technology performs itself; the balls are spun 
and dropped and each number called out, while a graphic of the ball is 
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displayed, enlarged, and then dropped into a grid. The gambler's role is simply 
to gaze upwards at the screen and see whether a brighter future awaits. 
Thus, gambling may serve not only as an escape from mechanised, 
industrial life, but also as a training ~ both physical and psychological ~ for it. 
Foucault's widely-adopted conception of power ~ where power functions not as 
a repressive top-down mechanism but as a much more diffuse and diverse 
network ~ is pertinent here. According to Foucault, the least recognised power 
is by definition the strongest, and power relations are achieved and maintained 
not so much through overt repression as through the interiorisation of a 
whole gamut of disdplinary techniques and corporal trainings. The site of the 
reaction to power is thus the body itself ~ and the instiuments of power are all 
the techniques of discipline and training that form part of our processes of 
education, acculturation and "dvilisation." So, disciplinary techniques are for 
Foucault constitutive of the process of individuation. He attaches no necessary 
value judgements to this '"new micro-physics' of power" (DisdpUne and 
Punish 139)23 and does not advocate or even imagine a society where these 
forms of interiorisation are totally absent. What his conceptualisation of power 
does do, however, is displace the locus of jx)wer and alter strategies for 
resistance to it. 
^3 For a problematisation of the potential political outcomes of Foucault's 
position see Norris, Uncritical Theory. 
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Viewed in this way, Jupiters is a veritable tiaining ground for the rituals, 
gestures and mind patterns necessary to gambling and, more broadly, for the 
acceptance of technology — both mechanical and computerised. Becoming 
familiar with the casino rules and routines means incorporating a whole 
lexical, physical, mental and sodal conglomeration: adopting a new vocabulary, 
a new range of mental skills, bodily gestures and sodal habits. While ever 
casino gambling remains uncommon, any casino plays an initiatory and 
therefore definitional role for many of its patrons, becoming for many the 
pattern of "casinoness." Despite the supposed egalitarian basis of gambling per 
se and as advertised at Jupiters, casino gaming functions as a sort of highly 
desirable dub. The uninitiated aire definitely aware of their inferior, almost 
voyeuristic status as they wander around the casino ~ cast in the prosaic role of 
onlooker. Training is thus a double affair, allowing us to be both socially and 
technologically competent. 
The most obvious of these "training programmes" concems the rules of 
the games. Here there is plenty of help for the aspirants: free lessons in all the 
games are available, pamphlets explain them, while the poker machines 
themselves are a training ground for the gaming tables. All of the machines 
play computerised versions of games available elsewhere at the casino, such as 
poker or keno. Having seen the games on the small screen, one naturally 
wants to graduate to seeing them "live." McRobbie records that for over a year 
before the casino opened, extensive staff training took place in a simulated 
casino, including a series of Fun Nights for local residents, "which helped 
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dispel the apprehension many novices have about gambling in public" (Real 
Surfers Paradise 499). 
A second, more subtie, category of training is the in-corporation (literally) 
of a range of bodily gestures and patterns. The way to pay money at keno 
(without any physical contact between gambler and cashier), the way to dedine 
a card at blackjack, the way to stack and count chips, all these are bodily gestures 
or signals that have to be learnt, just like the jargon and the rules of the game. 
Less obviously, sitting for hours in front of a poker machine requires the 
adoption of a certain posture and the repetition of various sets of small 
movements. 
Certain sodal habits, too, are necessitated or at least encouraged by the 
casino. Margaret Jones sees poker machines as responsible for the phenomenal 
growth of dubs and a consequent and welcome decline in the patronage of the 
typical Australian pubs, "with their dreciry, lavatory-tiled bars, patronised 
exdusively by men" (34). But a casino differs from both a dub and a pub, and 
the function and effect of poker machines will differ according to their context. 
At Jupiters, the arrangement of the machines in rows works against sociability; 
although it is possible for groups to gather around an individual machine, as 
they often do in RSL clubs, this rarely happens at Jupiters; each machine has its 
own stool and its own silent player. 
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The casino's role in the community is also different from that of a 
registered dub. Many dubs, although making vast profits from the poker 
machines and bars, function also as a local institution and to some extent as a 
caring sodal network. In particular, those dubs springing from working-dass 
needs and assodations may well still bear testimony to their origins. Some 
older-style managers of workers' clubs know many of their regulars, and have 
been knov^m to help check excessive gamblers' losses by refunding their money 
or refusing them entry to the gambling section. A casino, of course, does not 
function in this way ~ partly because the social function is subordinated to the 
financial one, and partly because many of the customers are "once-only" 
patrons. The local dub still acts as a place for the formation of sodal groups, 
whereas the casino functions primarily as a spot for pre-formed social groups to 
be entertained. Gambling there is thus divorced from the other sodal contexts 
of which it normally forms a part, such as at the races or in the office 
sweepstake. 
The layout of the gaming rooms, therefore, is dedicated entirely to the 
pursuit of gambling and not to any other form of social activity. The bars in the 
gaming rooms have no seats, so that patrons are encouraged to drink but not to 
sodalise. In fact, the only seats at all in the gaming rooms are at the poker 
machines, gaming tables and keno board. In these rooms, all other sodal 
activities are subordinated to gambling. This is refleded in the relations 
between staff and patrons v^thin these rooms. Although a sort of familiarity 
does arise, it is a guarded one. Security is tight, with patrol people very much 
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in evidence, and cameras slightiy less so. Staff must take a break regularly in 
order to maintain maximum vigilance, and they are not allowed to fraternise 
with patrons, nor with the hotel or bar staff. Thus, a whole network of social 
relations sp)ecific to the casino atmosphere is set up. 
Most subtly of all, however, the casino has a say in influencing the 
patrons' experience of those things most commonly taken to be natural and 
immutable: time and space. Open 24 hours a day, it is a vacuum that mutes 
one's sense of both time and place. This atemporality is not neutral; rather it is 
a perpetual night: the time for inverting the routines of the day, the time for 
risk, liberality and danger. According to Marin, the timelessness of utopia "is 
immobile representation and repetition compulsion" (xxiv); despite its 
seeming timelessness, utopia is "seized and shot through with the category of 
time" (Marin xxiii). 
The casino certainly acts as a training ground in the experience of different 
kinds of temporality, most notably the linear temp)orality considered crucial to 
modem industrialised societies. Susan Stewart (amongst others) has noted that 
in industrial sodeties time is conventionally considered to be "linear, 
narrative, and undifferentiated by hierarchy" (13). She links this "prevailing 
notion" to 
the prevailing forms of experience vdthin the workplace. Such a notion 
presents us with an assembly line of temporality, an assembly line in 
which all experience is partial, piecemeal. (13) 
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Linear time is the temporality of accumulation, desire, growth or deferral and 
thus is an ideal vehicle for an ideology of progress. The more mechanised 
games at Jupiters do encourage this sense of linearity and cm accompanying 
sense of telos. Keno, for example, is a never-ceasing series of numbered games 
separated by only a brief interval. Such a prominent and tmceasing sequential 
arrangement sets up an unspoken telos, since the series apjjears to be leading 
somewhere: we hope, of course, that it is towards a win. Yet despite its 
orientation towards the future, this temporality is also intensely anchored in 
the present; the memory of one's failure at game 194, for example, is effaced in 
the hurry not to miss out on game 195. This would seem to bear out Marin's 
assertion of "the insistence in the [utopic] text and in discourse of its 'now'" 
(xxiii). This telle sequence nonetheless immersed in the present is a structural 
paradox ~ a sequence of separate and isolated game-events organised as a series 
of distinct synchronic systems each following the other, rather than as a 
diachronic progress, in much the same way as the Saussurian view of the 
development of language (Eagleton, Literary Theory 110). 
Keno can also be considered in the light of Stewart's daim that in 
"postiiterate genres" of art, "the time system of the viewer is collapsed into the 
time system of a machine that has erased its author" (12). It functions as a 
computerised assembly line over which we have absolutely no control, not 
even temporally. Within the game's structures, we lose our status as agents: 
the technology performs us. Our only choice is either to play or not to play. 
Stewart's observation that in holographic art "content is emptied of 
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interpretability" (12) can also be applied to keno, whose content is devoid of all 
mystery, metaphor or connotations. It is simply a device, a means, and its 
content is banal. 
Thus the gaming rooms establish complex experiences of temporality: 
linear, but without end point, and thus timeless in a sense. But it is the 
timelessness of expedation and of hope, not the Utopian temporal neutrality. It 
is future oriented wish fulfilment, which nonetheless manages to maintain an 
intense immersion in the now. This would seem to tally vyith two of Bergler's 
criteria for describing excessive gamblers: "the gambler is full of optimism and 
never learns from defeat" and "the gambler never stops when vmming" (qtd. 
in Allcock: 166). 
The poker machines function slightiy differentiy ~ giving players a 
mixture of temporal and spatial control, albeit rather limited. The 
arrangement of the machines enacts spatially the sort of endless temporal 
linearity found in keno. Arranged in both linear and drcular fashion, rows of 
them line the outside walls or form sub-drdes within. This spatial rigidity 
encourages a fairly commonplace analogy with the assembly line: rows of 
machines, each worked by an impassive operator who activates but never 
controls it and who has littie contact with the adjacent operator. The players do 
have the freedom to change machines, of course, although many players seem 
locked into "their" machine. Others do drift from machine to machine, 
however. Players likewise do have a measure of temporal control with poker 
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machines, in that they can leave them at any time. However, imlike the 
gaming tables, which are covered when not in use, the poker machines are 
never turned off and do not have to be activated by the consdous will of a 
potential player — they are always at the ready. Thus poker machines curiously 
combine a superfidal sense of freedom vyith a lack of any real control, and a 
sense both of temporal and psychological progression with one of timelessness. 
As we saw above, the illusion of control does have consequences (Lefcourt). 
Unlike the grotesque body, then, whose boundaries are fluid, Jupiters' 
Utopian body imposes its own highly delineated limits, while relaxing all 
boundaries within its structure. Psychological and temporal boundaries are 
blurred, as are normal economic relations, with the replacement of real money 
by Utopian currency. Gambling chips serve to render our temporary break v^th 
the outer world complete; the icons of a new world, they signify differentiy 
from the currency with which they were purchased. Marin considers this to be 
the "second exchange and the second shipv^eck" (243) in a Utopian voyage: that 
is, the process defines a second limit (after the geographical one). This 
dismtegration of boundaries inside the Utopian space is ironic given the 
controlling nature of many of these fantasy worlds (see ch. 4, Dreamworld). At 
Jupiters, the spatial and geographical delimitation of Utopian space is 
underpiimed by the even more rigorous legal delimitations that circxunscribe 
its existence. 
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The relaxation of psychological and legal boundaries — esp)edally temporal 
boundaries — has long been identified as one of the attractions/dangers of 
gambling; for imlike other leisure activities, gambling has no defined start or 
finish, and is therefore more condudve to misuse ("Gambling" 137). There is 
no doubt that misuse is a problem. Perth pawnbroker John Ryan states that in 
one particular month, every loan he made was for a casino gan\bler, and he 
plans to set up a Sydney branch, since pav^mbrokers succeed tremendously 
wherever casinos are established (Rau, "Casinos deal winning hand" 8). Gross 
expenditure on gambling in Australia for 1982-83 was $8024.7 million, nett 
expenditure $2237.8 million (Caldwell, et al. 283), but these figures give little 
help in understanding the multiple uses, both positive and problematic, to 
which gambling is put. 
Jupiters Casino tells its own stories, woven in and through personal, 
national and cosmic fantasies, but the plethora of other stories ~ those of the 
hundreds of thousands of patrons who visit it each year24 — are largely 
unknown and untold. It is a magical and alluring world, one whose influence 
may range from the titillating to the dire, although for some, the "repetition 
compulsion" and Utopian timelessness may merely be uiunspiring. Our 
varying reactions tell us more about ourselves than about Jupiters ~ except that 
they indicate the wealth of fantasies to which Jupiters' otherworldly structures 
can give rise. But like most magic kingdoms, its boundaries are strongly 
24 Jupiters daims, incredibly, to average between 18-20,000 visitors per day 
(Lewis, letter, op. cit.). 
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demarcated. At Jupiters, the magic fades out with the descent towards the very 
ordinary concrete underground car park. At the string of automatic teller 
machines, the gold trim and designer decor give way, and Utopian currency 
suddenly reacquires its place in the larger set of scx:ial relations. 
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CHAPTER 3: MIMICRY OR SIMULATION 
MOVIE WORLD 
"Postmodernism is at least partially about 'how 
the world dreams itself to be American.'" 
Andrew Ross, quoting Stuart Hall 
If Jupiters is a Utopian world that licenses the playing out of a whole range 
of different fantasy structures, the coming of Movie World to the Gold Coast 
was actively promoted as the arrival of the modern, global fantasy par 
excellence ~ Hollywood "movie magic." Popular mythologies saw the Gold 
Coast as the worthy inheritor and disseminator of this American-international 
fantasy, since the area, with its own Magic Mountain, Sea World, Disney-style 
theme park and even its ovyn Miami, has long been seen (for better or worse) as 
a little America. 
Movie World's slogan "Hollywood on the Gold Coast" makes it dear that 
the site's location in space is an important part of its meaning. Dreamworld, as 
we will see, could be anywhere; certainly its structures take up added resonance 
from their location on the Gold Coast, but the vyider regional space is not a 
conscious inter- (or rather meta-) text as it is vyith Movie World. Movie World 
fits into a broader Gold Coast meta-narrative by expUcitiy drawing on national 
myths about the area. Like Hollywood, the Gold Coast thrives on double-edged 
myths of its artifidality, glamour, wealth and superfidality. It is a region that 
actively promotes its difference from the rest of Australia; McRobbie daims 
that it "doggedly blazed the trail for other tourist areas ~ even the capital dties" 
(Real Surfers Paradise 18), but also records its more dubious triumphs, such as 
having "invented" the spedade of dwarf throwing and having opened a 
"Goldfish Bar," membership of which involved swallovying a live goldfish 
(160). 
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In this chapter, I will read Movie World through the lens of Caillois' 
category of mimicry or simulation. Caillois asserts that all play presupposes the 
acceptance of an illusory world and that mimicry involves "becoming an 
illusory charader oneself" (19). He sees mimicry as motivated by "the desire to 
assume a stiange personality" (44), and the impulse that stimulates it to be 
"fundamental, elementary, and quasi-organic" (20). It is, then, a phenomenon 
intimately connected to notions of identity. 
But Caillois also notes the role of mimicry in larger cultural formations. 
His analysis moves between rather simplistic understandings of cultural forms 
reliant on mimicry (such as games of make-believe, or the theatre) as being 
"about" personal identity (real selves temporarily pretending to be illusory 
selves) and an exploration of the way mimicry functions/ed in pre-modern 
societies. He notes the frequent coinddence of mimicry with vertigo or 
physical exdtation in formations like carnivals and rituals and in such 
phenomena as shamanism. In such formations, numicry ceases to be simply a 
working-through of questions of psychological identity and becomes a 
communal and compelling ritual ~ deeply embedded in a culture's shared 
understandings of "normality." For Caillois, mimicry and vertigo are "truly 
basic factors" (97) in pre-modern sodeties, not just in the heightened moments 
of festivals and rituals, but also, less tangibly, in the imderpinnings of political 
systems. They operate on and explore the boundaries between self and other, 
performer and spectator, constraint and letting go, and, perhaps for this reason, 
have been pushed to the margins in "advanced" dvilisations (97). 
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I want to take up two related notions with regard to Movie World. The 
first is the setting up of communities through narrative, spedacle and 
simulation, and the second is the blurring of identity boundaries of different 
kinds. I am interested in how Movie World both creates and presupposes 
private and shared identities and how in so doing it also paradoxically explores 
and thematises the blurring of identity boundaries — personal, regional and 
national. It does this primarily through its complex situation in geographical 
and signifying spaces. 
I. MOVIE WORLD AS HETEROTOPIA 
The Movie World site at Coomera, just north of Surfers Paradise, 
comprises two distind areas:^ the Warner Bros.-Village Roadshow film studios 
(opened July 1988) and the attached theme park (opened June 1991). When the 
original American joint venture partner Dino De Laurentiis pulled out of the 
project. Village Roadshow refinanced with Warner Bros. (Miller 122). The 
theme park was originally intended to help boost the studios finandally during 
their early years, but has rapidly become a major tourist attraction in its ovyn 
right, so that it is difficult to tell whether the theme park is an adjund to the 
studios or vice versa. Industrially, then, the Movie World complex has a 
mixed genealogy and a divided purpose. 
^ For the purposes of this study, I will use the label "Movie World" for both of 
these, spedfying "theme park" or "studios" where necessary. 
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As a sigiufying space, it is extremely complex. Drawing on the rich 
resonances produced by the overlapping of such diversely coded fields as the 
Gold Coast, Hollywood, the film industry and holiday fantasies. Movie World 
can dearly be read in terms of Foucault's concept of the heterotopia (see above, 
p. 55). 
Movie World's most marked heterotopic quality is the way it brings 
together in one place a range of other spaces in juxtaposition. Spatially 
overdetermined. Movie World is a palimpsest of other sites: Hollywood, the 
Gold Coast, a workplace, a centre of the film industry, and a tourist site. In 
addition, it in some way "contains" each of the numerous places, both real and 
imaginary, that are replicated within the theme park, such as Tasmania, 
Gotham City and Los Angeles. Above all else, then. Movie World plays with 
our sense of where we are, and in order to do this, it must work to construct a 
sense of who we are. 
n. POSITIONING THE MOVIE WORLD SUBJECT 
Unlike the Indy, which gives spectators free rein to select, structure and 
organise the elements on offer, or Jupiters, which provides the evocative 
setting for a range of individual iimer dramas. Movie World presupposes and 
constructs a limited range of subjed positions for its patrons, and these are 
quite narrowly drcumscribed. This is strongly at odds vyith, and yet also 
directly a result of, the spatial richness of the site. 
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The park situates its guests in a variety of geographical or fantasy 
locations, but its preferred meanings offer reading positions dependent on 
recognition and imitation. The theme park assumes a visitor who has already 
been initiated into the Warner Bros, world and for whom the visit is the 
apotheosis of previous representational pleasures. Since we are only fully 
recognised as a subject within the Movie World text if we have previously been 
interpellated into the Warner Bros, discourse, an assumption of community 
binds visitors together, who are nonetheless free to wander the park separately 
and are brought together only for the entertainments and most dearly for the 
studio tour. (Tony Bennett this says of Disneyland: the visitor is "a subjed 
already placed within Disney ideology," and to visit Disneyland is "to complete 
a process of narrativisation inaugurated elsewhere" ("Hegemony" 152).) 
Without recognition, the theme park experience is deprived of the greater part 
of its intended meaning. This is not to say that being unfamiliar with these 
external discourses would rob one of all the park's pleasures ~ the rides, 
entertainments and especially the studio tour can still function independently 
of them - but many of the explicitiy coded pleasures are very much to do v^th 
a process of double recognition. First, one is called upon to recognise the 
characters, sets, music and narratives of Warner Bros.' Hollywood, and in so 
doing, visitors may recognise themselves as a member of a certain kind of 
community. 
The Wamer Bros, discourse, despite seeming to imply a rather narrow 
number of reading positions, offers a range of different possibilities for this 
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kind of self-recognition. Within the theme park sedion, one can be hailed in a 
variety of ways: as a member of a fan community (for example, many young 
children will recognise and respond to the cartoon characters), as literate in 
certain genres (such as the western, or gangster movies), or as a reader of a 
particular movie text, such as Young Einstein or the Batman movie). Another 
possible pleasurable recognition is as a partidpant in historical and 
international mythologies about Hollywood and the film industry itself, or as 
part of a tourist community. Being part of this latter community ideally 
involves visiting all the Gold Coast's "worlds" — Movie World, Dreamworld, 
Sea World and probably Currumbin Sanctuary. This sense of being part of a 
touristic circuit and community eilso has international resonances at Movie 
World, since the Movie World studio tour is the Australian "equivalent" of 
the Universal Studios tour in Los Angeles. These categories of community are 
constituted vyith a greater or lesser degree of self-consciousness. 
These meanings, and the communities that both give rise to them and are 
construded by them, are more heavily determined in a theme park text than 
vyith some other popular cultured forms. Cultural studies work generally 
stresses the ways in which "the audience" is an imaginative construct, a 
fabrication of the analyst's. But Movie World explicitly implies and expects an 
audience, even working minimally to create it or complete it should this 
education be lacking, as when it plays video sruppets of famous movie scenes 
while we wait for the studio tour. Exjjensive corporate structures, theme parks 
seek to control meanings to a large degree, in order to create a certain 
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uniformity of experience. They never do so completely, of course, but the 
preferred meanings of such sites are usually very strongly coded. Theme parks 
work to provide an intensity rather than an ambiguity of experience, and 
uniformity (or in other terms, predictability, or guaranteed pleasure of a certain 
kind) is essential to a theme park "world"; patrons must know what to expect 
from each Gold Coast world, since these sites are promoted as intense, discrete 
and unchanging. The guarantee of intense, reliable and marketable pleasure 
comes at the price of a certain narrovyness in the construction of potential 
subjed positions for the patrons. 
Movie World also makes use of its structuring thematics of "movie 
magic" to offer visitors another definable role ~ one based on the notion of 
simulation. The deliberate staginess of the buildings ~ imitations of 
fabrications and imitations — helps to define this role. At Dreamworld, 
although the buildings are imitations of genres construded by secondary 
representations and "not meant to look authentic" (CM, 9 July 1981: 2), the 
structures nonetheless exist as wholes. At Movie World, however, some 
buildings are only facades, and very few allow us to get behind them. Visitors, 
wandering around "on location" unable to get "backstage," are therefore 
constructed as adors. Indeed, visitors become performers everywhere they go 
in Movie World. Since every shop or cafe is a reconstructed film set, the site 
construds us as extras when we eat at The Music Man ice cream parlour or 
enter the Bonnie and Clyde bank, for example. Everywhere in the park, movie 
music playing through speakers makes actors of us; everything we do — even 
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our most mundane or intimate act ~ is rendered hyper-performative: on my 
visit, the James Bond theme brought to the surface all the feverish, imtapped 
exdtement involved in eating my pie, and going to the toilet was somehow 
rendered less quotidian by the stirring sounds of "Nobody Does it Better." 
Despite the high degree of audience partidpation and the frequent 
thematisation of the audience's role, a structural similarity underlying most of 
the displays serves to render the visitor's role passive; even the two rides, 
arguably the most exdting of the theme park activities, carry us along passively 
past a series of repeated cameo scenarios. Appropriately enough, we remain 
viewers. 
Sometimes, though, we are invited explidtly to play the role of adors, 
since the park's main semiotic function is to promulgate myths of the 
Hollywood mystique and the glamour of dnema. In the studio section, this 
function is accomplished by such redolent street names as Movie Magic Drive, 
Filmstrip Lane and Cinemascope Avenue, along with the guide's feverish 
exhortation to "look out for any famous people." The studio tour is a dassic 
"work display," a phenomenon that MacCannell considers a feature of western 
capitalism (36). But whereas many work displays function to make us content 
with our own lot,2 this one is designed to make us envious. For although the 
2 Cf. MacCannell: 
Modernity is transforming labor into cultural productions attended by 
tourists and sightseers who are moved by the universality of work 
relations - not as this is represented through their own work (from 
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park's staginess may construd us temporarily as actors, the overwhelming 
sense is one of privilege ~ privileged access to mysterious secrets, a privileged 
drawing near to intemational stars, or privileged partidpation in shows and 
performances with "real" actors. Most moments of audience participation self-
consciously but good humouredly intend us to fail, as when an audience 
member is chosen to "fly" the Memphis Belle and is given, and reminded of, 
thirty seconds' "training." One of the major jokes in the Police Academy stunt 
show depends predsely on the assumption of hesitancy and lack of acting skills 
on an audience member's part. It involves the rough treatment of one of the 
four audience volunteers, who eventually turns out to be a plant ~ that is, an 
actor pretending to be an audience member pretending to be an actor. This can 
serve as a metaphor for the visitors' role throughout Movie World: 
structurally, we are invited to play at being actors. Now, we nrught also be 
playing at being a tourist, or playing at being a film fan, or playing at being a 
dose-kiut, happy family, but the site, while of course allovdng for this 
multiplicity of potential roles, does not explidtly call them up. 
As the cartoon figures who wander around the Movie World streets are 
simulacra of the "real" cartoons, so we ~ acting actors — are also incorporated 
into the chains of simulacra that criss-cross this world. Similarly, while being 
let backstage into a new and exdting world, we are reminded of the temporary 
and unequal nature of our inclusion. Structural and rhetorical tropes 
which they are alienated), but as it is revealed to them at their leisure 
through the displayed work of others. (36) 
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alternately congratulate and humiliate the "ordinary" guest; we are continually 
rocketed into "stardom" and reminded firmly of our place. And although the 
movie makeup counter and the video clip recording booth allow us the rare 
opportunity to play at being a star, the former is obviously only temporary, and 
the latter almost inevitably produces the imitation that reifies the privileged 
status of the Other. 
This occurs not only within the park, but edso within the meta-text of the 
Gold Coast. In the lead-up to the opening of Movie World, the media invoked 
the narratives on which the complex would depend for its success, especially 
the cross-cultural American-Australian dream of "making it" through a 
combination of work, luck and flair. Thus a Gold Coast restaurateur's dream 
comes true when he is "chosen" by Goldie Havyn and Kurt Russell who, calling 
in unexpectedly for lunch on the eve of the Movie World opening, pronounce 
his seafood "the best they've ever had" (GCB, 1 June 1991); a Sydney man 
proposes to his girlfriend at Movie World through the intervention of 
Foghorn Leghorn (GCB, 18 June 1991); and a young boy with incurable cancer is 
taken on a tour of Movie World by his hero Bugs Bunny (GCB, 4 June 1991). 
Such stories appeal to the media because, while allovying selected members of 
the public to participate in attractive intemational myths, they simultaneously 
reaffirm the auratic otherness of the world of stars and dreams. 
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m. MOVIE WORLD AND SPACE 
Despite its attempt to invoke certain subject positions. Movie World is a 
much less meticulously controlled space than, say. Dreamworld. Whereas 
Dreamworld's different spaces are organised strictly into different themed 
"worlds" separated by obvious architectural delimiters. Movie World's spaces 
are arranged much more haphazardly, apart from the clear distinction between 
theme park and studios. 
These two areas function quite differently and rely on different 
conceptions and uses of space. The Warner Bros, studio depends for its 
economic survival on its "placelessness." The studios liberate the Gold Coast 
from all spatial restraints and allow it to be anywhere; "Look closely, because 
that's Indonesia," says the guide of an unremarkable hill beside the studio. 
This deliberate confusion between marker and sight, signifier and signified 
(MacCannell 119), serves to emphasise the self-conscious blurring between 
reality and replication that lies at the heart of Caillois' conception of mimicry 
and that is the crux of the film industry and the "movie magic" that serves as 
the site's base metaphor. The earliest promotions for the Movie World studios 
by the Queensland Film Development Office focused on Movie World as non-
(and therefore all-) space: 
the production company of a recent American primetime television series 
found a diverse range of "international locations", from London to the 
Greek Islands in Queensland. (Qtd. in Miller: 123) 
Likewise, television promotions for Mission Impossible in The Sunday Mail's 
TV Scene drew attention to the fransformation of Brisbane and the Gold Coast 
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into other places.^ As Miller points out, "plasticity becomes a selling point for a 
place said elsewhere to be spedal because of its distinctive status" (123). The 
national myth of the singularity of Queensland and of Queenslanders is denied 
here in order to attrad investors. 
The plastidty of location is central to the conceit that underlies the entire 
theme park section of Movie World. For this area puts into play the notion of 
the simulacrum and explicitiy calls into question the fixity of spatial and other 
identities. The buildings are reconstructions not of other buildings but of sets, 
vyith all the ontological assumptions that this implies. The Movie World 
visitors' map nominates us as "On Location," a word whose double sense ~ 
both an actual point in space, and a place for use as a setting — enacts the 
tautologies that underlie the notion of the simulacrum. A location is a "real" 
place for "artifidal" action; etymologically, a space "borrowed" from the real 
world.* "On location" suggests that we are at the "real" place rather than the 
set; but of course in this instance, the set is the real place, the touristic site. 
Simultaneously outside world and set, reality and image. Movie World 
attains an auratic consubstantiality. Its sfructures call into question the very 
notion of original and replication, prototype and copy; as Baudrillard has 
suggested, the real is rendered artificial by its duplication ("Precession" 259). 
Chains of simulacra are used to thematise and symbolise the cinematic process 
3 16 July, 1989; 3 Sep. 1989; and CM 3 Aug. 1989, see Miller 124,127. 
4 Cf. French location 'hiring.' 
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explicitly. The phrase "Movie Magic" is frequently invoked. Calamity Jane's 
horse in the "Horses and Heroes" show is called "Image," we visit the studios 
in the "Kodak Express" and are encouraged to "take as many photos and videos 
as [we] like," and all the shops and cafes continually run videos of the movie 
from which they are taken. The two live shows are both transformed 
symbolically into movies by the presence of ushers selling Coke and popcorn. 
And whereas at Dreamworld guests waiting in line watch the people on the 
rides, at Movie World, they watch videos. Most explidtly of all, the Fourth 
Dimension show, a 3D movie presentation, narrativises by implidt parallel our 
presence on a film set, shovying a boy and girl on tour at Paramount Studios, 
and watching them watch snippets of films. The girl narrates the plot of one of 
these, the 1953 movie House of Wax, so that we are watching a film of a girl 
telling the story of a film about a man stealing human bodies to use as models 
for imitation wax humans. Outside in the theme park, we see visitors 
videoing people dressed up as replicas of cartoon characters that are themselves 
imitations of animals. The park's underlying, indeed constitutive, thematics of 
animation thus sets the stage for such games with the reality-image dichotomy. 
The real lagoon by the studio complex is labelled vyith a deliberately stagey site 
marker reading "LAGOON SET," and the Batmobile on display in the theme 
park is signposted: 
This car is the "Number Two" vehicle built for tiie 1989 Wamer Bros. 
smash hit Batman, starring Michael Keaton, Jack Nicholson and Kim 
Basinger. 
The car was originally used in some of the filmed sequences and later sold 
to Hollywood Productions to be used as a model to construd a series of 
identical replicas. 
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The tautology in the phenomenon of the simulacrum is likevyise evident in 
David Puttnam's comment, shown to us on film during the studio tour, that in 
Memphis Belle he fried to "recreate the realism" of war. Throughout the park, 
then, the notions of origins and intertexts and the relation between reality and 
fantasy are problematised. This is evident not just in the overt thematics of a 
fantasy-reality dichotomy, but in the formation of the entire complex as a 
touristic structure, with its two conjoining and complementary "hcdves." 
The studio area of Movie World comprises the "real sets," that is, the 
artifidal places built for the making of images. Despite the connotations of the 
word "set" as meaning "fixed in space," such consfructions are temporary. The 
theme park, however, is the site of "fake sets" i.e., those built for recognition 
and, paradoxically, permanently placed. However, these distinctions become 
blurred: the theme park's fake sets are advertised for use as real sets 
(Queensland Film and Video Production Directory, back cover), an option 
taken up in the Yahoo Serious movie Reckless Kelly. Similarly, successive 
visits to the studio make it clear that the "real" set seen by tourists is, in fact, 
constructed espedally for them, since the guide's explanation ~ "the actors are 
out on location today" ~ loses plausibility after several hearings. Once again, 
spatial fixity and fluidity and the cinematic diches of reality and replica are self-
consdously thematised. 
Although Jupiters Casino fundions as a touristic site (many pafrons 
coming out of curiosity), pafrons nonetheless also create the special world that 
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\hey are visiting, since it would cease to function if they were not there. At the 
Movie World studio, however, visitors are given tantalising glimpses of a 
mysterious Other World into which they carmot penefrate, and are shovyn a 
carefully limited and selected number of its tricks and secrets. They have no 
freedom to explore, the tour being regulated by both spatial and temporal 
consfraints. Dean MacCannell dassifies this kind of tourist setting as a "stage 
set" (lOOf), that is, "back regions" opened up to some degree to the tourist gaze. 
MacCannell dassifies such settings in a continuum from "front" to "back," that 
is from a "real" backstage to a totally fabricated one. MacCaimell's theafrical 
metaphor, derived from Goffman, is, again, exphcitiy thematised and explored 
at Movie World. The relationship between reality and replication is the very 
subject of many of the displays at Movie World. On the studio tour, the "real 
set" of the studio hides frusfratingly behind the false front of a fake set 
constructed spedally for tourists. The sound effeds room likewise contains all 
the defritus of "real work" — table, chairs, rubbish bins, coffee mugs, litter ~ but 
all pristine and deliberately placed, the carefully orchesfrated signifiers of a 
mysterious and auratic work environment. 
Even a false back like this one has its mirror image ~ an even falser back, 
if you like. This is the Gremlins tour, the theme park's mirror to the studio 
tour. This ride makes use of the fraditional cinematic trope of the escape, here 
begun abruptly as gremlins invade the screen while we are watching movie 
"bloopers." In order fully to understand the ride, one needs to be familiar with 
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its intertext Beetlejuice, but as with many rides and displays at Movie World, 
our function in the narrative is explained to us by the attendants. 
The tour is structured as the carnivalesque inversion of the formal studio 
tour. We are taken by frain through a series of "false backs" — wardrobe, 
editing, storage and developing rooms all being overrun by gremlins. Each 
room is "at work," but ghoulishly, with gremlins getting sozzled on developing 
fluid, imitating images of themselves on video screens, or dressing up in 
costumes. Thus in one sense the ride functions as a demonsfration of the 
stages of movie production, only inverted, as we see it chaotic and overrun. 
The gremlins serve as indices of potential chaos, foreshadowed by the movie 
out-takes that infroduce the ride. The chaos is carefully orchesfrated though, 
for nowhere in the park is any of what MacCannell calls "backstage behaviour" 
(ch. 5) permitted or encouraged. (On one of my visits, for example, I spotted a 
man carefully cleaning rubbish out of the fake bins that were there to signify a 
"dark alley" set (figs. 18-19).) There is no exhilarating physicality, no scary rides, 
no letting go; rather, the arrangement of the park is very orderly, and its 
structures encourage reverence for the icons of a dominant culture rather than 
the unsettling of social norms in any carnivalesque way, however limited.^ 
This ride ~ a brief frip into the world of misrule — serves as the necessary 
opposition to the "real" studio tour, reminding us of the skilful confrol and 
^ Both entertainment shows at Movie World (the Police Academy show and 
"Horses and Heroes") ultimately vindicate authority figures, even when they 
have been satirised along the way. This would seem to bear out Eagleton's 
well-known assertion that carnival is "a licensed affair in every sense" (Walter 
Benjamin 148). 
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Fig. 18. Fake garbage bin, Movie World. 
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Fig. 19 Fake garbage bin, Movie World. 
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mastery of unpredidable circumstances that goes into produdng the orgamised 
artifice of a movie. 
These chains of imitations and series of "false backs" constitute the sort of 
phenomenon deplored by Baudrillard and others as the "omnipotence of 
simulacra" ("Precession" 255). Underlying Baudrillard's laments about the 
triumph of hyper-realities is the idea that a pristine real imdergoes some kind 
of ontological fransformation under the corrupting influence of an image. He 
mourns the "death of the divine^ referential" (255) and our decline into "a 
nonreferential world" (268). But this essentialises a mythical "first order" 
reality and ignores the complex psychological and social processes by which 
individuals and groups acknowledge and experience things as "reality." 
What Movie World calls into question is not the existence of a reality, but 
the status of a prior, external originator of meaning. Baudrillard's 
proclamation that the spedre raised by simulation is "that truth, reference and 
objective causes have ceased to exist" (255) ignores (surely, one cannot help 
feeling, for rhetorical effert) the banal fruth that "truth, reference and objective 
causes" have never been known, nor maybe even experienced, independent of 
6 Baudrillard intends this word spedfically in a religious sense, since the 
phrase comes from his analysis of the struggle between the iconolaters and the 
iconodasts; I would suggest, however, that it can serve as a metaphor for the 
Baudrillardian schema. 
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some mediating framework.^ Baudrillard's analysis of a "modern," post-
lapsarian nostalgia ignores most notably his own: 
When the real is no longer what it used to be, nostalgia assumes its full 
meaning. There is a proliferation of myths of origin and signs of reality; 
of secondhand truth, objectivity, and authenticity. (257) 
The fluidity of spatial identity has been identified by many as a 
postmodern concept. Russell McDougall, for example, in his study of 
regionalism in Australian and Canadian literature, has posited two different 
conceptions of landscape, each with its own concomitant ramifications for 
subjectivity, language and meaning. According to McDougall, the nature of 
Australian geography, culturally understood as a dichotomy between fringe 
and centre, has given rise to a centralist view of landscape that can be 
assimilated with essentialist notions of the fixity of psychological, spatial and 
national identities. He contrasts this with what he argues to be the Canadian 
view of landscape as a "decentred field" (6). Inevitably, argues McDougall, the 
presence or absence of a centre in Australian or Canadian readings of landscape 
"has a conceptualising influence^ upon ideas of exploration, location and (if 
only through naming of place and fictional setting) upon language and 
literature themselves" (6). McDougall thus posits two opposing clusters of 
land- and mind- scapes. On the one hand, associated with a view of landscape 
as stable and capable of symbolic representation are such concepts as the fixity of 
' Including, of course, this same "banal truth." 
^ No doubt an oversimplification; perhaps it is better simply to note the co-
existence of analogous ways of conceiving of geographical and epistemological 
centres. 
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meaning and the stability of identity; on the other hand, if landscape is 
conceptualised as unstable, then the fixity of meanings can be called into 
question and the way is opened up for "more fluid formulations of identity" 
(5). On the one hand a quasi-modernist quest for meaning; on the other, a 
postmodern "free play of ambiguity to regional identity" (6). The map or grid 
gives way to the labyrinth. 
Movie World can be seen as the site of a constant interplay between the 
fixed in space and fluid space. On the one hand its location on the Gold Coast 
seems so appropriate as to be almost a logical necessity and it constructs itself as 
an extension of the region; on the other hand, the studio and film locations sell 
themselves as no-place. The theme park area itself is both a particular locale 
(the only movie theme park outside America) and an all-place where many 
geographical and representational worlds intersect. 
Different sets of spatial relations operate at Movie World. Drawing on 
Kristeva's and others' notion of the text as a "mosaic of quotations" from other 
texts (qtd. in McDougall: 7), much of Movie World could be seen as the 
postmodern space of McDougall's formulations, a montage created by the 
"intertextualising of place" (9). The narratives inscribed in its structures or 
performed by its visitors reflect this. In one sense, the park is based around 
narrative, as each building has little meaning other than as a function of the 
narrative from which it has been "extracted." And yet, no meta-narrative 
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draws these fragments together, despite what Hollywood veteran and co-creator 
of Disneyland C.V. Wood Jr ("Woody") has said of Movie World: 
I like the balance of the place. It tells more stories than Disneyland. 
Disneyland ain't got no stories. The Dumbo ride is not a story. (Sunday 
Mail Magazine. 2 June 1991:14) 
The Juxtaposition of a whole string of buildings whose only relation to each 
other lies in the medium in which they were first represented gives rise at best 
to a discontinuous narrative. The theme park area of Movie World is merely a 
collection of fragments, which is why the visitor's self-identification as 
member of one or more fan communities (intemational film pafron, genre fan 
etc.) is vital as both source of pleasure and unifying device. Since there is no 
unifying "plot," the visitors' frajedory may well be rather aimless ~ simply a 
series of experiences cormeded not causally or by any logically structured 
temporality, but by the more scattered or haphazard logic of intertextual 
signification. Movie World is thus relentlessly, in fact constitutively, 
intertextual. Its signs and sfrudures refer outwards and away - to the past 
(Movie World being nostalgic rather than future-oriented), to other ontological 
states, and to other places. 
Thus, we could read Movie World as playing with formulations of 
location in a pxjstmodern way. As McDougall says of Canadian regionalism: 
[It shies] away from dosure, often adopting juxtaposition to create the 
effed of montage or collage, opening up the text in a variety of ways 
which indude making it more allusive and self-consdously aware of its 
own incompleteness, its intertextuality signifying the discontinuities 
that comprise [it]. (9) 
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At Movie World, though, the sfruggle for spatial self-identification is a 
mock one for, despite the postmodern "dis-location" (6) at work at Movie 
World, one very spedfic set of relations still holds: that between America and 
Australia. This relation is, in fart, the mostiy implidt meta-narrative that 
binds the Movie World site into some kind of coherence. Beneath the free-
floating geographical signifiers, a cenfre still holds. The gridded sfreets of 
Movie World, though superfidally liberated from rigid geographical 
determination, lead back to America as giver of meaning. This continual 
referral outwards towards a displaced cenfre speaks of the need, still, for a fixed 
originator of identity. Indeed, the Movie World text deals uncomfortably with 
the floating identity engendered by its postmodern placelessness. 
IV. NATIONAL IDENTITY: "UNIVERSAL" STUDIOS AND AUSTRALL\N/ 
AMERICAN RELATIONS 
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time. 
(T.S. Eliot, "Little Gidding" 
Four Quartets) 
The site's primary raison d'etre is the studios, a joint Australian-
American venture. Most of the park's sigiufying power springs from the aura 
of its American parent-text — both the enormous mythological pull of 
Hollywood and the film texts it has produced and the lure of Los Angeles' 
Universal Studios on which it is dearly modelled. It is thus in its very 
existence a simulacrum, an imitation of Universal Studios that comes to stand 
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in for it - an imitative sfrudure that is then redoubled (with appropriate 
tautological excess) in the thematics of the park itself. The theme park 
therefore incorporates very littie Australian iconography, remaining instead 
resolutely American, vyith, for example, wild west. Police Academy and 
Wamer Bros, shows. Some of its iconography manages to be doubly resonant, 
like the palm frees at the enfrance, which function as signifiers of Hollywood 
Boulevarde and of a mocked-up Gold Coast fropicality. 
The Village Roadshow-Warner Bros, relation may be an industrial 
partnership, but the semiotic tensions are Oedipal. The Ausfralian "offspring" 
occasionally struggles for a self-identity independent of the "parent," as the 
following story from The Sunday Mail illustrates: 
I was at a movie preview in Sydney recently and the Movie World 
dnema commerdal ended its impressive screening with the punchline: 
"Hollywood on the Gold Coast!" Commented one watcher (through a 
blizzard of pKjpcom) "Jeez! When we go to Hollywood we'll have to go 
ti\ere." (2 June 1991: 40) 
On the whole, however. Movie World appears to make very little attempt to 
separate out these signifying sfrands, since its atfraction lies predsely in the 
Ausfralian/ American/ Movie World/ Universal Studios conflation. When 
the Movie World text does allude to the America-Ausfralia relation, it deals 
rather uncomfortably with it, needing both to proclaim it and to apologise for 
it. For the most part, the relationship is left to stand, but it is occasionally and 
awkwardly thematised. 
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The most explicit attempt to thematise Australian-American relations is 
the Loony Tunes ride, one of only two journeys that formally sfructure the 
theme park's rather loose formations. Sfrudured as a quest, tiiis ride relies on 
determinant conceptions of national identity to create a myth of origin for the 
site. The ride positions us as questors and narrativises our presence at the park 
in such a way as to create us as uiuversal subjeds of the Movie World text, 
although as questors we are completely passive — carried along while 
attendants explain to us what we are doing. 
The function of this quest is to explain and legitimise the American 
presence on the Gold Coast. The ride is sfructured like a cartoon ~ a series of 
separate cameos or frames strung along in a linear sequence. The first of these 
is the enfrance hall where, as the door closes on the "real" space outside, a 
guide with a fake American accent situates us in Hollywood and initiates the 
narrative, which normatises us as Americans searching for Bugs Bunny, who 
has burrowed underground from a Hollywood film shoot. We pass into the 
next "frame," where we see familiar Warner Bros, cartoon charaders in chaos, 
unable to continue working vyithout Bugs. Dark tunnels and a spaceship take 
us through the cenfre of the earth to emerge deep in the womb of Ausfralia, 
where we are carried in boats along a very winding underground river, at 
whose every bend the Wamer Bros, cartoon figures appear in cameo scenarios. 
The landscape is that of an Australian rainforest, with models of Ausfralian 
flora and fauna, taped bellbird calls and Bugs singing "Waltzing Matilda." 
When we finally do re-emerge ~ literally jolted through a curtain of water ~ it 
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is to find ourselves once again on the Hollywood film set ~ only fransposed to 
the Gold Coast, with appropriate additions such as beach, surfboards, 
pineapples and, of course, the Gold Coast high-rise. 
As vyith the Movie World film locations, geographical and cultural 
spedfidty are seen as additions tacked on to a "universal" (that is, American) 
base. The Gold Coast is depided not merely as the logical antipodean 
counterpart to Hollywood, but as Hollywood fransposed and "Ausfralianised." 
Our quest is thus motivated by "the classical image of an Ausfralian space as 
structured by a void or an absence which needs to be filled in" (Morris, "Sydney 
Tower" 56), and its object is an icon of American popular culture. 
Quests are archetypal searches for identity and self-knowledge, which 
displace psychological/mythic problematics onto spatial texts. At Movie 
World, the search for identity takes place along an appropriately dark and 
labyrinthine frajectory that culminates in a symbolic rebirth, for Ausfralian 
tourists at least, into their own counfry, fransfigured as American-Australian 
landscape. The ride can thus be read as enacting and supporting a national 
meta-narrative that is, according to Donald Pease and others, predicated on the 
illusion of a universal subjed. Pease argues that historically, the American 
national narrative 
produced national identities by way of a social symbolic order that 
systematically separated an absfract, disembodied subject from resistant 
materialities, such as race, dass, and gender. (3) 
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Historically, this national narrative produced nation-states, that is, concrete 
sodo-geo-political sfructures, out of the universalised norms of Enlightenment 
discourse: "Reason, Equality, Social Justice, Liberty" (3). 
The metaphorical topography of the (inter)national myth of origin itself 
re-enads the "image repertoire" (Pease 4) that has worked to create the illusion 
of a U.S. national community. Pease identifies the intersection of three key 
fropes as intrinsic to this illusory community: an "exceptional national subjert 
(American Adam)" fraversing "a representative national scene (Vfrgin Land)" 
on "an exemplary national motive (errand into the wilderness)" (4). This 
intersection of images worked to produce America as "Nature's Nation," 
whose social/moral laws "could be understood as indistinguishable from the 
sovereign power creative of nature" (4). 
Such fropes are all at work in the Loony Tunes ride. Bugs — key Wamer 
Bros, icon and, in this narrative at least, provider of meanings (as the diredor 
vyithout whom filming cannot go on and thus without whom the cartoon 
charaders have neither identity nor role) ~ seems to have disappeared. This 
loss turns out, in fact, to be the primal journey into the vyildemess, through 
which a new cartoon nation-state, Australia, is bom. 
The spatial emplacement of these national narratives is highly significant. 
Ausfralia figures as underworld ~ dark, damp and echoing vyith the eerie 
voices of animafron figures. The Australian "essence" is identified with 
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nature, this being the only depiction of a non man-made landscape at Movie 
World. The Ausfralian identity is thus symbolically associated with the 
inchoate, the imformed and the vaguely threatening; in short, calling out for 
the dvilising process. Riders re-emerge from the dark Ausfralian labyrinth 
into the daylight world of American narrative with its gridded and guttered 
sfreets. So the ride functions as a mechanism by which the apotheosis of the 
Hollywood movie industry can be narrativised as occurring in Ausfralia, while 
the cenfre still dearly lies elsewhere. This rationale for the American presence 
on the Gold Coast is made to serve for the entire park. As an art of sanrtioning 
it is not very successful on a narrative level, yet experientially the Loony Tunes 
ride is one of the highlights of Movie World. The park's thematics of 
filmmaking is also peculiarly appropriate in the light of Pease's contention 
about the essential narrativity of national (and, we might add, regional) 
identity. 
This creation myth is interesting in the duality of the desire that 
underpins it. On the one hand, the Gold Coast emerges as, in Foucault's terms, 
a heterotopia of compensation ("Of Other Spaces" 27), in which the perfection 
of the Utopian space created serves both to highlight and compensate for the 
imperfections of the "original," "real" world, in this case Hollywood/America. 
For in the final "frame" of this ride, the reconstituted America of the Gold 
Coast is presented as more desirable than its originator and counterpart; Bugs, 
now in tropical gear and sipping cocktails, lives out and represents myths of 
idyllic holiday tropicality. 
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On the other hand, the park's whole status as an inevitably second-order 
imitation of Hollywood (both according to the deeply-rooted mythology of 
Ausfralian cultural inferiority and by the very logic of imitation embodied in 
the notion of "Hollywood on the Gold Coast") locates the locus of desire back in 
the original American text. This is the paradox of the simulacrum ~ the bad 
copy that nonetheless precedes the real. It is also the logic of the heterotopia, 
which, according to Foucault, functions vyith all the duality of a mirror, which 
is both a real and a virtual space and which 
makes the place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in 
the glass at once absolutely real, connected with all the space that 
surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order to be perceived it has 
to pass through this virtual point which is over there. ("Of Other 
Spaces" 24) 
The Loony Tunes ride, depirting Australia as America with pineapples, is 
predicated on the view that American culture is neutral, objective, universal. 
Pease's contention about the illusory neutrality and universality of white 
middle dass American culture seems to be borne out, at least for counfries with 
a similar culture, like Ausfralia. Television may well be an agent of this 
specious neufrality; a study of the effect of U.S. television shows on Ausfralian 
children found that: 
it appears that Ausfralian children take little notice of such things as 
U.S. accents and locations, accepting them as television conventions. 
(Pingree and Hawkins 104)^ 
" I owe this reference to Miller. 
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It is interesting to note that Movie World's only two "Ausfralian" settings 
— the subterranean Australian rednforest and Young Einstein's Gravity 
Homestead — are both hidden away inside, indeed, invisible from the outside. 
The only other representation of Ausfralia is in the "wild west" area, in which 
the two counfries' pioneer pasts are fused into an amorphous blend of 
Ausfraliana emd Americana. Thus, any Ausfralian content is not differentiated 
but absorbed almost seamlessly back into the American context. Lip service is 
occasionally paid to the spedfidty of the Gold Coast location. In the Loony 
Tunes cartoon show, for example. Daffy's catch cry becomes "Surfin' 
Succotash!" while the cartoon figures dance to medleys of different styles of 
Americcin music — Beach Boys, rap, hoe-down and rock. America is shovyn to 
incorporate a range of different fraditions and subcultures, of which the 
Ausfralian context becomes just another part. Thus the hoe-down medley 
weaves "The Road to Gundagai" in with "Turkey in the Sfraw" and "Yankee 
Doodle," and in the Beach Boys medley "Surfin' USA" becomes "Surfin' Gold 
Coast Waves," with local beaches substituted for American ones. The effect is 
not to acknowledge difference but to accommodate it within the dominant 
American paradigm. 
A nostalgic American influence pervades not just the overtly playful 
theme park but also the studios, supposedly the creative and indusfrial hub of 
the complex. The projected hopes for the studios as the cradle of a burgeoning 
Queensland film industry sit at odds witii the imitativeness of the sti-eets 
between the studios and administrative buildings: Avenue of the Stars, 
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Hollywood Boulevarde and Vine Sfreet. fronically, the first production to 
come from the studios was a re-make, and of an old American television series 
(Miller 123), The burgeoning industry still draws its semiotic justification from 
overseas and, more specifically, from a nostalgic American fradition. 
V. REGIONAL IDENTITY 
The concept of the heterotopia provides a useful way of thinking about 
the vexed issue of "Americanisation," so rtudal both at Movie World and in 
the larger community of the Gold Coast, in whose public and personal 
discourses the problematic surfaces regularly. For the struggle between meta-
narratives ~ in Pease's terms, the discursive sfruggle over the production of an 
illusory community, both regional and national ~ is at work vyithin the wider 
text of the Gold Coast. For a long time, representations of the Gold Coast have 
been torn between revelling in the auratic association with an American 
progenitor (usually Miami), and sfruggling for a differentiated and 
independent identity. On the one hand stands the myth of the region's 
distinctiveness. The Gold Coast and most espedally Surfers Paradise have sold 
themselves on their uniqueness: 
To many Americans, Ausfralia is Sydney and Surfers Paradise. . . the 
rest of tiie country they neither know nor care about. And even to 
many Ausfralians, \he Gold Coast is Surfers Paradise. (SMH 30 June 
1969: 10, original ellipse) 
Running counter to this, though, is a substantial discursive fradition in 
which the Gold Coast has had to fight for and defend its own identity. Surfers 
Paradise in particular has long been deplored in the popular imagination as 
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Americanised, and as a little Miami in particular, lo Laments about the 
"CocaCola-nisation" of Ausfralia, so prevalent in Australia generally, have 
figured prominentiy in Gold Coast discourse. Most recently, this frope has been 
invoked by reviewers of the new teen soap Paradise Beach, set on the Gold 
Coast, filmed at Movie World and pre-sold to 82% of the American TV market, 
Britain's BSkyB, and various European, South American and Asian networks 
- all before it was aired here (Gill 1). Reviewers in both The Age and the 
Sydney Morning Herald have picked up on the adaptation of Ausfralian beach 
culture for the American market: 
What is Ausfralian in Paradise Beach? Not much. While American 
Matt Lattai\zi plays the American photographer, our very own Tiffany 
Lamb sports a Yankee accent, the lx)ys are in search of the "perfed chilli 
dog" and you won't hear too many nasally "G'day mates". . . . What 
they have done, according to [executive producer David] McMahon, is 
"de-ockerise it" rather than "de-Ausfralianise it". (Gill, The Age Green 
Guide 27 May 1993: 2 )" 
The heterotopic framework provides some way of thinking more subtly 
about the global phenomenon of Americanisation, in the light of Foucault's 
speculation that certain colonies may well have functioned as heterotopias of 
compensation, in which real, "other" space could be (re)created in a perfection 
10 See, for example, SMH, 30 Jime 1969:10-11. Three separate artides in tiiis 
1969 tourist spedal compare Surfers Paradise to Miami. Meaghan Morris has 
more recently reinvoked this trope in her description of Surfers Paradise as a 
"meta-Miami" ("Sydney Tower" 57). 
11 See also Hohnes, Peter. "It'd make you spew." Rev. of Paradise Beach. 
SMH The Guide 5 July, 1993: 17s. 
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that opposed the "messy, ill construrted, and jumbled" space of our^2 own (27). 
According to such a schema the colonised space serves a Utopian purpose, 
functioning as the space for the projection of desire. Thus, in the Loony Tunes 
ride, the Gold Coast may well serve discursively as the locus for an American 
nostalgia for earlier, unspoilt landscapes and times. 
But this process works complexly. America, although demonised 
discursively as source and cause of a whole panoply of modem ills, is also often 
the locus of fantasies of glamour and desire. As Beryl Langer has argued: 
We tend to conceptualize our status as coloruzed subjerts in terms of a 
discourse of cultural imperialism which consfructs our relation to the 
United States as one of domination/oppression. What this leaves out is 
the extent of our own complicity. (31) 
And again, American modernity can conversely be read as the heterotopic 
site for the projertion of Australian fears and disquiet about the process of 
modernisation. This can be inferred from Richard White's claim that 
The response of Ausfralian intellectuals to Americanisation 
demonsfrates the extent to which a nationalist view of culture swamped 
all other considerations. Both Anglophiles and Ausfralianists fought 
Americanisation as a patriotic war, ignoring the fact that the issues it 
raised ~ of syndication, obscenity, literacy, the impart of technology and 
modern capitalism on popular culture ~ were not national issues at all. 
(286) 
Perhaps Movie World and Universal Studios, and the national identities 
for which in this context they stand metonymically, can be imagined as twin 
12 This "our" is ambiguous. Presumably Foucault means it generally, but I 
think it may also have more specific application to French colonialism. 
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heterotopic mirrors, in which each national community can "see [itself] there 
where [it is] not, in an unreal virtual space that opens up behind the surface" 
(Foucault, "Of Other Spaces" 24). The function of all such heterotopias is to 
"reconstitute myself there where I eun" (24). 
Like any space, the Gold Coast region has undergone a series of historical 
(re)constitutions, a series of franstions — from the home of the Kom-bumerri 
tribe, to a cenfre of the early timber, cotton and sugar industries, finally to reach 
its apogee as "the cradle of Ausfralia's present day tourist industry" (McRobbie, 
Real Surfers Paradise 17). Contemporary white mythologies pinpoint the turn 
to tourism and the concomitant renamings of region and suburbs as the key 
moment of ontological reconsitution. The region's modern identity as tourist 
centre is thus supported by its ovyn myths of (re)creation. For example. Gold 
Coast celebrity Fred Lang, the Man in the Red Hat, claims to have coined the 
name "Gold Coast" in the mid 1950s (SMH 3 Oct. 1978: 3). Gold Coast 
promotions commorUy sanctify the region's modern status as holiday resort in 
arts of refrospective history-making that reify the discursive association 
between the natural, exploitation and pleasure in such a way as to reduce 
Aboriginal history to the precursor of the region's "true" white destiny. David 
Simmons, the Minister for Arts, Tourism and Territories, infroduces a book on 
the Gold Coast in this way: 
[I]t was a timber man, Neddy Harper, who is credited vyith having 
discovered the Gold Coast during a timber expedition in 1842. But the 
roots of the Gold Coast tourism phenomenon were planted well before 
then as there is evidence that aborigines held tribal ceremonies and 
feasts in the region thousands of years ago. Then, as now, the Gold 
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Coast provided a special festive meeting place. (Collections-AusfraUa's 
Gold Coast 3) 
Similarly, local chronicler and self-styled "pioneer" Alexander McRobbie 
writes: 
Even thousands of years before the white man, the Gold Coast region 
was a pleasure resort to the Aborigines. A kind of rest and recreation 
centre where the tribes from the mountain regions behind the Coast 
came to have a change of diet and fatten up on the plentiful crayfish, 
crab and bugs. It made a break from vyild chestnuts, bunya nuts and 
wallaby. (Real Surfers Paradise 27) 
Human pleasures are naturalised and universalised, the natural is enshrined 
in the Genesiac fashion as the fount of pleasure for mankind, and the pleasures 
of consumption are inscribed as part of the Gold Coast's essence. 
The renaming of the region's most famous resort is integral to the area's 
mythological fransition to its own brand of modernity. The town's 
fransmogrification from simple "Elston" to the sublime "Surfers Paradise" was 
a long battie, brought about largely by the subtie and canny manoeuvrings of 
the Gold Coast "pioneers," especially Jim Cavill (McRobbie, Real Surfers 
Paradise 45-66). It was bitterly resisted by many in the tovyn, and equally bitterly 
resented by the residents of the more prosaically named Southport and 
Coolangatta. But there is littie doubt that the evocative name has been the key 
factor in the tovyn's mystique. 
The naming process is of course crudal to questions of regional and 
national identities; McRobbie records the rationale for the choice of "Isle of 
Capri" in 1958: 
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Howard [Rogers, the real estate salesman] said there were so many 
American names on the Gold Coast that a European name might give 
the estate some individuality, so he suggested Isle of Capr i . . . . (Real 
Surfers Paradise 103) 
This very parochial equation of individuality with a different kind of 
derivativeness suggests the importance of other signifying systems in the 
construdion of regional and national identities, be they a model to imitate or 
an Other to repugn. 
Some three decades later, place names such as Miami, Palm Beach, Rio 
Vista, Sorrento and the Isle of Capri have a more mixed semiotic status: on the 
one hand (and particularly to tourists) they still resonate with exoticism and 
cosmopolitanism (albeit, for many, ironic); on the other hand (and particularly 
to locals) they have acquired the unironic matter-of-factness of accepted fruths. 
But as Meaghan Morris suggests of Sydney Tower, they function more as a 
discourse on the need for "internationalist" sophistication than as a statement 
about its attainment. 
The Gold Coast's "double identity" ~ as distinctive geographical £ind 
signifying space and as derivative and imitative "non-place" — is captured in 
the foUovying comment by the visiting president of the Intemational Real 
Estate Federation: 
What you have here is unique ~ it's the South Pacific's Califomia or 
Florida or even the south of France. (CM. 2 Oct. 1984:1) 
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This place, then, that promotes its own specialness, fears the void at its heart. 
Just as, according to Morris, Sydney Tower spoke of the need for a dty heart, so 
on the Gold Coast Eddie Komhauser came to the rescue in 1980 and furrushed 
Surfers Paradise with the cenfre it lacked - the Paradise Cenfre, whose logo, 
appropriately, is a heart. As a result of this fear of a void at the cenfre, the Gold 
Coast frequently reacts v/ith fierce assertions of its identity. When the 1991 
Reader's Digest Atias of the World left out the Gold Coast, reactions were 
sfrong. Father Elias Politakis considered the omission "a very serious calamity 
for our region" (GCB. 27 Mar. 1991: 10), while others were oufraged: 
Queensland's second largest city does not exist on the maps of Ausfralia 
in the $60 leatherbound volume. Of course, Brisbane does and 
Southport rates a mention on one page and, on another, Coolangatta. 
Former alderman and Surfers Paradise MP Bruce Bishop was 
flabbergasted and could not believe the dty had been snubbed. "This has 
been going on for years " (GCB 27 Mar. 1991: 10) 
It was not the first time. When the Gold Coast was left out of a major national 
tourist promotion campaign, the Visitors' Bureau took it personally: 
It seems fardcal that the Gold Coast should be wiped out by places and 
events such as the West Australian flower show, Barossa wines and 
Canberra [said a spokesman]. (CM, 27 Feb. 1979:12) 
The phrase "wiped out" is significant, since this particular way of 
expressing the fear of reabsorption into stronger identities interseds vyith a 
prevalent local metaphorics of physical and geographical reabsorption. The 
Gold Coast, vyith its phallic towers built on the swamp at the edge of the sea, 
has never fully rid itself of the terror of being reabsorbed. This surfaces 
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discursively in the form of ambiguous myths about modernity, and in terms of 
the gendered psychological frope of the vagina dentata: 
Beaches sucked away (CM, 10 Apr. 1984: 6) 
Mayor pledges action on killer sand 
A prime Gold Coast residential area has been exposed as resting on killer 
quicksand. Horses and dogs have disappeared into the quicksand and a 
mother and son have been saved only by the quick action of fast-thinking 
passers-by. Aid O'Connell admitted that he had knovyn about the 
quicksand for 40 years. "I went into it myself when I was a ten-year-old," 
he said. . . . I can remember horses just disappearing into it." (Daily Sun. 2 
June 1984: 4) 
The natural environment, subjugated to the development ethos, retiu"ns 
in the form of a threatening Other. Frequently envisaged in opposition to 
culture, assodated vyith the irrational and the inchoate, and often gendered as 
female, the natural returns to threaten the exploiters. Guilt or uncertainty 
about the "spoiling" of a "pristine" environment surfaces in quasi-biblical 
undertones that sweep like cross currents through the Coast's psychologiceil 
landscapes. The sin dty, built on sand, must surely one day desfroy itself. 
Newspaper headlines frequently predict apocalyptic fates for the 
Gold Coast: 
High-rise crumble a "grave concern" (SM, 3 June 1984: 9). 
The Gold Coast would be one of the first places in the world to be 
affected by rising sea levels caused by the greenhouse effert. (CM. 26 
May 1989: 39) 
Expert warns on Gold Coast "desfrurtion" (Aust. 2 May 1980: 16) 
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Similarly, the 1989 Newcastle earthquake sent psychological shock waves north 
of the border: 
The Gold Coast will crumble into a pit of devastation if struck with the 
same force which hit Newcastie in the earthquake fragedy of 1989, say 
sdentists. . . . [Geologist Ted Breiman] said the Gold Coast was built on 
the "lowest sfrength of materials", which has resulted in 
unconsolidated foundatiorw.. . . "Be prepared, what else can I say?" [says 
Dr Jack Rynn of the University of Queensland] (GCB. 25 Mar. 1991: 7) 
In a predominantiy middle-class area like the Gold Coast, and one whose 
wealth has come only recently, the symbolic force of this narrative 
(monuments to greed, construded shoddily on sand) is not to be 
underestimated. Underneath the modernist ideology of progress that 
characterises the region lies a fear that the region lacks an identity, or that its 
"true" identity, its natural heart, has been vandalised. 
Thus the very process by which the Gold Coast sought to gain an identity 
that would differentiate it from other Ausfralian holiday resorts has 
continually threatened to make it lose its identity ~ to make it merely and (to 
some) laughably imitative. Movie World's awkward ambivalence about its 
American progenitor slots therefore into a previously existing and potent 
discursive tradition at work in the area. 
Conclusion 
An interesting basis for further reflection (though one to which I can only 
gesture here) can be found in Caillois' rather unlikely-sounding observations 
on identity, mimicry and the insect world. Caillois' studies of physiological 
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and morphological colour changes in inserts (in which an organism mirrucs its 
surroundings) led him to rejert the theory that the phenomenon was a 
defensive adaptation, since its purely visual nature is no help against the many 
predators who hunt by smell, and since in any case it often works dirertly 
coimter to survival, increasing the insect's chance of being eaten ("Mim^tisme" 
7). Rather, mimicry is linked with the individual insed's perception of space 
and can thus be considered a psychological phenomenon. Caillois came to 
consider the process of assimilation with the environment as "une veritable 
tentation de I'espace" (8), a process in which the insect's "sense of self," defined 
as the consdousness of a distinction between self and environment, is 
"severely undermined" (8). That is, to draw on Rosalind Krauss' summary of 
his findings, "the animal. . . merges vyith its setting [and] becomes dispossessed, 
derealized, eis though yielding to a temptation exerdsed on it by the vast 
outsideness of space itself, a temptation to fusion" (74). Thus, for Caillois, 
mimicry is a kind of psychasthenia, "a drop in the level of psychic energy, a 
kind of subjective detumescence, a loss of ego substance . . ." (Hollier 11). In a 
discussion of the C o l l i e de Sodologie, a Parisian avant-garde group founded 
in 1937 by Caillois, Georges Bataille and Michel Leiris (Hollier 4), Denis Hollier 
links their sectarian and elitist politics of difference vdth this kind of 
theorisation of the threat to self-possession and self-identity (12-13). The group 
imaged the threats to political and social identity that they saw as 
accompanying the Munich Crisis of 1938 in terms that are both universalist and 
individualist, to say nothing of patriarchal ~ as "man's de-virilization" (qtd. in 
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Hollier: 12). As Hollier points out, "it is clear that both mimesis and casfration 
were equal threats to difference" (12). 
Thus for Caillois, mimicry was the abdication, under a purely visual 
pressure, of the distinction between self and surroundings, the giving in to "the 
lure of the void" (Hollier 11), figured as a psychological casfration. The 
recurringly sexual nature of these metaphors for the threat to identity is 
interesting, since it recalls the casfration imagery implicit in many discussions 
of threats to the Gold Coast's identity. The Gold Coast continues to mimic its 
powerful symbolic parent, while simultaneously feeling threatened by it, 
fearing submersion and dispossession ~ its boundaries blurred and its sense of 
identity shaken. 
If this is so, then it is indeed apt that Movie World ~ based as it is on 
mimicry ~ should render fluid notions both of spatial and psychological 
identity. Notably, as in Caillois' formulations, this dispossession occurs within 
"the dynamics of a specifically visual dimension" (Krauss 78). In these terms, 
mimicry is the inscription of space on the body of an organism, the yielding to a 
"vast outsideness," "the crumbling of boundaries, the invasion of space" 
(Krauss 78). The Movie World text and the Gold Coast-as-text waver between a 
celebration of the semiotic mystique of their spatial and geographical spedfidty, 
and a fear of threatened dispossession. But that is the agony and the ecstasy of 
the postmodern: polarised between mourning the comfort of boundaries and 
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celebrating the liberation from them ~ Graff's "austere" and "ecstatic," 
"apocalyptic" and "visionary" postmodemisms (384, 394, see above, p. 48). 
At Movie World, however, neither of these exfremes is allowed full play. 
Its structures, though playing constantiy with postmodern spatial 
indeterminacy, never break free of their material and symbolic cenfre. Indeed, 
it is a point of no littie interest that were they to do so, the site would lose 
much of its mystique. For this heterotopia allows one to be placed 
simultaneously in America and Ausfralia, and thus to live out and explore for 
a day the complexities of one of the key relations by which not only the Gold 
Coast, but contemporary white Australia more generally, understands itself. 
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CHAPTER 4: VERTIGO OR ILIISJX 
DREAMWORLD 
Dreamworld is happeiung now 
We leave it all up to you 
Dream of what you can do 
Your dreams can come true. 
Dreamworld is waiting to be 
Anything that you dream 
Let Dreamworld happen to you. 
(Dreamworld theme song) 
Introduction 
We come now to the last of Caillois' categories of game playing: ilinx or 
vertigo - that is, heightened physical sensations. And it is indeed the "last" of 
his categories, situated at the end of an implicit continuum that begins vyith 
worth or merit, "descends" through chance then imitation in order finally to 
reach the body and physical pleasures. Caillois defines ilinx as "an attempt to 
momentarily desfroy the stability of perception and inflict a kind of voluptuous 
panic upon an otherwise lucid mind" (23). Games in this category aim to 
disrupt the senses and include such activities as leapfrog, running and 
acrobatics, and such ritualised cultural forms as the performances of the 
whirling dervishes or the Mexican voladores, who descend head-first from a 
100 foot high mast while spirming on a rope (23). 
Man. Play, and Games was published in 1958, but was the crystallisation of 
work inspired by Huizinga and developed from 1946 onwards.^ Perhaps the 
postwar European context of his work helps explain why Caillois was froubled 
by the "voluptuous panic" that could descend upon "an otherwise lucid mind" 
(23). He describes ilinx as "a question of surrendering to a kind of spasm, 
seizure, or shock which desfroys reality with sovereign brusqueness" (23). He 
notes the pleasures this produces, but the notion of surrender suggests a 
rationalist's fear of the body and of "losing control." Notably, most of his 
examples for this category are derived from non-Western cultures, whereas 
1 This is the date of Caillois' fribute to and critique of Huizinga's theory of 
play. It appears as an appendix to Man and the Sacred (1959). 
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those for agon come from westem ones. Cedllois notes the importance of both 
mimicry and ilinx to primitive or fribal societies and their relative 
insignificance to modernised sodeties. He describes the importance of 
vertiginous, often violent, frenzies in religious, magical, political and sodal 
rituals and systems. He instances the Bori cult in Islanuc Africa, for example, 
one of many ceremorues of divine possession in which the subjert takes on the 
attributes of the god and is brought to a state of france-like ecstasy and even 
amnesia: 
It is not merely vertigo, bom of blind, uninhibited, and purposeless 
sharing of cosnuc powers or of a dazzling epiphany of bestial diviiuties 
soon to return to the shadow world. It is also a simple intoxication with 
the permeation of terror and anxiety. (95) 
Caillois' rather disdainful fasdnation vyith ilinx can itself be read as a process 
of self reassurance through displacement and "othering," since it forms part of 
his larger and less palatable thesis that "the frar\sition to dvilization as such 
[may imply] the gradual elimination of the primacy of ilinx and mimicry in 
combination, and the substitution and predominance of the agon-alea pairing 
of competition and chance" (97). As we saw in the last chapter, he notes that a 
"palpable repression of the powers of vertigo and simulation" (97) occurs 
during the processes of modernisation. Despite his now rather dated 
sodological framework, Caillois' observations display a diagnostic accuracy: 
[The powers of vertigo and simulation] lose their fraditional 
dominance, are pushed to the periphery of public life, reduced to roles 
that become more and more modem and intermittent, if not 
dandestine and guilty, or are relegated to the limited and regulated 
domain of games and firtion where they afford men the same etemal 
satisfactions, but in sublimated form, serving merely as an escape from 
boredom or work and entailing neither madness nor delirium. (97) 
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Clearly, for Caillois, ilinx is a disquieting phenomenon ~ "obviously" 
necessary and satisfying, but frightening in its potential to exceed confrol. 
It is this issue of confrol that I propose to take up in this chapter, via 
Caillois' category of game playing, in a reading of the Gold Coast's major theme 
park. Dreamworld. Like many theme parks. Dreamworld offers complex 
experiences of confrol and liberation. Perhaps this can even be taken as integral 
to theme parks; certainly Disney, the founder of the modem theme park, saw 
confrol as essential to his parks. Looking back on the differences between 
Disneyland and the later Disney World, he commented: 
The one thing I learned from Disneyland was to confrol the 
envirorunent. Without that we get blamed for the things that someone 
else does. (Qtd. in Harrington: 37) 
The experiences offered by Dreamworld can also be read as cenfring on 
questions of confrol — the individual guest's control over his/her body, and the 
corporate body's confrol over the individual guest. 
The Dreamworld theme song emphasises the flexibility and openness of 
the theme park strudure; it lies there waiting to be whatever we want. In 
much the same way as Jupiters, the park provides the landscape in which we 
can enart some of our ovyn dreams and desires, and discover and confront 
some of our own personal or shared fears. But it is also an experience which 
can to some extent exceed our control, like Caillois' "surrenderings": "let 
Dreamworld happen to you." 
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Dreamworld advertises its pleasures as intense, bodily and liberating, and 
yet this liberation can paradoxically be obtained only by submitting to the 
confrols of a highly sfructured and technological envirorunent. "Fasten your 
dream belt,"^ urges the caption beneath a photo of ecstatic roller coaster riders -
locked in yet liberated. Dreamworld "leave[s] it all up to [us]," but also 
organises our pleasures through highly developed discursive and logistical 
sfructures. 
Unresfrained pleasure achieved despite or indeed through resfraint is a 
paradox that frequently surfaces in theorisations of the body. Left-vying analysis 
of pleasure, espedally physical pleasure, has shifted dramatically over the last 
few decades; seen by the Frankfurt School as the vehide for ideology, it is now 
much more frequentiy seen as an escape from it. A notion of subversive 
laughter has increasingly taken hold. Terry Eagleton considers that historical 
materialism has fraditionally seen the revolutionary and the comic as 
incompatible: 
There has been, so far as I know, no Marxist theory of comedy to date; 
fragedy has been a considerably more successful contender for the 
attention of materialist critidsm. And there are good enough reasons 
why Marxism has suspected the comic: for what after all could more 
securely rivet us in our ideological places, having provisionally jolted 
us out of them? (Walter Benjamin 159-60) 
Is the laughter aroused at Dreamworld in any way subversive or can it be 
obtained only by submitting to the tightiy organised logistical and ideological 
2 Series of poster advertisements, Brisbane, July 1991. 
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consfraints of this highly confrolled space? In any case, what is the relation 
between different forms of confrol — espedally logistical and ideological? In 
order to investigate these questions, I shall read Dreamworld in the light of 
several different (not necessarily opposing) structural frameworks. Ffrst, I am 
going to focus on particular aspeds of the interplay between a liberating and a 
confrolling environment by considering the tension between carnivalesque 
and disciplinary elements, via Bakhtin and Foucault. I then consider some of 
the ideological implications of these readings, in order finally to consider 
Dreamworld as a Utopian space. 
I. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BODIES OUT OF CONTROL: DREAMWORLD. 
FREUD AND CARNIVAL 
Theme parks mobilise massive organisational and technological resources 
in order to encourage patrons to experience the joys, fears and exhilaration of 
"letting go." At any one park thousands of people each day experience these 
intense physical sensations, pleasures which are thus not only highly 
individual but also in some sense shared. Theme parks are not alone in this, 
and we strike again the difficulty of accounting both for individual pleasures 
and pains and for the overarching structural and semiotic features that 
orgaiuse and enable them. In this first sertion, I consider some asjjects of the 
heightened sensations that may be aroused at Dreamworld ~ eroticism and 
terror in particular ~ and attempt to grapple with both the personal and social 
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dimensions of these sensations by shuttling between Bakhtinian and Freudian 
readings. 
a) Traces of the Carnivalesque at Dreamworld 
The theme park, and the amusement park before it, are the descendents of 
the side-show, the drcus, and country festivals connected with organic or 
seasonal rituals. Such festivals constitute the concrete historical moments 
evoked in Bakhtin's study of carnival. Noisy, dirty, heterogeneous affairs, 
often run by itinerants marginaUsed in their relation to "respectable" society, 
they put on display the grotesque and the deviant ~ blurring and challenging 
many boundaries, especially borderlines between the natural and the cultural. 
Leslie Fiedler's famous study of freaks emphasises the fransgressive and 
thereby threatening character of the circus: 
[The freak] challenges the conventional boundaries between male and 
female, sexed and sexless, animal and human, large and small, self and 
other, and consequently between reality and illusion, experience and 
fantasy, fart and myth. (24) 
Paul Bouissac likevyise claims that circuses stand in ambiguous relation to 
outside cultiu"e(s), since their liberations and fantasies may often be too dose 
for comfort: 
The liberty taken with mytiis, in the ethnographic sense of the word, 
accounts for the ambivalent response to the circus, namely, repression 
and fascination ~ enthusiasm produced by contad vyith freedom from 
culture, accompanied by the fear that this potential subversion may be 
generalized. (8) 
It is for this reason, Bouissac asserts, that the circus "seems to be at the same 
time both "within" and "outside" culture" (7). 
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The modem theme park is no simple descendent of the side-show. Walt 
Disney considered the fraditional amusement parks "dfrty, phony places, run 
by tough-looking people" (qtd. in Schickel: 264). Assuming Disney to be the 
progenitor of the modern theme park, his aversion has no doubt been 
fundamental, and the modem theme park has therefore been consfructed 
partiy in opposition to the fraditional amusement park. Although it is a far 
less heterogeneous and far more sanitised version of the side-show or drcus, 
vestiges of carnival imagery and practices can nonetheless be fraced within its 
forms. At Dreamworld, very little of this is overt; one insignificant sideshow 
alley inside the Village Green section calls itself a Spielhalle and advertises 
"elecfronic games of skill and old fashioned knockem dovyns" (Dreamworld 
map), but it is easily missed from the outside. The ride section called Country 
Fair bears testimony in its colour, noise and machinery to early circuses or 
amusement parks, as does the old-fashioned carousel, but the existence alone of 
these sfructures is not enough to warrant any meaningful adoption of the term 
"carnivalesque." 
The modem-day heterotopia of the theme park stands in complex relation 
to time and space, espedally when compared vyith andent carnival. According 
to Eco, the ancient, religious carnival was delimited by time whereas, he daims, 
"the modem mass-carnival" is delimited by space ~ resfricted to certain places, 
sfreets, or framed by the television screen ("Frames" 6). Eco considers that this 
debars modem carnival from being a "real transgressio[n]" (6), and that modem 
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carnival serves only to reinforce everyday rules. This seems to me a 
problematic distinction, and not only because Eco does not elaborate on what 
he means by "real" fransgression. It is no doubt frue to say that the large-scale 
incorporation of most fraditional feasts or celebrations into a commodified 
calendar has potentially robbed them of their fransgressive vigour. It is also 
probably the case that local, particular spaces of carnival may well be more 
difricult to incorporate into an overarching cultural domincint. On the other 
hand, the very boundedness of commerdally owned and run sites like those I 
am analysing renders them very much subject to corporate confrol. In any case, 
the time/space opposition is difficult to sustain with modem theme parks, 
which stand in complex relation to workaday temporalities (see below, p. 311), 
and espedally at Dreamworld, which spatialises time by representing historical 
periods in different zones of the park. While Dreamworld is not sfrurtured as 
the temporary aimual festival of ancient carnival (since it exists unchanged all 
year round, year after year), pafrons may nonetheless experience it as the 
liberation of festival, the "one day holiday. "^  
Carnivalesque vestiges can be detected more generally in the nature of the 
pleasures offered at Dreamworld, perhaps in the status of the visitors. 
According to Bakhtin, there is no audience in carnival; there is no outside, no 
distinction between actors and spectators: 
Carnival is not a spectade seen by the people; they live in it, and 
everyone partidpates because its very idea embraces all the people. (7) 
^ Dreamworld's long-standing slogan. 
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Dreamworld invites a complex relation vyith its visitors. It names them 
"guests," a term which suggests their welcomeness but exteriority to the action. 
Some of the atfractions are dearly the pleasures of spectade rather than 
partidpation — performances viewed by visitors, who remain external to the 
action. This is most evident in the bushranger pantomime, which guests 
watch as they are carried passively by in the frain. Unlike Movie World, where 
our passage through similar spectacles is narrativised and incorporated into the 
action, however unconvincingly, at Dreamworld we simply watch this 
performance as spectators. 
Nonetheless, visitors are frequently incorporated as part of the attiaction. 
The sight of others' terror or pleasure helps promote our ovyn anticipatory 
responses, just as Jupiters depends on its patrons' mutual visibility to sustain 
tension. As we will see, this can be considered a deliberately orchesfrated 
sfrategy rather than (or as well as) something inherent in the pleasures 
themselves (see below p. 319). Overall, however, the relation of pafron to the 
pleasure site is undoubtedly more participatory at Dreamworld than at the Indy 
or Movie World. But these qualities, even though they may be modem 
reworkings of carnival forms, are hardly significant enough to warrant the 
label of carnival. 
More significant, perhaps, is a temporary levelling of hierarchies that is 
perhaps a trace of the egalitarian sfructures of camival: 
As opposed to the official feast, one might say that camival celebrated 
temporary liberation from the prevailing fruth and from the established 
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order; it marked the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, 
norms and prohibitions. (Bakhtin 10) 
Dreamworld is a fantasy world in which adults are expected or invited to shed 
some of their adult role and rediscover the child within them (see below, p. 
302). The typiceJ egalitarian role-inversion of Ceimival might also be detected in 
the park's emblems. The mock kings and queens of carnival, chosen from 
among the general populace, might be said to find their counterpart in 
Dreamworld's emblems Kenny and Belinda Koala and Cooee the Gumnut 
Fairy. The boyish Kenny and the frim-waisted Belinda function in the manner 
of "Everychild" figures, "ordinary" boys and girls in koala form. Perhaps the 
fradition of larger than life animal emblems and mascots can be seen as a 
remnant of the disquieting blurring of the distinction between human and 
animal that was once characteristic of carnival. At Dreamworld, though, they 
are normative rather than subversive figures, espedally in the all too 
conventional gender attributes ascribed to them. The encouragement for 
children to identify with them is confirmed at the farewell photo session, when 
little girls run "naturally" to Belinda and boys to Kenny. Cooee, on the other 
hand, is a sort of tinsel-clad bush Tinkerbell, a fairytale princess whom we are 
meant to admire rather than identify witii. In this world of fantasy, animals 
reign in a carnivalesque inversion of the daily order. Only one "side" of the 
carnivalesque inversions obtains, however, for although this world exalts the 
lowly creatures ~ aphonic animals and a magical fairy ~ it does not mock or 
subvert fraditional authorities. To borrow Bakhtin's formulae, it crowns the 
lowest, without debasing the highest. 
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There is nonetheless a celebration of misrule in some areas of 
Dreamworld ~ but safely screened off from everything the park represents as 
present or "real." Lawlessness is celebrated only as part of a range of different 
representations of the past, each functioning semiotically in differing ways. 
Gold Rush Country, for example, is an area whose representations are 
primarily intertextual, drawing on characters and legends from primary school 
history and half-remembered tales of gold rushes and bushrangers. The 
representation of "the" Australian heritage in this area is clearly playful, with 
its cheerful mis-spellings and accounts of lawlessness. Gold Rush Country is a 
striking visual counterpoint to Central Plaza (fig. 20). The bright colours 
immediately give way to browns, the painted surfaces to untreated timber to 
signal our passage into a different world. An abundance of warning signs 
suggests that the world of this past is rough and exceeds control. It is a world of 
undertakers, horse thieves, gangs, graves, coffins, bushrangers, bank robberies, 
nooses and shotguns, a world knowing nothing of hygiene and modern 
medicine, as the following signs on buildings suggest: 
Dr Phil McCavity 
Surgeon 
Teeth extracted 
Gone Prospect'en 
Coachmans Inn 
Board 16/-
Meals 1/-
Dogs allowed 
(only in double beds) 
Children and Dogs 1/2 Price 
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Fig. 20. Dreamworld Map. 
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The rides in this area are all emblazoned with skeletons and warning signs 
about the dangers ahead. Black humour reigns, as in the empty grave seen 
from the frain with its sign "Wanted for long lease," or the sign above a hole in 
the gaol wall: 
This hole is kept in memory of Loose Lipped Lenny blown up by his 
brothers in their ill fated attempt to free him from the noose. P.S. His 
remains was scattered. 
The past is presented as a place that is unpredidable, uivhygienic, rough and 
ready, dangerous. It is a place'* where a kind of raw justice prevails, but where 
nothing can be relied upon absolutely: 
Sign on caf6: Back in a week ~ maybe 
There is, then, a carnivalesque parody of social hierarchies and middle-
dass sensibilities. Bourgeois assumptions and pretensions ~ punrtuality, 
hygiene, the work ethic, respert for property and life ~ while celebrated and 
normatised in Cenfral Plaza, are satirised gentiy in Gold Rush Country. 
Egalitarianism of a kind extends to the architecture of Dreamworld and 
the Disney theme parks on which it draws. It is possible to read the sanitised, 
pretty, effident and comfortable design of these parks as a populist corrective to 
the alienating elitism of moderrust architerture. Architect Robert Venturi sees 
Disney World in this way: 
^ Note the insistent equation of space with time at Dreamworld. 
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Disney World is nearer to what people really want than anything 
architects have ever given them. . . It's a symbolic American utopia. 
(Qtd. in Goldberger: 41,92) 
We could extend this observation (cautiously) to Dreamworld, although one 
could argue that such theme parks do not explicitiy debimk, parody or satirise 
modernist architecture ~ they simply build popular architecture. Interestingly 
enough, this has been conceived of as architectural neufrality rather than as a 
style in itself: 
Why do we care so much about architectiiral validity in a shopping 
center, when the real point should simply be to make the place fun? 
[asks Disney developer Mel Kaufman]. There is no "architecture" at 
Disney World - and I think it's great. (Qtd. in Goldberger: 94) 
Thus it would seem that Disney-style theme parks strive for a populism that is 
achieved by a separation from external hierarchies rather than by the more 
explicit anti-authoritarian sfrategies of camival. 
The most sigruficant traces of the carnivalesque, however, are to be found 
less in overt forms than more deeply embedded in imagery, and espedally in 
the subliminal resonances of the thrill rides. In particular, we rrught consider 
the ways in which Dreamworld arouses a heightened awareness of the body, 
since corporeality is at the heart of camival. 
b) Dreamworld emd Bodies 
Dreamworld is the potential site for bodily reawakenings. Just as 
medieval camival was a "bodily and popular corrective to individual idealistic 
and spiritual pretense" (Bakhtin 22), so a large part of the pleasure to be enjoyed 
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at Dreamworld is derived from physical sensations. If we choose to go on the 
rides, we experience our own bodies in a heightened way, and are reminded of 
the laws of physics that govern our everyday bodily functions and movements. 
For once, we have no confrol over the frajertory of our bodies, a sensation 
which may be both pleasurable and frighteiung. Caillois notes that it is not just 
the sense of balance that is disturbed by these rides; rather, "it is the whole bcxly 
which must submit to such freatment" (26). The pleasures are intensely 
physical and provoke a profound disturbance of spatial relations that are 
fundamental but not normally acknowledged consdously. If we recall 
MacRae's argument that most of our understanding of the world, both physical 
and conceptual, is derived from the f)osition of our bodies in space, then the 
scope and intensity of the disruption can be explained. 
On the fast rides, pleasure and pain mesh together in a way that we have 
come to consider the quintessence of theme parks. Bound in yet liberated, 
terrified yet exhilarated, we feel our senses become almost preternaturally 
sharp. For some, the exhilaration of the fast rides may be accomparued, indeed 
heightened, by the terror of confronting one's fears. In that sense, the rides are 
not just physical journeys but also psychological ones. Dark descents through 
winding passages or pitch-black caverns, or rides that send us screaming and 
wheeling seemingly unsupported through the air could be seen as emblematic 
of the experiential and symbolic exfremes chararteristic of theme park pleasures 
~ dark and light, heights and depths, cord"ines and expanses. 
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Reading vdthin a psychological framework, though, provides a somewhat 
limited focus. What Bakhtin's formulations of the imagery of camival achieve 
that is often glossed over in a psychoanalytical approach is that they situate 
libidinal fantasies within a spedfic social formation ~ unlike, say, the 
Barthesian concept of jouissance, which is an "essentially privatized, de-
politicized notion" (Eagleton, Walter Benjamin 160). 
Traditional camival exalted the whole body and celebrated its earthy 
processes. Its imagery was imbued with what Bakhtin calls a "grotesque 
realism" (18) — graphically depicting or re-enacting such bodily processes as 
urination, defecation, copulation, conception, pregnancy, birth and death. Such 
imagery is a noticeable absence from Dreamworld and the Disney parks on 
which it is modelled. Although it is not difficult to see the rides as partaking of 
the erotic, it is clearly not the chararteristic bawdry of camival. Nonetheless, 
one can still read Dreamworld's pleasures as imbued vyith the symbols and 
metaphorics of quasi-erotic desire and bodily fantasy. The park's explidt 
reference to its status as dream-landscape and its self-consdous thematics of 
escape, enjoyment and gratification (as well as its generic heritage) would seem 
to license such a reading. 
The eroticism of the thrill rides is well sublimated, and may be aroused 
within riders in any number of forms ~ joy, terror, panic, avoidance, or a 
compulsion to repeat the play again and again. Freud's dassic connections 
between any kinds of play and sexual artivity ("Symbolism in Dreams"), 
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although a fairly catholic framework, certainly seems applicable. The exalted 
physical state aroused by the thrill rides, as well as the imagery employed in the 
spatial realisation of these rides, could well call a sublimated sexual imaginary 
to mind. Trains whizzing at high speeds through timnels, the descent into 
pitch-black caves, a phallic mountain ejaculating white water down its sides, 
logs propelled at high speeds through water-filled tunnels, mounting to great 
heights and dropping over steep predpices — all these are both physical 
sensations and symbolic repertoires that invite readings in terms of sexual 
imaginaries (fig. 21). 
This sublimated sexuality is more evident in some areas of the park than 
others. Many of the thrill rides, for example, offer the opportunity for bold 
physical fransgressions and vivid erotic inscriptions. The dearest example of 
this is the mine frain ride ~ for me the most frightening in the park. It is a 
hurtling descent in almost total darkness through the tvyisting bowels of an 
artifidal brown mountain, a high speed confrontation vdth rock walls, 
predpices and stylised images of horror. Inside, the passages are dark, narrow 
and steep; outside, leering faces warn us of the terrors within (fig. 22). The 
rhythms of such rides ~ antidpation, exdtement, pleasure/fear, 
relief/satisfaction — are those of any heightened activity. 
These pleasures ~ the descendants, perhaps, of the liberated erotism of 
camival ~ are not the whole story, however. In the pleasures offered and 
desires fulfilled outside the thrill rides, we can read a sublimation, rather than 
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Fig. 21. Avalanche ride, Dreamworld. 
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Fig. 22. Mine Train Ride, Dreamworld. 
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an unleashing, of erotic desire. For all the wild torrents and gushing foimtains 
at Dreamworld, it is also dear that the sexual underpirmings of this imagery 
remain subliminal, unlike the flagrant and celebratory flaunting of sexuality in 
camival. If we were to read the sexual symbolism as forming part of the 
rebellious libidinal explosion of carnival, then we would have to note the 
tension between the erotidsm that is unleashed at Dreamworld and that which 
is consfrained, rechannelled or sublimated. Most of the rides can be read as 
evoking subliminal rather than overt images of bodily processes — birth, 
digestion, ovulation, intercourse, elimination. Perhaps in the mine frain ride, 
then, our individual, private bodies journey through the body that "swallows 
and generates, gives and takes" (Bakhtin 339). 
Some of the other pleasures at Dreamworld could also be read as erotic 
sublimations. Cenfral Plaza puts in play an oral eroticism appropriate to its 
role as enfrance and return to childhood. For Bakhtin, all the imagery of the 
grotesque body cenfres on the image of the gaping jaws (339). Certain camival 
gorged and em-bodied as we step through the jaws of, say, Luna Park. At 
Dreamworld, the gaping jaws have been returned to their private function, 
transmuted into the open, welcoming civic space of the public square. The 
pleasures in this area come from individual jaws that consume, rather than 
from consumption into the public body. This zone offers the pleasures of 
consumption, principally eating and shopping, in a kind of libidinal economy 
of safe civic sex. These quieter pleasures contrast with the aggressive holding-
on aroused by the thrill rides ~ set aside in a separate area of the park decorated 
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in glaring reds and oranges. Thus the sublimated libidinal pleasures of middle-
dass Cenfral Plaza (vyith its assodations with ingestion, nurturing and 
nourishment) confrast markedly with the thrill rides area (vyith its assodations 
with technology and libidinous aggression), but both could be read as erotidsm. 
In camival, the physical body celebrated is always the sodal body — open, 
abundant and interconnected. The abundant, flowing body of camival with all 
its fertile, procreative oozings is evoked at Dreamworld in the prominence of 
water as an element with erotic resonances. 
Water is fraditionally assodated with an erotic poetics of abundance and 
overflow. The erotic, abundant and supra-real status of Dreamworld's Utopian 
space is evinced in the fart that it cannot be contained within conventional 
representational boundaries. On the Dreamworld map, the land mass 
overflows the map border, and the corporate logo shows Dreamworld sitting 
on a water mass that flows over the edge of the globe. The implidt erotic 
metaphorics inherent in this notion of watery overflow is most dearly seen in 
the billboard depicting a champagne cork bursting over the top (fig. 23). Even 
the site planning incorporates this idea of overflow; there is slightly too much 
to do in one day. 
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Fig. 23. Billboard, Dreamworld. 
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c) Terror/Pleasure 
But abundance is inexfricably linked with fears of its opposite, just as 
letting go signifies only in relation to everyday resfraints. Thrill rides make us 
confront exfremes ~ spatial, emotional, physical and symbolic. For Caillois, 
this intensely destabilising effert is chararteristic of ilinx, a fart that evidently 
causes him unease. According to Caillois, ilinx unleashes drives that are 
normally kept safely in check: 
In parallel fashion [to the physical sensations], there is a vertigo of the 
moral order, a fransport that suddenly sei2:es the individual. This 
vertigo is readily linked to the desire for disorder and destruction, a 
drive which is normally repressed. . . . In adults, nothing is more 
revealing of vertigo than the sfrange exdtement that is felt in cutting 
dovyn the tall prairie flowers with a svyitch, or in creating an avalanche 
of the snow on a rooftop, or, better, the intoxication that is experienced 
in military barracks ~ for example, in noisily banging garbage cans. (24) 
Caillois' own earlier involvement with French Surrealist groups in the 30s5 no 
doubt led him to understand vyith a certain ambivalence the fascination of the 
repressed. 
Perhaps, then, thrill rides provide a context in which "the desire for 
disorder and destmction" (if indeed, there is one) can be safely indulged. The 
urge to desfroy, to let go — perhaps even to die, if Freud's positing of a death 
instinct is correct ~ can all be explored more readily than in daily life. If this is 
so, then certain psychological mechanisms need still to operate for our own 
psychic safety. In different arenas of life, any number of these ~ repression. 
5 He contributed to the arts journal Minotaure. for example, along vyith the 
likes of Man Ray, Breton, Dali, Eluard and Ernst. 
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displacement, confrontation, projection ~ may be at work. With thrill rides, 
one of my coping mechanisms is that of the rationalist and consists of trying to 
subdue intense bodily sensations such as muscle tension, adrenal action, and 
nervous activity by a conscious and equally intense adhesion to a faith in 
rationalism. I found myself illogically dinging to illusions of confrol, equating 
the free, consdous and "rational" choice to experience this ride with confrol 
once aboard. The paradox is, of course, that the same rational mind in which I 
was reposing my faith realised the illogic of the argument, while other, less 
sober parts of the psyche insistentiy released half-memories of reports of 
acddents in fun parks. 
Freud termed this barrage emanating from the ego a temporary disavowal 
of reality, a state promised to us by a plaque at the entrance: 
Dreaming is not just for bedtime. 
Dreaming is a flight from reality. 
A happiness for the whole family. 
A make believe and a fantasy. 
He examines the case of a child faced with the conflirt between an experience 
and an instinctual demand the satisfaction of which would seem to the child to 
result in "an almost intolerable real danger" ("Splitting of the Ego" 275). Freud 
describes this conflirt as follows: 
[The child] must now decide either to recognize the real danger, give 
way to it and renounce the instinctual satisfaction, or to disavow reality 
and make itself believe that there is no reason for fear, so that it may be 
able to retain the satisfartion. . . . But in fart the child takes neitiier 
course, or rather he takes both simultaneously, which comes to the 
same thing. . . . On the one hand, with the help of certain mechaiusms 
he rejects reality and refuses to accept any prohibition; on the other 
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hand, in the same breath he recognizes the danger of reality, takes over 
tiie fear of that danger as a pathological symptom and tries subsequentiy 
to divest himself of the fear... . Both of the parties to the dispute obtain 
their share. . . (275) 
If the source of this conflirt is permanent or long-term, then the result is "a rift 
in the ego which never heals but which increases as time goes by" (276). 
As thrill riders, we put ourselves temporarily in this position. This is 
dearly the tension aroused by thrill rides, where the satisfaction of the 
pleasure-prindple can be accomplished only at the cost of what appears to be 
real physical danger. P.G. Wodehouse, commenting on Coney Island, noted 
the paradoxical nature of this conflid: 
The principle at the bottom of Coney Island's success is the eminently 
sound one that what would be a brutal assault, if administered gratis, 
becomes a rollicking pleasure when charged for at the rate of fifteen 
cents per assault. Suppose one laid hand upon you and put you in a 
large tub; suppose he then proceeded to send the tub spinning dovyn an 
indine so arranged that at intervals of a few feet it spun around and 
violentiy bumped into something. Next day he would hear from your 
lav^er. But in Coney Island you jump into the Tickler and enjoy it; you 
have to enjoy it because you have paid good money to do so. (Qtd. in 
Kyriazi: 35-36) 
Underneath the whimsy we may detert several sound observations: that of the 
sfrength of the separation between a pleasure park and everyday life, the 
psychological proximity of pleasure and pain, and the crudal role of the 
illusion of confrol in mitigating aversive stimuU (Lefcourt, see above p. 176). 
Part of the feeling of post-ride relief results from the settiing of this 
temporary rift in the ego; and I would suggest that we assodate the settied 
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mental state to which we return vyith the physical and ideological space which 
brings about this renewed stability. This would suggest that the 
psychological/emotional element is also implicated in ideology, since our own 
psychology encourages us to link together these psychic, spatial and ideological 
normalities. This matter will be taken up below. In any case, the thrill rides 
provide a (utopian) space in which opposites ~ the satisfaction of instinrts and 
the "proper respert [for] reality" (275) ~ are temporarily reconcilable. 
The tension between the satisfartion of the pleasure principle and the 
desfre for physical and psychic safety is reminiscent of Devereux' analysis of 
sfrain in ganung. In both of these cases, the response involves an exdtation of 
both mind and bcxiy: in response to mental activity in the case of gambling, and 
to physical activity in the case of the thrill rides. Thrill rides cause us 
simultaneously to subdue and liberate the body ~ to overcome certain intense 
bodily reactions in the name of arousing others. 
To render such intense psychic-physical threats manageable, other 
disavowals or coping mechanisms may be invoked. Although individuals no 
doubt employ their ovyn particular coping devices (in such forms as distraction, 
rationalisation or displacement), the ride structures themselves usually build 
in some "screening" mechanism. 
Some rides are intended to inspire real fear, others a sort of styUsed mock 
terror. The level of "real" danger is coded visually in the waming signs: badly-
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spelt wooden signs signal dangers displaced onto the past and are clearly not 
intended to be taken seriously; signs resembling handwriting and making use 
of rhyme, exdamation marks and little drawings warn of something real but 
not very threatening, such as getting wet; red printed signs with metal frames, 
their message displayed in regular type and organised in point form, warn of 
serious, modern, "real" danger. 
Both representations of the past and technological metonyms for 
modernity function as key mechanisms for mitigating the directness of 
confrontations with private or communal fears. Dreamworld's physical and 
psychological landscapes are clearly nostalgic, but they also work to validate 
current "modernity." Two major categories of history are mobilised ~ f)ersonal 
history (childhood) and post-settlement national history. (King notes this dual 
narrative at work at Disneyland, which represents both the childhood of the 
nation and an individual childhood ["Disneyland" 131]). These different pasts 
are evoked in completely separate zones, and provide different kinds of 
reassurance. 
Cenfral Plaza, for example, evokes a childhood without family homes. In 
a space dedicated to the child, families and dreaming, there is no evocation of 
an individual's past and no representation of the family home - source and 
cenfre, according to Bachelard, of all our dreaming: "the home nurtures 
dreaming, the home protects the dreamer, the home allows us to dream in 
peace" (26). Rather, it is shared cultural mythologies of childhood that are 
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evoked, divorced from a domestic context. It is, then, a return to childhood 
minus the possibility of disillusionment or painful memory (King, 
"Disneyland" 130) - an idealised childhood devoid of parental figures. The 
nostalgia is thus mythic rather than personal and its referents are (for visitors 
bom in Ausfralia) primarily cultural stereotypes: Village Fair conjures up 
vague images of pine forests, snow-capped mountains and men in leder-hosen; 
and Cenfral Plaza takes us back to a colonial America we have known only 
through films and television. 
The sterile, sweet past of Cenfral Plaza is eminentiy reassuring, and 
provides the validating framework for a range of embedded ideologies that can 
only be effective when confrasted with the kinds of representations of the past 
found in Gold Rush Country. This zone presents danger in a comically codifed 
manner. The frequent assodation of danger with the pioneer past suggests 
subliminally that as a nation we have already safely got through this period, 
and thus its terrors remain distanced. This is articulated vyith a certain 
knovyingness - the mythological framings are explidtiy invoked ("that true 
Ausfralian pioneer spirit"). Thus the different kinds of histories represented at 
Dreamworld function also as analogies of the process of "growing up," a 
process thematised within individual and national narratives. 
The other major "screen" for mitigating terror comes from the ambiguous 
and teasing invocation of technology at the thrill rides, itself presumably a 
recognisable code for theme park fans. Everything is done both to terrify riders 
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and to reassure them of their safety. The conspicuous show of safety 
procedures (locking gates, pulling artoss chains, warnings about corred 
behaviour etc.) alerts riders to the danger of what they are about to undergo, 
while reassuring them nonetheless of the power of the corporation, technology 
and the modern rational mind to proted them from this danger. The decision 
once made, one can almost be relieved to abrogate responsibility in favour of 
this faceless agglomeration of Authority. I sought an illogical solace in the 
vapid faith that "they" must have checked it and would not let us use it if it 
were unsafe. If our bodies appear to be doing extraordinary things — swfrling 
through space beyond our control — then the same force that compels them 
thus must surely also protect them. Clearly, many terrors can be regulated and 
made safe (at least temporarily) by the power of the rational mind. This 
"rational" faith may or may not be strengthened by the fact that the attendants 
~ even on the most terrifying of rides ~ are generally young and fresh-faced. 
Unlike at earlier carnivals or fairs, machines are not dangerous beasts kept 
tenuously under confrol by burly men in greasy overalls, they are tools, 
operated at the push of a button by cheerful young attendants of both sexes. At 
Dreamworld, technology is most obviously centred in the Country Fair sertion, 
where glaring colours, steel sfructures and mechanical noise bear witness to 
modernity, but we are called on to trust modern technology in all areas of the 
park, even those representing bygone eras. The deployment of technology in 
the thrill ride area makes riders psychologically and emotionally as well as 
physically dependent on technology ~ thus validating on several psychological 
levels ideologies of scientific progress. 
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Margaret King considers this celebration of technology to be an admirable 
feature of the modem theme park. Critidsing the prevalence of hostility 
towards Disneyland in cultural critidsm, she praises theme parks as 
"amount[ing] to a new technological and sodological art form" ("E>isneyland" 
117). To situate her reading of Disneyland, she draws on Mumford and Toffler 
"in their insistence that technology can be tamed to serve, instead of to 
dominate and determine man" (117). The reliance on technology is certaiiUy a 
feature of ilinx in the modern world. Although Caillois notes the 
proliferation of vertiginous game-playing amongst many species of animals, he 
also sfresses the relation of ilinx to modern material conditions, notably the 
automatisation that followed the Indusfrial Revolution. On the Gold Coast, 
other tourist attractions that vie with Dreamworld and Sea World for 
pafronage have sought to capitalise on this feature of modem theme parks by 
consfructing them as a conglomeration of technological wizardry. Currumbin 
Sanctuary, for example, frequentiy places its advertisements on the page 
opposite Dreamworld's, and pointedly states its difference from such crass 
pleasures: 
Hundreds of other Ausfralian animals live here in 60 artes of 
franquility [sic] with no roller coasters and amusement parks to disturb 
tiiem. (This Week on the Gold Coast. 30 Apr. 1991: 71) 
Ironically, in so doing, Currumbin contributes to the nexus of constmrtions it 
seeks to oppose, by presenting nature as a place to visit for a day, a different 
style of world from Movie World or Dreamworld, certainly, but nonetheless of 
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the same ontological category: "Currumbin Sanctuary. It's a day of fun for 
everyone." 
Although technology is fraditionally associated with modernity, 
alienation from nature, and the death of pre-lapsarian iimocence ~ in sum, 
vyith "adulthood" — at Dreamworld one could also see it as supporting the 
childhood imaginary fundamental to the park's identity. According to Bryan 
Turner, much of the process of psychologiced and emotional "growing up" is 
achieved in bodily terms, since the earliest bonds of dependency between 
parent and child are called into being in the processes of nourishment and 
bodily care: 
To grow up is to achieve individualization through self-autonomy, 
especially control over personal body maintainance. Paternalistic 
authority grows out of and is legitimated by these dependency relations, 
which emerge directly out of these body-maintaining services rendered 
by parents to their offspring. (191) 
On the thrill rides, we lose even the most elementary control of some faculties, 
such as gross movement and the ability to regulate our position in space. In 
that sense, riders become children again, unable to assert self-autonomy to the 
degree to which they are habituated, and dependent for thefr physical welfare 
on some extemal authority, however they might conceive of it (technology, 
fate, God, the Dreamworld corporation etc.). Like yoimg children, riders find 
themselves with limited confrol and no responsibility. Perhaps that is why it is 
a commonplace to observe that Dreamworld is as much a place for adults as 
children, since within the confines of the thrill rides at least, social and familial 
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hierarchies are levelled.^ The boy might offer the girl his protective arm, as we 
have been led to expert,'' but he can offer no more practical index of his 
authority. 
But the fadng of fear is not merely a private thing, and here we return to 
the powerful imagery in which the rides are embedded. According to Bakhtin, 
bodily imagery in camival served as a device for mitigating shared fears. 
Gaping human and animal mouths, holes and caverns, dribbling orifices, all 
signify in the cosmic schema. The cosmic is imaged through the worldly; 
metaphysiced terrors are given bodily form to rob them of some of their 
6 In no simple way, however. Four of the rides actually exclude children by 
using height as a measure of eligibility. Likewise, the implied audience for 
many of the nostalgic elements, such as the barber shop quartet singing "ain't 
nothin' like the good 'ole songs of yesteryear" or even some features of the 
animated koala show ("Ma, he's making eyes at me"), is presumably adult, 
since these songs yearn for a time that contemporary children are unlikely to 
have known, even through television. Indeed, this kind of nostalgia targets 
adults almost by defirution, since children are too young to realise that these 
are the best days of their life. 
7 The earhest amusement parks provided courting couples with the 
opportunity and excuse for dose physical contart (see Kyriazi 36). Turmels of 
love and roller coasters were particularly suited for this. The slogan for the 
Cannon Coaster at Coney Island, for example, was "Will she throw her arms 
aroimd your neck? Well, I guess, yes!" (Kyriazi 64). These gender conventions 
are still in evidence at Dreamworld; at the enfrance to the Thimder Bolt roller 
coaster a photo opportunity, comprising a painted scene with holes for 
pafrons' heads, depicts a frightened male figure gripping the front of the 
carriage, while the other figure (gender not predsely determinable) holds the 
man's arm in terror. If the painting is non-specific, the social construction of 
gender roles is relatively imambiguous: "I'll be the lady," cried a httie girl on 
one of my visits, slotting herself into the position of the one turning to the 
man for support. 
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potency. Both Bakhtin and Caillois discuss the funrtion of the ritualisation of 
panic or terror. For Bakhtin, camival is a means by which "cosmic terror" is 
overcome through fransformation. He defines cosmic terror as "the fear of that 
which is materially huge and carmot be overcome by force" ~ "the fear of the 
immeasurable, the infinitely powerful" (335). Camival provided a way of 
fransforming this absfract fear through embodying it — appropriating it 
psychically and physically by giving it a grotesque bodily form that resembles 
our own vyrit large. 
This is Fiedler's central thesis about the peculiar fasdnation exerted by so-
called freaks. Considering the crudal place of freaks and monsters in the 
religious, fantastic and superstitious imaginaries of many cultures and eras, he 
rejeds as inadequate the explanation that such images arose as veridical 
descriptions of mutations observed within a sodety. He turns, rather, to a 
functionalist explanation ~ positing a human "psychic need" (27) to create 
whatever we need to believe in. Fiedler contends that "our basic uncertainty 
about the limits of our bodies and our egos" begins in childhood, as the 
growing and changing child tries to situate her or himself in the bodily 
categories of adult "normality" ~ large/small, male/female, self/other, 
human/animal etc. According to this thesis, freaks are marvelled at as the 
projection of fears about our own freakishness; they are othered as "images of 
the secret self." This psychological reading is certainly compatible with 
Bakhtin's more social emphasis. It is through such imagery, indeed, that we 
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may see the conjuncture or overlapping of individual psychological fantasies 
and the social formations of the carnivalesque schema. 
Although there are no freaks in the sanitised envirorunent of 
Dreamworld, perhaps terror itself may be a way of getting if not at "the" secret 
self, then at some of the secret guises of the self. The Bakhtiruan framework 
allows the terrors experienced in thrill rides to be put in a social as well as 
personal context. Thus, one could read the emotional impart of the thrill rides 
as a vestige of ritualised performances of terror. 
The imagery is so richly laden that it can quite dearly be explicated 
through any number of frameworks. In the grotesque female body, for 
example, orifices signify in sexual as well as cosnrdc terms: 
[The image of the gaping mouth] corresponds in grotesque topography 
to the belly and to the utems. Thus, side by side with the erotic image of 
the trou (the "hole") the entrance to the underworld is represented: the 
gaping mouth of Satan, the "jaws of hell." The "well" is a current 
medieval image of the fruit-bearing womb. (329) 
Reframing Bakhtin's cosmic schema in different, though still sodal, terms we 
might also read the erotic hole/fruit-bearing womb/jaws of hell configuration 
as a mecharusm not merely for symbolising the cosmic drama of death-
renewal-fertility (329) - that is for coping with cosmic terror - but also for 
displadng, or indeed representing, a more earthbound terror. This, perhaps, is 
a ritualised, social representation of the "generalized dread of women" posited 
(and granted legitimacy) by Freud ("Taboo of Virginity" 198). 
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Tracing renmants of the carnivalesque within Dreamworld's sfructures 
gives one picture of the pleasures offered there — as liberating, total, parodic 
and bodily. It is certaiidy true that one of the key memories of a trip to 
Dreamworld may well be that of heightened bodily experiences. But the 
counterpoint to this liberation of the individual body is the confrol of the 
group body. Visitors' movements are consfrained as well as liberated. As to 
the ideological implications of this constraint, the physical freedoms we enjoy 
at Dreamworld do not take place in an ideological vacuum. In the next section, 
I propose examining Dreamworld's bodily pleasures through a different lens — 
that of the Foucauldian conception of a disdplinary apparatus. I offer this not 
as a counter-reading, an altemative fruth, but as another regrouping of some of 
Dreamworld's constitutive elements. 
n. BODIES UNDER CONTROL: DREAMWORLD AS A DISCIPLINARY 
STRUCTURE 
Dreamworld exhibits some of the features said by Foucault to be 
characteristic of disdplinary apparatuses, that is, power exerdsed through the 
confrol of visitors' experience of both time and space. Though the models 
Foucault draws on are frequentiy regimes of overt confrol, such as the military 
and the monastic, the term "discipline" does not necessarily carry punitive or 
authoritarian overtones. 
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Any bounded, privately-owned space charging a fairly high entry fee and 
coping with anything up to 8000 visitors per day, is obviously a logistical 
structure. To say this is not (necessarily) to invoke Frankfurt School style 
dystopias, but simply to recognise that any structure whatsoever imposes some 
consfraints or limits. At Dreamworld, confrol is essential for logistical and 
safety reasons, and equally for the production of a unified euid managed 
corporate image and experiential illusion. Since no environment can exist 
outside the sodal and therefore the ideological, the logistical and spatial 
arrangements are necessarily bound up in ideological norms, assumptions or 
pressures and these are necessarily less ambiguous and less diverse in a self-
consciously sfructured "utopia." 
Foucault outlines at least four characteristics of the type of individuality 
produced by disdplinary power: it is cellular, genetic, organic and combinatory. 
Disciplinary p>ower organises space and time, codes activities and arranges 
tactics (Discipline and Punish 167).^ 
a) The Experience of Space 
According to Foucault, the spatial organisation characteristic of 
disciplinary power is cellular: individuals are separated into imits that are often 
arranged in ordered or hierarchical fashion. At Dreamworld, most visitors 
8 Although I vyill freat these categories as separate, a neat division is 
impossible, since space and time are clearly not experienced as separate entities, 
and since the arrangement of tactics, for example, often involves consfraints 
precisely on such things as space and time. 
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come in already consfructed sodal units (usually couples or families); indeed, 
these are implied and experted in the park's physical design. These groups 
mostiy arrive in the hermetic bubble of the automobile (left in the cellular 
structure of the car park), and are shepherded through a series of ramps, ticket 
booths and entry gates. As at Disneyland, the object is to manipulate large 
numbers of people in such a way as to avoid any sense of crowding.' The nine 
"worlds" at Dreamworld are likevyise separate, cellular units. The spatial 
demarcations are almost absolute, with boundaries usually signalled by such 
architectural features as bridges and arches. The fransition points occasionally 
provide an interesting sense of the juxtaposition of two worlds and of the 
dement of collage involved in the cheerful postmodern plundering of 
historical, mythological and cultural image banks (fig. 24). One can visit the 
worlds in any order and wander freely between them, but access to Rivertown 
and Koala Country is confrolled, as they cannot be reached by foot. Within the 
park as a whole, spatial orgarusation is divided between the free flow of 
pedesfrian movement and the rigidly confrolled cells of the thrill rides. 
Dreamworld than at the Ford ride. No one I saw was letting the wheel do its 
ovyn work ~ even a boy with a broken arm was consdentiously steering with 
his good arm. In an interesting relaxation of extemal hierarchies, young 
children and women were the most frequent "drivers" (presumably since there 
was no real prowess required). 
^ With much success; Disneyland's "people-mover" monorail system was 
awarded a grant by the Department of Transportation (Harrington 38). 
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Fig. 24. Transition between Central Plaza and Gold Rush Country, 
Dreamworld. 
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One way to think about spatiality at Dreamworld is to consider it as 
combining at least four types of space: inaccessible, "unusable" space; open 
space organised into a network of pathways; the interior, often intercoimected, 
space of shops and eateries; and the separate, discrete space of the rides. There 
is virtually no free open space that is not a pathway to somewhere else. Thus 
frajectories at Dreamworld are a free drculation between the separate, 
"magical" spaces of the different thrill rides or worlds.^^ \Ye enter this spedal 
space through a series of gates and pens, and then are literally locked into the 
even tighter units of the spinning cells. Thus our thrills are an interesting 
mixtiu-e of the collective (large groups are let in to enjoy thefr pleasure in a 
sfrictiy delimited place), the cellular (the rides presuppose couple or nudear 
family stiurtures), and the solitary (the rides are so fast and noisy that we can 
scarcely talk to our companion). Group fantasy, orgarused sodally, experienced 
individually. 
b) The Experience of Time 
According to Foucault, "the disciplinary methods reveal a linear time 
whose moments are integrated, one upon another, and which is orientated 
towards a terminal, stable point; in short, an 'evolutive' time" (160). In other 
words, the human experience of time is conceptualised as a progression 
towards a goal, via a series of graded steps. This "genetic" time is not much in 
10 If this seems obvious, we must remember that it is quite unusual for 
vertiginous game playing to take place in discrete units. More usually, it is 
associated with unbounded spaces: kite flying, running, rollerblading, 
skateboarding, surfing, windsurfing etc. 
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evidence at Dreamworld; there is no hierarchisation of activities, and few of 
the fraining and testing procedures that art as markers of progress towards an 
often illusory goal. As we have noted, guests flow freely from one pleasure to 
the next, determining their sequence and omitting or repeating any they 
choose. Indeed, it is this lack of pre-ordained sequence — this movement from 
one pleasure to another according to impulse or desire — that may constitute 
much of the exdtement of a day at Dreamworld. 
And yet, confrols over our experience of time still operate, though not in 
the sequenced, hierarchical way typical of disdplinary sfructures. The simple 
but crucial point is that there is a mapping of the spatial onto the temporal. A 
trip to Dreamworld is equated with a time ~ it is a whole day consecrated to a 
spedal place whose pleasures are not designed to be enjoyed every day. It 
would be conceivable, for example, to have a theme park with low enfry fees 
dose to an urban centre; presumably, people might then use it regularly as they 
use, say, a pub or a public svyimming pool — not using every atfraction every 
time, but popping in for a quick roller coaster ride before work. But 
Dreamworld is not like that; its spatial and financial arrangements construct it 
as a spedal place, a world apart, an all-day experience ~ a "one day holiday." 
This concept of the "one day" is put to use in Dreamworld's advertising, with 
the slogan "Don't say one day." The "one day" of an ever-deferred utopia and 
the "one day" of the exceptional step out of real time interconnect interestingly; 
Dreamworld becomes an Utopian no-place available for a limited and delimited 
time. 
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Dreamworld is not atypical in its separation of work from play, but the 
absoluteness of its demarcation may reflect the separation of the economic and 
the domestic in industrial capitalism. Oidy a social structure that rigidly 
separates work and play, business and fanrdly, the public and the private, can so 
readily conceive of places of pleasure so utterly removed spatially and 
temporally from "normal" communal life. Whereas the spatial and temporal 
demarcations of camival tend(ed) to be a working over or reinscription of 
everyday arrangements (a taking to the sfreets, a week marked out in the 
calendar), those of the theme park are permanently divorced from daily 
routines and spaces. 
This arrangement (the "one day-one space" equation) affects our sense of 
time once we are within the park. Although there are no temporal constraints 
and no use of "genetic" time, there is nonetheless a sense of a list of things to 
get through. Those wanting to do "everything" cannot linger too long at any 
one particular attrartion. Live shows, boat rides and films are only on at set 
times; free vouchers for tea and coffee must be used before a certain time. Thus 
a slight sense of urgency may underlie our peregrinations - this is our one day 
and we must not waste it. The park surpasses us in its abundance; we feel we 
must live up to it, make the most of it. Thus, although there is no teleology, 
there is direction ~ no space that is not a pathway to somewhere else. The park 
thus plays with our urges: showing us abundance, but Umiting our time; giving 
us the freedom to linger, but the fear of missing out. This rhythm of satisfying 
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and denying, promising and vyithholding may be seen as partaking of the 
erotic, a sort of "corporate tease." 
The size and layout of the park are likewise carefully calculated so that 
there is just slightiy too much to do in one day. Far too much, and one would 
leave feeUng unsatisfied; a little too much, and one leaves with a sense of the 
abundance of this world, and with a desire to return and "finish it off." Even 
our return visit carries with it a temporal injunction: our cheap second-day 
pass (available near the exit) must be used vyithin three months. This urgent 
sense of a list of things to accomplish, experience and buy is interwoven with 
the park's middle-class ideology, supported by a conception of time that is 
fundamental to the capitalist workplace; time becomes a measurable 
commodity, and therefore one to be observed and valued: "time measured and 
paid must also be a time vyithout impurities or defects" (Discipline and Punish 
151). The counterpoint to this is that workers can demand the same "value 
time" when at leisure and spending the money earned by the sacrifice of thefr 
ovyn time. Wodehouse's "eminently sound" principle that pain marketed and 
paid for as pleasure may well be experienced as such illusfrates not merely the 
relativity of the concepts of pleasure and pain but also their inevitable 
implication in economic relations. 
The relations between tourism and work are complex and variable. Dean 
MacCannell, for example, suggests that in a modem capitalist society tourism 
frequently involves watching others at work, a notion that he elaborates into 
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the concept of the "work display" (36). Tony Bennett suggests that part of the 
appeal of thrill rides is that they "releas[e] the body for pleasure rather than 
harnessing it for work," thus "invert[ing] the normal relations between people 
and machinery prevailing in an indusfrial context" ("Thousand and One 
Troubles" 148). This might be an espedally sfrong source of pleasure in the 
predominantiy working-class Blackpool that Bennett is describing. 
Susan Sontag equates tourism itself with a kind of work, particularly 
amongst those cultures in which a work ethic is deeply engrained. For such 
cultures, she suggests, avid photography becomes not oidy a way of providing 
lasting physical evidence of one's purchased leisure, but also of "working" 
while on holiday: 
The method [of taking photographs whenever one is imsure of an 
appropriate response] espedally appeals to people handicapped by a 
ruthless work ethic ~ Germans, Japanese, and Americans. Using a 
camera appeases the anxiety which the work-driven feel about not 
working when they are on vacation and supposed to be having fun. (10) 
There are interesting possibilities here, despite Sontag's blithe totalisation of 
national cultures. But another way of thinking about the production of the 
photographic narrative is as a way of recording our own personal interaction 
with the touristic site and of casting ourselves in the role of artant in a holiday 
narrative. 
But Sontag's suggestion (taken more abstrartly) of a need to grasp a 
superabundant and elusive experience certainly rings frue for such heightened 
sites as theme parks. Almost immediately on entering Dreamworld's magic 
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land, I "naturally" found myself planning my day, my route, the order of the 
atfractions, which live shows to see, in a fever of forward planning that 
ensured I would not "nuss out." Let in to paradise for just one day, I set about 
time-tabling it in order to prevent its abundance from overwhelming or 
escaping me. Thus the Utopian rhythms produced by the thematics of 
journeying that underlies the rides is in conflirt with the linear conception of 
time most pafrons experience in the workplace or the outside world. 
Nonetheless, these choices are ours to make, even if the conception of 
leisure we bring vyith us has already been heavily overdetermined. But in 
confrast to our "free," untimed perambulations, almost every atfraction at 
Dreamworld is timed. The train departs every twelve minutes (its repeated 
whistle urging us to hurry), the paddlesteamer every twenty minutes. Again, 
this experience is collective. The thrill rides allow us to commence and 
terminate our pleasure at exactly the same moment and for us to move rapidly 
yet passively. Even the speed of our pleasure is predetennined: "As you reach 
the ffrst loop, you'll be fravelling at a speed of 90 kilomefres per hour," the 
young attendant cheerfully informs us. Speed of movement between 
atfractions is also often predetermined; the journey to Koala Country, for 
example, is either by frain or cable car at speeds that never vary. 
Other than the pedestrian circulation, whose individual rhythms inflect 
significantly any visit, the only untimed activities at Dreamworld are the 
games of skill (a paid pleasure where the aim is precisely to lengthen the 
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games' duration) and shopping. Shopping and eating are the park's leisurely 
pleasures ~ a break from the serious business of getting everything done in 
time. The subliminal assodation of free time with consumption also feeds into 
the rigid work/leisure dichotomy chararteristic of industrialised sodeties. 
Thus Dreamworld, constructing itself as a one-oft pleasure rather than a 
repeated one, does not make use of the genetic time assodated with the 
interpellation and fraining of regular pafrons — but it does confrol pafrons' 
experience of time. It utilises "a new technique for taking cheU"ge of the time of 
individual existence" (Discipline and Punish 157), employing what Foucault 
has called the "three great methods" of the time-table: it establishes rhythms, 
imposes particular occupations, and regulates the cycles of repetition (149). 
c) The "Organic" 
Dreamworld's fantasy world is made up of nine themed "sub-worlds." 
Interestingly, there are few signposts vyithin the park; visitors are given a map, 
but pafrons seem very quickly to begin working from a mind map. The fart 
that this is so immediately possible, even on a first visit, suggests something 
about the logic implidt in the park's design, loosely structiu-ed and yet relying 
on sets of oppositions such as familiar/unfamiliar, present/past, near/far, 
urban/natural. According to Foucault, one of the features of disdplinary power 
is that it always appears to be organic. Minute and seemingly insignificant 
fraining procedures lead to both the perception of naturalness and to the 
development of skills that bring about a naturalness in fad. Training produces 
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not only docile minds, but also "docile bodies." Since Dreamworld is a "one 
day holiday" rather than a way of life, it relies on few fraining procedures, 
although one could consider such features as the queuing systems in this light. 
Nonetheless, once inside, we do succumb to the "organic" logic of the park's 
design, a logic that, as we vyill see below, is of necessity ideological. 
d) Arranging Tactics: The Combination of Forces 
Dravying on the military modd of the division of crowds into usable 
units, Foucault proposes that disdplinary power arranges people into groups 
and manipulates their movements. Dreamworld is dearly designed to handle 
large numbers of people and to make their presence as unobtrusive as possible. 
Dreamworld certainly relies on group structures. Some entertainment or 
leisure spaces, such as shopping centres, or even Jupiters Casino, do not make 
the solitary visitor feel uncomfortable. A solitary trip to a theme park, 
however, is heu-d to conceive of. One of my visits to Dreamworld was made on 
my ovyn. That day, I was one of a very small group. We were those hovering 
on the edge of rides, conspicuously Without Friends, pretending to be waiting 
for someone on a ride. I found myself inventing scenarios as to why I might 
quite legitimately be alone at such a place. In the queue for rides, I began to feel 
more and more self-conscious. I tried to look nonplussed when an attendant 
asked me how many were in my group. I felt guilty about hogging a log or a 
Model-T Ford to myself, while others were waiting behind me. I was beginning 
to understand why I didn't have any friends. 
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The assumption of a group is true of the park as a whole, but espedally so 
of the thrill rides. Companions provide support in the joint facing of a 
challenge, but thefr role goes beyond this ~ they are necessary to sustain the 
group fantasy. Without companions, the roller coaster ride, for example, 
would not only be more frightening, it would also seem to lose its point. The 
normally unasked question "Why bother?" would surface. Suspension of 
disbelief at theme parks is a collertive matter.^i Caillois' insistence on the 
arbifrariness and non-productiveness of play is pertinent here; such eu-bifrary 
pleasures may well serve psycho-biological purposes crudal to health or 
wellbeing, but equally importantiy, they signify sodally. 
Despite the maintenance of small-group sfructures, the overall pattern of 
a day at Dreamworld is a collective round frip. Since it is a whole-day artivity, 
the crowds arrive at 10am and leave at 5pm, rather than coming and going as 
they please, despite their freedom to do so. The sense of a collective fantasy, 
safdy accomplished, and a return to "real" life is heightened by the farewell 
photo session with Kenny and Belinda near the front gates. The overall 
frajertory, then, despite the infinite permutatioi\s carried out during the day, is 
11 Although one can state that theme parks encourage group sfructures, 
individuals always negotiate their own patterns of usage. Witness the man 
who has been created a "citizen of Disney World," visiting it three times a 
week since his wife died, and considering it his second home (National 
Enquirer 4 Feb. 1975: 30, qtd. in King, "Disneyland": 123). Presumably, though, 
his eccentric use of Disney World has not left him an alien, single figure 
among large crowds, but has embedded him within the collertivity of the 
people who work there. 
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drcular; the family and group experiences are finally subsumed in the act of 
group departure and mass pafronage of the Dreamworld bakery. In hundreds 
of households in south-east Queensland each night. Dreamworld pies are no 
doubt consumed by tfred families and Kenny and Belinda dolls are hugged to 
sleep, as a little bit of the dream is taken home. 
As at Jupiters, people themselves serve a sfrategic function at 
Dreamworld: they become the exhibits, the advertisements, and the source of 
mutual confirmation that everyone is having a good time. Although the 
worlds are consfrurted as discrete, and there is little visibility of one world from 
another, there are cross-over points, where we can see people enjoying 
themselves in another world. The skylink and the train, as well as 
architedural features such as bridges, allow us to see other rides in operation. 
Similarly, the mine train, which is an underground ride, includes one brief 
hurtle into the open air, so that the riders' terror/pleasure may not be lost on 
others. Those queuing up for rides are entertained or made nervous by the 
spedacle of others undergoing or completing their ovyn journey. Thus people 
and their movements are put to work as a sfrategy for promoting the sense of 
group fantasy and thrill and for advertising the park to its ovyn users. Caillois 
records with displeasure the harnessing of other people's terror for pleasure 
and financial gain in a "curious and cruel assignment of roles" (26): 
. . . the violence of the shock felt is such that the concessionaires try, in 
exfreme cases, to lure the naive by offering free rides. They deceitfully 
announce that "this time only" the ride is free, when this is the usual 
practice. To compensate, the spectators are made to pay for the privilege 
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of calnUy observing from a high balcony the terrors of the co-operating 
or surprised victims, exposed to fearful forces or sfrange caprices. (26) 
Our gaze is not harnessed for finandal gain in this way at Dreamworld, but the 
time spent in the role of children, unable to fully confrol one's own body, is 
complemented by the time in which we can play the adult role of looking on 
from a position of safety and superiority. However, since a very large 
proportion of the vistors will be both sjjectators and partidpants, and since 
nowadays non-partidpants are as likely to feel envy as superiority, these 
viewing positions are obviously both mobile and ambiguous. 
Nonetheless, the deliberate if partial organisation of pafrons' gazes can be 
considered a tactic in Foucault's sense ~ just one of a whole host of small 
structural and procedural details whose purpose is to try to dirert behaviour 
towards desired illusory, pleasurable or econonruc effects. Other tactics 
employed at Dreamworld include the total lack of drinking fountains and 
picnic spots, and the prohibition on bringing food into the park, which 
encourages if not compels visitors to make use of the caf^ and restaur ants. ^  2 
The paths that impel one through souvenir shops, the pies on sale at the exit 
that promise respite that night for exhausted parents, the second-day pass 
available near the exit, the prohibition on bringing food or drink into the park 
~ all these and more form a network of tactics designed to influence and 
manipulate the spending and behavioural pattems of pafrons. Such tartics 
12 Dreamworld's managing director, Brian Beirne, notes that the recession has 
led to an increase in the number of people bringing food into the park, "a 
prartice discouraged but impossible to eradicate" (Rowbotham 72). 
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work to maintain a delicate tension between patrons' pleasures and corporate 
interests, since these two sets of interests coindde — up to some optimum, 
indeterminate and variable point. The point at which delight in consumption 
becomes a worry about money, or the exhilaration of letting go becomes a too-
insistent fear about safety is dearly crucial to the operation of any mass pleasure 
site. 
In sum then. Dreamworld is not a totally regulating envirorunent, but it 
does consfrain pafrons' experiences. It blends the freedom to flow with the 
highly calculated time-tabling of rides and attractions, and puts objects, people 
and their movements to work in a way that heightens the group illusion, 
creates the possibility for large-scale and intense pleasures, while filling the 
corporate coffers. 
How, then, can one begin to think about this tenuous balancing act? And 
how can one recondle the different pictures produced by each of the reading 
frameworks I have employed? 
ffl. LIMITATIONS OF THESE FRAMEWORKS 
Since the camivalesque and Foucauldian frameworks open up different 
possibilities for reading the ideological component of pleasures at Dreamworld, 
it is necessary to consider some of the ways in which Dreamworld cannot be 
contained by these frameworks as well as some limitations of the models 
themselves. 
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Since Bakhtinian readings have gained considerable currency in 
contemporary cultural analysis, it is worthwhile considering both the reasons 
for this interest and the applicability of the framework to the object of study. 
Since the concept of "camival" sfraddles both concrete historical formations 
and a set of almost generic discursive conventions, it appears to offer a way out 
of the impasse generated by the twin poles of pessimistic ideological critique 
and celebratory populism. That is, considered as a thematic repertoire 
(Stallybrass and White 60) it can inflect critique vyith an optimistic, 
franshistorical perspective, while its underpinnings as a historical moment 
now largely lost allow for a (sometimes nostalgic) ideological critique of present 
formations. Its disdplinary formation has made it popular; situated at a 
conjuncture of various types of historical, social and literary studies, it is an 
atfradive theoreticcd framework for a range of scholars now working in 
cultural studies. For those of textualist orientation, for example, it provides a 
rich framework for "dose readings." Perhaps most of all, what Stallybrass and 
White call the "generous but willed idealism" of Bakhtin (10) provides a 
schema which, though obviously both nostalgic and Utopian, may provide 
welcome relief from the grim seriousness of ideological critique. Its emphasis 
on the physical body has no doubt also helped to make it popular, "the body" 
itself having become the object of intense (and Utopian) theoretical attention in 
the face of the seeming global crisis in meta-narratives. These are some of the 
disdplinary and historical reasons for the current interest in Bakhtin, and I 
consider a Bakhtinian framework, with its dual historical and thematic 
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possibilities, to be both appropriate and fruitful when considering theme parks, 
since they are both the historical descendants of traditional carnivals and sites 
that explicitiy thematise and draw on the camivalesque as a bank of imagery. 
Accepting this schema, then, it is nonetheless evident that there are many 
ways in which Dreamworld does not resemble older carnivals. It is not, for 
example, "the true feast of time, the feast of becoming, change, and renewal" 
(Bakhtin 10). Although Dreamworld relies on change outside its boundaries to 
maintain its appeal (which is based on difference from "normal" Ufe), vyithin 
its bounds time, although thematised, remains static. Whereas cariuval 
celebrated the "beginning" and "end" of time — spring and vyinter — (Bakhtin 
24), Dreamworld is spring hypostasised, at least in Central Plaza. Cenfral Plaza 
represents an amorphous Ausfralian-American past. As at Disneyland, patrons 
enter through a city hall built at reduced scale in order to arouse the subliminal 
suggestion of re-entering childhood. But it is a safe childhood of bakeries, pink 
gingham amd ladies in mob caps selling candy. Colourful and sterile, it is a 
world where the plastic flowers never fade and the real ones are never left in 
the ground long enough to die. There is littie blurring or conjoining of Ufe and 
death, with the exception, as we have seen, of Gold Rush Countiy, where death 
is thematised through comedy, as in carnival ~ although it is safely distanced 
by its historical framings. There is, in sum, littie of what Bakhtin considered to 
be the essential quality of carnival: ambivalence. 
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Eagleton too takes the blurring of boundaries to be fundamental to 
camival (Walter Benjamin 149), but apart from the blurring of the distinction 
between animal and human (see above, p. 281), there is littie evidence of a 
confusion of gender roles, sexualities or sodal hierarchies. This is not to say 
that established ontological categories remain intact. Categories of the natural 
and the real, for example, do become confused; in the hierarchy of 
representations, Cenfral Plaza seems "more real" than Gold Rush Coimtry; 
koala cuddling "more natural" than Blue Lagoon. Within Dreamworld's 
postmodern "Ecumenopolis" (King, "Disneyland" 128), cultures, histories and 
geographies are imitated and reworked ~ not through a (potentially political) 
satfrical or parodic inversion, but in a (potentially apolitical) postmodern de-
differentiation. Dreamworld participates, as do many postmodern sfructures, 
in the logic of the collertion, a logic analysed well by Susan Stewart. According 
to Stewart, the collertion involves a total aestheticisation of use-value (151) and 
in some sense stands for the world ~ both by metonymy and since it defines 
time and place in its ovyn terms (162). Collections make historical time 
synchronous with the collection's own world (151). Dreamworld certainly 
functions not only as artwork emd replica, but also as collection ~ allowing 
history to exist aU at once and global geography to exist in one place. 
This has interesting ramifications for political or material understandings 
of the world. In the face of what he sees as an "essentially historical 
epistemology" in modern sodal theory (10), Edward Soja has called for a 
"consdously spatialized" postmodem geography, one that makes us 
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insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequence from 
us, how relations of power and discipline are inscribed into the 
apparentiy innocent spatiality of social life, how human geographies 
become filled with politics and ideology. (6) 
His is an overfly political projert, made in the context of the ambiguity of 
postmodern politics. The potential for explidt anti-authoritarian inversion to 
be diluted into postmodem playfulness reminds me of Linda Hutcheon's use 
of the term "parody" to mean allusiveness — her definition itself negates the 
distinrtion between critical and playful repetitions. But political implications 
are difficult to "read off" either texts or practices. The collapsing of boundaries 
can be far more powerful than dogmatic inversion of already-existing 
dichotomies, but the concept of the free play of the signifier can also potentially 
weaken any overtiy political stance. 
This is, in fart, one of the key limitations of the camivalesque model ~ or 
at least, one of the problematics engaged by it. For carnival's association with 
liberation and rebellion is sfrictiy drcumscribed; viz Eagleton's assertion that 
Camival, after all, is a licensed affair in every sense, a permissible 
rupture of hegemony, a contained popular blow-off as disturbing and 
relatively ineffectual as a revolutionary work of art. As Shakespeare's 
Olivia remarks, there is no slander in an allowed fool. (Walter 
Benjamin 148) 
Eco goes further than Eagleton, claiming that the prerequisites of a "good" 
carnival are: 
(i) the law must be so pervasively and profoundly infrojected as to be 
overwhelmingly present at the moment of its violation. . . (ii) the 
moment of camivalization must be very short, and allowed only once a 
year. . . ("Frames of Comic 'Freedom'" 6) 
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Eco's bleak condusion is that "popular cultures are always detennined by 
cultivated cultures" (7). I don't believe this to be the case, but it is hard to argue 
vyith Eagleton's more drcumspect conclusion that 
carnival may figure as a prime example of that mutual complidty of law 
and liberation, power and desfre, that has become a dominant theme of 
contemporary post-Marxist pessimism. (149) 
Eagleton's comparison vyith the revolutionary work of art begs some questions 
(how effedive can a revolutionary work of art be?) and in so doing revives an 
important problematic. Stallybrass and White consider the political and the 
aesthetic as interlirdced and complementary domains, often connected via a 
dynamics of repression; one of the key arguments of The Politics and Poetics of 
Transgression is that "what is socially peripheral is often symbolically cenfral" 
(20). Clearly, a borderline between the aesthetic and the fx)litical caimot be 
dravyn; as Fiske notes, "semiotic power is not a mere symbol of, or licensed 
substitute for, 'real' power" (132). The nature of this relation must always 
remain complex and difficult to define. 
But Dreamworld overspills the Foucauldian model as well as the 
Bakhtinian one, especially through its very separateness from the outside 
world, which works doubly. In one sense, tiiis separateness allows for a perfed 
application of disdplinary power, since the space is so confrollable. In another 
way, though, the locus of power remains vyith the visitor, since s/he has 
chosen to enter the space. However overdetermined this "choice" may be and 
however littie it nrught feel like choice when the kids are exerting pressure 
from the back seat as the car heads towards the Gold Coast, we nonetheless 
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choose to be in this space in a way that we do not choose to be under the 
influence of disdplinary power in sodety at large. And as we have seen, the 
interests of pafrons do not simply conflict with those of the organisation; 
indeed, for a good part of the continuum, they coindde. 
The status of my reading(s) of Dreamworld becomes even more complex 
when we articulate the ambiguities of the camival framework with those of the 
Foucauldian model. While the cenfral model of Disdpline and Punish ~ that 
of Bentham's Panopticon — has been considered by some commentators "the 
very quintessence of a center-based metaphor for cultural production" (Collins, 
Uncommon Cultures 29), it can also be made to work doubly as a model. For if 
the invisibility of the surveillance is "a guarantee of order" (Discipline and 
Punish 200), this very invisibility can itself work ambiguously to signify the 
diffuse and unpredictable workings of power. 
Thus while the carnivalesque and Foucauldian frameworks might 
produce "different" Dreamworlds - a site for subversive pleasure and a site for 
totalizing power, respectively ~ the impossibility of this opposition can be 
fraced to ambiguities within the models themselves: camivalesque laughter is 
also conservative; Foucauldian power is also liberating. 
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V. DREAMWORLD AS AN IDEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 
It remains, then, to consider ways that we can think about ideologies at 
Dreamworld. There is no doubt that although Dreamworld offers us bodily 
liberation, it also confrols the movement of bodies within its confines. But 
what of the ideological framework in which this heightened bodily awareness 
is aroused? Can one equate bodily confrol vyith ideological confrol? Is 
Dreamworld a sort of "totalitarian . . . utopia" (Harrington 38)? 
In America, an increasing number of analysts are turning their attention 
to amusement and theme parks, sometimes in celebratory mode, sometimes 
with the aim of imveiling the hidden ideologies on which they are based.^^ 
Michael Harrington exemplifies the latter approach, with his cutting critique of 
"corporate socialism in the Magic Kingdom" (35). Harrington discusses Jimmy 
Carter's choice in 1978 of Walt Disney's Magic Kingdom as the venue for a 
major international economic summit (35), and argues that we "take Disney's 
capitalist fairy tale seriously" (35), fearing that when Carter described 
Fantasyland as "the source of inspiration for [his] econonuc advisers" he was 
only half joking.^^ Harrington condemns Disneyland's explidt "banning" of 
13 See, for example, the spedal edition of The loumal of Popular Culture 15 
(1981). 
14 Cf. frequent anecdotal speculation as to the "source" of Reagan's rhetoric 
and polides: "Boy, I'm glad I saw Rambo last night. Now I'll know what to do 
next time." (President Ronald Reagan, July 1985, before welcoming freed 
hostages from the TWA flight held in Lebanon.) Sunday London Times 7 July 
1985, qtd. in Warner: 672. 
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nastiness, confroversy and ideology, seeing the concept of a non-ideological 
envfronment as "profoundly ideological" (42). The frony deterted by 
Harrington is that Disneyland achieves its "anti-ideology" (43) only by a 
meticulous and detailed confrol over its envfronment, from the banning of 
chewing gum to confrolling the length of its employees' sideburns (38, 86). 
What I want to suggest is that, Uke Disneyland, Dreamworld creates its 
effects by a rigorous confrol of its envfronment. But unlike Disneyland, whose 
blatant propagation of nationalism and ideologies of progress is supported and 
direrted by its anything but apolitical links with giant American corporations. 
Dreamworld is more the embodiment of a complacent middle-dass ideology. 
Dreamworld too beUes the concept of an ideological degree zero, but its 
charader is far less siruster than Harrington's reading of Disneyland, although 
the dedication of Dreamworld to "the happiness of all people" by Sir Joh 
Bjelke-Petersen provides a pointed reminder that the realms of fantasy and 
poUtics can never be separated. 
One of the key areas to an understanding of the ideological component in 
the pleasures of Dreamworld is Cenfral Plaza. This is Dreamworld's 
enfrance/exit area, a mediating space, clearly modelled on Disneyland's Main 
Sfreet concept. Some American critics (FrancavigUa, for example) have 
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commented on Main Sfreet's important sfructural and ideological functions,^5 
many of which can also be ascribed to Cenfral Plaza. 
In Dreamworld, Central Plaza fimrtions as a standard of normality against 
which the other areas are measured. It is the area closest to the "real" world 
outside, and its roughly triangular shape means that it is anchored firmly in 
"reality," while pointing and leading inward towards the park's inner and 
unknown territories. The Plaza is cenfral on the left-right axis rather than the 
front-back axis; placed neither to one side nor the other it is thus constructed 
spatiaUy as "normal." It is a litter-free, sugar-coated film-set world, dedicated to 
consumption. 
The version of reality consfructed for us as normal is a built environment, 
near to the edge (more on this later), safe, colourful, mercantile, maiucured, 
dean, not overtly erotic, dedicated to the consumption of material goods rather 
than experienced pleasures, and administrative (City Hall being the site for 
tickets, banking, phones, first aid, information, lost property, and the 
Dreamworld and Ausfralian flags). Since almost all tiie buildings in this area 
(and indeed in Dreamworld as a whole) are shops, eateries or entertainments, 
sodety and its functions are reduced conceptuaUy to the processes of 
consumption. Other dvic functions are represented in a Unuted way (fire 
station, Cenfral Station, City Hall), but only in their protective or serviceable 
15 Being modelled on Disney's ovyn mid-western boyhood town of Marceline, 
it has also proved a ripe subject for psycho-analytical speculation (Schickel 48). 
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functions. The rows of shops give the impression from outside of being 
separate entities, but inside, wide doorways link them all together so that 
pafror\s are encouraged to succumb to the "natural" flow of their consumer 
instinrts, espedally, one would imagine, in wet or very hot weather. The area 
is kerbed and guttered — a dty sfreet, but one where the pedestriai^' progress is 
never hindered or endangered by cars, and where the noise of fraffic is replaced 
by the gentle freade of Muzak. As we will see below, nature here is manicured 
and under confrol. 
The park is also ideological in its assumption of certain family structures 
and gender relations. Family passes and signs requesting "Please take one 
[map] each per family" indicate that the expected basic uiut is the heterosexual 
couple with children. No surprise, then, to see that the photo shop's 
enlargement display features the ideal nuclear family: father, mother, young 
boy and girl. Likevyise, every ride presupposes families or couples, v^th all 
seats being arranged in twos or multiples thereof. 
The eroticism impUed and aroused by the park may also be seen to be of 
subtie ideological import. So far, we have considered it as all-pervasive, 
though differentiated, but also as gender-neufral. It is possible however to 
argue that the park's structures gender the guest as male. As vyith Jupiters, it is 
possible to read Dreamworld as a gendered landscape. The standard fropes of 
the natural landscape as abundant feminine potentiality waiting to be explored 
and exploited, in addition to their specific inflection at Dreamworld as 
dreanUand-fantasyland-pleasureland (the world that "is waiting to be anything 
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tiiat you dream" [Dreamworld theme song]) would seem to Ucense such a 
reading. In addition to this by now commonplace reading of the exploration of 
unknown landscapes as a gendered metaphor, the whole inside/outside 
dichotomy arising from the park's Utopian separateness would make this 
plausible. 
Indeed, Teresa de Lauretis has argued that the basic stmcttu-e of all 
narrative genders the reader/viewer as male, since all narration is ultimately 
reducible to an archetypal structure that is itself deeply and subtiy gendered in 
westem cultures: the passage of a hero across a boundary, that is, a primary 
"conflict of hero and antagonist (obstade)" (118). She draws on the work of 
Jurij Lotman, who reduced Propp's thirty-one narrative functions to an 
endlessly repeatable duality: "entry into a dosed space, and emergence from it." 
Lotman goes on to ascribe a culturally generated gender to these functions: 
Inasmuch as dosed space can be interpreted as "a cave," "the grave," "a 
house," "woman" (and, correspondingly, be allotted the featiores of 
darkness, warmth, dampness), enfry into it is interpreted on various 
levels as "death," "conception," "return home" and so on; moreover all 
these acts are thought of as mutually identical. (Lotman, "The Origin of 
Plot in tiie Light of Typology" qtd. in de Lauretis: 118) 
Certairdy, many of the rides at Dreamworld involve an obvious thematics of 
"death, conception and return home" — one which associates the journey into 
the "female" landscape with fear and threat, and emergence from it vyith 
security, safety and return to normality. Thus although Dreamworld makes 
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use of less overtiy narrativised material than, say, Disneyland,!^ ti\e narrative 
we perform as we take the rides (re)engenders the female as the unknovyn, 
threatening obstade. According to this interpretation, the sbiictural eroticism 
is not simply pleasurable, but also ideological, serving to vaUdate certain 
(phallocentric) conceptions of normality. 
What de Lauretis adds to Lotman's formulations is the question of desfre, 
dravying on Barthes' undeveloped observation that "it is at the same moment 
(around the age of three) that the little human 'invents' at once sentence, 
narrative, and the Oedipus" ("Infroduction to the Sfructural Analysis of 
Narratives" 295). Barthes' configuration suggests to de Lauretis a mutual 
impUcation of narrative and (male-centred) desire: 
. . . once suggested, the connection between narrative and the Oedipus, 
desire and narrative, not only appears to be incontestable but . . . urges a 
reconsideration of narrative sfructure ~ or better, narrativity. (104-05) 
She posits desire as the dynamic behind all narrative, formulating desire as a 
quasi-sexual (emd en-gendering) interweaving of narrative interest and the 
emotional investment of readers and viewers.!'' She further develops this 
question of desire, having been tantalised by the "insidious suggestion of 
reversibility" (103) in Laura Mulvey's proposition (in her key essay "Visual 
16 David Johi\son suggests that the Disney creators have "added conventional 
plots to inherentiy plotless materials" (162). At Dreamworld, the rides are 
consfructed as thematised journeys, but the rest of the landscapes are tableaux, 
in which any narrative is implicit rather than explidt. 
17 The concept of narrative mobilised by desire has been explored in different 
ways by Susan Sontag (see Against Interpretation) and Ross Chambers (Story 
and Situation). 
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Pleasure and Narrative Cinema") that "sadism demands a story." Sadism thus 
becomes a metaphor for the violence inherent in the constitution of 
subjectivities whereby women are frapped "in the web of a male Oedipal logic" 
(152). 
It is important to sfress (as indeed de Lauretis does) that these genderings 
are not essential but culturaUy construrted. Altemative epistemologies might 
conceive of sexual and narrative acts in gynocentric or androgynous terms. 
Thus, according to this schema, aU narrative functions to construrt the male 
subjectivity as normal, since Westem cultures have yet to formulate and 
sublimate on a large-scale altemative dynamics of desire and structures to 
embody them. 
The natural landscape ~ one of the oustanding features of Dreamworld, 
with its relative abundance of native vegetation, is also framed within 
predominantly nuddle-class conceptions. Nature is put to different uses at 
Dreamworld: decorative (as at Cenfral Plaza), pleasurable and tangible in a 
confrolled way (as with the koala cuddling), and untouched and untouchable 
(as in the island-cenfre). These different uses of the natural are deUmited 
spatially: the pladng of Koala Counfry and Rivertown at the opposite end of 
the park from the entrance and Cenfral Plaza positions indigenous nature as 
"normal" urban society's Other. One must Uterally "cross the Une" to come 
into contact with this type of nature, as the railway frack separates the urban 
and the natural. Sigiuficantiy, Koala Country (where one can admire caged 
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native animals) cannot be reached on foot; one must re-enart the pioneering 
journey by frain or descend from the heavens by cable car. The remoteness and 
inaccessibility of "real" natiu-e are also seen in Rivertown, which forms a kind 
of untouchable, unknowable cenfre to the park. We can d rde it in the 
paddlesteamer, but never disembark. As an island, it is proterted from 
invasion by visitors - but so, too, are we kept at a safe distance from un-
dvilised nature. "Real" nature is either not for public access (such as the 
island) or fenced off (as in Koala Country). 
Contact with "real" nature is possible though, in the form of koala 
cuddling. One of Dreamworld's major drawcards, espedally for the Japanese, it 
is an assembly-line procedure, where guests line up patientiy in pens and staUs 
for thefr 30 second-$7.50 brush vyith nature. Tvdn queues, attendants, 
photographers, and koalas make this a marvel of brisk efficiency. 
"Real" nature is also used to great effert in the "urban" areas, espedally 
Cenfral Plaza. Controlled meticulously, it is a source of decoration and nothing 
else. The manicured, blue-painted pond in Central Plaza is nature "civilised" 
and put to use as a dvic shovypiece. Lawns and gardens are fenced off and 
unavailable for picnicking.^^ Significantiy, almost all of the flowers and 
shrubs in this area are not native to Ausfralia. The advantage of nature 
subordinated to the decorative urge is that it is refreshingly predictable: most of 
18 This serves a dual purpose: encouraging guests to use the caf4s and 
sfreamlining pafrons' paths into a more regulated, continual flow rather than 
a more intermittent and individual pattern of stopping and starting. 
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the flowers in this area are a cheerful red ~ permanently so, apparently, since 
thefr colours are shown on the map. 
Another kind of nature exists at Dreamworld - one that has been 
fabricated artifidaUy. Man-made nature is far more spertacular than natiu-al 
nature. The rides through the artifidal watercourses in Blue Lagoon, Rocky 
Hollow and Gold Rush Coimtry, for example, are far more exdting than the 
compewatively tame paddlesteamer ride. Artifidal nature is also more 
colourful; "real" nature's rather drab dun or green cannot compare to the joUy 
blueness of the artifidal watercourses. Visitors "know," of course, how to 
decode this hierarchisation of the natural and presumably understand the 
playfulness embodied in its consfruction. Nonetheless, my personal response 
is to be left rather discomforted by the prindples embodied at Dreamworld ~ 
that nature can be tamed, put to work, and improved by man ~ when their 
relation to the Gold Coast at large is considered. 
The park's layout, particularly with regard to nature, thus reinscribes the 
famiUar Ausfralian landscape-metaphor of the edge/cenfre dichotomy. As for 
Voss, our journey away from dviUsation is a joumey from edge to centre, from 
outside to inside. Our trip to Koala Country is an adventure, a re-enactment of 
"our" pioneer past: 
The vast dry heart of the land is dead, and it is on this infradable cenfral 
grimness that the teeth of adventure have long since been blunted. . . . It 
is the one challenge from which the adventurous AusfraUan has always 
had to refreat, back to the narrow, safer skin of his coastal holding.. . 
(Johnston 271) 
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At Koala Country, no seats or caf^s encourage us to remain at the cenfre, and 
we inevitably return to the other side of the line, the colonised edge prettified 
by infroduced flora. 
Dreamworld's design might seem then to embody "balance" — vyith 
space given over to both a natural and an urban environment. The retention 
of natural bushland is itself highly imusual for a theme park and confributes to 
Dreamworld's "Ausfralian" atmosphere. Nonetheless, the coding of the 
natural envirorunent is not at all radical. Koalas become all-singing aU-
dandng furry creatures, or decoration for pillow cases, drink botties, wallets, 
rubbers and bottle openers. Nature functions as a holiday destination, a "frip 
away from the everyday," something to cuddle and hand back. We are not 
given the chance for any more direct interaction vyith the natural 
environment, and thus man-made nature offers us far more pleasures. I am 
reminded of Theodor Roszak's (perhaps apocryphal) story of the family whose 
reactions to the spertacular geyser "Old Faithful" were as foUows: 
Father: "Is tiiat all?" 
Mother: "I thought it was supposed to be higher. 
Son: "Disneyland is better." (25) 
The unknowable island is also the haven for the park's one glance at 
non-white Ausfralian history. A fibreglass Aboriginal sits beneath a free ~ 
alone, barely visible, impassive. He is identified with nature and is as 
unassimilable to white culture as the forbidden island with which he so nearly 
merges that his presence is very difficult to detect as the paddle steamer passes 
by. This artificial "natural" man is as much a display item as the (real) 
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kangaroos placed near him on the island ~ only they atfrart more attention. 
On the mainland opposite, the three white characters replay another scene in 
an endless pioneer pantomime. But apparentiy. Aboriginals have not attained 
the status even of pantomime charaders, for the lone Aboriginal sits urmoticed 
and unnarrativised - his history unwritten. There is no Dreamtime at 
Dreamworld. 
NormaUty, then, is urban, white, and on the edge, while nature is 
remote, inaccessible, alien, and threatening unless acculturated. Aboriginality 
is largely ignored, but insofar as it is dealt with, it is identified with wild nature. 
The absence of any serious treatment of Aboriginality is, sadly, unsurprising. 
The only nationalism acknowledged is the somewhat disquieting mixture of 
white Ausfralian/American nationalism propagated by such features as the 
Imax dnema and the koala show. 
Thus, here as elsewhere our pleasures are not value-free. The orUy 
difference is that Dreamworld constructs and advertises itself as em escape from 
"aU that," a realm untainted by political or ethical questions — in short, as a 
Utopia. 
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V. DREAMWORLD AS UTOPIA 
In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree: 
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 
Down to a sunless sea. 
So twice five miles of fertile ground 
With walls and towers were girdled round: 
And there were gardens bright vyith sinuous rills 
("Kubla Khan," 1-8) 
Ideology may weU be not only compatible vyith but even constitutive of 
Utopia. Marin certaiiUy asserts this: "utopia is an ideological place where 
ideology is put into play; it is a stage for ideological representation" (239). 
Paradoxically, though, Marin also considers utopia to be neufral, carefully 
defining neufrality negatively as neither the supposed neufrality of institutions 
(i.e., hidden ideology masked as the natural), nor a reconstruction of society 
somewhere else (i.e., its image) (7). The difficulty of conceiving of such a 
concept of neufrality perhaps thereby incorporates into the definition the 
impossibiUty of its realisation. In confrast, Marin defines "degenerate utopia" 
as a space or project where the ideological representations get caught up in a 
dominant ideology and thus are "changed into a myth or a collective fantasy" 
(240). Utopias that lose their subversive or oppositional status serve only to 
reproduce or vaUdate the dominant culture. History does not leave us short of 
instances to suggest that oppositional practices run the risk either of co-optation 
or of creating themselves as a new orthodoxy. The term "degenerate utopia" 
embodies the paradox embedded in the concept of utopia; its defining opposite 
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would be either the oxymoronic "genuine utopia" or the tautological 
"uncorrupted utopia." 
In Marin's sense, then. Dreamworld like Disneyland is a degenerate 
Utopia, a term which does not imply that it ever was a "genuine utopia." This 
is simply to say that Dreamworld prartises no critique of dominant ideologies 
and proposes no altemative sodal emd poUtical reaUties, despite the fart that it 
promotes itself as a different reaUty. Indeed, as we have seen, it reaffirms and 
encourages a comfortable white, middle-class urban complacency. It would be 
frue to say that the effects of whatever subversive or parodic elements do exist 
— notably those in Gold Rush Country ~ are mirumised by Dreamworld's 
spatial arrangements, which establish as the norm Central Plaza and the values 
it represents. The interplay between these embedded ideologies, the park's 
implied "non-ideology" and the physical exaltation the rides may exdte is one 
of the most important factors to be considered when frying to form a 
judgement on the pleasures Dreamworld offers. 
Many of Dreamworld's elements - spatial, thematic, psychological, 
experiential - are Utopian. It is a deUmited and separate site, endosed and 
away from urban or suburban developments. Bcxiily Uberation, the abrogation 
of responsibility, and the belief in transparency (as in the notion of "pure fun") 
are features of some Utopian ideals or projects. Erotidsm imbues all the 
stmctures and pleasures of this land, rati^er than being resfricted to a special 
zone or function. The emphasis on childhood and nostalgia is characteristic of 
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Utopian thought and projerts. Indeed, the Western concept of utopia is 
inextricably bound up with the post-Romantic cult of the prinutive - a 
celebration of the purity and insight of children and of "natural" sodeties, and 
a yearning for the (non-existent) days when our relation to the world was 
natural, unmediated, spontaneous, uncorrupted. The current Westem passion 
for nostalgia and heritage (see Hevyison) is bound up in the familiar desfre for 
"authenticity." 
More particularly, though, it is possible to ground Dreamworld's Utopian 
spatial sfructures in a range of historical projerts, espedally some of the 
Enlightenment projects.^^ Anthony Vidler's study of seventeen urban-
architectural projects between 1750 and 1871 makes it dear that Utopian 
impulses of different kinds informed the reformist architectural models of that 
period. In architectural terms, these ideal dties or buildings often had very 
Utile in common with each other; for example, Bentham's Panopticon, 
Laugier's wide avenues, Fourier's series of gallery-sfreets, Owen's ideal 
parallelogram-city — just some of the models Vidler describes ~ envisage very 
different ways of arranging social spaces. Yet they share a conunon foundation, 
in that they are all predicated on the belief that the environment determines 
human nature. Architecture and social geography were thus crucial to 
Enlightenment Utopian projects; ideal dty forms could create ideal 
communities: 
19 I am grateful to Tony Bennett for this suggestion. 
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Sensationalist philosophy, the primitive machine of behaviorism, taught 
that the surroundings of life were the ffrst detenrunant of character. . . 
From this it was an easy reversal to postulate that changes in 
environment would lead to changes in the state of mind. . . The very 
form of the external world, over which material confrol was inuninent, 
was in fart to be the agent of redemption. Envfromnental reconstruction 
was the logical precondition of mor^ regeneration and sodal happiness. 
(Vidler 34) 
The rationalist underpiiuiings of this hope are quite dear, as is the 
impUcit relation between individual happiness and sodal harmony. The 
ideals and values to be achieved differed from model to model, but all 
involved elements of social regulation and confrol, in complex conjunction 
with egalitarian impulses. Stopping disease and deviancy, promoting uruty 
and unifonnity, demonstrating openness, surveying vyrong-doers, 
enhancing communication, promoting rationality, equality and hygiene ~ 
these were some of the avowed aims of the emerging urban models. 
It is possible to detert the echoes of many of these urban schemes, as 
weU as their ambiguous relation to popular pleasures, in Dreamworld's 
spatial sfructures. For example, the obsession vyith hygiene evident at 
Dreamworld (and so frequentiy noted by commentators on Disney-style 
parks) was a feature of Pierre Patte's plans for "surgery" on Paris, and the 
Utopian urban form of Considerant. 
The incorporation of a domesticated and picturesque natural world 
into urban space ~ also evident at Dreamworld ~ was advocated by many 
Enlightenment plarmers, including Claude-Nicolas Ledoux. Under the 
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influence of Rousseau, the natural world served as a romantic model for a 
state of sodal harmony, and so "the sodal philosophy of equaUty [came to 
bel identified with the envfronment of landscape" (Vidler 46). Indeed, the 
very notion of the theme park — the pleasure cenfre situated in a 
picturesque garden setting — shares some kinship with the architectural 
folUes and pleasure parks in the English landscajje gardens of this period. 
Because of its openness, this kind of picturesque nature has also come 
to sigiufy safety and harmony. Stanford Anderson has argued that to the 
modem urban imagination, sfreets usually signify negatively in opf>osition 
to buildings or open spaces, and that most twentieth century urban planners 
have been "afraid" of sfreets (vii). He argues that the concept of sfreets often 
carries a submerged metaphorical burden, signifying danger and criminality: 
This century's most pervasive models of the new city were ideal 
schemes of crystalline shelters in meadows with occasional ways but no 
sfreets ~ opeimess and transparency in an innocent eu\d undomesticated 
nature. This gave us plans devoid of sfreets and of any metaphor for 
guile, secrecy, danger, fear, and, generally, the darker aspeds of human 
nature and action, (vu) 
As we have seen, visibility and openness of design — both important to 
Dreamworld ~ were features of many of the projects, induding those of 
Bentham and Saint-Simon. Reform projects frequentiy emphasised open 
spaces, so that there would literally be no place for crime: 
The very sites of crime and immorality would be eradicated from the 
dty; no secret haunts ergo no secret prartices. (Vidler 67) 
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As Vidler comments of Owen's parallelogram model, "the space itself was 
now the redeeming agent" (60). Charles Fourier's plan for an ideal dty 
composed of arcades forming one interconnerted budding is likewise one 
way of obviating the need for hidden sfreets, since surveillance would be 
possible from raised promenades. The values of community and sodality 
embedded in this plan are echoed in the interconnected buildings of Cenfral 
Plaza. 
Thus Dreamworld can be read as having irdierited a number of 
spedfic architectural and design features from such projects. Most of these 
features stiU carry some of their historical semiotic resonances — that is, they 
signify in terms of such sodal ideals as community, safety, uniformity, 
rationaUty, balance, enlightenment, and civil obedience. Most interesting of 
all, though, is the way that the tension between regulatory power and 
camivalesque eruption, which has formed the basis of my analysis of 
Dreamworld, was also present in these Enlightenment schemes. 
Ffrst, the element of festival was important to many of these projects. 
Vidler argues that in the turbulent political times of the Erdightenment, 
especially in France, public festivals were "processionals of the Revolutionary 
stage" (42). But these rtowds in the sfreet signified ambiguously, according to 
Vidler; festivals were a demonstration of "colledive need" (i.e., the need for 
order) and yet also a "temporary suspension of institutional confrol" (42): 
Between this joy ~ the joy of festive and public romp ~ and this fear ~ 
tiie fear of the forces of order ~ successive Revolutionary govemments 
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attempted to use the festival, the cortege, as both mediator and 
diversion. (42) 
Vidler quotes the "conservative functionary" Jean-Frangois Sobry, who daimed 
in 1805 that pubUc ceremonies demonsfrated 
the example of order, the happiness of order, the supremacy of order, 
the magnificence of order, the spertade of order. (42) 
Thus, in its complex meshing of festival, freedom, opeimess, surveiUance and 
confrol. Dreamworld echoes the ambiguities of these historical Utopias. 
Despite the ambiguities on which they repose, Utopias nonetheless tend 
to construrt themselves as spaces without conflict, that is, spaces where 
opposites can be accommodated. Dreamworld seems to achieve this: nature 
and technology, danger and safety, sexuality and innocence ~ all opf)Osites can 
be contained vyithin its abundance. Different spatialities, for example, co-exist 
happUy. "The daydream of the microscopic" (Stewart 54) - that is, the 
miniaturisation we associate with childhood — exists vyith and within the 
grandiose, globalising logic of the collection, which organises the postmodem 
agglomeration of cultures and histories. It is a land where pasts and presents 
co-exist, and where all the thrills are free. But since we do not exist in the 
frozen time of Utopias, our stay in paradise is limited. The park thus plays with 
desfres; it sets up its ovyn cyclical, Utopian rhythms, while it is impossible for 
visitors to divest themselves completely of workaday temporalities. The park 
offers endless renewal, but we know we cannot accept the offer. Dreamworld is 
thus an eternal present that encompasses the past; a single space that holds 
other geographies vyithin it; a pure land of childhood that gives free rein to 
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erotic impulses; a land that gives us complete freedom of choice while 
encouraging us to abrogate confrol. In short, a Xanadu. 
fronically, then, the funrtion of this "trip away from the everyday" is 
both to offer us escape emd to reinscribe and validate the everyday. Safe, urban, 
middle-dass landscapes and consumer practices are both our departure point 
and our destination; our day's frajectory echoes that of any of the rides: 
experience the thriU of the unknovyn but return safely to your departure point. 
Thus, Dreamworld's pattern is cydical. Marin says that "utopia talks less about 
itself or the discourse it has on the island, moon, or lost continent than about 
the very possibility of uttering such a discourse" (10). Dreamworld, by 
constantly highlighting its own unreality, paradoxically keeps us anchored in 
the world "out there." This is one of the significances of its curved logo 
arching up over and around the globe. 
It is perhaps this Utopian structure and thematics that is making the 
Gold Coast "the theme park capital of Australia," or "the Orlando of AusfraUa" 
(Rowbotham 71). Common vyisdom has it that the Gold Coast is itself one 
giant theme park ~ an "artifidal" leisure city. Certainly, this is how the local 
media and councd self-consdously construct it ~ as a holiday playground. Can 
we apply a consideration of Utopian discourse to the Gold Coast as whole? Is 
the Gold Coast a heterotopia? Perhaps just as utopia speaks less about its own 
spedfidties than about the very possibUity of its ovyn existence, the Gold Coast 
too signifies in terms of narratives of escape, limits, separatism, sexuaUty and 
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even, finally, of non-existence. The Gold Coast signifies vyithin a rich 
drculation of potent cultural mythologies. The specifically Utopian narratives 
Usted above certainly operate. For example, narratives of escape are at work in 
the rituals and myths of "SchooUes Week," annual holidays and retiring north. 
Limits operate for southerners in the Coast's position just over the border; for 
Queenslanders, it is positioned somewhat differently "at the edge." Separatist 
dreams can be read in the intense dvic pride that inflerts the Gold Coast's 
yearnings for cosmopolitanism and international recognition with a certain 
parochiaUty.20 The iconic Gold Coast girls position desfre and male-centred 
sexuaUty as emblematic of its identity and fransform the beach into a feminised 
landscaf)e.21 And as we saw in Chapter 3, narratives also cfrculate in Gold 
Coast discourse about non-identity ~ the large urban agglomeration vyith a 
problematic dvic identity. These discourses work in fascinating ways, and I 
wiU take up in the Conclusion the question of Utopian discourse both vyithin 
and about the Gold Coast. 
20 The idea of Gold Coast separatism was parodied in Carl Schultz's film 
Goodbye Paradise. 
21 Surfers Paradise is itself frequentiy imaged in media discourse as a tarty 
woman, as the following newspaper exfracts illusfrate: 
Surfers - a bit of a tart, but we stUl love you 
Frowsy, blowsy, garish, lairish. Surfers Paradise, I love you. . . . They 
love her as she is, purple hair, green eye shadow, orange cheeks. A bit 
of an old tart really. . . . The strumpet called Surfers is looking ever so 
nice for the summer season. (CM 24 Dec. 1983: 25) 
Brassy tart with an unspoilt heart. (Aust 1 Nov. 1975: Weekend 4: 24) 
Surfers ~ still the same high-kicking showgirl as usual. . . the leading 
lady of the Gold Coast... a shabby, fading showgfrl. (CM 28 Mar. 1984: 3) 
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In sum. Dreamworld invites a complex relation to the everyday. On the 
one hand, it self-consdously constructs its pleasures as Utopian and escapist, 
and yet some of the raw thematic material for this escape comes precisely from 
the real conditions in which many people live: family, childhood, urbanity. 
The politics of creating magical fantasies out of the everyday are complex 
indeed. In any case, although middle-dass values are normatised and 
cenfraUsed spatially, the most intense pleasures from a day at Dreamworld may 
weU come from elsewhere — the thrill rides, for example. If it is true to say that 
a Dreamworld experience teaches us that we must return to safety and 
normaUty, it also gives us a rare chance to experience other ways of being, in an 
intense and exhdarating way. Like the Indy, it thus works against bourgeois 
values (through excess, letting go, physical pleasure) as well as reinforcing 
them. 
But even though the physical pleasures it invites are, for many, 
exhilarating, we should beware of bracketing off physical pleasure as an 
experience outside ideology and social relations, for this approach re-enarts 
botii Cartesian dualism and the rigid separation of work and leisure that 
chararterises contemporary capitalism. 
A typically postmodern approach might be to adopt the role of the post-
tourist (a concept advanced by Feifer and taken up by Urry: 110). This approach 
involves a self-conscious "playing" ~ the conscious and temporary suspension 
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of judgement, in the face of the impossibility of any "authentic" experience of 
the past or of other cultures and of any pleasure extemal to ideology. This 
approach seenas to be invited by the very notion of "theming," which involves 
freating history, nature, other races and other places as a spertade (cf. Urry 98). 
Such a knowing suspension of disbelief would seem to crystallise 
Dreamworld's status as simulacrum ~ a living art-world whose sfructures 
repUcate and redrculate signifiers from the global image bank. 
Thus, faced vyith the ambiguities and paradoxes of pleasure, we seem, 
fronically enough, to have ended up vyith the "solution" of analysis-as-play. 
My study of Dreamworld has culminated in the archetypal vertiginous 
pleasure of the tighfrope: that exhilarating moment of carruval where terror 
and pleasure, concenfration and play, and above all, confrol and loss of contiol, 
teeter unstably. 
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CONCLUSION 
My analysis of play has been led, then, to a notion of analysis as play. So, 
Marxist pessimism takes a hoUday, and pleasure becomes the objert of this 
study in a double sense ~ both the site of academic scrutiny, and a kind of 
theoretical endpoint. I must confess that I am rather suspidous of the current 
almost obligatory sfress on pleasure emd agency, two terms which often seem to 
slip into each other in a movement of well-intentioned optimism. This critical 
move springs from a variety of theoretical and historical shifts, among them 
the global undermining of Marxist meta-narratives, postmodern tensions 
between global and local politics, and the recent development of more 
sophisticated understandings of subject formation. In disciplinary terms, it 
works primarUy as a counter-discourse to Frankfurt School pessimism. 
But the sfress on consumption and agency currently prevalent in cultural 
studies (again, an often under-theorised slippage) seems to me to be implicated 
in other kinds of disciplinary histories as weU. It has to do with what we nught 
caU generational temporalities, a sense of "stages" in the cultural studies 
tradition inherited from Britain and within which many Ausfralian academics 
work or were formed. An evolutionary understanding of academic disdplines 
may well work to privilege "new" readings, while the dialectical nature of the 
wider critical process both produces and at some point constrains speaking and 
reading positions. Despite the dialogical nature of critical theory, structured as 
a series of interactions following the logic of "Yes, but. . . ",i academic tmth 
1 I first heard this from David Boyd, but have been unable to locate the original 
source. 
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frameworks tend to succeed each other with an illusory Unearity. Yet in sodal 
processes at large, truths "progress" in an uneven rather than Unear fashion, 
and there is consequently a very real probability that acadenuc criticism may 
find itself working within problematics and reading spaces that differ from 
those in which other groups make sense of their Uves. In many disdplines we 
expert this to be the case; but what happens when the academy is speaking 
about the popular? In what realms should its knowledge have currency? 
I am ambivalent about the power relations and poUtics involved in the 
current insistence on a problematic of "resistance." It seems to me to be crucial 
that we think about the different kinds of privileges that may enable us as 
academics to read from within this framework. 
If I have here drifted away from the Gold Coast, it is because I consider that 
the main issues raised and problems posed by my study are methodological. I 
vyiU return to some of these, by way of the question of the kind(s) of knowledge 
my framework has worked to produce, and of what is at stake in this 
production. 
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I. KNOWLEDGES ABOUT THE GOLD COAST 
I can start to answer these questions by considering a pubUc address given 
by David Malouf in 1984. In this reflective piece, Malouf nmunates on the 
effects of geographical space on the formation of subjectivities, by offering a 
reading of the topography, dimate, landscape, dty plan and urban architecture 
of Brisbane in tenns of the development of "our first maps of reaUty" and the 
mythologising of space (3). He argues that "the elements of a place and our 
inner Uves cross and iUuminate one another" and that inherited mythologies 
of sp)ace find their way into culture (3). Thus, for Malouf, "any one man might 
have only a single place he can speak of, the place of his earliest experience" (3). 
Now a feminist psychoanalysis might have something to say about the linkage 
between notions of home and territory with authenticity and identity, but I find 
Malouf s analysis and the condusion he draws from it — that "it might be time 
to forget likeness and look closely at the many varieties of difference we now 
exhibit, to let notions of what is typicaUy AusfraUan lapse for a time" (9) ~ both 
compelling and convincing. 
Given this, what place could I find for my readings of the Gold Coast from 
the position of outsider ~ indeed, not even Queenslander! I cannot speak of 
the Gold Coast as a "place I know from inside, from my body outwards" (3), but 
Malouf s framework opens up possibilities for other kinds of readings and 
reading positions ~ less "authentic," if authentidty is defined as writing from 
vyithin an epistemological framework seen to be to some degree regionally 
spedfic. WhUe I accept that geographies may well have deep and subtie 
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bearings upon epistemologies, I also think that these are precisely the things of 
which we are least likely to have conscious awareness, precisely because they 
frame and enable our very modes of understanding. The analyst doesn't have 
to be a produrt of a region in order to speak about it. 
On the other hand, what I do think is likely to be lacking in an 
"outsider's" analysis is a historical dimension. This is a critidsm that can be 
leveUed at senuotics generally — which can tend to produce synchroruc 
readings of hypostatised "texts" — and I think it is a vaUd one. An outside 
analyst may simply be unaware of the historical processes that have gone into 
the making of a particular urban text, and that in some senses still form part of 
what it "means." But the question is, "means" when and to whom? One 
cannot in any simple way equate the historical processes that enable any 
sodal/cultural formation with the way this formation signifies, but neither can 
these be separated out as different sfrands. In my case, I have fried to embed my 
readings vyithin a historical understanding of pubUc discourse about the Gold 
Coast (see appended bibUography). 
Malouf s suggestion that we take seriously the notion that we are 
embodied in space can also serve as a starting point for an investigation of 
myths of identity ~ spedficaUy, what Morris calls "myths of . . . identity-in-
place" ("Shopping Cenfres" 206). It is in this ambiguous but perhaps less 
essentialist territory, tiien, that a semiotician can produce readings of some 
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vaUdity, by charting the workings of public, if not private, historical or 
personal, narratives. 
n. GOLD COAST DISCOURSES: THE GOLD COAST AS HETEROTOPL\ 
Bringing to Ught this bank of shared sodal knowledges is for me the most 
fasdnating produrt of the style of semiotic work I have Ceuried out. I have 
found the Gold Coast to be underpinned by and constituted within a 
remarkably rich regime of overlapping narratives, which resonate through the 
discourses of advertising and promotion, in newspaper archives, and most 
espedally in popular memory and understandings. Of course, any dty, region 
or community is constituted in this way, but the Gold Coast sigiufies with a 
density, complexity and potency that are unusual for a relatively small regional 
cenfre that has developed in a very short historical timespan. 
I can only summarise notionally some of the regional narratives and 
mythologies that are at work on the Gold Coast and that have infleded my 
readings. I vyiU isolate them as separate sfreams or narrative threads, though of 
course they do not function as such. A whole series of pioneer narratives 
operate in the region: the Gold Coast as natural wonderland built upon by 
savy^ers, cotton growers and cane-cutters, and developed by men with courage 
and flair ~ risk-takers and eccenfrics. As we have seen, rags to riches tales 
abound, championing innovation, invention and increase. Not only does the 
Gold Coast strive to be the "capital" of as much as possible (see above, p. 85), it 
also promotes itself as the first of many things: tiie first region in Australia to 
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make tiie bikini acceptable, to tear out parking meters, to have meter maids, to 
set up a timeshare scheme,^ and to budd a canal network; the first coundl to 
allow staff to wear open-necked shirts, the first dty in the world to have a laser 
beam Ughthouse, site of the first motel in AusfraUa,^ and Ausfralia's ffrst 
private university, the first dty to welcome "medical tourists"* etc. 'Tfrsts," 
"only's" and "mosts" are an important part of tourist rhetoric generally, but 
Gold Coast pubUdty makes notable use of them. 
Fuelling these tales of pioneers and development are the pubUc histories 
of the founding fathers, such as that of Neddy Harper, the sawyer credited vyith 
"discovering" the Gold Coast in 1842. More celebrated, though, are the 
enfrepreneurs and developers who very often came from elsewhere, made 
fortunes, and became local characters: Jim Cavill, Sir Bruce Small, Eddie 
Komhauser, Keith Williams, Bernie Elsey and others. A certain generation of 
Gold Coast residents self-consciously view themselves in this light; in April 
1983, the Surfers Paradise Chamber of Commerce held a "Tribute to the 
Pioneers" gala presentation night, a nostalgic black tie event held on the 50th 
aniuversary of the (re)naming of Surfers Paradise, in which 23 people received 
awards for their role in the development of the city (McRobbie, Real Surfers 
Paradise 311). Local journaUst, historian and champion of the Gold Coast 
2 McRobbie, Real Surfers Paradise: 156. 
3 SMH 4 Sep. 1972:20. 
4 These tourists from Japan and other Asian countries will get an operation-
holiday package, induding holiday accommodation for the spouse, visits to 
local atfractions, and a video of their operation (SMH 15 Apr. 1991: 9). 
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Alexander McRobbie epitomises this mythologising of origins and foimders in 
his celebration of the eccenfric, enfrepreneurial, heroicaUy fridividual 
chararters who made the dty out of nothing, and whose lUce will never be seen 
again: 
Today, genuine local "chararters" ~ as distinrt from national celebrities 
who Uve here - are virtuaUy extinct. They have been replaced by a few 
professional dovms who desperately seek publidty and who work hard 
at frying to be "characters". But they are ersatz substitutes for the 
deUghtful eccentrics of the old days who never tried to be different; they 
just were. . . (263) 
Rimning coimter to such narratives, though, are the resonances of guilt or 
ambivalence about the spoiling of a pristine envfronment. As we saw above, 
these manifest themselves as a gendered metaphorics that hints at a fear that 
the natural world wdl take its revenge (in a series of apocalyptic narratives of 
floods, tidal waves, earthquakes, falling skyscrap)ers, etc.). 
Still other narratives are sfructured around abundance and libidinal excess 
— natural abundance, sexual abundance, girls, wealth. These tie in vyith 
cultural mythologies about youth and desire, some of which are currentiy being 
(re)played in the new TV soap drama Paradise Beach. Gold Coast beach culture 
meets youth culture in the annual carnivalesque ritual of SchooUes week, 
advertised in Cleo as "the best time of your life!"^ This ritual is orgaiused 
around a thematics of escape ~ from the rigours of final exams, from teachers. 
5 Advertisement, Mar. 1992: 150. This event is marketed as a crudal ritual the 
absence of which will flaw a young life sadly: "You only get one chance at being 
a part of this sensational event. . . . DON'T DELAY! or you could miss out on 
what wiU be one of the best times of your life!" 
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schools and parents, from childhood and sexual immaturity. It has become a 
rite of passage, though one which some celebrants choose to reUve each year, 
returning for many years and keeping tabs on which years were "good" 
SchooUes Weeks. 
The Gold Coast is the site for many other narratives of escape. For 
enthusiastic southerners, it is a place of fun just over the border — resonant of 
fropical mystique and exdting fransgressions. For Brisbane residents, it may 
weU mean something pleasurable, if a trifle more prosaic — weekends away 
from Brisbane, the relief of the beach in humid summer. For Virtorians, the 
Gold Coast is the site for many an armual vyinter escape, perhaps to be made 
permanant at the end of the working life through retirement to paradise (fig. 
25). For the promise of paradise is one of the most potent of all the narratives 
mnning through Gold Coast discourse, often invoked surprisingly unironically 
by locals. "Do you know what happiness is?" one local businessman quizzed 
me rather zealously. "I've found it, here on the Gold Coast." One repeatedly 
hears, and not just in advertising discourse, that it's "the best place in the world 
to live." For example, the foUovying merited almost an entire front page spread 
in the Courier-Mail: 
I have foUowed God to Queensland. A mad taxi driver in Melboume 
once wailed to me on a wet ride down ColUns St that God was Uving in 
Queensland and went to Surfers Paradise for holidays in January. . . . 
[T]he taxi driver was right on tiie button. WeU, it's obvious. Where 
else would He live but in Queensland? Where else would He lay down 
His towel but on Main Beach? (11 Jan. 1992:1) 
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Fig. 25. Moats and castles, Gold Coast. 
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The counterpart to this peirticular narrative, though, is a series of bleaker 
pictures, by which the Gold Coast belongs to the Other Side - the Sodom and 
Gomorrah of Queensland, where child pomography, satanic cults, homeless 
youth, drugs, prostitution, and the Japanese Yakuza are rife. 
There are many more currents of discourse through and in which the 
Gold Coast understands and promotes itself. Like all cultural mythologies, they 
overlap, interact, confradirt each other, die and resurface. My study has 
produced particular selections, appUcations and groupings of some of these 
narratives, focused through the lens of Caillois' game theory and the 
specificities of each of the four sites chosen for analysis. 
Each of these four popular cultural sites relies on the complex interplay 
between its ovyn internal narratives, discourses surrounding its particular 
activity (motor radng, the film industry, casino gaming), as weU as larger 
discourses at work on the Gold Coast. The relative importance of these 
different sets of discourses varies at each site. Dreamworld, for example, relies 
very much on its ovyn intemal narratives and the representations that furnish 
it with thematic material, rather than on either Gold Coast or theme park 
discourses at large, except for the vague sense of a Disney intertext (a relation 
never explidtiy made by Dreamworld, but perhaps brought in by many 
visitors). By contrast. Movie World draws heavily on the discourses 
surrounding the movie industry, Jupiters on those surrounding European style 
gaming, and the Indy on the resonances of international motor radng. 
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Each of them nonetheless firmly situates itself on the Gold Coast, 
sometimes by expUdtiy invoking local discourses, sometimes simply by that 
complex process in which, to adapt to a slightiy different context a phrase from 
Adrian Martin, there are "hundreds of [them] boundng/feeding/ripping off 
each other, mutually creating each other in a network" ("Teen Movie" 15). In 
each chapter, I have tried to show how the specific techniques of fantasy and 
legitimation intersert v^th, draw on, or further reinforce local mythologies. In 
the case of the Indy, for example, I have looked at the overlap vyith narratives 
of competition, big business, individualism and the enfrepreneurial spirit, as 
weU as a broader reach of narratives about modernity and progress. The event 
also signifies within other prevalent representational schemas — such as 
conventional Gold Coast representations of women ~ which both extend the 
signifying space of the race and provide a mythic framework in which its ovyn 
dynamics can be played out. Jupiters Casino operates within a different, though 
overlapping, set of discourses, many of them involving a notion of 
egaUtarianism - local rags to riches stories, the myth of Australia as a land of 
opportunities, the myth of the lucky country, and of abundance north of the 
border. Movie World draws on a whole problematic history of 
American/Ausfralian relations intensified in discourses surrounding the Gold 
Coast ~ in particular, narratives about the Americanisation of AusfraUan 
culture. Dreamworld invokes mythologies assodated with the Gold Coast's 
status as holiday playground - sets of discourses concerning pleasure, escape, 
leisure and desire. 
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These sites are also helping to create and extend Gold Coast discourse. The 
lament that the Gold Coast is an "artifical" region, for example, is not new,^ but 
the dty's relativdy recent status as "theme park capital of AusfraUa" is 
extending the reach of that particular narrative, so that the latest version sees 
the Gold Coast as "one big theme park. "7 Similarly, the long-held tension 
between the Ck>ld Coast's coding as pleasure dty and sin dty can ordy have been 
increased (at least for some, at least at first) by the presence of Jupiters Casino. 
Jupiters, Movie World and the Indy have also worked to extend discourses 
about the Gold Coast as an "intemational" dty. The Gold Coast has been 
marketed for quite a while as an international holiday destination, a region 
different enough from anjrwhere else in Australia to merit the attentions of 
overseas visitors, including celebrities (witness the stories about visits from 
Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Sammy Davis Jr., Bob Hope, Marie Osmond, 
Gina LoUobrigida and others [McRobbie, Real Surfers Paradise 167, 263]). 
Nonetheless, the advent of the Indy Grand Prix in particular has helped 
promulgate a sense of the intemationalisation of the region, not just as place to 
6 At least one fervent Gold Coast supporter has tiied to rework this myth; Sir 
Bmce Small once derided Canberra as "all artifidal insemination," presumably 
in opposition to tiie natiaral fertility of the Gold Coast region (SMH 29 July 
1968:11). 
7 Cf. Joe Gallagher, "Coomera becomes a Haven for Tourist Theme Parks," 
Courier-Mail 1 Mar. 1991: 15, and Graem Sims: 
Before long they'll be renaming this the Golf Coast, instead of Gold Coast. 
Never mind the glitzy Dreamworlds, Movieworlds and Seaworlds ~ in 
the last few years, the relentless march of the royal and andent game has 
fransformed the southeast comer of Queensland into one big Golfworld. 
(35) 
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escape to (that is, a place away from the cenfre), but also as a cenfre itself (that is, 
a place where things happen). 
m. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE READING FRAMEWORK 
What I find most produdive about this approach of drawing out 
mythologies is that it shows how the region fundions vyithin discourse and is 
itself constituted within and by competing narratives ~ in this case, narratives 
of a particularly vital and intense chararter. For me, such an approach gives a 
vivid sense of the "aUveness" of discourse and of the active processes of 
meaning-making by which areas come to signify. 
The four different game frameworks I have used also give a sense of both 
order and variety that is itself, I would argue, pleasurable. I have no quaUns 
about admitting the pleasures of imposing sfructures onto a huge and vital 
analytical object; as I argued in tiie Infrodurtion, the analyst organises this 
objert into his or her own text. The resultant pirture, like any mode of 
knowledge, selects, orders, foregrounds and composes the object's constitutive 
features according to criteria which themselves inevitably function within 
other systems of understanding, be they epistemological, institutional (the 
requirements of the dissertation form) or disdplinary (contemporary framings 
of debates). 
Caillois' game framework also meshes well with the notion of cultural 
narratives, since games tiiemselves can be theorised as a kind of narrative. 
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Most games are sfrurtured around plot-like devices and involve the adoption 
(self-consdous or otherwise) of roles or the playing of chararters. 
RhythmicaUy, they may weU be composed of beginnings, middles and ends 
sfructured around cUmaxes and repetitions, with or without d^ouement^ or 
narrative closure. Each of the pleasure sites I analysed made use of some of 
these narrative features and effeds. As we saw, the Indy can certainly be 
regarded as drama, while Movie World and Dreamworld repeatedly narrativise 
our presence. Any cultural formation can serve as a lemdscape for our ovyn 
iimer dramas, and Jupiters capitalises on this sfrategically. As CaiUois notes, 
the sentiment "as if" stands for rules in games vyithout them (8), a sentiment 
that may weU be invoked at any Utopian pleasure site. A repeated theme of 
this analysis has been that holiday sites, as well as sfrategicaUy marupulating 
thefr ovyn spedfic structures of fantasy, work with this suspension of the 
quotidian, while relying on predsely these norms for their effect. Alma 
GottUeb takes such a sense of inversion to be characteristic of vacations in 
general, arguing that the trip away from the everyday paradoxically serves to 
reproduce the culture back home. One of the reasons we enjoy the magic 
kingdom is that we know we don't have to live there. 
Thus, these game/pleasure sites stand in complex relation to the "outside" 
world, a term I use knowingly, since these are all sites that self-consdously 
consfrurt and market themselves as pleasures distinct not ordy from work but 
also from everyday leisure. (It is the word "the" rather than the word "outside" 
8 Cadlois himself uses this term briefly (7). 
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which is more problematic.) They rely on extemal sfructures in thefr very 
conditions of jx)ssibiUty (economic, sodal, and cultural); they oppose it in the 
dense, compart and contained nature of the pleasures they offer. Like games 
and bourgeois artworks, they proffer the Ulusion of thefr own inviolate 
separateness, speaking of dosure while nonetheless relying on and speaking to 
other, "extemal" worlds: 
The game has no other but an infrinsic meaning. That is why its rules 
are imperative and absolute, beyond discussion. (Caillois, Man. Play, 
and Games 7) 
There are, nonetheless, limitations to the use of any framework, and I am 
aware of some of the ways my use of Caillois has worked to constrain or 
produce certain types of readings. Even vyithin his framework, I could have 
chosen to explicate some of the sites in terms of a different game category; had I 
read the Indy in terms of the category of vertigo, for example, my reading 
would undoubtedly have been more positive, but would inevitably have 
focused more on the drivers as individuals (the spectators' vicarious 
participation being very limited). Another possibiUty would have been to read 
it in terms of mimicry ~ that is, as a dramatic iUusion or spertade. This would 
have brought the focus onto the Indy's performative rather than rhetorical or 
representational features. These kinds of skewings, however, are less 
significant than the one in operation in the very selection of sites for reading. 
The most glaring omission from my study ~ if were I making any totalising 
daims for it ~ is Sea World, absent for ratiier arbitrary reasons of stmctiire. 
Other strurtural frameworks would certainly have demanded its indusion; a 
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survey approach, a historical framework, a study of themed worlds in terms of 
postmodem theory, or an ethnographical study of tourists' exj>eriences would 
aU have induded it. 
This imposition of a deUberately "neat" sfructure onto the natural 
disorder of everyday life ~ historical and geographical sites of experience 
alchemised into an ordered selection of "texts" ~ is one of the legitimate 
critidsms that can be made of the disdplinary and theoretical movement from 
Uterary critidsm to cultural studies. My original disdplinary frainings in 
Uterary criticism befray themselves, and my study could be caUed textualist. So 
long as this criticism is not made in tadt opposition to some Utopian 
fransparent framework, I am content to acknowledge it. Where it operates 
vyith most justification, I would argue, is in my reading of the Indy. If that 
chapter is largely a study of overlapping regimes of representation, it is partiy 
because representations are unusuaUy crudal to an experience of Indy. Any 
analysis of Indy needs to take into account the degree to which this is an 
already-framed event. For spectators, the race event is both highly charged and 
sfrangely dispersed. First, it is far more dearly seen on television than Uve,^  
and the interpretive screen provided by the Wide World of Sports is nothing if 
not domineering. Trackside, INDY FM provides broadcast commentary 
throughout the four-day event and visitors are encouraged to buy Walkmans 
9 Indeed, each year, I have left the racetrack on preUminary days unaware of 
who had won tiie day's frials, and two years running, otiier spertators have 
told me they vyished they had brought their mini-television to the race-frack. 
A number of people even left the race an hour before the finish in order to get 
home and watch it on TV. 
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to hear it better. In addition, the initiation of an Ausfralian public into a new 
cultural formation is a series of frainings and infroductions to a pantheon of 
stars, a rhetoric, a technological expertise and a range of minute behavioural 
codings that are aU quite new. What a textual bias does tend to undertheorise, 
however, is the relationship of representations to "other" experiences, and 
indeed, the very terms of this specious opposition itself. 
The most difficult charge to answer, and one not unrelated to a textualist 
orientation, would be that of a f)otential cultural elitism involved in analysing, 
often criticaUy, popular pleasures. I have already discussed this in relation to 
ethnography (see above, p. 28), but some attempt to think about this can also be 
made in terms of the foUovying considerations. First, the relationship between 
popular culture and dass is problematic. Clearly, leisure activities are coded in 
dass terms, but a number of important cultural prartices designated popular 
(such as shopping, theme parks, and sports) are engaged in by large numbers of 
people from across the sodal specfrum. Of course, the sites and patterns of 
consumption of these activities are coded in a multiplidty of ways. In what 
sense, then, are the four sites chosen for analysis "popular"? Without detailed 
sodological research, one can only begin to guess, but it would seem likely that 
theme parks atfract pafrons from a wide range of social groupings. Trackside 
partidpation at Indy is much less egalitarian; ticket prices vary according to the 
day one attends and are hierarchised according to the quaUty of the view the 
seats afford. Sections of the frack giving access to the various spedator stands 
are blocked off to those without appropriate tickets, and a row of corporate 
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boxes, complete vyith TVs and girls in Indy uiuform serving champagne and 
hors d'oeuvres, lines a prime section of track. The pubUc in the open frackside 
sections seem to come from a wide range of sodal groupings, and the television 
coverage presumably addresses a varied audience. While Jupiters welcomes aU 
pafrons, European style casino gaming is deeply coded in dass terms, having 
until recentiy been the province of the aristocracy and indusfrial eUtes 
(McMUlen 233). So to consider these four sites as "p>opular" pleasures is to 
invoke a notion of the popular as being that which appeals to many people 
from a range of backgrounds. 
The related though not coterminous dichotomy of high/low culture is 
equaUy problematic. But here, it seems to me, the limitations of an overly 
textual model might show themselves, in that it is difficult for such a model to 
take adequate account of the plurality of experiential dimensions, induding the 
analyst's and that of other pafrons. This can tend to skew the readings towards 
a CTitique that may or may not match with tiie site as experience. It seems to 
me that some of my readings more than others could be open to this charge. 
My reading of tiie Indy, for example, is deddedly less entiiusiastic tiian tiiat of, 
say, Jupiters. A number of reasons could account for this; as noted, the 
experience was more dispersed than at other sites, the interpretive screen 
domineering, the rhetoric militaristic, and gender questions expUdtiy 
thematised in often unpalatable ways, hi sum, I took less personal pleasure in 
tiie event, and consequently engaged vyith it less. But is engagement necessary 
in order to write about a formation from everyday life ~ especially one 
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designated, however problematically, popular? (This certainly seems to be the 
assumption behind much popular cultural analysis.) Why should this be so? 
In any case, what does engagement mean? Is dislike, aversion or ambivalence 
an engagement? And to what extent is it necessary or important that one's 
analytical reaction accord with or take account of that of others? 
In pondering these questions, we inevitably ponder our own status as 
academic critics. One of the questions I have found myself asking is the extent 
to which one's analysis can or should repUcate the event or one's experiences 
at the event. I frequently found myself engaged one way as partidpant and 
another way as academic critic, and 1 am uncertain as to how much one's 
reading should be an attempt to reconcile these differences. Such questions lie 
at the heart of the double dynamic of academising the popular and 
popularising the academy. 
The final question that I want to consider - much less seriously than the 
preceding one, though it springs from the same problematic - is that of "over"-
reading. At moments during the composition of this thesis, I was reminded of 
a passage from Howard Jacobson's satirical novel Coming from Behind: 
Arthur Tvyinbarrow could find a symbol anywhere; not a flower grew 
but it was symboUc of regeneration, not a leaf fell but it was symbolic of 
spiritual desolation, not a ball bounced but it was symbolic of the 
frrepressibiUty of tiie human spirit. Notiiing was ever the thing it was 
and everything was always something else. (153) 
If one believes in "the thing itself," then every reader vyill inevitably be a 
Twinbarrow. I prefer to acknowledge, drawing on Norman Holland, that 
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interpretation is to some degree a function of personal identity. HoUand argues 
that readers repUcate themselves in their readings of texts - that each of us wiU 
derive from a text fantasies of the particular kind that yield us pleasure (125). 
We do not have to beUeve, as HoUand does, in the stabUity of ego identity and 
the absolute primacy of psychic structures in the reading process in order to 
acknowledge that academic analysis, like any realm of human enquiry, is shot 
through with personal, intellectual, discipUnary, institutional and sodal 
investments. 
I opened this study with a similar acknowledgement from Barthes, who 
pubUdy declared his "double amour" for the dty and for signs. I condude it, 
then, in this spfrit, and with the hope that what it offers up may be a fruitful set 
of "yes, buts." 
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